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ABSTRACT
THE POLITICS OF STYLE: BUILDING, BUILDERS
AND THE CREATION OF FEDERAL BOSTON
FEBRUARY 2005
THOMAS E. CONROY, B.A., SALEM STATE COLLEGE
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Maria R. Miller
This dissertation examines the political, social, and aesthetic purposes that building and
buildings served in the early American republic by exploring post-revolutionary politics, society,
and architecture in a single community: Boston from 1783-1803. Its main chronological narrative
traces the process by which younger members of the Federalist elite, frustrated with post-war
developments that prevented them from claiming political and social power, came to remake the
town in an English-influenced style and why other stylistic influences (especially those from
France) were de-emphasized. The argument is that younger Federalists used building and
buildings to gain hegemonic control of post-revolutionary politics and society, quell the
radicalism of the American Revolution, and communicate their elite status in a supposedly class-
less society by fundamentally altering the physical and built environment of the early republic
town. Rather than a celebration of revolutionary-era republicanism, then, the building projects
undertaken by young Federalists were actually w/z-republican attempts to create visible
distinctions between classes, bring voters into dependent relationships with them, and re-establish
an elite-led political and social order that the American Revolution temporarily interrupted.
Thus, it explores the ways in which architecture and building were embraced, eschewed, and
harnessed in response to and in an effort to shape politics and society.
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Fusing political, social, and economic with architectural and building history, this study
combines documentary and material culture evidence to contribute to an ongoing effort to use
material culture to advance historical inquiry and reveal previously under-explored territory.
Consequently, sources include traditional documentary sources as well as the most important
buildings erected or enlarged in Boston between 1787 and 1807, including: the Hollis Street
Meeting House, the Massachusetts State House, the houses of Harrison Gray Otis, India Wharf,
Holy Cross Cathedral, the Tontine Crescent, and Faneuil Hall. While offering a new
interpretation of post-revolutionary building, this study also offers a different view of Charles
Bulfinch, Boston's first native architect, as it casts him not as the main agent of change to the
post-revolutionary Boston built environment, but more as a dependent cog in a larger process that
remade Boston in the first decades of the republic.
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INTRODUCTION
This is a study of how Boston, the third largest port town in post-revolutionary America,
worked through the challenges of a successful revolution and how building played an important
and often overlooked role in that process. In the years immediately following the 1783 Peace of
Pans, Boston was a politically-divided, economically-depressed, socially-contentious, and
architecturally-stagnant place. The most successful post-revolutionary leaders maintained
political power by using direct personal contact, possessing and parlaying solid revolutionary
reputations, championing the ideals of the revolution, and appealing to ordinary Bostonians,
especially to its radical mechanic class. Two decades later, a new political elite controlled Boston
politics, economy, and society. Unlike the popular (and populist) leaders of the generation
before, Boston's new leaders segregated themselves from Boston's ordinary people, had little or
no direct association with the revolution, and viewed the revolution in an entirely different and
decidedly conservative way. Profound changes had occurred in early republic Boston that on
many levels had to do with building. Two buildings that stood nearly side-by-side, in fact, serve
as a good point of entry to the problem at hand. Together they communicate much about the
architectural, political, economic, and social changes that had occurred in Boston since the close
of the American Revolution in 1783.
The stylistic change is easy to see by contrasting the two buildings. Built by Thomas
Hancock in 1737, the Hancock Mansion was a consummate example of Georgian high-style
architecture and perhaps the finest late-colonial residence in New England. (Figure 1) A large,
two-and-a-half story, five-by-two bay building topped with a gambrel roof, the Hancock Mansion
was adorned with typically Georgian decorative features including a front portico, a
symmetrically balanced facade, a rusticated exterior, end chimneys, and corner quoins.
1 As late
1 The colonial era features of the Hancock House are immediately obvious in surviving engravings and
photographs taken before its destruction in 1863. For a variety of engravings of this and other late colonial
period Boston houses, see James Henry Stark, Antique Views of Ye Towne of Boston (Boston: Photo-
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as 1790, this house could still be considered among the most fashionable residences in Boston
(even though the Georgian style had waned in other parts of the world) because little had been
built in the town since the mid-eighteenth century. But at the turn of the century, Boston
architecture was changing quickly and the third house of Harrison Gray Otis was indicative of
that change. Only a short distance up Beacon Street, Otis' residence was far more modern and
more pleasing to the developing aesthetic senses of the early-nineteenth-century Boston elite.
Built by Boston architect Charles Bulfinch between 1805 and 1808, the Otis house was a four-
story, five-by-five bay structure that was no fewer than six rooms deep on one side. (Figure 2)
Its features differed markedly from those of the Hancock Mansion. Sitting under a hipped roof
laced with an ornamental balustrade, the house's facade featured delicate lentils on each window,
elegantly decreasing vertical proportions, and mainly six-on-six paned windows, all hallmarks of
what would come to be known as Boston Federal architecture, a style heavily influenced by the
English Adamesque interpretation of Neoclassical design, and a style that was quite different
looking than its Georgian predecessor. 2 Opulent and pretentious, Otis' third house was even
more grand than his previous residences including the first one that Bulfinch designed for him in
1795, a house based on a Philadelphia building that Bulfinch himself said was "far too rich for
any man in this country." 1 (Figure 3) In short, Otis' third house was the vanguard of
architectural style in early nineteenth-century Boston while Hancock's had become a vestigial
remnant of colonial period architecture; not even the Hancock Mansion's association with the
Revolutionary era could save it from being razed fifty years later.
electrotype Engraving Co., 1882), especially 69-72. For photographs of the house taken before it was
destroyed in 1863, see Jane Holtz Kay, Lost Boston (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1980), 57-58.
2
For pictures and architectural drawings of the third Harrison Gray Otis house, Harold Kirker, The
Architecture of Charles Bulfinch (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1969), 226-229. (Hereafter cited
as ACB .)
3
Charles Bulfinch to Thomas and Susan Bulfinch, Philadelphia, April 2, 1789. Bulfinch Family Papers,
Massachusetts Historical Society. Emphasis in original. On the influence of Bingham House and Bulfinch
sketching it, see Place, 27 and Kirker, ACB , 1 18-120.
2
Although less obvious to ascertain by looking at them, the two houses also said much
about major political changes in post-revolutionary Boston. Each house was the political nerve
center of Boston for its day. When Thomas Hancock built his house, he was a Boston social
climber who had built a growing trade empire and was about to embark on a career in politics. 4
After he died in 1764, his nephew, John Hancock, inherited the mansion, the trading house, and
an established reputation as a wealthy Boston politico. 5 But the younger Hancock parlayed his
legacy into a still more impressive political and economic climb than that of his uncle. By 1783,
he had been one of Boston's most important revolutionary-era figures, a Boston selectman, a
member of the Massachusetts General Court, president of the Continental Congress, and
Governor of Massachusetts. He was the most popular man in the state and the most powerful
force in post-war state politics. Throughout it all, Hancock and members of his faction planned
political strategy from the Hancock Mansion and he lorded over state and town from it as
governor. By 1808, however, Otis' house eclipsed the Hancock Mansion as the center of state
and town politics. Otis, Boston's leading post-revolutionary builder and land developer, had been
both a U.S. Senator and Massachusetts Senate President, and the main organizing force behind
the Federalist Party in early nineteenth-century Boston.6 Where once electoral and political
4 *Thomas Hancock was a Boston Selectman for thirteen years as well as an influential Boston merchant.
On the Hancocks and their financial empire, see Herbert S. Allan, John Hancock, Patriot in Purple (New
York: Macmillan Co., 1948); William M. Fowler, Jr., The Baron of Beacon Hill: A Biography of John
Hancock (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, Co., 1980); and William T. Baxter, The House of Hancock: Business
in Boston, 1724-1775 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1965).
5
John Hancock actually inherited a large portion of the estate at the time of his uncle's death. His aunt
Lydia, Thomas' widow, retained a portion of it and John lived there even after he was married. It was
always understood that upon Lydia' s death the Mansion and her stake in the fortune would revert to the
nephew. See Herbert S. Allan, John Hancock: Patriot in Purple , 80.
6 On Otis, see Samuel Eliot Morison, The Life and Letters of Harrison Gray Otis, Federalist, 1765-1848
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1913); and Morison, Harrison Gray Otis, The Urbane Federalist,
1765-1848 (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, Co., 1969). On his organization of the Federalist Central
Committee, see David Hackett Fischer, The Revolution of American Conservatism: The Federalist Party in
the Era of Jeffersonian Democracy (New York: Harper & Row, 1965), 50-73; Matthew H. Crocker, The
Maeic of the Many: Josiah Ouincy and the Rise of Mass Politics in Boston, 800-1830 (Amherst: University
of Massachusetts Press, 1999), 1-24; and William F. Hartford, Money, Morals, and Politics: Massachusetts
in the Age of the Boston Associates (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 2001), 1-32.
3
decisions in the politics of faction had been hammered out in Hancock's best rooms, by 1808,
Otis' parlor was headquarters to a different type of machine-driven politics-the early politics of
party—in Boston and Massachusetts.
The two houses also communicated important social changes in post-war Boston. When
Thomas Hancock built the Hancock Mansion he had already achieved great wealth in the town;
his house claimed and asserted his status as an elite. In other words, he had money and he wanted
to show it to reap its social rewards. At the time he built, ordinary people were expected to
respect the economic and political elite by paying deference to them, and sumptuous and
imposing houses made it easy to distinguish the town's leading citizens, even to newcomers. 7
Although he inherited all the wealth and position of his uncle, John Hancock lived through a
different—indeed, a revolutionary—time. Before the revolution, deference was still woven into
the social fabric of Boston, and consequently, John Hancock's early economic and political career
saw deferential performances played out by him and social inferiors through and often in the
Hancock Mansion. 8 But deference was quickly unraveling as the colonies hurtled toward 1776
because of the radicalizing tendency of the American Revolution. 9 In the post-revolutionary era,
Bostonians still deferred to Hancock, but they did so because of the leading role that he played in
the revolution and the reputation he had earned as a defender of Massachusetts' liberties as well
as for his patronage spreading. By the end of the eighteenth century, the idea of deferring to
social superiors simply because of economic or political position was gasping its last breaths,
much to the disapproval of rising Boston elites of Otis' generation and stripe. Otis' house, then,
7
For a good discussion of deference and social attitudes around it in the post-war period, see Fischer, The
Revolution of American Conservatism, 1-49. See also Gordon S. Wood, The Radicalism of the American
Revolution (New York: Knopf, 1992); and Alfred F. Young, The Shoemaker and the Tea Party: Memory
and the American Revolution (Boston: Beacon Press, 1999).
See Alfred F. Young, "George Robert Twelves Hewes (1742-1840): A Boston Shoemaker and the
Memory of the American Revolution. " William and Mary Quarterly (October 1981).
9
Young, "George Robert Twelves Hewes"; Young, The Shoemaker and the Tea Party ; and Wood, The
Radicalism of the American Revolution.
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was a double-layered attempt to shore up social deference in a post-revolutionary world where it
was no longer an article of faith. First, like Thomas Hancock's, Otis' house was an ever-present
reminder to ordinary Bostomans of its owners' elite status. Second, by building the house and
other structures in Boston, Otis brought the largest group of Boston mechanics, the town's
building tradesmen, into a dependence relationship that reestablished a modified form of
deference. 10 Simply put, in the late colonial period, deference was cultural and customary; in the
first years after the peace, deference had more to do with revolutionary reputation; and by the
beginning of the nineteenth century, deference became contractual and compulsory.
Dramatic changes in the social geography of the town are also evident when looking at
the built environments in which each house was situated and by contrasting them with other
areas. The West End, where Thomas Hancock built the Hancock Mansion, was largely
undeveloped in 1 783 and possessed only a few farms and a handful of what were called "country
estates." Settlement in Boston at that time was still concentrated in the town's North End, South
End, and Central Boston, where a handful of fine high-style Georgian buildings such as the
Hancock Mansion stood next to considerably less impressive first period and vernacular Georgian
buildings. No single district was especially given to one social group and no single district was
the exclusive home of Boston's finest buildings. In short, the social, architectural, and
occupational geography of the town was mixed immediately after the American Revolution."
Twenty-five years later, the social geography of the town had thoroughly changed. Otis built his
10 As Alan Kulikoff has noted, Boston's working population in 1790 totaled 2,585 persons of which 1,271
(49.1%) were artisans. Numbering 245 (or 9.3% of the working population), the town's building tradesmen
constituted the largest trade and the largest single occupational group in the town. Merchant-traders (224
or 8.7%) and marine craftsmen (219 or 8.5%) were also large groups but not larger than the builders. Alan
Kulikoff, "The Progress of Inequality in Revolutionary Boston," William and Mary Quarterly Third Series,
Vol. 28, No. 3, (1971): 375-412, especially 377. On the carpenters of post-revolutionary Boston, see Lisa
Lebow, "Artisans in Transition: Early Capitalist Development and the Carpenters of Boston, 1787-1837"
(Ph.D. Dissertation, UCLA, 1987).
'
' Justin Winsor, ed., The Memorial History of Boston, Including Suffolk County, Massachusetts, 1630-
1880 (Boston: Osgood, 1881), Volume IV, 25-63 and 465-488; and Walter Muir Whitehill, Boston: A
Topographical History (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1959), 1-72.
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was a
1806 house ,n the center of a self-consciously elite residents enclave that he had done much to
develop over the last decade, and other corresponding changes occurred as well. For example,
the area around the Boston Common was being made more genteel, and the Federal Street area
was becoming an exclusive cultural district. Undesirable buildings (e. g. the town's almshouse
and workhouse) were moved to less elite areas while desirable ones (e. g. the Massachusetts State
House) were built in the elite areas. Central Boston was increasingly given to the trading houses
of the town's merchant class while the North End had been left to Boston's ord.nary people and
the large part of the South End was fast following the same path. 12 If the Hancock House
vestigial remnant of colonial architecture, politics, and society on what was once the edge of
Boston's settlement, the 1808 Otis house was a testament to new forms of architectural design,
political dominance, and social relations situated in the center of the town's first fashionable
residential district.
Such fundamental changes prompt several questions. What had happened in Boston over
two decades? What explains the architectural shift to the English-inspired Adamsesque style,
especially so soon after a revolution against England and at a time when the elite in other parts of
the country were turning to French design ideas and French designers? 13 How did the revolution
affect post-war Bostonians and what part did it play in these monumental changes? Why did
elites such as Otis have to shore up deference and what role did building play in it? Why did a
town that was universally known for its love of (limited) democracy and revolutionary radicalism
allow such unrepublican buildings to be built after the revolution? How and why did the changes
12
Winsor, ed., Memorial History of Boston
,
465-478; and Whitehall, Boston: A Topographical History , 47-
72.
13 As Roger Kennedy points out, Thomas Jefferson, an avowed Francophile, embraced French-inspired
styles in his architectural designs and in his own home. Frenchman Pierre Pharoux designed many
important French-inspired buildings in early republic New York. Benjamin Latrobe, an Englishman of
French ancestry and architectural training, did the same in Virginia. And Pierre L'Enfant, Washington
DCs first architect, laid out the new capital city using French-inspired design ideas. But, he claims, French
style did not penetrate New England anywhere near as deeply as it did the rest of the country. See Roger
G. Kennedy, Orders from France: The Americans and the French in a Revolutionary World, 1780-1820
(New York: Knopf, 1989).
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in social geography occur in Boston? A still larger and more encompass.ng question, though, is:
how did Boston work through the challenges presented by a successful revolution?
Fully answering this more comprehensive question requires building a bridge between
two distinct historiographical traditions because it necessarily requires the incorporation of
political, economic, social, and architectural history in a single monograph, the main
methodological aim of this study. But historians have often found it difficult to explore
connections between politics, economy, society, architecture, and the built environment; instead
they tend to concentrate on one domain (or perhaps two) while infrequently considering the
connections between what they have separated into different realms. Many fine works on the
political history of the post-revolutionary period, for example, have either short-shrifted or
entirely neglected related developments in architecture and style. 14 Yet, considerations of
building, the built environment, and architectural style can significantly further our understanding
of early republic political culture and the ways that political ideals and ideology were
communicated beyond the documentary record on which these studies most often rest. At the
same time, while social and labor historians have done much to restore previously excluded
groups to the historical narrative, they, too, often neglect building and the built environment in
their studies.
15 On the other hand, cultural historians and architectural historians, who are
necessarily concerned with culture, style, and architecture, generally shy away from politics and
14
See, for example, Stanley Elkins and Eric McKitrick, The Age of Federalism (NY: Oxford University
Press, 1993); James Roger Sharp, American Politics in the Early Republic (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1993); and more recently, Joseph J. Ellis, Founding Brothers: The Revolutionary Generation (New
York: Knopf, 2000).
15
See, for example, Billy G. Smith, The "Lower Sort": Philadelphia's Laboring People. 1750-1800 (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1990); William D. Piersen, Black Yankees: The Development of an Afro-
American Subculture in Eighteenth Century New England (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press,
1988); and Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, A Midwife's Tale: The Life of Martha Ballard from her Diary, 1785-
1812 (New York: Knopf, 1990). All are fine social histories that recover much about the life of non-elites
in the eighteenth century; however, they all avoid politics in an intensely political age. For work along
these lines focusing on the revolution, see Charles S. Olton, Artisans for Independence: Philadelphia
Mechanics and the American Revolution (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1975); Stephen Rosswurm,
Arms, Country, and Class: The Philadelphia Militia and the "Lower Sort" during the American Revolution
(New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1987); and Young, The Shoemaker and the Tea Party .
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economy though their studies could benefit by including these areas because they would tell us
much about the political and social purposes that culture and architecture serve. 16 In other words,
while historians and architectural historians have been good about exploring distinct realms,
connecting these realms would yield a whole that is greater than the sum of the parts.
There is also a corresponding evidentiary divide separating America's political,
economic, and social history from its architectural and building history. In 1988, historian Robert
St. George described it as a disconnect between what he called "document people" and "object
people."
17
In one camp are monographs that primarily (ifnot exclusively) use documentary
records as their sources although within this group political and economic historians have
disagreed with social and labor historians about which level of society to study and which
documentary sources to use. 18 In the other camp are those studies that primarily use material
See, for example, George H. Edgell and Fiske Kimball, A History of Architecture (New York: Harper
and Brothers, 1918); Mabel Mason Carlton, Henry Alan Johnston, and Fiske Kimball, Thomas Jefferson.
the Sa^e of Monticello and his Beloved Home (New York: The Thomas Jefferson Memorial Foundation,
1926); and Fiske Kimball, American Architecture (New York: The Bobs-Merrill Company, 1928). For
post-Revolutionary Boston in particular, see, Harold and James Kirker, Bulfinch's Boston: 1787-1817
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1964); and Kirker, ACB
.
17
Robert B. St. George, ed., Material Life in America. 1600-1860 (Boston: Northeastern University Press
1988), 8.
18 • •
Beginning with the George Bancroft generation in the mid- to late-nineteenth century, historians have
offered different interpretations of the political history of the revolutionary era, but they shared some basic
assumptions about evidence and actors. Until the 1960s, most studies looked at white elite men and
documentary evidence, but they disagreed (often vehemently) on the motives, influences, and conflicts in
the revolutionary era. See George Bancroft, History of the United States; from the Discovery of the
American Continent (Boston: Little, Brown, 1837); George Bancroft, History of the Formation of the
Constitution of the United States of America (New York: D. Appleton, third edition, 1883); Charles A.
Beard, An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution of the United States (1913); Carl L. Becker, The
History of Political Parties in the Province of New York, 1 760- 1776 (1 909); Bernard Bailyn, The
Ideological Origins of the American Revolution (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1967); Edmund S.
Morgan, "The Puritan Ethic and the American Revolution" reprinted in Edmund S. Morgan, The Challenge
of the American Revolution
,
(New York: W. W. Norton and Co., 1976); and Gordon Wood, Creation of the
American Republic, 1776-1787 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1969). After 1960,
historians began looking elsewhere to recover the experiences of those groups that previous histories had
left behind: women, blacks/Indians, the poor, and the producing classes. Where their predecessors had
used elite correspondence, newspapers, and official state papers (sources that were often silent about non-
elites), social and labor historians used tax lists, church rolls, association records, probate records, deeds,
voting results, and a variety of similar sources to get at the lives of ordinary Americans, but they were still
solidly in the documentary camp. On historiographical and personal disagreements in the profession, see
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evidence and curatorial methods, and locus on buildings and artifacts while paying less attention
to the sources more often used by political, social, or economic historians, and the political and
social contexts in which building occurred."' St George suggested that a middle ground of sorts
COUld nol only he reached, hut that it could yield a more holistic and accurate picture of American
hie in any period. Indeed, some important studies bridging this gap had already been published
mid others followed that lit St. George's prescription.20 Nevertheless, the profession remains
starkly divided along these lines despite some efforts to bridge the divide.
Peter Novick, That Noble Dream: the "Objectivity Question- and the American Historical Profession (New
York: Cambridge University Press, 1988).
Nineteenth-century studies of buildings and the buill environment tended more toward reportage than
analysis: town studies that discussed buildings related anecdotal information ahout who lived where and
what then houses looked like; local historians Whiggishly described physical changes while seldom
exploring why sueh changes occurred; and antiquarians Cracked down land grants and deed passages from
generation to generation. See Stark, Antique Views : Winsor, ed., Memorial History of Boston : Nathaniel
B. Shurtleff, /^Topographical and Historical Description of Boston (Boston- by request of the City
Council, 1871); and The Fifth Report of the Boston Record Commissioners, the "Gleaner" Articles
(Boston: Koekwell and Churchill, 1887). By the turn of the twentieth century, with the Colonial Revival in
lull swing, museum curators and writers continued producing hooks on houses and their inhabitants with
little regard for polities and economies, thus continuing the divide. See, for example, < reorge Francis Dow,
Domestic Life in New England in the Seventeenth Century (TopslieUf MA: The Perkins Press, 1925).
From about 1920, architectural historians such as Piskc Kimball, George Bdgell, Henry Alan Johnston
and later scholars sueh as Abbott Lowell CummingS, and the Kiikcrs wrote about stylistic influences on
Ainei ican buildings and, over time, economies entered the picture because building and laboi and
construction costs became important. Thus, tradesmen and designers more forcefUlly entered architectural
studies, but social context of building was at best a secondary topic and politics was rarely discussed. See
lulgell and Kimball, History of Architecture ; Carlton el. al., Thomas Jefferson : Kimball, American
Architecture
; Abbott Lowell CummingS, Architecture in Early New England (Sturbridge, MA: Old
Sturbridgc Village, 1958); and CummingS, The Framed Houses of the Massachusetts Bay. 1625-1725
(Cambridge: Belknap Press, 1979).
20 Some notable exceptions include: I lenry II. ( ilassic, hoik I lousing in Middle Virginia: A Structural
Analysis of Historic Artifacts (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1975); Rhys Isaac, The
I ransformalion of Virginia, 1740-1790 (( 'hapei Hill: I Inivcrsity of North ( aiolma Press, 19X2); Roger (i.
Kennedy, Architecture, Men, Women, and Money in America, 1600 1X60 (NY: Random House, 1985);
Dell Upton, Holy Things and Profane: Anglican Parish ( lunches in Colonial Virginia (( ambridge:
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press, 19X6); Richard L Bushman, I he Refinement of America:
Persons, Houses, Cities (New York: Knopf, 1992); and Daniel K. Richter, The Ordeal of the Longhouse:
The Peopl es of the Iroquois League in the Era of European Colonization (( hapel Hill: I fniversity ofNorth
Carolina Press, 1992) hoi articles, see Kevin M. Sweeney, "High-Style Vernacular: Lifestyles of the
Colonial Elite" in Cary Carson, Ronald Hoffman, and Peter J. Albert, eds., Of Consuming Interests: The
Style of Life in the Eighteenth ( cnlury (Charlottesville: I Inivcrsity of Virginia Press, 1 994 ) and Dell
I Ipton, I loly filings and Profane; and Robert St. (ieorgc, "Artifacts of Regional ( onsciousness in the
Connecticut River Valley, 1700-1780" in St. George, ed., Material Life in America. 1600-1860 . Also of
note is James Sterling Young, The Washington ( omnumity, I 800 I 828 { New York: ( olumbia I Inivcrsity
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Among the most successful recent monographs to integrate these discrete realms is
Robert and Lee Dalzell's study of George Washington and Mount Vernon. Buildings, the
Dalzells contend, are cultural spaces into which builders incorporate their personal, social, and
political values.
21
In Washington's case, fashion as well as politics clearly influenced the style in
which he made and remade his most treasured possession, his house. Indeed, the authors posit
that Mount Vernon became a physical representation of a profound political and social shift in
Washington as he moved from a republican worldview in which a virtuous and gentlemanly elite
held power toward a democratic worldview "characterized by equality of opportunity and
independence for all."22 Like Washington, architecture for Boston's turn of the century elite was
both an outward expression of taste and sense of fashion as well as a social, economic, and
political statement with social and political consequences. A brief look at Harrison Gray Otis and
his third house suggests a similar inseparability of political, social, and architectural values in
post-revolutionary Boston.
After the American Revolution, Harrison Gray Otis was an ambitious Boston lawyer and
speculator with a penchant for ostentation who believed zealously in elite-led politics and
society. 23 He certainly had some family connections and money, but he was not at the top of
Boston's political, economic, and social ladders in the post-war period. In fact, in 1785, he was
an organizer of a failed aristocratic Tea Society in Boston that stopped meeting amid threats of
violence against it in the press. In 1788, he publicly tried to purge radicalism from the story of
Press, 1966). The first chapter explores how the planned built environment of Washington DC reflected
political beliefs and constitutional assumptions.
21
Robert F. Dalzell, Jr., and Lee Baldwin Dalzell, George Washington's Mount Vernon: At Home in
Revolutionary America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), xiv-xv. See also Michael Zakim,
"Sartorial Ideologies: From Homespun to Ready-Made" American Historical Review Vol 106, No 5
(December 2001): 1553-1586.
22
Dalzell and Dalzell, George Washington's Mount Vernon , xvi.
23
Morison, Life and Letters of Harrison Gray Otis ; and Morison, Harrison Gray Otis, The Urbane
Federalist . See also Fischer, The Revolution of American Conservatism , 26-42.
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ist
the American Revolution in his July 4'" oration at a time when many Bostonians knew better. By
1790, when he was twenty-five years old, he was earning a reputation as a staunch defender of
conservative ideas in Boston, but he lacked the age and social pedigree to be part of the Federali
inner circle and, on the other hand, lacked the necessary revolutionary experience and disposition
to appeal to Boston's ordinary voters himself in the rough-and-tumble of Boston's post-
revolutionary populist politics. By the mid-1790s, though, Otis had amassed a large enough
fortune through a successful law practice, a good marriage, and land speculation to be considered
part of the burgeoning elite and had continued to rise within Federalist ranks through his
considerable rhetorical gifts. Thus, he spent the mid- and late-1790s railing against the
Jeffersonian menace and was nearly as much at war with French influence in American politics
and society as England was against French influence on the European continent. By the end of
the decade, he had become a High Federalist leader who denounced democracy as "jacobinism,"
disdained popular participation in politics, abhorred the French Revolution and French influence
on American politics and society, and believed that the United States was best served by a
political and economic alliance with England. It was in such a context that Otis began to build
his houses.
Otis' political and social preferences absolutely informed his building preferences. He
built three Boston residences in rapid succession: the first house in 1795-96, the second followed
in 1800-02, and the third in 1805-08. 24 (Figures 2-4) All were British-inspired Adamesque
buildings erected in the heart of an emerging elite residential district. Looking at his political and
social beliefs, it is hardly surprising that he built such English-influenced houses. He had long
favored British political and social institutions, and the unfolding extremes of the French
Revolution, coupled with the influx of European immigrants in the late- 1790s, pushed him even
closer toward them. In erecting buildings of this style he was making an extreme political
24 On all three houses, see Kirker, ACB, 118-124, 158-160, and 226-229.
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statement that announced his contempt for egalitarianism and democracy while displaying his
political sentiments toward England. Moreover, he was also acting on elite social predilections,
and communicating those predilections through the built environment and architectural style to all
Bostomans. While Otis' English-influenced houses in emerging and exclusive residential
enclaves were outward indications that he had become an important member of the town elite,
they were as importantly attempts to stabilize Boston society after the revolution by bringing
Boston's building tradesmen, the largest group of artisans in post-war Boston, into interdependent
relationships with him. 25 Through his building he was shoring up patronage after the economic
and political tumults associated with the American Revolution had seriously damaged it. So, in
addition to announcing his adherence to recent British architectural fashion, Otis' building
projects were also cultural and economic tools to reconstitute political and class authority after
the revolution challenged both.
There was another important dimension to Otis' building projects that comes clear when
they are placed within the political and social context of post-revolutionary Boston that actually
worked against his building goals. In erecting such opulent structures in newly-created elite
districts apart from the lower orders, Otis had on the one hand positioned himself to assume a
powerful role in nineteenth-century Boston politics and society while he put money into the
pockets of a powerful subset of the mechanic class—the building tradesmen. So long as he kept
up his side of the patronage bargain and did not grossly tread on revolutionary ideals, the
relationship would remain intact even in the face of occasionally serious challenges by
Jeffersonian Democrats and even though his opulent buildings aroused anger and mistrust in
ordinary Bostonians who were hostile to the inequality that such buildings represented. But as
historian Matthew Crocker has observed, one-time dependents abandoned Otis by early 1820s,
years after he stopped building but while he attempted to work against what ordinary Bostonians
25
See Kulikoff, .377; Lubow, .1-65; and Jack Quinan, "Daniel Raynerd, Stucco Worker," Old Time New
England . Volume LXV, Numbers 3-4 (Winter-Spring 1975): 1-21.
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perceived as legacies of the revolution.- In the first decades of the republic, then, between the
tumults of the revolution and the Jaeksonian Era, building allowed Boston's Federalists such as
Otis to exert influence in politics and society. Indeed, led largely by Otis, they took control of a
radicalized and unstable town and worked through the challenges of the American Revolution to
come out on top. This is unmistakably a story that involved building as much as it involved
politics, society, or economy. Indeed, all were intricately intertwined throughout this process.
Most monographs concerning post-revolutionary Boston, however, do not explore these
connections. Like trends in national histories, the early republic in Boston has received
comparatively less attention from historians than the periods that bracket it. Political, labor, and
social historians have generally looked at Boston in the late-eighteenth century only as a codicil
to the American Revolution that preceded it, or to set the stage for the profound transformations
that followed 1800, namely the market revolution, the industrial revolution, urbanization,
immigration, the emergence of the Boston Brahmins, and the opening of the voting franchise.27
Where historians have focused closely on early republic Boston, they most frequently look at
specific developments, groups, or people, and while some have used the built environment in
their studies with good effect, there is still little crossover between politics, society, economy, and
26
See Crocker, The Magic of the Many .
27
For example, in the Revolutionary and Constitutional Eras in Boston, see Richard Brown, Revolutionary
Politics in Massachusetts: The Boston Committee of Correspondence and the Towns, 1772-1774
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1970); and Stephen E. Patterson, Political Parties in Revolutionary
Massachusetts (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1973). The Antebellum period in Boston has
similarly been studied extensively but the primary focus of much of the early- to mid-nineteenth century
work is industrialization or immigration. See, for example, Thomas Dublin, Women at Work: The
Transformation of Work and Community in Lowell Massachusetts, 1826-1860 (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1979), which has much to say about the Boston Associates; Oscar Handlin, Boston's
Immigrants, 1790-1880 (New York: Athenaeum, 1975); and Thomas H. O'Connor, The Boston Irish: A
Political History (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, Co., 1995). Only two studies look closely at Massachusetts in
the late eighteenth century. See Paul Goodman, The Democratic-Republicans of Massachusetts: Politics in
a Young Republic (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1964); and Van Beck Hall, 'The Commonwealth
in the New Nation: Massachusetts, 1780-1790" (Ph.D. diss., University of Wisconsin, 1965). However,
these studies look at Massachusetts, not Boston specifically. National level political histories of the early
republic explore Boston only insofar as that experience applies to national or state developments and not on
its own terms, and building is almost entirely overlooked. For national studies, see Elkins and McKitrick,
The Age of Federalism ; Sharp, American Politics , and Ellis, Founding Brothers .
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architecture.28 For example, Gayle Sawtelle's study of Boston's retail geography in 1 800 finds
thai Boston did not have "general stores" but rather the town's retail operations were highly
Specialized and scattered throughout the town. Martha McNamara's line study of the connected
professionalization of Boston lawyers and architects explores changes in courthouse construction
and finds that these changes were critical in establishing a powerful bar. While both use the bu.lt
environment to tell stones of class formation, both also deal primarily with one social rank or
occupational group
-middling shopkeepers and upper-scale professional men, respectively.
In fact, especially in the wake of the revolution, middling and upper class Bostonians
(and often the lower orders, too) would ultimately build a new republic and a new post-
revolutionary town together. The messages of the revolution—equality, liberty, and political
agency—combined with the efforts of the Boston Whigs to radicalize the town's middling and
lower orders produced a post-war climate in which the high- and middling-born were more
interdependent politically than they had been before the revolution because the revolution and the
republic required citizens to be active and watchful participants. Social status, too, was far less of
an automatic determinant for office holding after the war because middling Bostonians ran for
(and sometimes won) office more often after the revolution than they had before it. In other
words, following the revolution, Bostonians of all classes were involved in an often-heated and
contentious argument about the meaning of the revolution and the future of the republic. To a
large extent, this debate influenced Boston building and architecture.
Similarly, this study addresses the particular historiographical and methodological
divides in American history that hinder our full understanding of how Boston worked through the
challenges of the revolution and building's critical role in it. Like the national histories,
" See Hall, "The Commonwealth in the New Nation"; Lisa Lebow, "Artisans in Transition); Gayle
Elizabeth Sawtelle, "The Commercial Landscape of Boston in 1800: Documentary and Archeological
Perspectives on the Geography of Retail Shopkeeping" (Ph.D. diss., Boston University, 1999); and Martha
McNamara, "Disciplining Justice: Massachusetts Courthouses and the Legal Profession, 1750-1850"
(Ph.D. diss., Boston University, 1995).
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historians working on Boston tend not to incorporate political and social documentary-based
sources with cultural and architectural material ev.dence. For example, in the last fifty years,
Charles Bulfinch has been the subject of nearly as many full-length biographies as other early
Bostonians. 2" These stud.es focus on him and his work while portraying Bulfinch as a man who
nearly single-handedly determined the architectural style of the town (and its political dest.ny as
Chairman of the Boston Selectmen for nearly two decades). But, they do little to explore the
political and social uses of architecture in the new nation. On the other hand, the political and
social story of Boston after the revolution has been told primarily through biographies that tend
not to look at the architectural and material culture evidence so plentiful in the Bulfinch
biographies. Indeed, only recently has a full-length social history of late-eighteenth-century
Boston been in the works; a political history of Boston in this period has yet to be completed. 30
Boston, however, is an ideal place to explore how Americans worked through the
challenges of the American Revolution while bridging these historiographical and methodological
divides. As the third largest port town in the United States and capital of an important large state
in the new nation, Boston's experience after the revolution also bears close investigation because
it sheds light on a larger dynamic in post-war America. A focused study of Boston in this period,
then, adds to existing literature on other large coastal towns in the late-eighteenth century,
29
Bulfinch has been the primary subject in Ellen Bulfinch, The Life and Letters of Charles Bulfinch.
Architect. With Other Family Papers (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin, and Company, 1896); Charles A. Place,
Charles Bulfinch: Architect and Citizen (New York: DaCapo Press, 1925); Raymond W. Stanley, Mr.
Bulfinch's Boston (Boston: Old Colony Trust Company, 1963); Harold and James Kirker, Bulfinch's
Boston
;
and Harold Kirker, ACB . In contrast, John Winthrop and John Cotton have had three biographies
each, and Increase and Cotton Mather have had four each. The numbers of major scholarly biographies for
the Boston centered revolutionaries in the same time frame are: John Adams (7), John Hancock (4), Abigail
Adams (3), Samuel Adams (2), Paul Revere (2), Joseph Warren (2), James Otis (1), Mercy Otis Warren ( 1 ),
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Bicentennial Symposium, 1757-1957 (Essex Institute, Salem: 1957).
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The upcoming social history is Jacqueline Barbara Carr, After the Sie^e: A Social History of Boston
(Boston: Northeastern University Press, 2004).
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illustrates the connections and discontinuity between them, and tests whether findings in other
coastal towns are true for New England's largest town. 31 For example, Howard Rock has found
that New York mechanics did not support Federalism because of its inherent elitism despite
Federalist attempts to secure patronage through political machines in the first decade of the
1 800s. In the same period, Boston's Federalist elite was also creating a new political machine,
but building projects reinforced this process by successfully functioning as political patronage
mechanisms.
The story that follows examines the purposes building served in the new republic by
exploring post-revolutionary politics, economy, society, and building in a single community:
Boston in the twenty-five years following the peace of 1783. The goal is to explore how and why
building aesthetics and urban geography were harnessed for political and social purposes in a new
republic established ostensibly under the auspices of liberty and equality. 32 By looking at the
intersection of political, labor, social, and architectural history, this single-community study seeks
to produce a more comprehensive understanding of the relationship between politics, economy,
society, and architecture. How the built environment was manipulated is a key to understanding
changes in the political landscape of Boston and how the town's conservatives were able to
emerge in the revolution's aftermath in control of the town. It incorporates Boston building and
buildings, the building trades, elite culture, social geography, society, and politics over two
decades in an effort to understand the ways in which architectural styles were embraced,
eschewed, and harnessed in response to and in an effort to shape post-revolutionary Boston
31
I am thinking here of works such as Howard Rock, Artisans of the New Republic: The Tradesmen of
New York City in the Age of Jefferson (New York; New York University Press, 1979); Alfred F. Young,
The Democratic-Republicans of New York: the Origins, 1763-1797 (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 1967); and Billy G. Smith, The "Lower Sort" .
32
Accordingly, this study pays more attention to the ways that members of the Boston elite consumed and
viewed building and buildings. There is certainly room for a fuller exploration of how middling and lower
sort Bostonians consumed these things as well, but their perspectives will be addressed in a future book-
length study.
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politics and society » Out of the politically-volatile, socially-turbulent, and culturally-confused
post-revolutionary era, Boston's Federalist elite turned to architecture to express then vision of
America, a vision informed by their attitudes toward popular demonstrations, domestic and
foreign policy, revolutionary social change, economic prosperity, political and social
predilections, and their desire to reestablish political and class authority after the American
Revolution. Ironically, a combination of their political and social opponents, supporters, and
dependents in the building trades helped realize their vision both literally and figuratively. In
short, this is the story of how "Bulfinch's Boston," a moniker inaccurately given to Boston in the
post-revolutionary period, came to be and how it emerged from an uneasy and unsettled period
for American identity, politics, society, and architecture. 34 Moreover, by combining political,
social, and economic history with architectural and building history, this project will contribute to
an ongoing effort to use material culture evidence with traditional documentary evidence to
explore history—to use material culture to advance historical inquiry.
To establish the physical context for the study to follow, Chapter One surveys the post-
peace situation of the town by looking at its built environment, the purposes building served, and
the town's political and economic situation in 1783. It argues that post-revolutionary Boston was
an understandably but nonetheless profoundly troubled place dominated by persistent colonial
period traditions and buildings. Chapter Two looks at the residual power of revolutionary ideals
33
"Architectural authorities" for this dissertation include Kirker, The Architecture of Charles Bulfinch ;
William H. Pierson, Jr., American Buildings and their Architects: The Colonial and Neo-Classical Styles
(New York: Doubleday, 1976); Fiske Kimball, American Architecture : Edgell & Kimball, A History of
Architecture : Annie Jacques, Les Architects de la Libertie (Paris: Gallinard, 1988); Michel Gallet, Les
Architects Parisien du XVKIe Steele: Dictionnaire Biographique et Critique (Paris: Menges, 1995); John
Harris, The Palladians (New York: Rizzoli, 1982); Richard A. Etlin, Symbolic Space: French
Enlightenment Architecture and its Legacy (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1994); Joseph Rykwert,
Robert and James Adam: The Men and the Style (New York: Rizzoli, 1985); Rykwert, The First Moderns:
The Architects of the Eighteenth Century (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1980); and Lydia M. Soo, Wren's
"Tracts" on Architecture and Other Writings (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1998).
34 The term "Bulfinch's Boston" as well as "The Boston of Bulfinch" are often used to describe a post-
revolutionary Boston in which Federalists exerted tremendous influence on town politics, economy,
society, and architecture. See, for example, Kirker and Kirker, Bulfinch's Boston .
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m the late-1780s and argues that Boston's most successful leaders used salient revolutionary
ideas, especially amid an economic crisis that frustrated pafronage-spreading, to oppose what they
saw as disturbing, Counter-revolutionary developments in post-war politics, society, and building.
Chapter Three argues that the handful of post-war building initiatives show that pragmatism-not
venerat.on of the revolution, mimicry of British forms, or the desire to distance Boston from its
colonial past
-primarily informed post-war building, and that Charles Bulfinch was not the
architectural ideologue that previous accounts suggest. Chapter Four looks at how early- and
mid-1790s political and social battles over the revolution, its legacy, and the future direction of
the republic informed and were played out in the town's budding environment. Chapter Five
examines how and why Boston Federalists used building and buildings in an unprecedented
constructs boom between 1 799 and 1 805 that began to fundamentally alter the physical face of
the town, mollify the radicalism of the American Revolution, and allow them to assert control
over a town that had been, a quarter-century earlier, universally noted as the vanguard of
independence and American revolutionary sentiment. A brief conclusion discusses the
Federalists' success through the early years of the 1800s, and connects this study to the increasing
body of literature about Boston and Massachusetts in the early nineteenth century. 15 Throughout,
quotes have been adjusted to conform to modern spelling and punctuation, but only when the
intent was clear.
Of note here are some studies that have been mentioned already including those of Crocker and Hartford,
and others that look at elite Boston culture and the "Boston Brahmins" in the early nineteenth century
including Robert F. Dalzell, Enterprising Elite: The Boston Associates and the World They Made
(Chicago: Argonaut, 1965); E. Digby Baltzell, Puritan Boston and Quaker Philadelphia (Boston: Beacon
Press, 1979); Ronald Story, The Forging of an Aristocracy: Harvard and the Boston Upper Class. 1800-
1870 (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 1980); Ronald Formisano, The Transformation of
Political Culture: Massachusetts Parties, 1790s to 1840s (New York: Oxford University Press, 1983); and
Douglass Shand-Tucci, Built in Boston: City and Suburb, 1800-2000 (Amherst: University of
Massachusetts Press, 1999).
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CHAPTER 1
COLONIAL PERSISTENCE IN A REVOLUTIONARY AFTERMATH
In July 1776, news of the beginning of the American Revolution took Boston by storm.
Bostomans already knew that war was on-violence had erupted at Lexington and Concord
fifteen months earlier, and patriot forces had only recently reoccupied the British-held town. But
the Declaration of Independence turned armed resistance in Massachusetts into a political
revolution of thirteen colonies against what they saw as an oppressive British King and
Parliament. Twelve other former colonies, calling themselves states, had now joined
Massachusetts in a War of Independence. Accordingly, when the declaration received its first
public reading in Boston on July 18, 1776, Bostomans were overjoyed. Climbing the sides of the
Boston Town House, some of Boston's ordinary people removed the "King's Arms," hated
symbols of British authority, from the eastern and western fronts of a building that housed the
royal government. 1 Symbolically, if not yet officially, the colonial building was shorn of its
imperial trappings and became the Massachusetts State House. This was an important change to
the town's built environment clearly occasioned by politics, one that communicated political
developments through a building, attempted to distance Boston from its colonial past, and
occurred spontaneously without opposition. It was also a change in the built environment that
mirrored a social revolution accompanying the political one: ordinary colonists removed the arms
and challenged the power of a king.
Seven years later, Boston was again abuzz over an official political document that
concerned its future: the 1783 Treaty of Paris. News of the peace treaty, which had been
completed after nearly a year of furtive starts and stops, arrived in Boston in late October. 2 But
' Albert Bushnell Hart, ed., Commonwealth History of Massachusetts (New York: States History
Company, 1929), Volume II, 163.
2 The Boston press printed nearly any news on the Paris peace conference that it obtained regardless of its
veracity. Consequently, Bostonians rode a roller coaster of accurate and inaccurate reports on the treaty
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the reactions to it were far more subdued than the reasons to the Declaration of Independence.
Following the lead of the Confederation Congress, Massachusetts Governor John Hancock
proclaimed December 11, 1783, a "Day of Thanksgiving and Prayer Days later, a press notice
urged Bostonmns to attend the next Town Meeting "where it is to be determined whether the
lamps shall be set up to light the town" to commemorate the end of the war and the official
recognition of independence. 4 However, this proposed action met with more dissention than the
removal of the King's Arms had seven years earlier. The Boston Town Meeting initially voted
down the petition to light the town, and after some Bostonians subsequently pressed the town
meeting to "take the sense of the town, with respect to an illumination," only Faneuil Hall was
lit.
5
These episodes, both of which involved public buildings and official documents relating
to the achievement of American Independence, produced such different responses because much
had changed in seven years, and not all of it for the better. While Bostonians had much to
celebrate in 1783—Americans had won a war, gained independence, and signed a political treaty
with the "enemy"—their town was deeply troubled after the revolution. The dismal situation of
the town's post-war economy, for example, explained the town meeting's foot-dragging about the
illumination. Simply put, a depression that lasted for years and deepened over time prevented
Bostonians from lighting the town in 1783 because it was an expense they were unwilling to incur
progress. In January 1783, the press reported it was nearly completed; in March it was "at a greater
distance than could well be expected." In May, it was in "great forwardness," but by the end of the month
the press reported it would not be completed until July. In early June, the Netherlands stalled the talks, and
in July it was reported that the treaty had been signed, but that would not happen until September. (See, for
example, IC, January 9; February 27; March 6, 13, and 20; April 3, 10, and 17; May 16 and 29; June 5; and
July 31, 1 783.) Accurate news of the treaty's completion came in late October 1 783. (See BG, October 27,
1783, and IC, October 23, and 30, 1783.) The IC published the full text of the treaty on December 18,
1783.
3
IC, November 13 and 20, 1783.
4 IC December 18, 1783.
5
IC, February 29, 1784 and BTR, February 23, 1784.
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despite what it meant to celebrate: the political independence of America. But this was only the
tip of a particularly large iceberg. There were also profound political and social problems after
the war, many of which were exacerbated by the economic situation. By 1783, a combination of
post-war pressures had splintered politics and fractured the Boston patriot forces into rival
political factions bent on seizing power; some of the political battles spilled over into cultural
arenas. Finally, the town's built environment clearly maintained its colonial quality into the Early
Republic. The economic and political crises leading up to the American Revolution, among other
things, meant that little had been built in Boston since the mid-eighteenth century, and
independence had not only occasioned little change to the town's built environment, but it caused
a deterioration of it.
This chapter explores the built environment, the post-peace situation of Boston, and the
purposes that building served to the revolutionary era. It argues that while the revolution had
opened the door for profound changes, Boston appeared to be little better off in 1783 than it had
been before the war. It by and large remained a colonial-looking town aesthetically and had
persistent colonial-era problems despite a War for Independence, a political separation of
colonies from mother country, and the birth of a new nation. A brief survey of the town's built
environment, social geography, economy, society, and politics in the first years after the peace
shows that Boston's revolutionary generation had a long road ahead to both recover from the war
and reap the fruits of the American Revolution.
The Architectural Landscape and Built Environment of Post-Revolutionary Boston
By 1783, the land on which Boston sat had changed little since the town's founding in
1630. Its general outline looked virtually the same as it did when colony founder John Winthrop
approached the land 150 years earlier. It was, as Thomas Pemberton wrote in 1794, "a peninsula,
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of an irregular form, at the bottom of a large bay - (Figure 5) A narrow and swampy isthmus at
the southern tip of Boston, the only land route out of town, eonneeted the 1% mile long peninsula
to the mainland; two coves that cut deep into the town gave the town its irregular shape.
Topographically, the town was vaned. Level areas on the coast lay in sharp contrast to more hilly
areas, especially in the northern and eastern parts of the town. A wide mound called Copp's Hill
overlooked Boston's North End and the Charles River; the South End had a narrower
prominence, Fort Hill, atop wh.ch sat a military installation. In the West End, an east-west range
of three hills called the Tnmountain was the most obvious and impressive natural feature on the
peninsula. (Figure 6) Also on the western side of town, abutting the large Back Bay, was Boston
Common, a large tract of scarcely developed land used since Boston's earliest days for common
grazing of livestock, militia training, and the occasional public event. 7
Although the physical landmass remained much the same through the colonial period,
Bostonians had substantially built on it by 1783, especially along the eastern and northern coasts.
Throughout the colonial period, Boston was a maritime town specializing in the Atlantic carrying
trade. The town's eighty wharves, which varied in size and shape, were busy and crowded places
and much of their activity necessarily had to do with shipping and trade. 8 Ships arrived and
departed daily, cargoes were loaded and unloaded, goods were moved in and out of warehouses,
and merchants came and went from their counting houses and offices. The town's wharves were
significantly built up by the late colonial period, as contemporary images suggest. Paul Revere's
engraving of British regulars arriving in Boston, for example, was a piece of political propaganda
6 Thomas Pemberton, "A Topographical and Historical Description of Boston, 1794" Massachusetts
Historical Society Collections . 1 st series, Vol. 3 (1794), 241.
7
Pemberton, "Topographical and Historical Description of Boston, 1794," 241-243. See also Justin
Winsor, ed., The Memorial History of Boston (Boston: James R. Osgood and Company, 1881), Volume I,
482; II, 439; IV, 75, and Walter Muir Whitehill, Boston: A Topographical History , second ed., (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1968), 15.
Pemberton says that by 1794 there were about 80 wharves in Boston (p. 248). As there was little wharf
construction between the late colonial period and the early 1790s, his estimate rings true for 1783 as well.
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unconcerned with accurately portraying wharf life, but it nonetheless implied that Boston's
wharves were quite developed by 1770. (Figure 7) Lining the north side of Long Wharf, the
largest one in Boston, is an extensive row of three-story buddings that would have differed from
each other ,n appearance if Revere had been inclined to reproduce them more carefully. Indeed, a
1769 map by William Price more accurately illustrated the architectural diversity of Long Wharf
by showing 27 structures on its north side and 12 on its south, many of which differed in shape,
orientation, and proportion. (Figure 8)
Functionality and chronology occasioned the architectural diversity that Price depicted on
Boston's wharves. Although wharves contained many merchant warehouses and offices, there
were also many other types of structures located on them. As French regimental chaplain Abbe
Robin noted of Long Wharf in 1781, "stores and workshops [ran] through the whole of its
extent."
9
Indeed, merchants sold a variety of goods to both townspeople and mariners returning
from or setting out to sea from their stores and shops on Boston's wharves. In 1783, Long Wharf
contained a shop at Number 8 selling beaver hats, saddles, "Queen's ware," oils, mustard, and
ketchup; a textile store specializing in silks, fabrics, and garment-making accents such as laces
and buttons was at Number 14; and a shop at Number 24 offered mainly foodstuffs including
"first quality St. Martin's rock salt." 10 But there were also a variety of different service industries
on wharves including taverns, victualers, and inns." Consequently, because the proprietors of
such establishments often lived in these buildings, wharf buildings were residential as well as
commercial structures. The built environment of Boston's wharves, then, contained multiple
enterprises that directly and indirectly supported the business of trade, and these different
enterprises necessarily required different types of buildings because functionality demanded it.
9 Quoted in Winsor, Memorial History of Boston , Vol. Ill, 168.
10
IC, July 10, 1783; January 7 and 16, 1783.
11 Samuel Adams Drake, Old Boston Taverns and Tavern Clubs (Boston: Cupples, Upham, and Co., 1886),
106.
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Yet, at the same time, because wharves and the structures on them were bu.lt and rebu.lt over
time, changes ,n arch.tectural style produced d.fferences in appearance. Bu.ld.ngs constructed in
the m.d-seventeenth century drew on d.fferent arch.tectural precedents than those bu.lt a century
later. But the stylistic d.fferences were not altogether extreme because wharf arch.tecture in
1783, l.ke that of the town, drew overwhelm.ngly on two colon.al per.od bu.ld.ng traditions, and
only three bu.ld.ng styles dominated Boston's bu.lt env.ronment: first period, Georgian high-
style, and vernacular Georgian buildings.
The first tradition in Boston building was "first period" style, the style of build.ng that
remained virtually unchallenged in New England from the earliest English settlement to
approximately the second decade of the eighteenth century.' 2 Influenced heavily by English
Gothic and Elizabethan precedents, first per.od buildings most frequently employed two
floorplans: single-room and two-room designs. (Figure 9) Single-room plan structures were one
room deep and one- or two-stories high with a massive chimney running along the side of the
house. In two-room plans, the chimney, a staircase, and a porch formed a central bay around
which two rooms and upper chambers were built. Builders anticipated expansion of the original
edifice—regardless of the initial plan—over time and in every direction. Most frequently, single-
room plan buildings became two-room plan structures. But builders often expanded by attaching
lean-tos and ells to the rears of buildings, building longitudinally from structures' wings, or
adding rooms or appending other structures to the fronts of the original buildings. Symmetry was
unimportant. First period structures also had distinctive exterior characteristics. Huge and often
decorative chimney stacks projected out of steeply-pitched gable roofs; window casements and
12
Abbott Lowell Cummings, Framed Houses of the Massachusetts Bay (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1979), 21-38. See also Bryant F. Tolles, Jr. with Carolyn K. Tolles, Architecture in Salem: An
Illustrated Guide (Salem: Essex Institute, 1983), xvii; William J. Pierson, Jr., American Buildings and their
Architects (Garden City, NY: Doubleday Press, 1976), 14-21 ; Russell F. Whitehead and Frank Chouteau
Brown, Colonial ArchitecUire in Massachusetts (New York: Arno Press, 1 977), 7-19, 115-131, and 201-
213; and David Hackett Fischer, Albion's Seed: Four British Folkways in America (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1989).
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doors tended to be small, unimpressive, and placed on the building exterior with more of an
emphasis on practicality than Style Or symmelry. Upper stones extended ever the first Hour
producing an overhang called ajetty. Fust period structures in New England tended to he made
principally ofwood with timber-frames, roofshingles, clapboards, joists, beams, paneling, and
laming although some builders bricked or "stuccoed" over timber-framed buildings.
Paul Revere'8 house in Boston's North End is a good illustration Of first period style.
(Figure 10) Mud. originally in 1680, a half-century after the founding ofBoston, il was originally
a wooden two-story, single-room plan house with a jetty, a central chimney, a steep gable roof,
and small casement windows. 13 Its upper stones jellied over the first floor, its windows and doors
were asymmetrically placed on the exterior, and a large chimney ran along the side of the house
and past a steep gable roof. The Old heather Store (16X0) ,n Boston's Market Square is another
e xample of first period architecture in Boston that had similar features to Reverc's house except
that owners covered its timber frame with stucco by the American Revolution." (f igure 1 1
)
Importantly, first period structures nonetheless tended to look alike without being exact replicas
of one another. With so many enlargement possibilities, multiple structural differences existed
Within the same stylistic tradition producing many different variations on the same theme without
yielding dramatically different stylistic results.
Even in early colonial public structures or in more costly private residences first period
style prevailed. For example, Boston's First Town I louse ( 1 658) had features such as a hipped
M
Merchant Robert Howard originally built Reverc's house in 1680. The 1798 Direct l ax records indicate
that another story and an ell had been added although we are uncertain if these were completed before or
during Reverc's occupancy. Revere and his family moved into this house in February 1770 and remained
there until he sold it to John Hunting by 1800. On the house, sec Esther Forbes, Paul Revere and the World
He Lived In (Cambridge: The Riverside Press, 1942), 162-163; Alfred F. Young, The Shoemaker and the
Tea Party: Memory and the American Revolution (Boston: Beacon Press, 1999), 131. On Revere's
association with it, sec Jayne li. Triber, A True Republican: The Life of Paul Revere (Amherst: University
ol Massachusetts Press, 1998), 25, 70-71, and 179. Restored in 1908, the Revere House survives under the
stewardship of the Paul Revere Memorial Association.
" On this house, see Winsor, Memorial History ofBoston . Vol. II, xiii; CummingS, f ramed House s, 37;
and Wlulchill, Boston: A Topographical History , 16-17. It was originally built as a private residence fol
Thomas Stanbury in 1680 and had become a residence/store by 1783. It was demolished in I K60.
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roof and balustrade, elements not regularly associated with first period residences, but its steep-
pitched gable roof, few small casement windows, jetty, and asymmetrically placed staircase and
entranceway on the western facade all suggested first period influence. 15 (Figure 12) Similarly,
by the mid-eighteenth century, the town's Province House (1679) had some innovative features
such as an octagonal cupola, large windows, end chimneys, string courses, and a front portico, but
its narrow depth and steep roof gave it a distinctively first period appearance. 16 (Figure 13) Still
standing into the mid-nineteenth century-it perished in a fire in 1864—the Province House
remained a relic of a distant colonial past in 1783, a standing reminder of a colonial past that
Boston had just left behind politically but one that it had not yet moved past physically.
The wealth or status of a private occupant was not easy to convey through first period
style. Although differences in scale and some decorative elements may have suggested
differences in wealth, the single-room plan was no more reserved for colonists of lower and
middling status than the two-room plan was reserved for the elite. The colonial elite periodically
began with single-room plans and expanded over time, while middling families often enlarged
single-room buildings as they grew or as improving economic situations allowed. 17 More
prosperous builders might try to differentiate house exteriors by employing distinctively first
period architectural accents such as carved pendants beneath jetties, decorative nail patterns on
• On the "Old" Massachusetts State House, see Winsor, Memorial History of Boston
. Vol. VI, 470-471;
Sara B. Chase, "A Brief Survey of the Architectural History of the Old State House, Boston,
Massachusetts." Old Time New England
.
Vol. LXVIII, Nos. 3-4 (Winter-Spring, 1978): 31-49; Whitehill,
Boston: A Topographical History
. 26-27; and Martha McNamara, "Disciplining Justice: Massachusetts
Courthouses and the Legal Profession, 1750-1850" (Ph.D. diss., Boston University, 1995), 19-22. The
original 1658 Town House was built on 10-foot piers above an open, ground floor "merchant's walk,"
which was purposefully done, according to McNamara's findings in building contracts, to imply a jetty.
(McNamara, "Disciplining Justice," 20.)
16 The Province House was originally built as a private residence for Peter Sargent in 1679, but had become
the Provincial Governor's house by 1716. It was located in the South End, on Marlborough Street.
Winsor, Memorial History of Boston
, Vol. I, 89, 527; IV, 56, 468; James Henry Stark, Antique Views of
Ye Town of Boston (Boston: Photo-Electtotype Engraving Company, 1882), 132-134; and Whitehill,
Boston: A Topographical History
.
17-18, 32. The Province House perished in a fire in 1864.
1
Abbott Cummings cites John Whipple of Ipswich as an example of an elite whose house began with a
single-room plan, but he says Whipple was not alone in this. (Cummings, Framed Houses
, 22.)
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front doors, and impressively ornamented chimney tops. As this ornamental drove up the cost
of building, these were effective means of exhibiting some degree of affluence. Yet, such
embellishments were not automatic articulations of wealth or status. For example, Revere's
house had corner pendants but he was a Silversmith (among other things) who was never
especially wealthy. 18
Beginning in the 1710s, though, new architectural ideas entered Boston that allowed
affluent private builders to more effectively communicate their wealth and status through the built
environment. Coming to America through the work of Englishmen Christopher Wren and James
Gibbs-themselves inspired by Inigo Jones' early-seventeenth-century English interpretation of
Italian Renaissance architecture-Georgian (or second period) style placed a profound emphasis
on symmetry, ornamentation, and classicism. 19 A significant departure from first period style, the
Georgian high-style directed builders to square floorplans by doubling the depth of first period
houses. (Figure 14) Georgian high-style also called for the replacement of the central chimney
configuration with end chimneys, allowing the central bay of a building to become a long hall
connecting the main rooms on each floor. It also called for doors and windows symmetrically
placed on facades, sash windows with substantially larger panes instead of casement windows,
and gambrel roofs where steeply pitched gabled ones once existed. In Georgian style, builders
diminished or entirely eliminated jetties, and chimneys took on more elegant proportions as they
became more delicate. Throughout a building's interior and exterior, the Georgian style stressed
decorative ornamentation. Front entryways, for example, became decorated with pilasters along
the sides, fanlights above, and pediments atop. Upper story windows in central bays frequently
1
8
Certainly by the end of his life Revere enjoyed a higher socio-economic status than before the American
Revolution, but he could never be considered an elite. To the mid- 1790s, in fact, he regularly endured
extreme cycles of prosperity and poverty. See Triber, A True Republican . 73-88.
19
See Lisa C. Mullins, ed., The Georgian Heritage (Harrisburg, PA: The National Historical Society,
1988). 9-44, 67-140, and 181-216; Tolles, Architecture in Salem, xvi-xvii; and Pierson, American
Buildings , 61-110.
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received spec.al decorative treatment while others were erowned with lentils and decorative
masonry
.
2
» According to new style dictates, front facades ofbuildings were to be lavishly
ornamented with pilasters, decorative eormces, entablature beneath rooflines, and quoins at the
corners. And although wood remained the basic construct.on material, stone was more frequently
used or wooden exteriors were made to appear like stone through a process called rustication.
Affluent builders began to erect mansion houses in this new style in mid- to late-colonial
Boston. The best example of a Boston residence in the Georgian high-style, perhaps the best in
all of New England, was the mansion of Thomas Hancock. 21 (Figure 1) Built in 1737, it was a
sumptuous two-and-a-half story, five-by-three bay residence that fronted the Boston Common. 22
It possessed many Georgian high-style features such as a gambrel roof, a decorative balustrade,
and delicate end-chimneys. The rusticated exterior was perfectly symmetrical and extensively
ornamented with corner quoins, an elegant cornice under the roof, a pedimented porch, decorative
masonry work on all windows, and an impressively adorned second-floor central window. The
floorplan of the Hancock Mansion, with more than a dozen main rooms and many smaller ones,
conformed to the new Georgian style dictates as well: it was two-rooms-wide by two-rooms-deep
with a central hallway. Hancock also extravagantly decorated the house interior and surrounding
gardens with expensive furnishings and exotic fruit plants procured through his trade empire. He
admitted to British horticulturist James Glin that he would not "spare any cost or pains in making
For a good general discussion of Georgian high style features, see Richard L. Bushman, The Refinement
of America: Persons. Houses, Cities (New York: Random House, 1991), 1 1 1-127. On door heads, see
Owen Fleming's chapter titled "Georgian Door Heads in London" in Mullins, The Georgian Heritage
.
45-
66.
21 Much has been written about the Hancock Mansion. See Winsor, Memorial History of Boston . Vol. Ill,
155, 200-201; IV, 59, 65-66, 468; Elbert Hubbard, Little Journeys to the Homes of American Statesmen
(New York: Putnam and Sons, 1898), 145-186; Herbert S. Allan, John Hancock: Patriot in Purple . (New
York: Macmillan Company, 1948), 30-31; and William M. Fowler, Jr., The Baron of Beacon Hill: A
Biography of John Hancock (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1979), 13-14. The building was razed in 1863.
* I have been unable to locate cost estimates on the house. However, its size and elaborate decor suggest it
was exceedingly expensive. See Hubbard, Little Journeys
, 145-186; Allan, Patriot in Purple
.
30-31; and
Fowler, The Baron of Beacon Hill , 13-14. On the Hancock trade empire, see W. T. Baxter, The House of
Hancock: Business in Boston, 1724-1775 (New York: Russell & Russell, Inc., 1965).
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my gardens beautiful He might have easily sa.d the same for his house, which was an outward
expression of his increasing wealth and status, a way to more easily and dearly use the bu.lt
environment to convey status and wealth.
Indeed, few Bostomans could boast a residence as opulent as Hancock's, and that was
precisely the point. As biographers of his more famous nephew John Hancock note, Thomas was
ambitiously climbing Boston's social ladder in the 1730s and this house was a bold assertion of
his prosperity as a leading merchant in the town. In building the house, Thomas communicated
through the bu.lt environment that the son of a Lexington minister had achieved significant
wealth in the largest port town of the Amer.can colon.es. Public recognition, political status, and
cont.nued success followed. 24 By 1 740, he entered local politics as a selectman, and later became
a member of the Governor's Council. At the time of his death in 1764, he was so well established
in Boston that the Hancock name was synonymous with great wealth, political influence, and elite
status, all of which were associated simultaneously with the house. Thus, when Thomas died in
1 764, his nephew John assumed the fortune, influence, standing, and mansion that Thomas had
built. Although the Hancock Mansion remained the most impressive private residence in the
town into the 1790s, it was also a remnant of colonial architectural ideas. As the Massachusetts
Magazine noted of it in 1789, it was "finished not altogether in the modern style, nor yet in the
ancient Gothic taste."25
Only a handful of Georgian high-style structures such as the Hancock Mansion, however,
existed in post-Revolutionary Boston. When Thomas Pemberton wrote his 1794 history of the
town, an essay that extensively discussed Boston's built environment, he was hard pressed to find
23 Quoted from Fowler, The Baron of Beacon Hill , 14. On the importing of expensive furnishings, see
Allan, Paniot in Purple
.
30-31 and Baxter, House of Hancock , 67.
24 On the ambition of Thomas Hancock and the finery involved in the house, see Baxter, House of
Hancock
.
67-69; Allan, Patriot in Purple
.
28-30; and Fowler, The Baron of Beacon Hill
. 14.
25 MM, July, 1789.
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any private buildings of special distinction. Though he observed there were "many large
handsome brick houses, some of which are very elegant," he found only three part.cularly
noteworthy: the Triangular Warehouse (1679), the Hancock Mansion (1737), and the Tontine
Crescent (1794).26 Among pubhe bu.ld.ngs, Pemberton only noted two as especially
"handsome": Faneu.l Hall ( 1 742) and the Boston Concert Hall ( 1 756). A century later,
architectural historian Charles Cummings agreed when he wrote that with only a couple of
exceptions, Revolutionary Era Boston lacked "architectural enlightenment," by which he meant
an "elegance" that he associated with Georgian high-style des.gn. About residential buildings,
Cummings wrote "there was really not much architecture about them, but what there was was
unobtrusive and simple."27 As for public buildings, he noted that only a few~.nclud.ng Christ
Church ( 1 723), Faneu.l Hall ( 1 742), and K.ng's Chapel ( 1 749)-exh.b.ted "real arch.tectural
merit." Others reflected the growing resources of the town but lacked stylistic sophistication. 28
Cultural and economic factors go far toward explaining the lack of Georgian high-style
buildings in post-Revolutionary Boston. 29 Local conditions, tastes, and beliefs commonly (if
"'Pemberton, "Topographical and Historical Description of Boston, 1794," 249. The Tontine Crescent, an
early enterprise of Charles Bulfinch, is discussed in Chapter 4. The Triangular Warehouse in Dock Square
was a brick-on-timber frame building known not so much for architectural magnificence as for peculiar
appearance. Built by Richard Wharton a year after the Great Fire of 1679, it was a two-story brick
structure that looked like a defensive fortification. Although some of its features were without precedent in
Boston—such as the pyramidal roof and hexagonal towers topped with large stone balls—it was in the first
period style. The second floor jettied over the first, its casement windows had small glass panes, and the
windows and doors showed little regard for symmetry. It was removed in 1824 to build Quincy Market.
See Nathaniel B. Shurtleff, A Topographical and Historical Description of Boston
. (Boston, 1871), 683-5;
and Whitehill, Boston: A Topographical History
. 17.
27
For Cumming's quotes, see Winsor, Memorial History of Boston
. Vol. IV, 468.
" Winsor, Memorial History of Boston . Vol. IV, 470.
29
In the late-nineteenth century, architectural historian Charles Cummings argued that a vestigial "Puritan
contempt for architectural splendor" forestalled Georgian high-style building. (Winsor, Memorial History
of Boston
,
Vol. IV, 468.) While this seems anachronistic, there was perhaps something to it. While John
Winthrop recognized that all men are "ranked into two sorts, rich and poor," he told his fellow
Massachusetts Bay settlers on the Arabella that to "entertain each other in brotherly affection, we must be
willing to abridge ourselves of our superfluities, for the supply of others' necessities." (See John Winthrop,
"A Model of Christian Charity.") After all, display was vain and therefore irreligious. Revolutionary era
republicans such as Samuel Adams shared a similar distaste for indulging a sense of luxury with Boston's
Puritan founders but because they believed fashionable and ostentatious display ran counter to the ideals of
30
unintentionally) worked against the wholesale adoption of Georgian high-style in the colonial
penod. 30 While a few trained designers worked m Boston before the American Revolution-
notably John Smibert, the English-trained portrait painter who designed Faneuil Hall, and Peter
Harrison, another English native who designed King's Chapel-they only designed a couple of
Boston buildings - (Figures 15 and 16) The creation of other public and private structures more
regularly fell to gentlemen-amateurs such as Governor Francis Bernard and more frequently still
to Boston's carpenters, housewrights, and masons working with patternbook representations that
were often reconciled to the provincial tastes of their clients and their own insular experience. 32
In short, parochialism played an important role in limiting the widespread adoption of Georgian
high-style design. So, too, did economy prevent a broader adoption of Georgian high-style in late
colonial Boston because building was, after all, an expensive pursuit. Boston's increasingly
the revolution and created class distinctions that would imperil the republic. As William Fowler suggests
in his biography of Samuel Adams, the arch-patriot possessed many Puritan traits, particularly a disdain of
luxury. See John C. Miller, Sam Adams: Pioneer in Propaganda (Stanford: Stanford University Press,
1936), 365-367; Paul Lewis, The Grand Incendiary: A Biography of Samuel Adams (New York: The Dial
1997)
19?3)
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Samuel Adams: Radical Puritan (New York: Longman,
0
While little has been written specifically about Boston that discusses how conservative or parochial tastes
prevented builders from building in the most fashionable styles, a few important studies explore how local
customs and conventions hampered the adoption of high-style ideas in other parts of colonial America. See
Kevin M. Sweeney, "High-Style Vernacular: Lifestyles of the Colonial Elite" in Cary Carson, Ronald
Hoffman, and Peter J. Albert, eds., Of Consuming Interests: The Style of Life in the Eighteenth Century
(Charlottesville, VA: University Press of Virginia, 1994): 1-58 for western Massachusetts; and Dell Upton,
Holy Things and Profane: Anglican Parish Churches in Colonial Virginia (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1986)
for Virginia.
31
See entries for "John Smibert" and "Peter Harrison" in Henry F. Withey and Elsie Rathburn Withey,
Biographical Dictionary of American Architects (Deceased! (Los Angeles: Hennessey & Ingalls, Inc.,
1970). See also, Winsor, Memorial History of Boston
. Vol. IV, 468.
32 On Bernard and local builders, see Frederic C. Detwiller, "Thomas Dawes: Boston^s Patriot Architect,"
Old-Time New England
.
Volume LXVIII, Number 1-2 (Summer-Fall 1977): 1-18. The earliest British
patternbooks include those by Batty Langley, Practical Geometry, Applied to the Useful Art of Building...
(London: W. and J. Innys, 1726); William Kent, The Designs of Inigo Jones (London: William Kent, 1727)
and James Gibbs, A Book of Architecture (London: W. Innys, 1728); and Ralph James A Critical Review
of the Public Buildings, Statues, and Ornaments in and about Westminster and London (London: C. Akers,
1734). On the interactions between local builders and clients, see Kevin M. Sweeney, "High-Style
Vernacular" in Carson, et. al., Of Consuming Interests ; Upton, Holy Things and Profane ; and Robert St.
George, "Artifacts of Regional Consciousness in the Connecticut River Valley, 1700-1780," in Robert St.
George, edM Material Life in America, 1600-1860 (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1988).
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means
depressed economy since the m,d-eigh,ce„ (h centnry meant that few in town possessed the
to build grand rcstdences after 1750. Addmonally, the deteriorating economy meant that public
money for building was similarly scarce. 33
Yet, politics hampered mid-century Boston building both indirectly and directly as well.
By the late colonial period, those Bostonians wealthy enough to build high-style residences
tended to be merchants with close ties to the Crown, men such as Crown-favorites Andrew Oliver
and Governor Thomas Hutchinson. But because radical Whig politics occasioned property
destruction that sometimes extended to buildings, those that possessed the means probably saw
building modern and opulent mansions as impolitic and risky propositions.34 More directly,
politics influenced the few buildings erected at mid-century in that they led to the creation of
buildings that emphasized Boston or Massachusetts themes, not British or Imperial ones, which
fed into the parochialism of the town's built environment. The best example of how all these
factors—parochialism, economy, and politics—collaboratively frustrated the adoption of
Georgian high-style design in late colonial Boston was in the building of the Brattle Street
Meeting House, the last major structure built in Boston before the revolution. (Figure 17)
Built in 1 772, the Brattle Street Meeting House was a building that borrowed from the
In the mid-eighteenth century, New York and Philadelphia merchants began to capitalize on their
location between their local agricultural hinterlands and West Indian markets, thereby cutting into Boston's
remunerative carrying trade. This, as historian James Henretta has pointed out, had disastrous effects for
Boston economy and society. By 1760, Boston, which had been the largest American seaport, fell behind
New York and Philadelphia, and its population declined sharply. (See Winsor, Memorial History of
Boston, Vol. IV, 97, and 470-1; and James Henretta, "Economic Development and Social Structure in
Colonial Boston," William and Mary Quarterly Third Series, Volume XXII, No. 1 (January 1965), 81.) By
the end of the 1760s, the decline in trade caused other industries, in particular ship and house building, to
stagnate, which led Boston mechanics to lament that "many an honest and industrious tradesman [and their
trades]... had fallen into decay." See Boston Evening Post, November 9, 1768. Quoted in John C. Miller,
Origins of the American Revolution (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1943), 268.
34 The most famous of such attacks were those on Oliver's house and warehouse, and the sacking of
Hutchinson's Mansion in 1765. See Edmund S. Morgan and Helen M. Morgan, The Stamp Act Crisis:
Prologue to Revolution (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1953), 129-135; and Pauline
Maier, From Resistance to Revolution: Colonial Radicals and the Development of American Opposition to
Britain, 1765-1776 (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1972), 57-63. On the uses and meaning of
architectural style in the colonial period, see Robert St. George, Conversing in Signs: Poetics of Implication
in Colonial New England Culture (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1998).
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Wrenesque churches that had been erected in town a half-century earlier. Its mam body had a
symmetrical five-by-three bay extenor with corner quoins, large arched windows, a decorative
cormce, and low-pitched roof. The square steeple had a pedimented entrance, ornamental circular
windows, and though not a full Palladian window over the entry, one that suggested Palladio's
increasing influence in American architecture. Still, it did not contribute much to the
architectural modernity of the town exactly because it was a rehash of design elements that had
existed in Boston for fifty years. Nor, for that matter, was it as grand as its predecessors were
because parochialism, economy, and politics conspired to keep it simple.
On the surface, the dismal economic situation of pre-revolutionary Boston clearly
affected the choice of designer for the 1772 Brattle Street Meeting House. The congregation's
building committee had considered two plans for a new meeting house. Famed artist John
Singleton Copley, a Loyalist who left Boston for England in 1774 and never returned, drafted one
plan; Thomas Dawes, a mason and talented draftsman, contributed the other. 35 While some
members of the building committee "admired" Copley's plan "for its elegance and grandeur,"
they rejected it on the grounds that it was too costly. 36 Consequently, the committee adopted
Dawes' plan, which meant that they also got behind the work of a parochial designer who drew
inspiration largely from previously built Boston churches and older patternbooks rather than more
modern sources, reportedly in the interests of economy. So, the economic situation of pre-
Revolutionary Boston prompted the building committee to adopt a less expensive structure that
contributed little to the architectural modernity of the town. However, there were also important
35 Dawes had been involved in many building projects before 1772 including the rebuilding of the (Old)
State House, the Shirley-Eustis House in Roxbury (1746-7), his own house (1756-60), the Thomas March
House (1750s and 60s), and the rebuilding of Harvard Hall (after 1764). See Frederic C. Detwiller,
"Thomas Dawes's Church in Brattle Square," in Old-Time New England Volume LXIX, Number 3-4
(Winter-Spring 1979): 1-17, especially 10.
36
Copley's design, according to a letter from the building committee, would "much exceed the funds of the
Society depended upon for the purpose." See John Singleton Copley, Letters & Papers of John Singleton
Copley and Henry Pelham: 1739-1776 (Boston: Massachusetts Historical Society, 1914), 136-38 and 184-
187; and Detwiller, "Thomas Dawes's Church in Brattle Square," 1-4, 7, and 10.
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political dimensions to the committee's decision to adopt Dawes' design.
Patriot politics played a part in the Brattle Street Meeting's selection of Dawes' plan.
The decision of the building committee came in the heat of the Imperial Crisis, between two
highly significant pre-revolutionary developments that pushed Boston further away from the
mother country: the 1770 Boston Massacre and the 1773 Boston Tea Party. Just as importantly,
the Brattle Street congregation was a stronghold of Boston Whiggery m which many of Boston's
most notorious radicals-including John Hancock, Samuel Adams, John Adams, James Bowdoin,
and James Warren-worshipped or were members. Its minister, Reverend Samuel Cooper, was
likewise a well-known Whig leader. 37 Boston Whigs dominated the building committee and
Hancock, who headed the subscription list and donated the church's new Bible, pulpit, and bell,
wielded significant influence on it. 38 In such a charged political context and with the town's
leading radicals involved, the committee's decision to build Dawes' plan can be viewed as an act
of political defiance. The decision emphasized a traditional colonial institution (the
Congregational Church) over one that was historically at odds with a British institution (the
Church of England). At the same time, it embraced a local patriot's work over that of a known
Loyalist only months after the British government had gunned down five ordinary Bostonians in
the Boston Massacre. The building of the Brattle Street Meeting House was, in other words, a
triumph of local ideas and values over imperial ideas and values. But the political dimensions run
deeper still because Dawes was no ordinary Boston tradesman.
Detwiller, "Thomas Dawes's Church in Brattle Square," 1-2.
Frederick Detwiller writes that Hancock personally oversaw the carving of the pulpit and that the
church's bell, which was purportedly "the largest on the continent," weighed 3,220 pounds. See Detwiller,
"Thomas Dawes's Church in Brattle Street," 1 and 7; John G. Palfrey, A Sermon Preached to the Church in
Brattle Square: In Two Parts, July 18, 1824 (Boston: Oliver C. Greenleaf, 1825), 63-64; and Samuel A.
Drake, Old Landmarks and Historic Personages of Boston (Boston: James R. Osgood and Co., 1875), 520.
On Hancock's early association with the Whig leadership, see Allan, Patriot in Purple
,
89-152; Fowler, The
Baron of Beacon Hill
. 55-70; Paul D. Brandes, John Hancock's Life and Speeches: A Personalized Vision
of the American Revolution, 1763-1793
. (Lanham, MD: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1996), 41; and
Detwiller, "Thomas Dawes's Church in Brattle Square," 1, 3, and 7.
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One of Boston's most infamous Whigs, Thomas Dawes had been well-known to the
British government for years before the revolution and was closely tied to the Patriot leadership.
As early as 1763, John Adams noted that a "clique of intriguers" including his cousin Sam Adams
and Reverend Cooper, met "at certain times in the garret of Tom Dawes, the adjutant of the
Boston Regiment" where "they choose a moderator who puts questions to the vote regularly; and
selectmen, assessors, collectors, wardens, firewards, and representatives are chosen in the
town."
39
Dawes, in fact, was in the inner circle of patriot politics in Boston from the beginning,
and within three years of Adams' comments, even the British government knew it. By 1766,
Tory Samuel Waterhouse published a political allegory that publicly connected Dawes (as
"Adjutant Trowel") with Boston arch-radical James Otis (as "Bluster"). 40 Economic ties resulted
from and reinforced Dawes' political connection to the patriot leadership and cause. In the early
1770s, Hancock had hired Dawes to do work on the Hancock Mansion; by 1779, Hancock would
refer to the mason as a "real friend."
41
In short, when faced with the decision of awarding a
commission to a known Loyalist or a long-time patriot leader who was connected to the building
committee politically and economically, the Whig-dominated committee went with the latter
partly to reward his fealty to the Whig cause and partly because it emphasized local institutions
and values over British ones. But the larger point here concerning architectural style in
revolutionary-era Boston is that the building committee, for reasons of economy and politics,
chose a parochial builder to design a church based on earlier Boston precedents and early
L. H. Butterfield, ed., The Diary and Autobiography of John Adams (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1961), Volume 1, 238.
40
Samuel P. Waterhouse, Proposals for Printing by Subscription the History of Adjutant Trowel and
Bluster (Boston. 1766), 121.
41 On the building relationship between Hancock and Dawes, see Detwiller, "Thomas Dawes's Church in
Brattle Square," 3. Detwiller also points out that a book in a private collection bears the inscription "For
Colonel Dawes, From His Real Friend, John Hancock, 1779." See Detwiller, "Thomas Dawes: Boston's
Patriot Architect," 16.
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Georgian patternbooks. Thus, even with the Brattle Street Meeting House, the last large structure
erected in Boston in the colonial period, older and out-of-date stylistic influences prevailed.
As a result of all these factors-
-parochialism, economy, and poht.es the Georgian high-
style made only a minimal direct impact on the town's post-revolutionary built environment,
however, Georgian influence nonetheless had a larger indirect impact on the architecture of the
town. In 1784, Boston had 2,178 houses, but fewer than a dozen town structures were Georgian
high-Style buildings and most of those had been bu.lt before 1750.- Georgian influence, though,
had a greater impact on Boston than this laek of high-style exemplars suggests because builders
regularly fused some high-style elements with more common and practiced fust period traditions
to produce a vernacular Georgian style. Such a fusion was common in early Massachusetts, even
though it has not been explored in Boston proper. In western parts of the state, as historian Kevin
M. Sweeney has persuasively argued, vernacular traditions survived despite often significant
changes in high-style designs. Builders, he says, did not simply import new ideas from
patternbooks. Rather, they acted "as II Iters, not as sponges" thereby allowing traditional and
outdated motifs to blend with more modern architectural fashions in what he called a "high-style
vernacular."
43 And in post-revolutionary Boston, the spectrum of vernacular Georgian buildings
was particularly wide.
Georgian-influenced vernacular building in late colonial Boston existed between two
poles. At one end of the architectural spectrum were buildings that exhibited more Georgian
high-style influence than first period accents. For example, the West Boston house where
42 The major public buildings built between 1750 and 1783 were the Manufactory House (1754), the New
Jail and Court House (1768 and 1769), and the Powder House (1774); large religious building projects
included the Brattle Street Meeting House (1772), and no elite built a high-style mansion. See Pemberton
"Topographical and Historical Description of Boston, 1794," 241-273; Winsor, Memorial History of
Boston
,
Vol. IV, 465-488; and Whitehill, Boston: A Topographical History , 1-72. On the number of
houses in Boston after the American Revolution, see Alan Kulikoff, "The Progress of Inequality in
Revolutionary Boston," William and Mary Quarterly
. Third Series, Vol. 28, No. 3, (1971): 375-412. See
especially 393, table V.
43
See Sweeney, "High-Style Vernacular," 13. See also, Robert St. George, "Artifacts of Regional
Consciousness in the Connecticut River Valley"; and Upton, Holy Things and Profane .
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William Phillips res.ded in 1783, a house bu.lt by Edward Bromfield in 1722, had a neatly
balanced facade with some early Georgian decorative features, but its sides were unsymmetncally
arranged and had little embellishment. (Figure 18) At the other end of the vernacular Georgian
spectrum were hybrid build.ngs with more first period influences than Georgian high-style
influence. Many were originally first period buildings that had been mod.fied in accordance with
new architectural preferences; others were initially built as vernacular interpretations of Georg.an
high-style. But both types clearly derived from first period traditions. The 1710 Crown Coffee
House at the foot of Long Wharf, for example, had a gable roof, jetty, small entranceway,
asymmetrically placed windows, and central chimney, all hallmarks of first period design, while
at the same time the placement, decoration, and size of its front windows suggest that Georgian
elements were filtering into Boston building in a distilled form. 44 (Figure 19)
The dominance of first period and vernacular Georgian buildings—Boston was filled
with both types of structures in 1783—reminds us of the persistent influence of first period style
in the Massachusetts capitol even as the former colonies formed a new, independent country.
These types of buildings were scattered throughout the town and interspersed with considerably
fewer Georgian high-style structures, which made for a limited architectural diversity in town,
and an extremely unspecialized architectural geography. In fact, no single section or district of
the town contained an overwhelmingly large proportion of Georgian high-style buildings, and
even after fires had destroyed buildings or whole sections of Boston, Bostonians seldom rebuilt in
a way that substantially altered architectural diversity and geography. For example, after the
"Great Fire of 171 1" destroyed the Boston Town House, Bostonians built a new structure that
was steeped in high-style influence, but they rebuilt the surrounding area with first period and
4A
Samuel Drake included a conjectural drawing of this building in his Old Boston Taverns (facing page
62). Though undated, the sketch keeps with various descriptions of the building in Drake and other
sources. Annie Haven Thwing writes that the Crown was built in 1710 with Long Wharf; but Drake says it
was built sometime before Thomas Selby kept it in 1718. See Drake, Old Boston Taverns , 62 and 106-107;
and Annie Haven Thwing, The Crooked and Narrow Streets of the Town of Boston, 1630-1822 (Boston:
Marshall Jones Company, 1920).
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vernacular buildings.- By the time the "Great Fire of 1760" hit, Boston was already in the throes
of an economic slump that would bedevil the town for deeades, so in the wake of that fire,
virtually no h.gh-style buildings were bu.lt because money was scarce.
Another factor that explains the unspecialized nature of the town's architectural
geography in 1783 was the town's soc.al geography, which was every bit as unspecialized. In
other words, just as no single section was given exclusively to a particular budding style, none
was glven exclusively to a single social group. While some d.stncts contained larger populations
of one occupational group or another, in all areas of the town there was little soc.al separation:
merchants and gentlemen l.ved aside mechanics and ordinary people, often in close proximity.
Consequently, when better sort Boston.ans bu.lt high-style Georgian residences, they often did so
next to vernacular or first period influenced bu.ld.ngs. There was no dist.nctly elite res.dent.al
area in the post-revolutionary town. A district-by-district survey illustrates exactly how
unspecialized Boston's architectural and social geography was after the American Revolution,
shows the prevalence of colonial period architectural influences in the post-revolutionary Boston,
and sets the stage for the profound architectural and social changes that followed 1783.
In 1783, Boston's North End, the oldest and most settled section of the town, was
virtually an island that had been a noisy and crowded place for decades.46 John Bonner's 1722
Map ofBoston, the first map to depict town structures, shows that the North End was clearly the
most built up area of the early eighteenth-century town. (Figure 20) However, settlement was
concentrated on the eastern coast of the North End largely because Copp's Hill frustrated
According to Price's map of Boston, "Great Fires" hit Boston in 1653, 1676, 1679, 1683, 1690 1691
1702, 1711, 1759, and 1760.
46 The North End was naturally surrounded by water on three sides and to the south by Mill Creek, a man-
made seventeenth-century canal. See "Mill Creek" heading in Pemberton, "Topographical and Historical
Description of Boston, 1794," 246-247. On it being crowded and noisy, see Triber, A Tine Republican
, 7;
and Young, The Shoemaker and the Tea Party
.
127.
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settlement of its western portion.47 Over the next half-century, the population and physical
density of the North End increased to sueh a degree that it looked elose to bursting on William
Price's 1769 map, hut still there was little western settlement. The North End had a larger
population than any other Boston district hy the end of the revolution: comprising half of
Boston's twelve e.v.l wards, it contained just over 6,000 people and 680 dwelling-houses. 48
Approximately two-thirds of Boston's marine craftsmen and an equal proport.on of its manners
(fishermen, pilots, mates, and sailors) lived here, as d.d other meehan.es, some in particularly
high proportions.49 The North End's early shipping and trade enterprises had also drawn
merchants, shopkeepers, retailers, taverners, innkeepers, ferrymen, and teamsters s.nee the first
decade of English settlement, and hy the revolutionary era, Boston's few mill enterprises drew
millers and an increasing population of general lahorers had settled here. 50 Finally, the North
End's large population led to the founding of seven different churches hy 17X3, each with one or
While there were some residences and industries in the western portion of the North I£nd by 1783, it was
a sparsely populated area when compared to its eastern shore. On the coast were some shipyards, ferries,
fisheries, and mill driven industries powered by the windmill on Copp's Hill. See Price's Map of 1769 and
Whitehill, Boston: A Topomaphieal History
. 28.
48 On the number of houses, see Winsor, Memorial History of Boston . Vol. IV, 53n, and Shurtleff,
Topom aphical and Historical Description of Boston
. 138-139. On the population of the North End, which
was 35% of the town's population, see Kulikoff, "Progress of Inequality," 394. Using the 1771 Tax and
Rate Books and the 1790 Census, Kulikoff notes that in 1771, the population of the North End was 6,165
while in 1790 it had increased only modestly to 6331.
4)
For 1790, Alan Kulikoff found that over two-thirds of Boston's maritime craftsmen and two-thirds of its
mariners lived in the North End. Moreover, he found that 31% of the town's building tradesmen, 46% of
its blacksmiths, 38% of its bakers, 33% of its leather workers, and 4 1% of its tailors also lived here. (See
Kulikoff, "Progress of Inequality," 397 and 41 1-412. See also period newspapers for their advertisements,
especially the 1C; Winsor, Memorial History of Boston
. Vol. IV, 73; Triber, A True Republican . 24; and
Young, The Shoemaker and the Tea Party
.
29.) On the various maritime industries and their early history,
especially shipmaking and ropemaking, see Winsor, Memorial History of Boston . Vol. I, 498-499; IV, 6');
Morison, The Maritime History of Massachusetts
.
14-19; Bernard Bailyn, The New England Merchants in
the Seventeenth Century (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1955), 44, 90, and 100-101. See Price's
1769 map and a 1774 map by British Lt. Page.
50
Shurtleff, Topographical and Historical Description of Boston
.
139. See also Winsor, Memorial History
of Boston . Vol. IV, 69. On the ferry enterprises, see Whitehill, Boston: A Topographical History
,
28-29.
Kulikoff found almost half of Boston's general laborers in the North End in 1790. (Kulikoff, "Progress of
Inequality," 397.) On the mill enterprises, see Pemberton, "Topographical and Historical Description of
Boston, 1794," 247; Thwing, Crooked and Narrow Streets
,
28-30; and Whitehill, Boston: A Topographical
History , 11-12.
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mere ministers living nearby. In short, manner, mechanic, merchant, miller, and minister all
lived, worked, and worshipped m close proximity to each other, although the post-Revolutionary
North Hnd remained primarily artisnal and maritime.
The North End's built environment reflected its social and occupational diversity. Two
Inst period influenced buildings stood at the beginning of the North End.51 On the come, of
Union and Hanover Streets was a typically lust period structure that had once been Josiah
Franklin's house and chandler's shop.52 A. the corner of Ann and I Imon Streets stood the
vernacular house m which the Capen family lived and from which it sold dry goods. Further up
the North End lay North Square, the best example of the section's mixed social and architectural
character. ( Figure 21) On the coast across from North Square was I [ancock's Wharf, the largest
m the North End, which contained buildings as varied and stylistically unremarkable as those on
Long Wharf. Two Georgian high-style mansions along the coast the l-rankland I louse (1710)
and Hutchinson House (c. 1700) stood in sharp contrast to the wharfs unadorned and pragmatic
buildings;
1
(Figures 22 and 23) While these impressive houses (and a few on the northern coast
of the North End) were among the town's finest private residences, they were nearly 75 years old
in 1783, and clearly in the minority among house types m North Square specifically and the
North bind generally. Far more common were the modest mechanic houses and shops such as
that of Paul Revere and the three-story vernacular Georgian house of glazier Moses Prince, both
located in North Square. (Figures 10 and 24)
1 Of the three main roads in the North hnd, only two -Ann Street and Hanover Street—began in the south
side of Mill Creek and first period influenced buildings stood at the foot of each. See Whitehill, Boston: A
Topographical History, 27.
52
Franklin and his family moved to the North Hnd in 1712 when the house and shop he rented in the South
Hnd on Milk Street was sold. On the Franklin House, see Drake, Old Landmarks, 146, and Whitehill,
Boston: A Topograph lea I History, 30. On the Capen House, see Whitehill, Boston: A Topographical
History, M) and Winsor, Memorial History of Boston, Vol. II, 198.
53 On Frankland's House, see Winsor, Memorial History of Boston , Vol. Ill, 202, and IV, 46X; Drake, ( >ld
Landmarks, 164-160; and Whitehill, Boston: A 'Topographical History, 27. On Hutchinson's, see Winsor,
Memorial History of Boston, Vol. II, 526 and 534-535; and Whitehill, Boston: A Topographical History,
28. Both were razed in the 1830s.
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Even the North End religious buildings illustrate the limited architectural diversity of
post-revolutionary B°St0n and show that^ * handful of Boston buildings contributed to the
architectural modernity of the town. In the late colonial period, North Square contained two
Congregational Meeting houses-the Old North (1677) and the New Brick (1722)-but neither
could be called Georgian high-style buildings. 54 Boston's Baptists also had two North End
churches, both located on Mill Pond for access to water, but both were stylistically
unremarkable. 55 The only truly architecturally impressive church in the North End was the
Anglican Christ Church (1723). Steeped in Wrenesque church design, Christ Church was a
textbook (or rather, patternbook) model of Georgian high-style building. (Figure 25) Its body
was symmetrically-arranged with alternating stones of small round and large arched windows.
The huge four-staged steeple was impressively adorned with string courses, corner quoins, arched
windows, and spires. 56 But its construction failed to spark a larger aesthetic revolution in North
End church building and it remained alone stylistically in the North End. As late as 1742, high-
The Old North Church, the church of the Mathers, was built in 1677 after a fire destroyed the original
1650 Meeting House. According to Pemberton, it was "a model of the first architecture in New England."
(Pemberton, "Topographical and Historical Description of Boston, 1794," 257.) Given this comment,
Pemberton's penchant for referring to Georgian high-style buildings as "handsome" or "elegant," and the
early date of its construction, the Old North was most likely a first period-influenced meeting house.
Revere's 1770 engraving of the British troops arriving in Boston suggests as much—the steeple he depicted
for the Old North Church was simple and unadorned. General Gage tore it down during the British
occupation of Boston before the American Revolution. (See Pemberton, "Topographical and Historical
Description of Boston, 1794," 257; Winsor, Memorial History of Boston . Vol. II, xi, 240; and Whitehill,
Boston: A Topographical History
.
29.)
The New Brick was built in 1722 by a group of Old North dissenters. Although this building more
closely adhered to Georgian high-style ideas, it was no masterwork. In the late nineteenth century,
Reverend Alexander McKenzie wrote it was "a brick house which was long regarded as a structure of
remarkable elegance," but he described it only as "front[ing] upon Hanover Street, with entrances on three
sides." (Winsor, Memorial History of Boston . Vol. II, 244.) To the Bostonian of 1722, however, the New
Brick must have been more modern looking than the Old North and other early churches. (See Pemberton,
"Topographical and Historical Description of Boston, 1794," 261; Winsor, Memorial History of Boston
,
Vol. I, 192; Vol. II, xi, 223, 244; and Triber, A True Republican
.
8.)
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See Pemberton, "Topographical and Historical Description of Boston, 1794," 259; Winsor, Memorial
History of Boston
.
Vol. I, 195; Vol. II, vi and 227; Vol. Ill, 421.
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202-5; and Pemberton, "Topographical and Historical Description of Boston, 1794,"
261.
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style influence showed up only modestly in the Congregational Bennett Street Meeting House 57
As for eommcre.al and public structures, only the Concert Hall, a two-story br.ek
structure bu.lt by Stephen Deblois in 1755-56, rivaled the high-style grandeur of Christ Chureh in
the North End. Used for balls, mus.eal concerts, and private organization meetings, it is
particularly unfortunate that we have neither image nor detailed description of the Concert Hall,
the only one of its kind in eighteenth-century Boston. 58 Pemberton noted it was a "handsome
large br.ck building" whose "second floor is elegant and handsomely ornamented," and based on
his descriptions of other buildings whose images have survived, it is reasonable to assume that the
Concert Hall subscribed to at least some high-style influences.59 The North End's taverns and
inns were particularly plentiful, but none were overwhelmingly influenced by Georgian design.60
A 1754 engraving shows, for example, that the Green Dragon Tavern was a vernacular Georgian
building surrounded by primarily first period buildings. 61 (Figure 26) Public buildings included
the North End schools and the North Battery, a military installation at the tip of the North End,
but these were largely practical buildings with basic Georgian features and little ornamentation.62
Indeed, a 1 765 image of the North Battery shows that it had a relatively unadorned main building
See Winsor, Memorial History of Boston
. Vol. Ill, 488-489; Whitehill, Boston: A Topographical History .
41
.
On the remaining North End Congregational Churches not mentioned here, see Pemberton,
"Topographical and Historical Description of Boston, 1794," 260; Drake, Old Landmarks
. 173; Winsor,
Memorial History of Boston
. Vol. II, ix, 220; and Triber, A True Republican . 8.
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. 63, 105-106; and Whitehill, Boston: A Topomaphical History
. 66.
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three-story wooden structure; the two-story wooden Red Lion (1654); and the Orange Tree (before 1700), a
three-story wooden edifice. See Drake, Old Boston Taverns
. 31, 63, 116, 117, and 1 19
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, 45-46, 1 10, and 1 19; Stark, Antique Views , 57-58. The Green Dragon was
removed in the early nineteenth century to widen Union Street. See Young, The Shoemaker and the Tea
Party , 119.
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surrounded by first period and vernacular structures. 63 (Figure 27)
William Price's 1769 map provides important clues as to the prevalence of each type of
bu.lding in the North End and suggests much about the architectural geography of late colonial
Boston. (Figure 28.) Although he did not accurately depict individual buildings, he represented
s.m.lar looking structures symbolically. He denoted first period houses (such as Revere's) and
modest vernacular buildings (such as the Pierce House) with small, one- or two-story, peaked
roof sketches most likely because they lacked Georgian h.gh-style splendor even if they
possessed some Georgian features. However, Pr.ce represented higher-style Georgian buildings
such as the Frankland and Hutchinson Mansions With larger, more ornate symbols. Through this
reading of his map, we can glimpse the extent to which each existed in the pre-Revolutionary
North End: drawings of the first variety overwhelmingly dominated the North End while the more
ornate representations were few and scattered. 64 In short, then, the built environment of the North
End still bore a decidedly colonial imprint after the American Revolution: it was architecturally
unspecialized and dominated by unremarkably first period and vernacular buildings.
The story in town's other four districts—the South End, Central, West (or New) Boston,
and the Boston Neck—was much the same. There was little separation between social and
occupational groups—better, middling, and lower sort Bostonians lived together, often cheek-to-
jowl—and the architectural geography was unspecialized and dominated by first period and
vernacular Georgian buildings rather than high-style ones. Each section had a few impressive
buildings, but, as in the North End, they sat in an ocean of utterly less remarkable ones. Yet,
there were some important differences between Boston's five districts, some of which went
beyond the built environment, that were important for Bostonians of the time and for this study.
63
Whitehill, Boston: A Topographical History
,
18; and Stark, Antique Views , 112-1 13. Built of timber and
earth in the 1660s, the North Battery was substantially refurbished in 1706 and enlarged by General Gage
during the British occupation.
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The South End, for example, was remarkably similar to the North End, arch.tecturally
and socially, although there were some important differences. As with the North End, Price's
map indicates that h.gh-style buildings were few and far between in the late colonial South End,
that they were scattered throughout the district, and that first period and vernacular Georgian
buildings surrounded them. 65 Indeed, a 1760s image of the South Battery showed some of the
buildings that Price represented and suggests, as in the North Battery image, that first period and
vernacular Georgian buildings predominated. (Figure 29) To the left of the South Battery stood
a house with some Georgian features and to the right were far less remarkable structures. Neither
cluster of buildings was extensively ornamented. The long narrow building in the background
was one of the South End's many ropewalks, which also lacked any architectural
embellishment. 60 However, the South End population, which was contained in four-and-a-half
civil wards, was slightly smaller after the revolution (5,200) and therefore less powerful
politically than the North End, at least on town boards allocated by ward. The South End
population, though, was rising rapidly where the North End's had leveled off, most likely because
there was a lot more open space for settlement in the southern reaches of the town. 67 Settlement
patterns were different, too. In the South End, settlement was heavily concentrated in two main
For example, Captain Peter Dalton built a mansion house in 1758 on the corner of Dalton and Water
Streets that had many Georgian high-style features as did Leonard Vassal's nearby 1727 house. See
Winsor, Memorial History of Boston
.
Vol. II, xxxi, 544; Drake, Old Landmarks
. 389-390; and Whitehill,
Boston: A Topographical History
. 33-34, and 58-59. Examples of more modest houses include the 1685
house in which Benjamin Franklin was born (which burned in 1810) and the mid-seventeenth-century
house of leather dresser Henry Bridgeman on Milk Street. See Winsor, Memorial History of Boston
. Vol.
II, 269; Drake, Old Landmarks
. 102 and 112; and Whitehill, Boston: A Topographical History
. 6, and 15-
16.
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Alan Kulikoff found that between 1771 and 1790, the population of the South End jumped from 5,193 to
6,625, but this occurred primarily after the revolution. (Kulikoff, "Progress of Inequality," 394.)
According to Nathaniel Shurtleff, the South End had 1,250 dwelling houses and 10 church buildings in
1784. However, he included the area around the Boston Common, which is here treated as part of the West
End. (Shurtleff, Topographical and Historical Description of Boston
,
139)
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areas surrounded by large traets of undeveloped pastureland.68 Finally, although the South End,
like the North End, was populated largely by mechamcs, artisans of different trades predominated
in the South End, especially the town's building tradesmen and leather workers. 69
Located between the North and South Ends, Central Boston housed the town's main
wharves and was built up around State (formerly King) Street, the largest east-west running street
in the town. This was an area given more, but not exclusively, to the town's merchants. But, like
the wharves that emanated from it. Central Boston was thickly populated by mechanics who
worked in industries that were directly and indirectly related to trade and lived next to the great or
soon to be great merchant firms. 70 The location of the town marketplace in Central Boston
contributed to this area's socially mixed character, as did the location of the Massachusetts State
House, which attracted professionals to the area, especially lawyers. Central Boston, then, was
home to the town's most spectacular public buildings—the State House (1712) and the Faneuil
Hall ( 1 742)—but it also contained the buildings that ordinary people used, most of which were
vernacular Georgian and first period influenced structures. 71 (Figures 30 and 15) A crude
68
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Boston University, 1999), 13-15.
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, 41, 60, 107-108; Drake, Old Landmarks , 62 and 102; and Carl Seaburg and Stanley Paterson,
Merchant Prince of Boston: Colonel T. H. Perkins, 1764-1854 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1971), 4 and 30. Walter Muir Whitehill offered a more apt description of Central Boston when he called it
"an open air market where all kinds of people met." (Whitehill, Boston: A Topographical History
, 9)
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Built in 1712 to replace the 1658 Boston Town House that burned in the Great Fire of 171 1, the
Massachusetts State House (as it came to be called) was most likely designed by Selectman Thomas Brattle
and built by Boston tradesman William Payne. On the State House, see Winsor, Memorial History of
Boston , Vol. VI, 470-471; Chase, "Brief Survey... of the Old State House," 31-49; Whitehill, Boston: A
Topographical History
,
26-27; and McNamara, "Disciplining Justice," 19-22, 44, and 44n. See pictures
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into a
representees of the 1770 Seider Affair, for example, shows Ebenezer R.chardson shooting
erowd from the first period house of importer Theophilius Lilly on King Street. (Figure 31)
Surrounding Lilly's house were other first period influenced and vernacular Georgian buildings,
but the event occurred across the street from the far more impressive Boston Town House that
would become the Massachusetts State House. 72 Similarly, an early nineteenth-century image of
the Old Feather House in the adjacent market area indicates that first period buildings rema.ned
part of Central Boston's built environment despite the presence of the grander and more
significant Faneuil Hall. (Figure 11)
The last two districts, the Boston Neck and the West End (or New Boston), were the least
settled and least populated areas of post-Revolutionary Boston. The Boston Neck comprised the
most southerly portion of the town. Price's map shows settlement here confined primarily to the
main street out of town, an area where, as Boston historian Walter Muir Whitehill has claimed,
settlement declined so sharply that it contained "hardly two dozen houses in [its] entire remaining
length" after the South End. 73 The only notably settled portion of the Neck area had cropped up
on Hollis Street, around the Congregational Hollis Street Meeting House, a building erected in
1 73
1
to induce further settlement. 74 A similar plan to foster settlement had been attempted a few
years later in the West End when Congregationalists built their 1737 Lynne Street Meeting House
is at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. A number of views of it can be seen in the archives of the Society
for the Preservation of New England Antiquities.
John Smibert designed Faneuil Hall in the early 1740s; it was completed in 1742 in what was
reportedly the "most important enteiprise ever assumed by Boston." (Winsor, Memorial History of Boston
,
Vol. IV, 471
.) A commodious structure, its ground floor was open for access to market stalls; the second
and third floors contained a few small rooms and a large meeting hall that accommodated 1,000 people.
See the pictures of the building in Massachusetts Historical Society Proceedings
, Volume I, 1791-1835
(Boston: 1879).
72
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and the town laid out the westernmost streets of Boston. But these West End initiatives met with
only limited success. After the revolution, the West End contained 1,400 people in two-and-a-
half civil wards, the bulk ofwhich were concentrated in the northern portion of the district
between the western shore of Mill Pond and northwest coast of the town. The daunting
topography of the Tnmounta.n and distance from the Atlantic water routes frustrated settlement
in much of the area. 75
The West End, however, was the most socially and architecturally diverse section of
post-Revolutionary Boston. Members of Boston's elite bu.lt mansions here in greater proportion
than in any other part of the town, although as in other areas, not enough to call it an elite
residential district. Besides the Hancock Mansion, which loomed over the Boston Common from
the foot of the Tnmountain, better sort Bostonians such as Andrew Faneuil and Thomas Bulfinch
built three-story residences with Georgian high-style elements in 1710 and 1724, respectively. 76
(Figures 32 and 33) But not far from them, tradesmen and shopkeepers kept West End shops and
stores, especially along the northwestern coast next to the West End's shipyards, copperworks,
and ropewalks. 77 The West End also contained the most disenfranchised groups in post-
Revolutionary Boston. Across from the Hancock Mansion on the east side of the Boston
' Kulikoff claimed there were 1,386 people in the West End in 1771 and 1,456 in 1790. (See Kulikoff,
"Progress of Inequality," 394; and Shurtleff, Topographical and Historical Description of Boston
. 139.) By
the end of the Revolution, the Trimountain had scarcely been touched by Bostonians although a few built
houses on less steep areas, particularly on the eastern side of Pemberton Hill. Others occasionally removed
land from the hills for a variety of reasons, often against the wishes of landowners. On the often
unauthorized excavations, see BTR, March 12, and July 9, 1779; Winsor, Memorial History of Boston .
Vol. II, 520; and Young, The Shoemaker and the Tea Party , 1 15.
76 On Faneuil 's house, see Fifth Report of the Record Commissioners of Boston (Boston: Rockwell and
Churchill, 1884) which are the so-called "Gleaner" articles, pp. 92-94. (Hereafter cited as "Gleaner.") See
also Winsor Memorial History of Boston
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,
30-31 and Harold Kirker, The Architecture of Charles Bulfinch (Cambridge: Harvard University
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Common, stood the town's almshouse, bridewell, workhouse, granary, and manufactory, where
the indigent and unemployed of Boston lived and worked. (Of these, only the 1754 Manufactory
House was impressive looking-Figure 34) To the north of the Tnmountam, less than a block
from the Faneuil and Bulfmch mansions, was an area that contained mechanics, most of Boston's
recently-freed black population (about 520 persons), and a red-light district of such renown that
British Lieutenant Page referred to Mount Vernon on his 1774 map as "Mount Whoredom."78
Another noteworthy element of the West End's bu.lt environment was the Boston
Common, which lacked any elegance after the American Revolution. A 1768 image shows some
trees neatly planted in front of the Hancock Mansion with others more haphazardly growing
along its southern edge. Further, it shows how before the American Revolution the common
consisted largely of small moguls on which livestock, militiamen, and horsemen freely roamed.
(Figure 35) The revolutionary years inflicted considerable damage to the common with British,
American, and French soldiers building military structures on it and using it for drilling and
encampments. Further, the bodies of former patients at the New Boston Hospital were buried in a
small pit at the common's end.
79 By 1783, the Boston Selectmen had made some attempts to
clean it up, but to little avail. 80
Importantly, the Boston Common was not the only part of Boston's built environment
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8that the American Revolution harmed directly. Boston's churches suffered tremendously dunn
the Impenal Cnsis when the British used many of them to quarter troops and vindictively abused
others.
81
For example, General Gage decapitated the West Church steeple to prevent Bostomans
from signaling Cambridge, entirely demolished the Old North Church for firewood, and let
General Burgoyne remove the pews and pulpit from the Old South and cover its floor with dirt to
turn it into a riding school. In similarly spiteful acts, Gage cut down the Liberty Tree in the South
End in 1775, seized the mansions of Hancock and James Bowdom and gave them to Generals
Clinton and Burgoyne, and allowed troops to sack the homes of patriot leaders such as Thomas
Dawes. 82 The war years occasioned some damage to Boston's built environment as well. For
example, an American cannonball lodged in the front facade of the Brattle Street Meeting House
remained there for years after the siege of Boston. 83 The uncertainty of the war's outcome and its
potential return to Boston resulted in only a slight rebuilding during the war years and the only
restoration that occurred by 1781 was where it was absolutely necessary and politically prudent. 84
Consequently, Boston's built environment, while damaged to some degree during the war, was
also neglected during and after it.
Winsor, Memorial History of Boston. Vol. II, 516; and "Gleaner," 71. The Brattle Street Meeting House
was spared such gutting because of its structural columns, but the 29 th British Regiment that was quartered
there "grossly polluted" its interior and defaced a stone quoin with John Hancock's name on it. (Detwiller,
"Thomas Dawes's Church in Brattle Square," 7.)
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For example, after the British left Boston, Hancock and Bowdoin reclaimed their mansions and patriots
erected a liberty pole where the Liberty Tree once stood. By 1782, the Old South congregation returned to
their meeting house after restoring it. But the Old North Church was never rebuilt and fences around the
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In 1783, then, Boston was no showplace of architectural modernity. Rather, it was
architecturally antiquated because its few truly impressive buildings were at least a half-century
old and considerably outnumbered by first period and vernacular Georgian structures. At the
same time, the town's architectural and social geography remained diverse and unspecialized
because the relatively few Georgian high-style buildings that existed in Boston were scattered
throughout the town and there was little social or occupational separation by the revolutionary
era. In short, Boston's built environment and social geography had, unsurprisingly, not yet
shaken its pre-revolutionary character. It retained its colonial appearance into the post-
revolutionary world; and in some ways it was worse off for the revolution. Put differently, the
promises of the American Revolution and a novus ordo seclorum had yet to manifest themselves
through Boston's post-war built environment. The same could be said of town politics, economy,
and society as well: despite a couple of promising developments, the revolution had yet to reap
many political, economic, and social benefits in 1783 Boston and future prospects appeared
increasingly bleak.
The Political, Economic, and Social Outlook of Post-Revolutionary Boston
Just as political separation from Great Britain had not at the conclusion of the military
conflict occasioned any major changes in Boston's built environment, the breaking of political
ties had not demonstrably improved political, economic, and social conditions in the town. Of
course, the American Revolution and Treaty of Paris had separated the colonies from the mother
country, which was certainly an important achievement, and it had altered some traditions in
Boston. But in 1 783, the victors had not yet addressed many of the pre-war problems that sent
Boston hurtling towards revolution in the first place, and new problems in Boston economy,
politics, and society accompanied the peace. In fact, post-war developments often exacerbated
existing problems and actually made matters worse.
50
Massachusetts' list of post-war woes was lengthy. The state had accrued a substantial
war debt, inflation was (and had been) spiraling out of control, the status of the state's fisheries
was uncertain, paper money and securities were depreciating, hard money was increasingly
scarce, local production suffered, imports outstripped exports, credit was on the rise, and
commerce had yet to stabilize after the war. There were questions about what to do with Tory
property, how to treat Massachusetts Loyalists, and what the post-war relationship with Britain
("the enemy") and France (the new ally) should be. Boston Whig factions and interests, which
had (sometimes uneasily) overcome divisions during the Imperial Crisis, were profoundly divided
over post-revolutionary leadership and, to borrow an idea from Carl Becker, the questions of who
would (and should) rule at home and how. 85 Although many of these post-war problems were
statewide, all had an (often deep) impact on Boston, Massachusetts' largest town, its social and
political capital, and the center ofNew England trade. 86
Among the most serious of Massachusetts' post-war problems was the state's war debt,
which approached nearly $500,000 in 17 83. 87 Trying to raise money to pay the debt "any way
[they] could," state leaders explored selling land in western counties and the Maine territory,
securing foreign loans, selling notes, holding lotteries, and of course raising it through taxation. 88
See Carl L. Becker, The History of Political Parties in the Province ofNew York. 1760-1776 (Madison:
University of Wisconsin Press, 1909).
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But there was little agreement on the best method(s) of retiring the debt and most plans produced
conflict among the different interests of the state. Selling land raised concerns that British
speculators would effectively buy back the country they just lost in the revolution, which upset
the most virulently anti-British Boston.ans and the town's staunch republicans. 89 Selling notes in
an economically troubled time raised classed fears that a state economic aristocracy would rise
and exert too much influence on government. Securing loans amounted to trading creditors.
Lotteries were unpredictable, although some were tned, and they fell disproportionately on
Boston's ordinary people. Property taxes were more odious still. By 1782, taxes were already as
high in the Commonwealth as they had been for the last six years, and, coupled with rising post-
war inflation, they promised to fall particularly hard on middling Bostonians who owned land and
on central and western Massachusetts farmers.90 In short, the state war debt and the different
ways to retire it produced considerable conflict among people who had just fought a war to
control their own destiny and who had learned during it that their participation in politics
mattered. This was only a single issue among many dividing post-war Bostonians. A closer look
at a handful of the problems facing the post-war town illustrates how contentious and confused
Boston was following a successful revolution, how colonial period problems and solutions
continued into the post-peace era, and how Boston politics and society were dividing into the
early republic.
Post-war government attempted to address elements of the post-war economic crisis in
the same ways it had before the war, but to little effect. Before the revolution, local government
exerted a lot of control over economy and production through price controls and regulatory acts.
89
See Winsor, Memorial History of Boston , Vol. IV, 197. On war-time speculation and its aftermath, see
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Acting within this tradition, local, state, and confederation governments advocated price fixing to
counteract the effects of wartime inflation, currency depreciation, and scarcity as early as 1777. 9 '
With confederation approval, for example, Massachusetts passed the Monopoly Act to prevent
hoarding, and Boston town government adopted price controls in the form of bread assizes and
price ceilings while creating committees to enforce both the state and town measures. These and
other heavy-handed initiatives and attempts to right the town's economy continued into the
1 780s.
92
After the war, town government also determined who would be admitted into certain
occupations, as it had since before the revolution.93 In short, in the immediate post-war period,
state and local government still relied on some of the top-down economic policies of the colonial
period to combat economic distress even though the revolution was fought, in part, for freedom
from such control.
While these measures failed to cool the economy, they also engendered discord among
Bostonians, especially between and within the town's two largest social groups; mechanics and
merchants. Boston's mechanics and the town's lower sort depended on such heavy-handed
government controls on economy to protect local manufacturing and keep prices down. Indeed,
they expected such government intervention on their behalf and when government did not protect
their interests, they acted for themselves.
94 When the Boston Town Meeting ordered enforcement
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committees to provide information on monopolizers or to enforce the law "in other legal ways"
dunng the war, it essentially legalized a longstanding tradition in Boston by turning ordinary
people into watchdogs and official vigilantes.95 Thus, in April 1777, 500 spectators and "Joyce,
Junior," a mythical figure who headed the equally mythical "Committee of Tarring and
Feathering," led a cart containing three "monopolizers" to the Boston Neck where he "exiled" the
hoarders and threatened to kill them if they returned.96 In mid-July of the same year, 100 Boston
women physically restrained merchant Thomas Boylston and helped themselves to the coffee he
was supposedly hoarding; 500 Bostonians did the same to Jonathan Amory and his hoarded sugar
the following autumn. 97 For their part, Boston's merchants were far less uniform about price
controls. While many tended to oppose them under the banner of open trade, price fixing
measures divided merchants after 1779 as some of them began to embrace price controls and anti-
monopolization measures. A variety of reasons explain the acceptance of heavy-handed price
controls: submission to the substantial pressure from below, fears of the explosive class conflict
erupting in Philadelphia, a belief that something had to be done to counteract continued inflation,
or the refocusing of merchant houses toward domestic trade.98 Attempts to deal with financial
problems in the revolutionary era that derived from colonial period practices engendered colonial
era responses from Bostonians and occasioned significant animosity between social groups in
post-war Boston.
Questions surrounding Tory property and Tory readmission also engendered controversy
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in revolutionary era Boston. Anti-Toryisni and anti-Britishkm had been the glue that bound
Whig poht,cs during the Imperial Cris,s and the early years of the American Revolution." Anti-
Loyalist and anti-British rhetoric filled the patriot speeches and presses before the war, and once
the war was on, the state legislature moved retnbutively against Tories and their property. 100 But
in the late-1770s, state government's commitment to ami-Toryism began to waiver as
conservative Whigs in the General Court, many of whom had economic, social, or familial
connections to Great Britain, tried to accommodate them by saving their property and moving to
readmit them. 101 As early as 1778, radical Whig James Warren disdainfully noted a conservative
bloc that consisted of "some people of influence" was pushing for Tory accommodation as he and
fellow radical Samuel Adams braced to beat it back. 102 Gaining more influence in the General
Court under the 1780 state constitution, conservatives continued to push accommodation, but
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radical Wings, joined by the moderate Wings under Governor John Hancock, fought them still.
The Hancock administration stemmed Tory accommodation-more to oppose conservative
enemies and appeal to popular opinion than to side with Adams-by allowing his attorney
general, Robert Treat Paine, to continue confiscating refugee property and publishing the names
and holdings of those from whom he seized estates. 103 Radicals stopped the most egregious Tory
accommodation through well-placed allies in the House of Representatives, through Senate
President Adams, and through the Boston Town Meeting where Adams wielded considerable
influence. 104 Discussions about Tones and their fates split politics sharply into accommodation
and non-accommodation camps that contributed to the further splintering of the Whig Alliance in
the post-war era. Radicals and moderates were far more in step with the tenor of the times than
their conservative foes were because the popular view on Tory accommodation clearly jived with
the radicals and moderates, a fact that John Hancock, the shrewdest political leader in the state,
must have realized.
Indeed, at the popular level, anti-Toryism (and more generally anti-Britishism) ran
especially high throughout the revolutionary era, which is not surprising considering all that
Bostonians had seen and endured since the 1760s. Pre-revolutionary patriots had been
particularly diligent about fanning anti-British flames in the press, from the stump, and at the
pulpit for over a decade before the war erupted, which produced strong anti-Tory and anti-British
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sentiment. The Declaration of Independence castigated the King and Parliament and officially
turned England into the American "enemy." The ensuing war thus saw Americans fighting
against their once beloved British king and against their former British countrymen, and anti-
Britishism deepened. The 1778 French Alliance also fueled popular anti-Britishism because it
realigned the political universe to Great Britain's continued detriment. As Elbndge Gerry noted,
Bostonians were witnessing "a marvelous change in the system of the political world" in which
the government of England, advocates for despotism and endeavoring to enslave their
once most loyal subjects of their king; the government of France advocates for liberty
espousing the cause of Lutherans and Calvinists, and risking a war to establish their
'
independence; the King of England branded by every Whig in the nation as a tyrant- the
King of France by every Whig in America, applauded as the great protector of the rights
of mankind; the King of Britain establishing Popery, the King of France endeavoring to
free his people from this Ecclesiastical Tyranny; Britain at war, and France in alliance
with America.
Throughout the war years, of course, Whigs continued to whip up anti-Tory and anti-British
sentiment among ordinary Bostonians through the press and through public events
commemorating British "atrocities" against colonists (especially the annual Boston Massacre
oration). The built environment of Boston bore the physical scars of the British occupation,
which were ubiquitous reminders of Bntish cruelty into the 1780s, and the 1780 state constitution
even enshrined anti-Britishism by providing that all government officers take a public oath of
office that specifically required them to "renounce and abjure all allegiance, subjection and
obedience to the king, queen or government of Great Britain." By 1783, anti-Tory and anti-
British sentiment pervaded all levels of Boston, and defined politics, society, and economy.
Moves toward Tory accommodation, then, not only set conservative leaders against their
political foes, but it also set them against the prevailing popular opinion in Boston. Continued
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debates about Tory readmission, for example, never failed to elicit considerable anti-Tory and
anti-British venom in the post-war Boston press. In writing to state legislators and other
Bostonians m the press, writers sometimes offered reasoned arguments that asked Bostonians to
consider what rights and property patriots owed British sympathizers and Tones who had fled the
country as well as those who remained in it through the war. Some writers and orators who took
aim at Tories often indicted the English government or its officials at the same time while others
specifically derided England alone or did so while celebrating both the United States and the
American Revolution. 106 Most frequently, though, press contributors resorted to pejoratives,
sensationalism, and outright intimidation to attack Tory accommodation. "Marcus," for example,
referred to Tories as "the traitors who have made [America] bleed at ten thousand wounds";
another writer asked Bostonians if they could "detach the idea of a robber, an incendiary, or a
murderer from any one of their names?" A writer in the Boston Gazette demanded that legislators
"shut and bar every door against them" because "they have been the abettors of murder and
desolation." 107 Clearly, articles were often directed toward British accommodationists in the state
government and were attempts to sway accommodationist politics, but they were also important
to post-war anti-Britishism because they reflected and intensified anti-Tory and anti-British
feeling among ordinary Bostonians. Meanwhile, acts of the British Ministry and of British
merchants in the wake of the war ensured that anti-Britishism remained high in post-war Boston
while they created tremendous controversy in the town.
Some of the most turbulent problems in post-war Boston involved the importation of
English-made goods and luxury items, a problem that derived from British post-war commercial
policies and one that significantly heightened anti-Britishism in the post-war years. The 1783
peace treaty said virtually nothing about post-war commerce between the United States and
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Bntam, but this amblgulty was dispelled shortly thereafter with the unrolling of Britain's post-
war commercial policy. The British Ministry's official policies concerning post-war commerce
allowed only British ships to carry goods from the British West Indies to America and England,
and they outright excluded American traders from lucrative island ports. 108 While Bostonians
traded with other countries in the post-war period, as they had before the war (despite the dictates
of British mercantilism), these policies crippled the town's already hurting trade by making it
difficult for Boston shippers to secure and sell cargoes. 109 At the same time, British merchants
flooded American markets with English manufactured goods, which injured local production,
prompted credit expansion, and hastened a specie drain in the town. 110 Combined, both official
and merchant-ordained policies, coupled with various attempts to accommodate Tories, caused
anti-British feeling to remain especially high and every good that entered the port served as a
material reminder of what one writer called the "vindictive malignity of Great Britain." 111
Britain, Bostonians believed, would "do every thing [it could] to injure these states." 112
As trade in a self-described "trading town" declined further after the war and
manufacturing did not pick up, connected industries suffered correspondingly—nearly every
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}ndustry in Boston felt the economic pinch
- With trade at a standstill and with Boston's largest
worldw.de markets closed, the town's shipyards languished and marine erafts deteriorated.
Decreases in trade and maritime crafts left little money for public or private building, which
meant a cont.nued decline for both Boston's building tradesmen and the town's built
environment. With marine and building craftsmen out of work, wh.ch accounted for 40% of the
town's artisan population at the end of the decade, other trades felt the economic devastation
wrought by British post-war commercial policies." 4 Boston's merchants explained the
disposition of Boston economy to 1785 this way:
We have reason to apprehend from what has hitherto taken place that not only would ship
building be ruined, but every article of Rigging; Sails; Blocks; also Cordage ready fitted
by the riggers, together with all the variety of ship chandlery, will soon be imported by
British Merchants and factors, or brought in vessels freighted as English bottoms- the
consequences must be an entire ruin of our ship builders, blacksmiths, rope makers,
riggers, block makers, sail makers, and every other branch of business connected in the
equipment of vessels." 5
This was no understatement of Boston's situation, and as the merchants noted, it was not solely
due to the exclusion of Boston ships from British ports. Imports to Boston, which they said "have
consisted of many articles which are usually manufactured among ourselves; on which thousands
of individuals depended for the maintenance of themselves and families," had become a serious
problem as well." 6
In addition to upsetting some merchants and the town's mechanics, the importation of
foreign goods in post-war Boston also alarmed political leaders from both ends of the political
spectrum, albeit for different reasons. Radical Whigs frequently noted the prevalence of British
manufactured goods and luxuries in post-war Boston and feared their persistence and large
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numbers would imperil the repubhc while they caused against post-war connections with Great
Britain. Complaining to his cousin John in 1785, for example, Samuel Adams reproachfully
wrote that Bostonians were "imitating the Britons in every idle amusement and expensive foppery
which it is in their power to invent.
.
." He further exclaimed, "You would be surprised to see the
equipage, the furniture, and expensive living of too many, the pride and vanity of dress wh.ch
pervades thro' every class, confounding every distinction between the poor and the rich, and
evincing the want both of example and economy."" 7 On the other side of the post-war political
spectrum in Boston, conservative Whig George Richard Minot maintained in his history of
Shays' Rebellion that after the war "an emulation prevailed among men of fortune, to exceed
each other in the full display of their riches." M.not was every bit as disapproving as Adams, but
more because such display was not confined to the wealthy: "This was imitated among the less
opulent classes of citizens, and drew them off from those principles of diligence and
118
economy ." A couple of revolutionary era developments informed both opinions on imported
goods.
Importation bothered Adams and similarly-minded political leaders on many levels.
First, the idea that Bostonians were imitating the British so soon after a war against them caused
Adams considerable distress. According to revolutionary era rhetoric, much of it created by
Adams himself, Britain had become the picture of political and social bankruptcy, and its rulers
were aristocrats who were too self-interested to govern effectively. For radicals, then, Bntish
influence had to be expelled from all American politics, government, and society. Second, was
the threat that luxury goods in general represented for American government. Radical Whigs
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such as Adams zealously subscribed to the revolutionary era ideal of Classical Republicanism,
which required citizens to be virtuous enough to subordinate their private interests to the greater
good. 119 While not democrats, the repubhcan-minded believed individuals who bought luxuries
were unable to suppress their private interests and unwilling to act in the best interest of the
republic. Such people, therefore, put their own private interests ahead of the political common
good. 120 Third, Adams objected to foreign-produced goods and luxuries along lines that sat well
with the constituency for which he most often spoke, the town's mechanics, because he believed
importing foreign goods sent money out of the US, and amounted to unnecessary and
improvident spending at a time when the domestic economic outlook was bleak and local
production was suffering. In other words, for radicals such as Adams, importation also worked
against the economic common good. Finally, radicals had social objections to importation.
Republicans of Adams' stripe believed that people used fashion and gratuitous frippery to
distinguish themselves from their inferiors, which ran counter to the revolutionary principle that
all men (or at least all enfranchised men) are created equal. 121
Other political leaders often disagreed with him on these counts, but they seldom did so
vocally. Conservative Whigs, a group that spoke mainly for wealthy Boston merchants (some of
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whom were only one short step removed from Toryism), did not see a problem with wealthy
Bostomans importing and displaying luxury goods because it had always been the privilege of the
elite to do so. Generally, they saw class differentiation whatever way possible as a fine thing, but
they were careful where and how they espoused this politically imprudent opinion. Moderate
Whigs paid hp service to the republican ideal and noted the potentially harmful effects of
importation and luxury goods, but they did not move energetically against either immediately
after the war. Indeed, the most flagrant offender of the republican ideal was ironically the man
most revered as a staunch defender of liberty, equality, and the repubhc-a man who loved
fashion, display, pomp, luxury, and imported goods even while he occupied the post-war
governor's chair: John Hancock. 122 A 1782 comment from a political ally described Hancock as
being dressed in
...a red velvet cap, within which was one of fine linen. The latter was turned up over the
velvet one two or three inches. He wore a blue damask gown, lined with silk; a white
plaited stock, a white silk embroidered waistcoat, black satin small-clothes, white silk
stockings, and red morocco slippers. 123
Hancock absolutely reveled in playing the part of a wealthy aristocrat by dressing the part
in imported clothes, living in one of the finest houses in New England, appearing publicly in
grand fashion, and being a courtly host at extravagant balls and dinners. But he also was the
single most loved man in post-war Massachusetts even though his aristocratic pretensions and use
of imported goods were despised by radical Whigs and potentially disastrous for the government
Josiah P. Quincy noted years later that the types of luxury goods imported to and bought in the post-
Revolutionary world were often "personal decorations," or items used as "indications] of superiority."
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and local economy. But his exceptional popularity allowed Hancock to get away with it, even as
importation created considerable controversy among political leaders and ordinary people in post-
war Boston.
Falling out along similar lines as they had on price controls, Boston's mechanics
generally supported limits on imports but merchants, especially after the revolution, generally got
behind open trade. Boston mechanics had been faithful supporters of non-importation throughout
the revolutionary era, and in 1783, like Adams, many of them saw importation as injurious to
American politics and economy because importing any foreign goods hurt local manufacturing,
took money out of Bostomans' pockets, and drained specie from the local economy. 124 In 1783,
in fact, "Joyce Jr." re-emerged in the Boston press on behalf of Boston's ordinary people and
tradesmen to threaten all importers, especially those importing British goods, because importation
undercut local industry. 125 Moreover, the revolution gave non-importation mechanics additional
fuel for their non-importation fire: political imprudence. In press articles that sounded as if they
could have been written by Samuel Adams, Boston's tradesmen and ordinary people after the
revolution could (and did) object to the importation of British goods on political grounds by
saying it was simply bad policy to ally the United States too closely (and too quickly) with "the
enemy," increase British coffers, and give England money to potentially wage another war on the
United States. As one writer put it, importation was a "miserable policy.
. . [because] it is not
humanity or common decency to supply our enemies with the sinews of war, and enable them to
destroy the lives of our people, [and] to desolate the country." Thus, m 1783, the most extreme
opponents of importation called for "a total abstinence from British goods for two or three years"
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to bolster local production, counter importation, and halt the Redcoat Menace. 126 Thus, while
importation divided political leaders, it also pitted Boston's mechanics and merchants against
each other, at least on the surface.
Importantly, though, importation exposed finer distinctions that were not always
mechanic versus merchant as well. In the years following the war, importation caused
controversy within the merchant class because it pitted British-goods importers against non-
British-goods importers. By 1785, the non-British-goods importers were careful to draw a
discernibly sharp distinction between them and their British-goods importing brethren to escape
being caught in the crosshairs of the angry and aroused Boston's mechanics. 127 Boston's
merchants, in short, were not universally supportive of importation of British goods. Neither, for
that matter, were the town's mechanics universally behind non-importation after the war.
Masters affluent enough to purchase quantities of imported goods and those interested in pushing
into the merchant class flirted with foreign goods retailing after the war while maintaining their
craft identity and they did so despite the economic and political threats such retailing represented
for Boston. Indeed, even as ardent a patriot as Paul Revere bought and sold imported goods from
his recently opened store across from the Liberty Stump in 1783. 128
These finer distinctions are significant because they remind us how complicated and
confused Boston was after the revolution. The town's merchants were not a homogenous lot.
While there were clearly things on which Boston merchants could agree after the war—especially
on some form of free market ideology—there were also areas of extreme disagreement and
controversy. Importation, for example, exposed rifts in the merchant class between those
merchants who did not (or would not) import British goods and those who did who thereby
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opened themselves up to claims of counter-revolutionary activity. Of course, the merchant class
had been divided in the late colonial period as well-Boston merchants had not seen eye-to-eye
on revolutionary politics with the Crown-supporting merchants who reaped rewards because of
their political allegiance arrayed against less loyal merchants who lined up behind resistance to
the English political and economic systems. 129 Similarly, these distinctions remind us that the
town's mechanics were also a heterogeneous lot. While most remained tied to and protective of
their crafts, some indicators suggested that some masters were moving toward retailing and away
from production as early as 1783.
Although the line between merchant and mechanic had never been hard and fast, in post-
revolutionary Boston that line was becoming even more blurry because of the political, economic,
and social impact of the revolution. Historian Alfred F. Young has shown that ordinary
Bostonians (and tradesmen in particular) knew their place in late colonial period politics and
society, and that they acted accordingly within it.' 30 However, as Young and others also find, the
radicalizing tendency of the revolution transformed and empowered ordinary Bostonians to take
an active role in politics and throw off deference as it simultaneously opened economic doors for
them even as it closed doors in international trade. Combined with the political sentiments of the
revolution, these social and economic edges loosed the bonds that constrained some in the
mechanic class and allowed them to more easily try to push their way into a merchant class that
had previously been dominated by Crown-supporting merchants. But it allowed and required the
participation of mechanics and ordinary people in politics, which they were not eager to
relinquish. Politics, society, and economy had been and were further being transformed in the
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revolutionary period, but at so early a stage after the revolutlon, all three realms (politics, society,
and economy) were chaotic as the revolution had yet to be fully worked out.
Finally, the finer divisions observable m importation and other post-war problems
suggest an additional layer of post-revolutionary confusion in Boston: the line between patnot
and non-patriot became increasingly blurry after the war. Big questions m the post-war period-
questions such as "what is a patriot?" and "what was the meaning of the revolution?"- had
different answers for different constituencies m the early- to mid 1780s. For Samuel Adams, for
example, patnotism was measured by adherence to a republican ideal that required the eradication
of British influence in the state; for vocal mechanics in the press, patnotism meant steenng clear
of British goods; for some merchants, patriotism meant living up to the promises of (economic)
freedom that accompanied the revolution; but for others, free market ideas were subservient to
political prudence.
In short, the disagreements that accompanied the questions around importation, anti-
Toryism, and price controls begin to illustrate how confused and contentious Boston society was
after a successful revolution. Again, we return to Carl Becker's famous formulation and apply it
to Boston while pushing it a little further. The 1783 Treaty of Paris settled the question "home
rule" conclusively: Great Britain recognized the United States as an independent nation.
However, the question of "who should rule at home?" was far from decisively answered by that
year. While the post-war disagreements explored above, as well as other controversies explored
elsewhere, expose some of the fault lines between Boston's largest social groups and political
leaders after the war, they also illustrate how economically distressed, socially volatile, and
politically unstable Boston was after the American Revolution. Political success in such a
contentious and muddled climate, therefore, was especially difficult and it was complicated by
the revolution itself exactly because the revolution placed such a premium on ordinary people's
participation in politics. Put simply, political success in the post-war period required candidates
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for office to have solid revolutionary reputations, and it required them to appease and court voters
more actively than they had ever done before.
By 1783, the Whig Alliance that had so tightly directed the American Revolution in
Boston had splintered into three different factions that were vying for political control of the town
and state. 131 Led by one of the state's most celebrated revolutionaries, Samuel Adams (and close
political allies James Warren and mason-builder Thomas Dawes), the radical faction of post-
revolutionary Whigs advocated political and personal restraint, disdained luxury and foreign
goods, opposed any accommodation with England, and challenged centralized power while
exalting republican government and proper republican behavior. They expended considerable
time and ink reminding Bostonians (and each other) about the importance of virtue in American
politics, economy, and society while condemning their political opponents who eschewed these
ideas. This was especially true after the war when their fears and admonitions rose with the tide
of European manufactured goods. 132 Objecting strenuously to importation because it was hurtful
to local production and potentially disastrous for the republic, radicals sided with and tended to
speak for the bulk of Boston's mechanic interest and therefore wielded tremendous influence in
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the Boston Town Meeting. 133 But it was also a faction that sounded increasingly out of step with
the character of the developing nation, and in state level politics, the radicals' influence was
limited because Adams' popularity, while impressive, paled to that of John Hancock, the leader
of the moderate Whigs and the radicals' most formidable enemy. 134
While it might seem that a revolutionary world filled with anti-anstocrafic and anti-
privilege sentiment would be hostile to Hancock's dandified and aristocratic conduct, this would
be far from the truth. In fact, despite his pretentious flamboyance and any risk that it may have
represented to the republic, ordinary Bostomans held Hancock in the highest estimation and he
was the most successful faction leader in post-war Massachusetts, in part because of his political
career and reputation. No one in post-Revolutionary Massachusetts and few in the new United
States could boast such an impressive political resume. Since the Imperial Crisis, Hancock's
public career and personal fortune placed him at the epicenter of Revolutionary politics and
afforded him a popular reputation as a great defender of liberty in ordinary people's minds. 135 By
1775, Hancock had become so clearly associated with the resistance to Britain that when
minutemen fired on British regulars retreating to Boston from Lexington, they reportedly shouted
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"King Hancock forever." 136 Signing the Declaration of Independence so prominently (and as
President of Congress) a year later, Hancock assured that his name would forever be synonymous
with the American Revolution. 1" In the first elections under the state constitution in 1780,
Hancock easily took the governor's chair with 93% of the Boston vote and 91% of the statewide
vote. Year after year, whenever he allowed his name mentioned for office he won m landslide
elections.
138
Hancock's popularity and political success was also the result of his political savvy and
his skillful patronage spreading which earned him a politically useful reputation as an unselfish
and attentive member of the elite while binding Boston's ordinary people to him and him to them.
Like other Whig leaders in pre
-Revolutionary Boston, Hancock interacted with and forged
personal ties to tradesmen and the lower sort. This was a common organizing tactic among
Boston Whigs and it was one of the developments that allowed them to tightly control the
progress of resistance in Boston. 139 But unlike the other Whigs, Hancock spread money liberally
in an economically-depressed climate, which created patronage relationships between himself and
ordinary Bostonians in a way that other Whigs could not match. For example, through Hancock's
wining, dining, and gift-giving, the Whigs were able to unite Boston's pre-revolutionary North
and South End gangs into a single and highly effective mob that often, but not always, did the
patriot leaders' political bidding. But there were also personal political ramification for Hancock
136
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m this: the gang members-particularly the property-owning middling mechanics who belonged
to it-would surely remember his generosity and Madeira wine when they went to the polls. 140
Similarly, Hancock's philanthropic contributions to the town-which included donating Bibles to
churches, providing new fire engines, and looking after orphans and widows-furthered his
popular reputation as someone deeply concerned about Boston and its people as they bound
Bostonians to him personally. 141 To be sure, these were acts oinoblisse oblige, part of the
cultural universe in the late colonial period, but because no other Boston patriot did it quite as
well or quite as lavishly, Hancock reaped political benefits no other patriot leader did. 142 By
1783, when Mercy Otis Warren, James Warren's wife, petulantly complained that "nothing has
had a more powerful effect [to promote his popularity], than squandering gratuities among the
weak and the worthless," she was absolutely correct even though she disapproved of such an
unashamed violation of republican principles. 143 Hancock was buying political and social
influence with his money and position through a well established and effective political machine.
Buildings and building projects were critical tools through which Hancock established
influence and loyalty in Boston—they had been part of the Hancock machine since before the
revolution that simultaneously showed his interest in the town, endeared him to the town's
tradesmen, and increased his political success. During the economic downturn and, importantly,
the political crises that Boston experienced in the mid-eighteenth century, Hancock bought a new
wharf and moved to expand his trade empire, which meant building ships and erecting structures
140
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at a time when other merchants were hunkering down for a long depression. Creating jobs for
Boston's ship and house builders during a tough economic time established a patron-client
relationship that furthered Hancock's reputation and political career. 144 He appeared to be a
responsible elite who provided for Bostomans m enterprises that employed hundreds. As John
Adams noted years later to William Tudor, "I knew Mr. Hancock from his cradle to his grave.
Your honored father told me, at that time [mid-1760s], that not less than a thousand families
were, every day in the year, dependent on Mr. Hancock for their daily bread." 145
There was also a flip side to the building project com as well, a negative reinforcement
that strengthened Hancock's position as a powerful member of the elite worthy of respect. If
Hancock chose to exclude certain artisans from his building projects, for whatever political or
personal reason, he certainly had that prerogative as a private builder. Accordingly, Hancock had
the prerogative to hire only patriots, or only those who were deferential to him if he so chose.
Moreover, the threat of being excluded from Hancock's remunerative projects (whether that
threat was real or imagined), combined with the unwillingness of artisans to bite their feeding
hand especially in an economic downturn, strengthened the patron-client relationship that
Hancock was establishing and reinforced social reality: Hancock was a man of influence and
builders worked for him. No other patriot leader who had the money used it in this way.
The building of the Brattle Street Meeting House, which was a monumental undertaking,
illustrates how Hancock used building to good political and social effect. (Figure 17) The initial
request for building materials suggested the church was going to be a large (and lucrative) project
for Boston's building tradesmen. The request sought 800 clay bricks, 4,000 sand bricks, 1,000
"water table" bricks, and 1,500 "O G bncks for Facias," and it asked for unspecified quantities of
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pine timbers, seasoned clear boards, seasoned "merchantable" boards, planks, joists, slate, free
stones, and "good stones for the foundation and cellar."- Extant records show that the project
employed at least four masons (Thomas Dawes, William Homer, Benjamin Richardson, and
David Bell), nine carpenters (Benjamin Eustis, Mr. Crafts, Benjamin Sumner, Jr., James Sumner,
John Stetson, James Robbins, Benjamin Sumner, Joseph Eustis, and Mr. Appleton), and two
painters (John Gore and Daniel Rae), but they do not indicate the names of the glaziers, carvers,
or any other building tradesmen who might have worked on it. Nor do records name the
apprentices and journeymen who assisted. 147 These tradesmen owed their jobs for thirteen
months to the Whig-dominated building committee that Hancock led as the chief subscriber and
contributor of some of the church's more pricey embellishments. 148 Indeed, as John G. Palfrey
noted a half-century later, Hancock had precipitated the building of the new Brattle Street
Meeting House by "having put in a letter generously offering to contribute largely towards a new
meetinghouse." Within a week, the congregation's standing committee "unanimously voted to
take measures for the erection of a new house" and placed Hancock at the head of a twelve
member building committee for his lavish gift of £1000 when the next closest contributor gave
£200 and the total cost of the building was £8000. 149 Moreover, for his generous and unequaled
donations—both in cash and in specific items for the building—Hancock's name was displayed
on a stone quoin at the foot of the church tower and he received a prominently placed pew inside
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the building. In short, his involvement in the building cemented his position in Boston society
as a member of the elite who cared about local traditions and ideas, and provided work for loyal
patriots and supporters-tradesmen Dawes, Gore, Crafts, and Eustis, for example, took active
roles in the patriot resistance and in Boston Town government after the revolution-while the
pew and stone reminded building tradesmen and Bostomans who worshiped in or walked by the
building who their benefactor was.
As a result of Hancock's political and social reputations and his patronage spreading, his
popularity soared among Bostomans even before the American Revolution and it increased
immensely over time. In 1778, the Marquis de Lafayette correctly claimed that Hancock "is all
powerful in Boston," and indeed, he was. 151 After the war, his continued spending, unassailable
revolutionary reputation, political shrewdness, and soft touch in the governor's chair combined to
afford him tremendous popularity in Boston as well as in the rest of the state, which was
something that none of his political opponents could say. As chagrined as radical Whigs in the
Adams-Warren faction were at Hancock's popularity and power, conservative Whigs were
perhaps more displeased because they, more than the radicals, were regularly trounced by the
Hancock machine in gubernatorial elections.
Conservative Whigs were the third powerful faction that shaped post-revolutionary
Boston and Massachusetts politics. These were primarily members of the elite (and frequently
the super-elite) who had successfully steered a middle course through the revolution by walking
the often fine line between conservative Whiggery and Toryism. Favoring elite rule and
moneyed interests, they supported strong (and exclusive) government with them at the helm,
commercial freedom, and the reestablishment of trade with England and her colonies. Regarding
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was
importation, conservative Whigs neither opposed it nor loudly champ10ned it. Luxury, which
something that had long been and properly was the province of the better sort, was relatively
inoffensive to conservatives provided it remained confined to the elite. 152 Consequently,
conservatives had narrow popular appeal after the revolution, but they garnered considerable
support from the eastern mercantile elite, western Connecticut River Gods, and those who
favored unrestrained trade and fiscal responsibility in government. Under the conservative 1780
state constitution, they wielded substantial influence in the General Court, but were blocked in the
executive by Hancock and occasionally in the legislature by the radicals under Adams. 153 The
faction's leaders in 1783 were Bostonians such as William Phillips and Jonathan Mason, and
Essex County transplants such as Stephen Higginson. Their figurative head was James Bowdom.
James Bowdoin, the least well-known of the faction leaders in post-revolutionary Boston,
was a successful Boston merchant and the most active of Boston's conservative Whigs during the
American Revolution. Wealthy and aristocratic, Bowdoin was a man of science and taste who
came to politics through the typical Boston political apprenticeship of entering lesser offices and
slowly ascending the political ladder. 154 Originally considered a "King's Man," Bowdoin became
personally ambitious enough to fix his gaze on the royal governorship after 1760, but was
increasingly (if loosely) tied to patriot politics and propaganda after 1765 when his gubernatorial
plans were frustrated."
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Bowdoin was elected to the First Continental Congress but, citing ill health, he declined the
position. He spent the British occupation and early years of the war in the Middleborough
residence of arch-Tory Peter Oliver, who had given Bowdoin his permission to live there. Back
in his Beacon Street mansion by 1779, Bostomans elected him to the state Constitutional
Convention, and his fellow delegates chose him as its president largely through the influence of
the Adamses who had thrown their weight behind Bowdoin in a successful attempt to deprive
Hancock of the president's chair. Thus, Bowdoin, as president of the convention and a member
of the writing committee, oversaw the creation of the conservative 1780 state constitution. 156
Placing second in the 1780 gubernatorial election, Bowdoin was declared the Lieutenant
Governor, but he again declined because of ill health, although he most likely refused to take
office under his rival, Governor Hancock. 157 Bowdoin, then, had a fair amount of revolutionary
experience, but it was an inconsistent record that in no way rivaled the records of Hancock or
Adams, which was a political liability for Bowdoin and other conservatives as well. 158
Beyond his spotty revolutionary record, Bowdoin also had other political liabilities that
similarly plagued conservative Whigs. He was, at base, a better sort Bostonian who favored elite
rule and eastern financial interests, but one who did not use his money to further his popularity.
In a post-revolutionary world, elite rule without noblisse oblige or some measure of elite
attentiveness was unpalatable to voters, especially because Hancock continued to set the tone for
elite responsibility and conservatives did not measure up. Bowdoin' s personal business pursuits
also gave voters pause because he sat atop a fortune that was initially made in trade, but bolstered
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by large landholdings and speculating, which heightened his association with the rest of the
eastern elite, isolated him even more from Boston mechanics and the lower sort, and made him
nearly contemptible to westerners. 159 Finally, Bowdoin's greatest political Achilles' heel was
multiple Tory connections, perhaps the most unpardonable of all post-revolutionary political
stigmas. Bowdoin's father-in-law, John Ervmg, was a well-connected Tory in colonial Boston
who chose to leave the town with the British Army in 1776. More problematic was Bowdoin's
son-in-law, (soon to be Sir) John Temple, whose 1778 petition for readmission was denied by the
Confederation Congress on the grounds that he was a British agent. Although Bowdoin tried to
help Temple when he could, he also knew enough to distance himself from him. 160 It was a
liability that would dog the rest of his political career. 161
While the conservative Bowdoinites had significant disagreements with the radical
Adams-Warren faction—they disagreed on luxury, trade, importation, and Tory
accommodation—they also shared some common ground that allowed for a temporary and
strained political alliance in the early- to mid- 1780s. Both factions were committed to
responsible government, although it meant something different to each. For Adams men, it meant
following proper republican precepts, especially as they pertained to self-interest and the common
good. For conservatives, it meant leaders had to seriously address the alarming post-war
economy by making tough (and most likely unpopular) decisions about taxation, hard currency,
and trade, decisions that the populist governor John Hancock shrewdly avoided making. A
second and perhaps more important commonality was a mutual disdain of Hancock and his
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invulnerability in polities. While Adams and Hancock had never seen eye-to-eye on a number of
political, social, and economic issues, they managed to keep their early disagreements relatively
private until the late 1770s; by 1783, they were open political enemies. Conservatives, opposed
Hancock because he was willing to place his own vanity and popularity over the state's (and their
own) financial well-being and because he was able, through his close political ally and Lieutenant
Governor Thomas Cushing, a moderate merchant, to bring moderate merchants in the divided
merchant class under the broad Hancockian banner, which was the way the politics of faction
operated. 162 Indeed, opposing Hancock had been the basis of their alliance in the 1779-1780 state
constitutional convention. 163 The alliance, however, would not survive the decade.
What explained political success in the fractured and contentious climate of post-
revolutionary Boston, then, were three things, one of which had to do directly with building.
First, candidates for office had to possess solid revolutionary reputations that spoke to their
commitment to revolutionary ideals. 164 Second, successful candidates had to have some
association with or connection to Boston's ordinary people, and they had to have a history of
working for them or helping them out. Finally, the most successful candidates had to be skilled
in the practice of popular politics. Of the three factions shaping post-war politics in the town, the
Hancockians and the Adam-Warren faction remained powerful and popular because they had all
three traits. With unassailable revolutionary reputations, Hancock and Adams were nearly living
62
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legends, and both had interacted directly with ordinary people since the beginning of the Imperial
Crisis: Hancock through his money and his machine, and Adams, himself a mechanic, by taking
them seriously and treating them with respect in the press and in the town meeting. Using his
machine, patronage, and the building projects that went along with it to further his influence,
Hancock was the most successful political leader of the post-war age while Adams remained
influential by using the power of the press and public rhetoric to further the influence of his
faction. On the other hand, in the early 1780s, Bowdoin and the conservatives lacked solid
revolutionary reputations, were not perceived as placing the common good before their pnvate
interests, had little connection with ordinary people, and no interest in popular politics.
Therefore, they suffered in politics. They regularly placed second to Hancock whenever they
opposed him in general elections, and although they wielded power in the state legislature, when
their conservative initiatives went too far, the Adams and Hancock factions beat them back
although not in concert with each other.
The main point here had everything to do with the reality of political life in the wake of
the American Revolution: after a successful revolution for home rule that necessarily required the
participation of radicalized ordinary people and emphasized equality and liberty, political leaders
had to court votes to get elected. After the revolution, Boston's political factions had to appeal to
the voting populace m a way that they never before had. 165 In an economic context that made
patronage spreading and building more difficult, and a political context in which revolutionary
ideals coursed through the town and that had stressed the importance of public participation in
politics, popular appeal became an important electoral necessity. Gone, at least for now, were the
days of an elite lording over the town through royal-appointments or tremendous wealth. Faction
165
Certainly in the limited democracy of the eighteenth-century Boston Town Meeting, popular appeals for
election had been critical to political success of populist slates before 1776, but the revolution raised the
importance of popular appeal in elections. On the early- to mid-eighteenth-century elections in which
popular appeals played an important electoral role, see discussions about the early "Boston Caucus" in
Warden, Boston: 1689-1776
.
94-97, and 124-132.
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leaders had to appeal to and appease enough interests in Boston to secure election, which meant
cobbling together a support base from among the divided Boston mechanics, a powerful and
radical group of property-owning voters, and divided Boston merchants. Importantly, neither
mechanics nor merchants made up their own factions, yet. Rather, they were (and had been)
powerful interest groups that leaders in the politics of faction had to win over who were cognizant
of their political power, whether that power came through the ballot box or through threats of
extra-legal means. Both were significantly furthered by their revolutionary experience. Hancock,
who understood this better than any other leader, was more successful than any other in post-war
Boston politics.
In sum, for a variety of reasons, Boston was chaotic, confused, and contentious in the
wake of the American Revolution. Despite a successful revolution, Boston looked neither like
the cradle of American liberty nor the third largest port of a new nation in 1783. It was
economically depressed, politically-divided, socially-troubled, somewhat war-torn, and decidedly
unfashionable in appearance. British resolves made certain that the already suffering Boston
commerce would not recover quickly after the war and British merchants ensured that local
production stalled. Indeed, the town's economic outlook was worse in 1783 than it was a decade
earlier.
166
The Whig political alliance was sundered and Whig leaders divided into nval factions
bent on claiming political power at the expense of each other. Boston's merchants and
mechanics, the two largest occupational and interest groups in Boston, fought each other about
money and credit, debt payment, and taxation, and disagreed within about importation. 167
166
See Winsor, Memorial History of Boston
. Vol. IV, 201.
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As early as January 1784, Boston's merchants were calling for stricter laws concerning debtors, and by
the summer, the Boston Town Meeting voted to pay assessors and tax collectors because these positions
had become so unpopular in the town that they were difficult to fill. (1C, January 22, 1784. BTR, May 21,
and August 17, 1784.) High property taxes represented such a problem for statewide-elected officials that
the Commonwealth's first governor, John Hancock, did not enforce tax collecting as rigorously as he might
have so that he could bolster his popularity among the states' ordinary landholders (and voters) in both
western and eastern counties. Of course, this produced other economic and political problems. Not
collecting the full tax burden failed to fund the debt to expected levels and kept the state in the red. But
Hancock also opened himself to charges from political opponents that he was fiscally irresponsible because
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Finally, the town's bu.lt environment had seen only a handful of new additions in over three
decades, but none were stylistically except.onal or especially modern. While the revolution had
severed political ties to Great Britain and the American "enemy" was defeated, it left in its wake
substantial problems that had yet to be worked out in Massachusetts.
Addressing the General Court in September of 1783, Governor Hancock told legislators
that he hoped the peace would close "such scenes of devastation and blood as we have beheld...
and [open] to our view the most flattering prospect of future prosperity in an extended
Agriculture, Fishing, and Commerce." 168 However, this amounted to premature and poorly
placed optimism because it would take years for Massachusetts to recover from the economic,
social, political, and physical dislocations of the revolution. Indeed, Bostonians would soon find
that things would get far worse before they got better as the problems that plagued Boston before
and during the war ironically and unexpectedly worsened after the peace. Most immediately,
they tried to ameliorate their post-war situation in two areas—the town's economy and built
environment—but intertwined with both were the domestic political consequences of the
American Revolution that political leaders had to confront: the radicalization of ordinary people
and new political ideals that the revolution unleashed.
he put his popularity before the state's financial health. On Hancock's reluctance to move against debtors,
see Allan, Patriot in Purple
,
325; Fowler, The Baron of Beacon Hill , 251-256; and Richards, Shays'
Rebellion , 85.
168
Speech of John Hancock to the General Court, September 25, 1783. Text in Brandes, Hancock's Life
and Speeches
,
269-272; quote on 269. Also printed in BG, September 29, 1783 and IC, October 2, 1783.
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CHAPTER 2
"VOXPOPULI, VOX DEI": THE REVOLUTIONARY HERITAGE IN POST-WAR
BOSTON POLITICS, SOCIETY, AND BUILDING
An item in the June 1785 Massachusetts Centinel occasioned a considerable stir in
Boston. Writing under the name of a Roman actor and tribune whose 67 AD law reserved
fourteen rows of seats in the Roman theater for members of the equestrian order, "Roscius"
insisted that it was time Boston built a theater. 1 He claimed a theater would "induce strangers of
taste and fortune to visit," and that the "establishment of rational and agreeable entertainments
must, while it reflects honor on the town, add much to its riches." He also argued that a theater
would be a "school for virtue" that was "favorable to genius and eloquence" as he told of how
people from the Athenians to Saint Charles Borromeo had used the stage to promote virtue and
combat immorality. 2 Within a couple of weeks, other Bostonians rushed into print to draw
further parallels to Greece and Rome and argue that there was as much of an opportunity to be
corrupted at Boston's evening moral lectures as there was in theaters. One went so far as to write
that all philosophers of the world, except Rousseau, agreed that actors on stages were better
teachers of morality and virtue than preachers at pulpits. 3 At the same time, theater advocates
announced they were soliciting subscriptions for a "lavish" and "superb," 50 by 20 foot theater,
slightly more than half the size of Faneuil Hall, on Boston Common. 4 However, the subscription
drive and project did not get far because a powerful opposition emerged and forced organizers to
The full name of the Roman tribune was Roscius Otho.
2 MC, June 8, 1785
3
See MC, June 1 1 and 22, 1785
4
The MC reported that the theater would be 50 feet by 20 feet and critics often made reference to it being
"lavish" or "superb." MC, June 11, 1785. Faneuil Hall as originally built by John Smibert, that is, before
the Bulfinch enlargement of 1 805-06, was approximately 30 by 100 feet. On the building and enlargement,
see Chapter 1, and Harold Kirker, The Architecture of Charles Bulfinch (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1969), 232-237.
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abandon the project by claiming that it ran counter to the ideals of the American Revolution.
"Vox Populi, Vox Dei" ("the voice of the people is the voice of God") went a popular
revolutionary era slogan that communicated much about the affect of the revolution on
Americans. It suggested in particularly clear terms where political power should he in the
fledgling country: the people. Thus, it turned eighteenth-century politics on its head by claiming
that the governed, not hereditary monarchs or privileged aristocrats, could (and should) determine
political destiny. But it had a social edge as well because it suggested that the colonial period
practice of deference—a dynamic of subordination in which a silent multitude was expected to
pay respect to and tacitly allow a "speaking" elite to control politics and society—had been
seriously eroded. 5 Moreover, the democratic impulse behind "Vox Populi, Vox Dei" harmonized
(and often ran hand-in-hand) with other ideas unleashed by the revolution including
republicanism, particularly virulent strains of anti-aristocracy and anti-Britishism, and
egalitarianism. These various revolutionary ideas, which were neatly summed up in this maxim,
produced a potent ideology that fueled the American Revolution and radicalized ordinary
Americans in a way they had never been. 6 Americans earned these revolutionary ideas into the
For a good discussion of deference in the post-war period, see David Hackett Fischer, The Revolution of
American Conservatism: The Federalist Party in the Era of Jeffersonian Democracy (New York: Harper &
Row, Publishers, 1965), especially 1-49. See also Gordon S. Wood, The Radicalism of the American
Revolution (New York: Knopf, 1992); and Alfred F. Young, The Shoemaker and the Tea Party: Memory
and the American Revolution (Boston: Beacon Press, 1999).
6
Perhaps the most important writings to make use of such sentiment to fuel revolutionary politics are the
works of Thomas Paine. See especially Common Sense . On the importance of both works, see Eric Foner,
Tom Paine and Revolutionary America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1976). On radicalism before,
during, and after the revolution, see Edmund S. and Helen T. Morgan, The Stamp Act Crisis: Prologue to
Revolution (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1953); Pauline Maier, From Resistance to
Revolution: Colonial Radicals and the Development of American Opposition to Britain, 1765-1776 (New
York: Knopf, 1972); Charles S. Olton, Artisans for Independence: Philadelphia Mechanics and the
American Revolution (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1975), Foner, Tom Paine and Revolutionary
America ; Edward Countryman, The American Revolution (New York: Hill and Wang, Co., 1985); Gary
Nash, Urban Crucible: Social Change, Political Consciousness, and the Origins of the American Revolution
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1979); Steven Rosswurm, Arms. Country, and Class: The
Philadelphia Militia and the "Lower Sort" During the American Revolution, 1775-1783 (New Brunswick:
Rutgers University Press, 1987); Wood, The Radicalism of the American Revolution ; and Young, The
Shoemaker and the Tea Party
.
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post-revolut,onary period and used them to effectively criticize and thwart unsettling post-war
developments in politics and society.
"Roscius" most likely knew that his proposal would engender a formidable opposition
that claimed the theater was counter-revolut.onary because the proposed playhouse was by no
means the first time Bostonians beat back an objectionable development by citing the promises
and legacy of the American Revolution. Indeed, allegations of injudicious British connections
and aristocratic leanings were regularly used in the highly-charged post-revolutionary
environment to thwart what some saw as odious and counter-revolutionary political, social, and
building initiatives. By citing the promises and ideas of the revolution they had just fought,
coalitions of radical and moderate Bostonians had already frustrated an attempt to incorporate
Boston into a city, attacked political candidates with questionable revolutionary pedigrees, and
thwarted two "aristocratic" social organizations. Thus, "Roscius" and his allies necessarily had to
offer multiple arguments for their theater to preemptively counter opponents' probable attacks
that it was wholly aristocratic, too reliant on British precedent, decidedly un-republican, and
contradictory to the ideals of the revolution.
This chapter explores five moments in the 1780s when Bostonians frustrated
objectionable political, social, and building events by claiming they ran counter to the ideals and
promises of the revolution. While most did not result in actual physical changes to Boston's built
environment, they were nonetheless attempts to transform aspects of Boston that ran against
revolutionary ideals and had architectural repercussions because the same arguments in all these
contexts were used to stop the theater push. Two common themes emerge in all these episodes
that affected post-war politics, society, and building. First, they show that revolutionary ideas
were powerful and potent ideas that really mattered in post-revolutionary Boston, which made
them good weapons for those who could effectively harness them. Second, they illustrate the
extent to which ordinary Bostonians had been radicalized by the revolution—especially the
town's mechanics who comprised nearly 50% of Boston's working population and a substantial
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portion of the town's voting franchise-and the powerful role that ordinary people played in the
post-war era. Without their support and votes, political leaders and community developers were
seldom successful. In other words, leaders had to appease or at least consider ordinary people
and their reactions to be successful in their post-war endeavors. 7
The Revolutionary Ideology and Post-War Boston Politics
In the first years after the peace, revolutionary ideals played an important role in Boston
politics, especially when the inclusive and democratic nature of the Boston Town Meeting was
threatened. Begun in the 1630s as a quarterly assembly of freeholders originally charged with
laying out land, the Boston Town Meeting received more responsibility over local affairs from
the General Court as the colony grew. 8 By the revolutionary era, the voters who comprised the
town meeting—all male residents who were at least twenty-one years old and possessed a
freehold estate m Boston with an annual income of £3 or any estate valued at £60—had
On the importance and participation of ordinary people in the American Revolution, again see Morgan
and Morgan, The Stamp Act Crisis; Maier, From Resistance to Revolution : Stephen Patterson, Political
Parties in Revolutionary Massachusetts (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1973); Olto'n, Artisans
for Independence; Foner, Tom Paine and Revolutionary America : Nash, Urban Crucible : Rosswurm, Arms.
Country, and Class : and Young, The Shoemaker and the Tea Party
.
Alan Kulikoff found that of the total working population for Boston in 1790, which was 2,585
persons, 1,271 (49.1%) were artisans. (Alan Kulikoff, "The Progress of Inequality in Revolutionary
Boston," William and Mary Quarterly
. Third Series, Vol. 28, No. 3, (1971): 375-412, especially 377.) The
number of ratable polls was 2,060 in 1781 and 3,631 in 1790, which had to have included many if not most
of the 1,271 working artisans that Kulikoff found. Thus, the town's mechanics wielded a lot of political
power, especially when their interests coalesced with the town's 80 transportation workers, 103 service
workers, 1 17 mariners, and 188 unskilled workers who could vote. Moreover, only four times between
1780 and 1800 did more than 2,000 vote in the annual gubernatorial election (1794-96, and 1799). More
regularly, the total votes cast was between 900 and 1,500, which suggests that an organized mechanic class
could wield considerable political power. See Boston Tax Valuation Lists from 1781 and 1786, and
"Returns for Governor" 1780-1785 in the Massachusetts State Archives; the 1790 Federal Census; Boston
Courier, December 6, 1838; Jesse Chickering, A Statistical View of the Population of Massachusetts from
1765-1840 (Boston: Charles Little and James Brown, 1846); and Kulikoff, "The Progress of Inequality."
Although the Andros regime disrupted the practice and development of town government, the General
Court reaffirmed the Town Meeting's evolution to 1684 after the Glorious Revolution and it granted further
powers to it through the colonial period. See John Fairfield Sly, Town Government in Massachusetts
(1620-1930) (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1930), 38-94, especially 93-94. Consequently, there
was no clear boundary between the General Court and the government of Boston until the City Charter of
1822. See Justin Winsor, ed., The Memorial History of Boston (Boston: James R. Osgood and Company,
1881), Vol. 111,218.
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considerable power over local affairs.9 They controlled the town's finances (taxation, price
regulation, fines, and spending), social services (poor administration, public health, public
education, and sanitation), and town administration (elections, public building, peace keeping,
and fire safety) in addition to selling, ordering, and regulating town land. But the town meeting
system decentralized these functions into multiple posts, which allowed for the inclusion of many
Bostomans in politics. In 1781, for example, Boston voters elected 1 66 different positions at the
March town meeting, which meant that 8% of Boston's 2060 polls that year held a town office. 10
Moreover, Boston's voting franchise was, for the time, relatively inclusive as well. In 1790,
83.9% of the town's white males over age 16 and 20.1% of the whole town population was
enfranchised; and although these percentages fell to 68.1% and 18.6%, respectively, by 1800,
they were nonetheless high. 1
1
In other words, by the time the economy began to rebound m the
early 1790s, approximately one-fifth of the town and over half of its male residents could vote.
Additionally, non-enfranchised Bostomans also had some official influence in the town meeting
system because while they could not vote, there were few restrictions on speaking in a town
meeting. 12 Unofficially, of course, ordinary Bostonians with or without the vote could always
See the 1780 Massachusetts State Constitution, Chapter I, Section III, Article IV, in Journal of the
Debates and Proceedings in the Convention of Delegates (Boston: 1853).
10
Not counting the special committees created for specific short-term purposes, in the 1781 town elections
the following positions were elected for the ensuing year: 1 clerk, 7 Selectmen, 9 members to the
Committee of Correspondence, Inspection, and Safety, 12 Overseers of the Poor, 12 Wardens
,
16 Fire
Wardens, 1 Surveyor of hemp, 18 Surveyors of boards, 5 fence viewers, 4 leather sealers, 1 informer of
deer, 1 1 cullers of staves, 3 hogsreeves, 2 haywards, 12 scavingers, 1 county treasurer, 1 county register, 12
market clerks, 5 auditors, 3 purchasers of grain, 5 surveyors of wheat, 2 assay masters, 12 constables, 7
assessors, and 4 tax collectors. See BTR, March 12, 1781.
The 1781 Tax Valuation listed 2,060 polls out of a population of approximately 1 1,000. See
Boston Tax Valuation Lists from 1781 and 1786 in the Massachusetts State Archives; the 1790 Federal
Census; Boston Courier, December 6, 1838; Chickering, A Statistical View of the Population of
Massachusetts : and Kulikoff, "The Progress of Inequality." Plural office holding, of course, was not
allowed in the wake of the revolution.
11
In 1790, there were 3631 polls, 4,325 white males over 16 years old; in 1800, and 18,038 people. In
1800, there were 4,640 polls, 681 1 white males over 16 years old, and 24,937 total population. See 1790
and 1800 US Census reports; Boston Courier, December 6, 1838; and Chickering, A Statistical View .
1
2
See Barbara Clark Smith, "Food Rioters in the American Revolution," William and Mary Quarterly .
Third Series, Volume 51, Issue 1 (January 1994): 3-38.
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communicate the. political sentiments to the streets through public demonstrations and violence,
something they had occasionally done s.nce the early eighteenth-century and more frequently m
the revolutionary era.' 3 In short, for its time, the Boston Town Meeting system was a relatively
inclusive government in which ordinary Bostomans had official avenues to influence town
politics and policy, but it was also one that was cognizant of and often responsive to unofficial
intimidation.
Boston town government was also relatively democratic. The annual election of town
and state officers, for example, were democratic exercises (at least insofar as property
qualifications would allow) that provided regular opportunities for Bostomans to reaffirm or
replace political leaders, and that afforded Boston's voting population (and non-voting attendees)
a clear say in local leadership and policy. 14 As these were often public votes, non-enfranchised
meeting attendees also exerted influence in the meetings. 15 Moreover, this democratic
arrangement also applied to policy decisions at other town meetings throughout the year. Boston
had at least four town meetings per year and at each they conducted and approved the business of
the town, which ranged from town budgeting to war preparations before 1781, by votes. For
13
Smith, "Food Rioters"; Barbara Clark Smith, "The Politics of Price Control in Revolutionary
Massachusetts, 1774-1780," (Ph.D. diss., Yale University, 1983), 76; Morgan and Morgan, The Stamp Act
Crisis, 127-132; Young, The Shoemaker and the Tea Party : and Jack Tager, Boston Riots: Three Centuries
of Social Violence (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 2001), 25-75.
14
At any town meeting, Boston voters first selected someone of distinction in town to moderate and direct
the business of that session. By the revolutionary age, moderators were mainly populist individuals who
were clearly associated with the patriot cause and/or local authority, often Samuel Adams, John Hancock,
or Thomas Dawes. After selecting a moderator at the March meeting, Bostonians voted for town officers
by passing ballots to their respective town wardens, annually elected representatives from each of Boston's
twelve civil wards. Immediately after polling, votes were tallied and those with a plurality for any office
were declared winners. See Nathaniel B. Shurtleff, A Topographical and Historical Description of Boston
(Boston: Printed by Request of the City Council, 1871), 129-13; and BTR, 1770-1780.
15
These Town Meetings were most often multiple day affairs in part because some winners invariably
opted to excuse themselves from service for any number of reasons. Indeed, while it was expected that
winners would assume office, winners sometimes claimed they could not serve for business or personal
reasons; others simply declined one office only to assume another later in the meeting. This often meant a
re-vote for that space, particularly for the more important offices. Lesser offices might be filled by the
Selectmen later. See any of the March Meetings in the BTR for more, but especially the difficulty the
Boston Town Meeting had in retaining constables in the 1782 elections in BTR, March 1 1 and April 9,
1782.
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example, in the spring of 1781, Bostonians in town meetings voted on a variety of important
confederation-related issues-including sending more Boston soldiers to the Continental Army,
and approving two special land and poll taxes to procure beef and clothes for Continental
troops-as well as more locally interested ones such as determining school master salaries, voting
to sell town land to Jonas Welch for his Boston mill enterprises, and bolstering the town watch. 16
Between town meetings, the Board of Selectmen, gentlemen-amateurs serving one-year terms
while continuing their private enterprises, met weekly or more often as an executive board to
implement the will of the Town Meeting and manage the town.' 7 However, despite their broad
powers, they were clearly subordinate to the town meeting that instructed, elected, and could
rebuke them. All town decisions, even those that referred town business to the selectmen,
necessarily occurred through a democratic process in the inclusive town meeting in which
plurality ruled.
Success in such an inclusive and democratic milieu meant that leaders or champions of
specific causes had to organize support among the town's voters while appeasing its vocal non-
voters. To do this, successful leaders forged temporary factions around popular ideals or
individuals (or both), and used machine-type politics. 18 During the Imperial Crisis and early war
years, for example, Whig leaders maintained primitive political machines that tied Boston's
ordinary people to them through direct contact with voters, personal reputation, patronage
spreading (often through building), emphases on local attachment, and promises of popular
policymaking. 19 Through these tactics, leaders courted votes and support, but they did so in a
16 BTR, April 27, May 16, June 12, 1781
17 On the history of selectmen in Massachusetts government, see Sly, Town Government in Massachusetts
.
75-94.
1
8
Carl Becker makes this case earlier in the century. See Becker, The History of Political Parties in the
Province ofNew York, 1760-1776 (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1909).
19
Early in their ascendance Revolutionary Era Whigs targeted Boston's ordinary people by forging
personal relationships with them in taverns and shops, and by making in-roads into the trades through
popular and influential artisans. They also used membership in existing social networks and institutions
—
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way that was consistent with the unfolding lessons and ideals of the American Revolution. In
other words, their appeals jived with the republican spirit of the revolution, with the
Enlightenment ideas of consent of the governed, and the blurring of social distinctions that
accompanied the Imperial Crisis. Indeed, as historians have found over the last three decades,
common people had real agency in the revolutionary age, they were increasingly radicalized, and
they were willing to act on their own behalf whether or not they had the vote.20 In short, then, the
Boston Town Meeting was a relatively inclusive and democratic political system that was
consistent with revolutionary ideals, one in which ordinary townspeople, whether enfranchised or
not, had considerable input in town leadership, policy, and policymaking.
However, this system was threatened in 1784. In the aftermath of a successful revolution
at the national and state levels, some conservative Boston Whigs determined that a revolution in
town government necessarily had to follow because there were profoundly unsettling problems
that were not being seriously addressed by the town meeting. For years, Bostonians had
such as fire companies, militia companies, and immigrant aid societies—to connect with Boston's voters.
Through this direct contact leaders talked up their political ideas, exploited the networks they were
creating, and spread patronage. For example, Whig leaders referred Bostonians to the artisnal shops of
their supporters, which made some association with the patriot faction a good economic move for
tradesmen. 19 From the stump, Whig leaders promoted populist programs and reforms, and demonstrated
their loyalty to Boston and Massachusetts, two things their Crown-supporting opponents were far less
likely to do. On election days (and even on non-election days), leaders plied ordinary Bostonians with
alcohol to advance their popularity and secure votes. Much has been written about the variety of tactics
used in colonial and revolutionary Boston politics to secure votes. See, for example, G. B. Warden,
Boston: 1689-1776 (Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1970), 96-97; G. B. Warden, "Town Meeting
Politics in Colonial and Revolutionary Boston," in Ronald P. Formisano and Constance Bums, eds.,
Boston, 1700-1980: The Evolution of Urban Politics (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1984): 13-26, see
especially, 13-16; Fowler, Samuel Adams: Radical Puritan
, 24-29; and Jayne Tnber, A True Republican:
The Life of Paul Revere
.
(Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1998), 71-78
20 As historians have shifted their focus from elites to middling and lower orders over the last three
decades, they have found that the revolution spurred ordinary Americans to action and taught them that
they had a stake in their own politics destinies. Historians have also found that the revolution was a lot
more radical than previous accounts suggested because it radicalized ordinary people under the
revolutionary banner and allowed them to act in their own interest in politics and society. See, for example,
above-noted works by Wood, The Radicalism of the American Revolution ; Young, The Shoemaker and the
Tea Party ; Countryman, The American Revolution ; Olton, Artisans for Independence ; and Rosswurm,
Arms, Country, and Class
.
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complained about two problems facing the post-war town: public safety and economic distress 21
In 1783, for example, the town meeting created a committee to consider "what further measures
shall be taken for the security of the town by night."22 That committee found that the town
needed "a patrolling watch" of eight additional constables and more lamps to light the town after
dusk. Accepting the committee's findings, the town meeting added more constables and
eventually voted a £600 lamp tax. 23 But by May 1784, conservatives decried these actions as
nowhere near adequate, and instead began to call for "a plan for a different police" entirely.24 At
the same time, post-war economic distress, a more compelling issue for government reformers,
suggested that the town meeting was unable to adequately deal with the deteriorating economic
situation. 25 For both reasons, in the spring of 1784, conservative critics began to publicly charge
that the town meeting was wholly unsatisfactory because its decentralized nature and
cumbersome size did not allow for quick, efficient response to Boston's deepening security and
financial problems. Instead, conservatives proposed to incorporate Boston into a city in which
fewer people wielded power because, they claimed, a less inclusive city government would be
more dynamic and responsive, would be able to make difficult and unpopular financial decisions
without being swayed by the popular will, and would advance the town's commercial interests
21 BTR, May 11, 1784.
BTR, August 29, 1783. This was the second of two committees created for town security during that
town meeting. The first was to "consider what measures shall be taken to enforce the good and wholesome
laws for preventing the firing of small arms at the bottom of the Common, on the Neck, and elsewhere
within the limits of the town."
23 BTR, December 8, 1783.
24 MC, June 16, 1784.
25 On the economic situation of Massachusetts and Boston after the war, see. Paul Goodman, The
Democratic Republicans of Massachusetts: Politics in a Young Republic (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1964), and Van Beck Hall, "The Commonwealth and the New Nation: Massachusetts 1780-1790 "
(Ph.D. diss., University of Wisconsin, 1964).
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without having to appease other interests in the town.- As one contributor to the Massachusetts
Centinel put it, incorporation was "a measure of public utility.
. .with a view of promoting the
commercial interest of the district proposed to be incorporated."27 But this attempt to alter the
inclusive and democratic town meeting system met with a substantial backlash akin to the one
that would ultimately kill the theater project because incorporating Boston was popularly seen as
counter-revolutionary.
The first major skirmish in the 1 784 incorporation battle began when a petition came
before the Boston Town Meeting in May. The town meeting created a committee to explore if
such an "alteration" were even necessary and ordered that committee to report later in the month.
That committee included representatives of Boston's various political factions and occupational
interests. Radical Whigs Samuel Adams and Thomas Dawes spoke for the revolutionary old
guard and the town's mechanics; conservative Whigs such as Joseph Barrell, Edward Payne, and
Stephen Higginson represented conservative moneyed interests and the town's large merchants.
John Hancock, the leader of moderate Whigs, was not on the committee. As Massachusetts
governor, his official interests necessarily had to extend beyond Boston. But unofficially, he
remained keenly interested in (and apprised of) town affairs through his loyal political associates
Charles Jarvis and James Sullivan, who represented the Hancock faction on the committee.28
By June 4, the committee reported that it had prepared two plans for incorporation. 29 The
first called for a mayor with an alderman and two common councilmen from each of Boston's
26
See the two proposed plans to incorporate the town created that year, both of which had conservative
backing, in "Two Plans for forming the town of Boston into an Incorporated City," (Boston: 1784).
27 MC, June 16, 1784.
28 BTR, May 1 1, 1784. The other committee members were William Tudor, Robert Treat Payne, Samuel
Brick, Benjamin Hitchburn, and Caleb Davis.
29
Such an assemblage of conflicting post-war interests unsurprisingly took more than a couple of weeks to
fulfill its charge. When the committee was not ready to report at the end of May, the town meeting
deferred its report for another week. See BTR, May 28, 1784. On the June decisions, see BTR, June 4,
1784 andBSR, June 5, 1785.
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twelve civil wards; the second called for a president and six selectmen. Both plans considerably
limited the influence of ordinary Bostonians by limiting the frequency of town meetings and by
concentrating political power into far fewer positions. As populist leaders with solid
revolutionary reputations, both Adams and Hancock had a vested interest in maintaining the town
meeting system. Adams, in fact, outright deplored the idea of incorporation but the Hancockians,
as was their usual strategy, waited until the most popular course of action became clear before
they came out publicly on the issue. 30 That such conservative plans came out of the committee
suggests that radical and moderate forces acquiesced to conservatives at this stage in order to
defeat the plan elsewhere, most likely popularly. Indeed, as soon as the committee offered the
plans, the town meeting voted to take the "sense of the town" by publishing and distributing both
plans to every inhabitant as it set the final voting date on incorporation for June 17. 31 In the
interim, both pro-incorporation and anti-incorporation forces tried to persuade ordinary
Bostonians to their position.
For the next two weeks, then, the incorporation battle moved from the town meeting into
the town's presses and public houses in what one Bostonian called a battle "in which not one trait
of candor, generosity, or even fairness are to be found."32 Both sides recognized the importance
of the town's mechanics in deciding the question from the start and both actively courted them.
Taking a paternalistic view that was woefully out of step with revolutionary ideals, pro-
incorporation forces argued that incorporation would ease mechanics' lives because town
meetings took too much time that was better spent on their crafts. As incorporation champion
Joseph Barrell put it, under a city government "there would be no occasion for such a multiplicity
30
See James K. Hosmer, Samuel Adams (New York Chelsea House, 1980), reprint of 1898 book, 349-350;
and John C. Miller, Sam Adams: Pioneer in Propaganda (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1936), 360-
367.
31
"Two Plans for forming the town of Boston into an Incorporated City," (Boston: 1784)
32 MC, May 26, 1784.
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of town meetings as there had been in times past," and declared that "near one-tenth part of the
people's time for eight years past had been spent m attendance in town meetings." 33 "An
American," another incorporation advocate, claimed that incorporation would most serve the
mechanic interest because it would vest power in fewer hands that would more quickly and
decisively act on their behalf. 34 In contrast, anti-incorporation forces appealed to Boston's
mechanics by resting their arguments firmly on revolutionary ideals and by using the economic
anxiety of the post-peace period to their advantage. They told the town's tradesmen that
incorporation would ultimately give power to an aristocracy that would exclude them from
politics and prosperity. Samuel Adams minced no words as he warned that incorporation was a
first step that "carried with it the appearance, and might in its consequences be instrumental to the
introduction of aristocracy."35 For opponents, incorporation was a battle between wealthy
merchants who claimed they knew what was best for ordinary Bostonians and the less affluent
who had learned through experience that their participation in politics was necessary and proper.
The rancorous Boston press, which was a particularly important influence on ordinary
Bostonians and the town's mechanics, lined up solidly against incorporation and cited
revolutionary promises as it did. Boston newspapers belittled Barrell, who, as the Massachusetts
Centinel had it, was often given to "self-pleasing[,]
. . . comprehensive and masterly" speeches on
incorporation, "his favorite novelty."36 The Boston Gazette dismissed the legitimacy of
incorporation and predicted it "will be rejected by many" because it would limit the mechanic
voice in government. 37 Retaliating, pro-incorporation forces attacked the press for its blatant anti-
incorporation bias and complained that "every citizen cannot speak his mind freely in a public
33 MC, May 12, 1784.
34 MC, May 26, 1784.
35 MC,May 12, 1784.
36 MC, May 26, 1784,
37 BG, May 24, 1 784. See also BG, May 1 7, 1 784
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Town Meeting without being 'blackguarded' in the newspapers." Yet, incorporation advocates
did little to sway ordinary voting Bostonians to their s.de except to repeat their paternalistic
arguments and urge Bostonians to allow "the argument [to be] fairly stated on both sides... at the
approach.ng Town Meeting."38 A fair hearing on it, however, would not occur.
Incorporat.on was virtually dead on arrival at the June 17 Boston Town Meeting.
According to the Centinel, "| Faneuil
| Hall was never known to be so full on any former
occasion."39 The two plans were re-introduced at the morning session and were scheduled for
further consideration that afternoon. When the meeting reconvened, anti-incorporation forces
were well-organized and waiting. Joseph Barrell was called on to explain some derogatory
remarks he allegedly made about the selectmen's mismanagement of the town while he was
making the rounds to justify incorporation. But as he tried to defend himself, he was interrupted
and "obliged to desist by reason of the continual callings for the question." Conservative Whig
Stephen Uigginson leapt to his defense, but he was also shouted down. Seizing the moment in
true Ilancockian fashion, Charles Jarvis announced that "he was sorry the motion had ever been
made" at which point "the hall rung with acclamations." Insisting that the existing government
required only minor adjustments, Jarvis' speech was followed "by a general cry of 'No
Corporation,' 'No Mayor and Alderman,' 'No Innovations'" after which "many gentlemen of
character left the hall."
40 When put to a vote, incorporation was defeated "by a great majority,"
but to assure their victory, anti-incorporation forces promptly ended the meeting. As the town
clerk wrote, "it was then moved and contested for that the meeting should be immediately
ia MC, May 26, 1784.
39 MC, June 19, 1784.
40 MC, June 19, 1784. Official records explained the near melee more concisely: "the impatience of the
inhabitants for the question being immediately put prevented any debate thereon" and it occasioned "some
warm altercations." See I3TR, June 17, 1784.
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d,ssolved-and the meeting was accordingly dissolved.- Incorporation was defeated for now.
Although Jarv,s appeared to be the hero in the town meeting, the Boston press reported
that the town's mechanics were the "principal opposers" of incorporation and that they were part
of a "coalition.
.
.
formed several days before.
. .to overthrow" it.42 Adams and Dawes, two
energetic opponents of incorporation, undoubtedly spearheaded this alliance because
incorporation's defeat looked like one of their pre-revolutionary Boston Caucus operations from
start to finish. They were the moderators for the town meetings that considered it, which allowed
them to control the proceedings, and they packed the meetings with tradesmen with whom they
had most likely talked beforehand to form the "coalition."43 They gave their conservative
opponents a public forum then popularly took it away from them before they rammed their
agenda through, and then ended the meeting to prevent anything else from being done.44 Yet,
despite their organizing the opposition, when push came to shove—as it almost literally did in the
town meeting—the town's mechanics defeated incorporation for their own reasons. They
opposed incorporation so vigorously because, as Adams had clearly articulated, it looked like a
step toward aristocracy that would extinguish or at least severely limit their voice in politics, a
voice they ardently wanted to protect particularly in the aftermath of the American Revolution.
The Adams faction, which had long been the defender of ordinary people's political rights against
monarchical and aristocratic incursion, was able to focus public sentiment against incorporation
by using the ideals of the revolution and thereby becoming the mechanics' champion against what
appeared to be a new rising political aristocracy in Boston. Hancockians adroitly jumped on
board as the anti-incorporation train passed by and were, therefore, able to reap some of the
41 BTR, June 17, 1784.
42 MC, July 10, 1784
43 BTR, May 28 (Dawes), June 4 (Dawes), and June 17 (Adams), 1784.
44
See Warden, Boston: 1689-1776 . 94-101, 141,145,157-158, and 217; Fowler, Samuel Adams: Radical
Puritan
,
10-14; and Triber, A True Republican
,
34-35, 57, 71-76, 84, and 92-95.
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political benefits of being associated with such a popularly-supported defeat, which was a
characteristically Hancockian maneuver.
The 1784 incorporation battle, then, illustrates a couple of important developments that
had to do with the effect of the revolutionary ideology in the post-war town. First, it shows how
powerful the revolutionary ideology was in post-war Boston. Incorporation was a public
innovation that aimed at consolidating political power into fewer hands in an age-as much as in
a place (Boston)—that was decidedly opposed to such a move. In the aftermath of a successful
revolution for liberty, equality, and independence, ordinary Bostomans rallied behind
revolutionary ideals to defeat it. Second, the incorporation battle shows how politically powerful
the town's mechanics were because both sides in the debate openly appealed to them, albeit in
distinctly different ways. Opponents claimed the revolutionary high ground by contending that
such an innovation ran counter to the revolutionary settlement while conservatives who backed
incorporation argued a paternalistic line that asked mechanics to leave politics to them, a
complete contradiction of the revolutionary experience but one that said much about their hopes
for post-war politics. Mechanics, of course, acting in their own behalf as they had learned to do
during the revolutionary years, chose to protect their voice.45 The episode, then, illustrates how
much post-war political success depended on the support of Boston's ordinary people (again,
especially on the town's mechanics) in part because they were the town's largest occupational
group with the vote, and in part because they had a history of violence when they did not get what
they believed was their due, a history that was reinforced by the revolution.46
For a good look at the transformative experience of Boston artisans during the revolution, see Alfred
Young, The Shoemaker and the Tea Party .
46
Even before the American Revolution, Boston's mechanics and ordinary people in general were known
to lash out at those whom they saw as oppressing or acting unfairly toward them. Most often such violence
came in the form of food or price riots (See Smith, "Food Rioters in the American Revolution," 4-11;
Warden, Boston: 1689-1776
. 66, 53-55, 76-77, 1 15-122; and Nash, Urban Crucible , 86-88 and 132.) The
Imperial Crisis and American Revolution exacerbated this violent tendency and put it to use for the patriot
cause, but it also justified decades of ordinary people's assumed right to rebel. (See Morgan and Morgan,
Stamp Act Crisis
,
187-198; Maier, From Resistance to Revolution , 12-18 and 275; Nash, Urban Crucible ,
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Finally, the incorporation battle shows how patriot leaders divided after the revolution
and suggests what each faction wanted in post-peace Boston politics. Radical Whigs who often
spoke for and to the town's tradesmen and ordinary people tried to retain political power by
championing the ideals of the revolution through democratic and populist avenues. This was
especially necessary because they lacked the financial resources to spread patronage in the
revolutionary era. Moderate Whigs, a group that possessed the resources and the willingness to
spread patronage under Hancock but had few opportunities to do so amid the post-war economic
decline, steered a populist course that saw them lining up with the radicals' methods and means
without openly embracing them. Conservative Whigs, members of the better sort and big
merchants who clearly possessed the means to spread patronage but did not because they saw it a:
pandering, wanted to limit ordinary people's involvement in politics, assume control of the post-
revolutionary town, and stabilize Boston politically, socially, and economically after decades of
revolutionary turbulence.
Although incorporation was decisively defeated in 1784, conservatives did not abandon
the idea. In late October 1785, after months of trying to shore up Boston politically and socially
by trying to revise the town's by-laws, Joseph Barrell and a group of conservative Boston
merchants again cited the inadequacy of the constabulary and the failure of government in the
economic crisis in another attempt to incorporate the town. 47 Adams and allies were able to
defeat it, but they did so procedurally in town meeting committees. Their apparent unwillingness
to allow incorporation a popular defeat this time around was most likely because conservative
Whigs were right on at least one point: the economy was still deteriorating and something needed
198, 207-228, and 243; Hiller B. Zobel, The Boston Massacre (New York: W. W. Norton & Company,
1970), 28 and 70-72; and Young The Shoemaker and the Tea Party . 94-96.
47 On the by-law battle, see BSR, June 23, 1784. BTR, August 17 and 24, and September 2 and 14, 1784;
and June 2 and 9, and September 16, 1785. Throughout 1785, incorporation was occasionally kicked
around in the press. See BG, February 7, 1785; and MC, March 30 and April 13, 1785.
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to be done. 48 Some mechanics, m fact, were moving closer to the ,dea that some government
alterations were necessary to deal with the economic crisis, although they looked mostly toward
the national government. Perhaps because tradesmen were not as virulently against town reform
when faced with the specter of continued economic crisis, radical Whigs did not want to risk
going directly to the people as much as they had in the last incorporation attempt.49
The revolutionary ideology also played an important role in state politics, especially in
the contentious gubernatorial election of 1785 that fell between incorporation attempts. Since
1780, the extraordinarily popular John Hancock handily won the Massachusetts governorship by
landslide margins any time he wanted the office. But on January 29, 1785, he shocked the state
political establishment when he announced that his suffering from gout and his need for a well-
deserved rest from public service prevented his continuance in the governor's chair. 50 Although
On the introduction 1785 incorporation attempt, see "Notification on the freeholders and other
inhabitants of the town of Boston.... to meet at Faneuil Hall on Wednesday 26th of Octob. inst.: ...to
consider...whether this town shall be incorporated with city privileges...By order of the selectmen
William Cooper town-clerk," (Boston, October 22, 1785); BG, October 21, 1785; and BTR, October 26,
1785. Although incorporation failed less spectacularly this time, it stayed down for years and rumblings
about it occasionally found their way into the Boston press. See, for example, BG, January 8, 1787.
49 By the time of the 1785 incorporation attempt, some of the town's mechanics had been moving toward
the idea that the national government under the articles of confederation had to be altered in the face of the
continued economic crisis. Specifically, they claimed that Massachusetts had to give up some of its
political sovereignty over trade and local production to the national government so that Congress could
make universal trade and importation policy for all states simultaneously. This may have suggested to
Adams, who opposed national consolidation, that the town's mechanics would be more amenable to a
similar alteration of town government. See BG, September 19, 1785, and February 27, and June 5, 1786.
See also IQ MC, and BG, especially between late-May through July. For particularly lengthy discussions,
see MC, June 4 and 1 1; and BG, July 25, 1785. For other comments on the deepening economic crisis in
1785, see James Warren to Elbridge Gerry, letter dated January 11, 1785, in C. Harvey Gardiner, ed., A
Study in Dissent: The Warren-Gerry Correspondence, 1776-1792 ( Carbondale: Southern Illinois University
Press, 1968), 182. (Hereafter cited as Warren-Gerry Correspondence), and James Warren to John Adams,
letter dated Milton, January 28, 1785. Warren-Adams Papers, MHS.
50
This was not the first time that Hancock claimed to be retiring—he had made the same threat late in 1783
but did not go through with it. See James Warren to Elbridge Gerry, letter dated December 17, 1783, and
James Warren to Elbridge Gerry, letter dated Milton, February 25, 1784, both in Warren-Gerry
Correspondence. See also Herbert S. Allan, John Hancock, Patriot in Purple (New York: Beechurst Press,
1953), 311-314; and William M. Fowler, Jr., The Baron of Beacon Hill: A Biography of John Hancock ,
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1980), 253-262. About just how unanticipated the 1785 decision was,
radical Whig James Warren wrote, "everything here has gone on in the usual way * til last Saturday, when a
great political phenomenon made its unexpected appearance. Our first magistrate made his resignation in
form." James Warren to Elbridge Gerry, letter dated January 31, 1785 in Warren-Gerry Correspondence,
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biographers note his gout may have been an ,ssue at this time, the relation was also prompted
by Hancock's adherence to the politics of reputation. The politically astute governor recognized
that the political winds in Massachusetts were changing for the worse and that the state was
veering toward a major crisis. By early 1 785, he knew the econom.c situation had worsened for
Massachusetts farmers, and that the failure of the government to ameliorate their distress, coupled
with westerners' isolation in state politics, was fueling early-1780s disaffection into something
much larger in the state's rural areas. 5 ' He also saw growing discontent in eastern counties, if
only because it was difficult to miss, particularly in Boston. Hostility toward British policies and
supporters, and toward the languor of domestic government, grew so deep in Boston that calls for
mob action, references to the radicalism of the revolution, and reminders of where political power
was supposed to reside after independence were regular features in the Boston press. As one
contributor to the Centinel put it:
Bostonians! At length the storm beats high! Be it your care to see it aimed aright!
.
.
.Though timid Whigs and cringing panderers, may cry no mobs and riots—every
staunch patriot must know that though the exertions of an injured people may now
receive these epithets, they must be recorded in the annals of mankind, as the noble
effects of genuine patriotism! Be assured that the voice of the people is the voice of
God. 52
Recognizing the writing on the wall and hoping to protect his well-guarded reputation, Hancock
184-185. On the political feud between Hancock and Warren, see Allan, John Hancock, Patriot in Purple .
277-291; and Fowler, The Baron of Beacon Hill . 224-240 and 249-253.
51
Certainly Hancock, who courted western counties to maintain his statewide popularity, was aware that
discontent had been smoldering in central and western Massachusetts since the early 1780s. As governor
of the state he no doubt knew that western disaffection had occasioned a 1782 rebellion in Hampshire
County led by Samuel Ely. See Sidney Kaplan "The Ely Outbreaks: Prelude to Shays Rebellion," in
Lawrence E. Wikander, et. al., eds., The Northampton Book: Chapters from 300 Years in the Life of a New
England Town, 1654-1954 (Northampton, MA: The Tercentenary Committee, 1954): 47-55. Moreover,
most Hancock biographers agree that, as Paul Brandes put it, "finances were in a deplorable state" when
Hancock resigned. See Paul D. Brandes, John Hancock's Life and Speeches: A Personalized Vision of the
American Revolution, 1763-1793 (Lanham, MD: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1996), 170. See also Allan,
John Hancock, Patriot in Purple
,
316-323; Fowler, The Baron of Beacon Hill
, 253-259; and Goodman, 1-
301 and Leonard L. Richards, Shays's Rebellion: The American Revolution's Final Battle (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2002).
52 yTMC, April 13, 1785. The Boston press was filled with such sentiment from January to April, 1785.
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used his gout to exit the public stage before the disaffection exploded. 53
Hancock's unexpected resignation, though, sparked an explosion of a different kind
because it erupted in a political free-for-all that his stranglehold on the executive office had
precluded since 1780. He had successfully spent his years as Massachusetts' first governor
improving his already effective political machine, cultivating his favorable reputation, attempting
to destroy the Adams faction, and minimizing challenges from conservative Whigs. 54 Leaving
the governor's chair, Hancock unleashed a maelstrom of pent-up political opportunity and the
state's main political leaders plunged into the void. Radical Whig Samuel Adams, conservative
Whig James Bowdoin, Revolutionary War general Benjamin Lincoln, and House Speakers James
Warren and Tristram Dalton were all put up for governor. So, too, was Thomas Gushing,
Hancock's Lieutenant Governor and close political ally, which, as James Warren explained,
Hancock ploy "to keep the place open to him whenever he shall choose to resume the chair, and
at the same time to gratify his resentment against others in nomination, all of whom are
obnoxious to him." 55
The declining economic situation, divisive political atmosphere, unrest, and political
opportunism unleashed by Hancock's resignation combined to produce a particularly bitter
contest in Boston in which the revolutionary ideology figured prominently. Throughout the
annual election season that year, a season that ran from mid-March to early-June, the Boston
press regularly published discussions on the proper qualities of a governor, slates of suggested
was a
Allan, John Hancock, Patriot in Purple . 3 16-323: and Fowler, The Baron of Beacon Hill
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Hancock himself suggested dishing in his resignation speech. See Massachusetts Spy, March 24, 1785;
IC, March 17, 1785; BG, March 21, 1785; and Brandes, John Hancock's Life and Speeches , 292-294. See
Warren's comment in James Warren to Elbridge Gerry, letter dated March 13, 1785 in Warren-Gerry
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leaders, and personal attacks against gubernatorial hopefuls. 56 Proper qualities, of course,
included political disinterest, leadership ability, talent for the office, solid revolutionary
reputation, and unwavering commitment to revolutionary ideals, especially freedom from British-
influence and proof of un-anstocratic behavior. Especially in an economic climate in which there
were few avenues for patronage, these notions reinforced both the revolutionary lessons and the
revolutionary ideals behind the slogan voxpopuli, vox Dei: ordinary voters determined their own
officials based on whom they thought would best live up to revolutionary ideals while protecting
their interests. Accordingly, the scrutiny of and attacks on candidates were especially critical and
scathing in the gubernatorial race. As Warren reported in mid-March, his being named for
governor "has brought on me a most wanton abuse in the papers."57 Cushmg was frequently
portrayed as a man with no ability and talent, as a lukewarm patriot who did little during the
revolution, and as a "tool" of and placeholder for Hancock. 58 But James Bowdoin fared worst of
all because opponents exploited his even spottier revolutionary record and claimed he was
entirely undeserving of the governor's chair because he was a Tory sympathizer who hedged his
bets during the revolutionary years.59
The 1785 governor's race, the first real contested election under the 1780s constitution,
began in an already turbulent climate, but when no candidate received the constitutionally-
required majority to claim victory, it became increasingly bitter. Without a majority winner, the
election was thrown into the General Court and with the legislature selecting the next governor,
the race was on for factions to elect representatives who would vote for their candidate in the
56
The election season for 1785 ran from March 14, when the town meeting elected local officers, to May
10, when they elected General Court representatives. The gubernatorial and state senate elections were on
April 4. SeeBTR.
57
James Warren to Elbridge Gerry, letter dated March 13, 1785 in Warren-Gerry Correspondence. On
Warren's revolutionary service, see Gardiner, ed., Warren-Gerry Correspondence, xvii-xxvii.
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For example, see MC, April 1, and especially May 25, 1785, which summarized many of the charges
made against Cushing in the previous month and a half.
59 MC April 2, 1785; and BG, April 4, 1785
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upcoming May representative elections.60 Stepping up then- abuse in the press, Boston's factions
used revolutionary ideals extensively to sway Boston voters. Although opponents repeated their
compla.nts about Cushing
-
namely, that he was a talentless tool with a lukewarm revolutionary
rceord
-his Hancockian supporters assailed .lames Bowdoin so voraciously that he was clearly
the most abused candidate for office.
Tapping into virulenl strains of anti-British sentiment that remained after the war and that
accompanied post-war British commercial pohc.es, anti-Bowdoin forces hammered away at h.s
inconsistent revolutionary record and tainted him with the specter of Toryism. Anti-Bowdoin
forces claimed that Bowdoin had been under British influence for decades. 61 Such allegations
were difficult for Bowdoin.tcs to dismiss in the post-revolutionary world precisely because
Bowdoin's spotty record made him vulnerable and because of a well-known political liability that
had been used against him before: Bowdoin's daughter married arch-Tory John Temple in 1767,
and Bowdoin was alleged to have used his position and status to help his son-in-law gain
readmission.02 Attacking relentlessly in the press, Hancockians painted Bowdoin as a dangerous
Bowdoin had won Boston, though not by a Hancockian margin, and Cushing decisively won the
lieutenant governorship. Boston Town Records indicate that a total of 956 votes were cast for governor in
1785. Bowdoin received 574 (60%), Cushing had 337 (35%), Benjamin Lincoln received 23 (2.4%),
Hancock got 5, Adams got 4 and Francis Dana got 1
.
In the lieutenant governor's election, 933 votes were
cast with Cushing receiving 665 (71%), Adams polling 259 (28%), Tristam Dalton garnering 5, and
Warren, Lincoln, merchants James Swan, and Thomas Russell each receiving 1. (BTR, April 4, 1785; and
BG, April 1 1, 1785.) Statewide, the race between Bowdoin and Cushing was much closer with Bowdoin
ultimately receiving 38.8% and Cushing garnering 33% of the 9,065 votes cast. Of the 9,065 votes cast
statewide, Bowdoin received 3,519 (38.8%), Cushing got 3,005 (33%), Benjamin Lincoln received 1,145
(12.6%), and all other candidates received a total of 1,396 (15.3%). (MC, May 11, 1785, and "Returns for
Governor's Election," 1785, Massachusetts State Archives.) As neither candidate received the
constitutionally-required majority statewide, the state constitution directed that the state House of
Representatives to select two of four highest vote-getters and send those names to the Senate, which would
select one as governor. (1780 slate constitution, Section I, article III.)
61 MC, April 9, 1785.
62
John Temple was especially objectionable to Bostonians. Distantly, though doubly, related to the family
of Lord George Grenville, Temple had used his family connections to secure a series of royal appointments
that allowed him to climb the imperial ladder between 1760 and 1774. Dismissed in 1774 after allegations
that he provided Benjamin franklin with letters detaining Massachusetts governor Thomas Hutchinson,
Temple remained in England through the revolution. In short, from the mid-eighteenth-century through the
early revolutionary years, Temple lived outside of Massachusetts, mostly in and around England, and was a
noted supporter of and cog in the imperial machine. In fact, when Temple petitioned Congress for
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and untrustworthy British agent who was soft on the revolution and who would betray
Massachusetts to British masters. As "Horatio" wrote in the Centinel,
Mr. Temple, whose character was so very suspicious that Congress desired this state totake such measures as would put .1 out of his power to injure us, is now appointed by theKing of kngland to the only American office within his gift [i.e. foreign minister]
I
He is] but a privileged spy, placed in a country by his sovereign. Here then we are tohave the lather lor governor, and his son the spy on our conduct.
. . We have yet to hope
that the General Court will have an opportunity to rectify the mistake. 63
As they attacked Bowdoin's allegiance and character, Hancockians tried to disrupt conservative's
political organizing by attempting to derail Stephen Higginson's efforts to secure a pro-Bowdoin
block in the state house. Resorting to ridicule and intimidation, tact.es used extensively in the
revolution, Hancockians urged Bostomans to ignore Higginson because, as a Salem transplant, he-
was an interloper in Boston politics. One writer claimed that "it has long been a laughable matter
with the citizens of thai place that he should be raised to the most important offices in... this
town." More aggressive articles called him a "groveling" and "cringing" character who "was too
well known at Salem to be trusted.""' More serious still were threats of violence if Higginson did
not stop meddling in Boston politics. As a set of stanzas addressed to him warned,
Disturb not the hive (we are bees and not flies)
Lest you pay for your rashness, by loosing your eyes
At a distance be sale, while yet you can see
Like Hies though we buzz, we can sting like a bee."
readmission in 1778, it denied him on the grounds that he was a British agent, and by 1785, Temple was
still prohibited from entering the United Stales. Throughout Temple's exile Bowdoin tried to help him and
his daughter when he could, although he knew enough lo keep some distance from his son-in-law out of
political prudence. He did not, however, keep far enough away. On Temple and Bowdoin, see "The
Bowdoin and Temple Papers, Part I" in Collections of the Massachusetts Historical Society
.
(Boston:
Massachusetts Historical Society, 1892), Sixth Series, Volume IX, xv. (Hereafter cited as Bowdoin-
Temple Papers.); Gordon E. Kershaw, James Bowdoin: Patriot and Man of the Enlightenment (New York:
Salina Press, Inc., 1976), 11-19. Early attacks against Bowdoin for his connection to Temple, see Samuel
Adams to James Warren, letter dated Philadelphia, November 18, 1780. Warren-Adams Papers, MHS. On
early help afforded to Temple, see, for example, the letter from James Bowdoin to Samuel Adams, dated
Middleborough, September 21, 1778. Bowdoin-Tcmple Papers, Vol. 1, 425.
63 MC, April 16, 1785.
M
MC, May 7, 1785.
65 MC, April 23, 1785. For other threats and allegations, see BG, April 25 and 28, 1785.
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Here was a clear illustration of residual revolutionary radicalism: Bostonians were not only
advised to act at the polls against undeserving characters who did not take an active part in the
revolution, but they were also being urged to use violence against the people who supported such
unworthy people.
As a result of all the politicking, Boston sent a mix of Bowdomites, Hancockians, and
Adams men to the House of Representatives, which occasioned the most vicious press assaults
and abuse to date. 66 Pulling out all the stops and relying on revolutionary ideals, factions
presented their candidates in the best light while they denigrated opponents in a last-ditch effort
to influence the governor's election. Pro-Bowdom forces put the best face on Bowdoin's
revolutionary record by emphasizing his accomplishments while continuing to paint Cushing as
an incapable and inexperienced sycophant; even Hancock, who was normally spared abuse in the
press and was not himself a candidate, was harshly attacked as a lackluster populist leader as a
way to smear Cushing. 67 For their part, Hancockian allegations that Bowdoin was under British
influence culminated in a blistering attack at the end of May, just as the General Court convened
to make its decision. The Centinel ran a report of a fabricated parade, "The Funeral Procession of
the Bowdoinish Coalition," that featured an image of a coffin surrounded by six words
—
detraction, tumult, slander, virulence, discord, and abuse. (Figure 36) Leading the fictitious
parade were "fifty British factors in red coats, with bludgeons to keep the peace, and clear the
way," followed closely by 100 "sappers, miners, and under-miners, in character of Englishmen,"
and the whole event was to be overseen by "a British-clerical-hackney-quack preacher officiating
as chaplain." Attending dignitaries included Benedict Arnold, the ghost of Thomas Hutchinson,
BTR, May 10, 1785. Bostonians elected John Hancock, Caleb Davis, Thomas Dawes, Samuel Otis,
Samuel Breck, Benjamin Hitchborn, and Benjamin Austin as their General Court representatives.
67
Writers correctly, if injudiciously, accused Hancock of foppery, sophistry, and poor fiscal management in
failing to deal with the economic crisis earlier. See MC, May 14, 18, and 21, 1785; and BG, May 16, 1785.
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and Lucifer. The message it sent was clear: voting for Bowdoin was tantamount to overturning
the American Revolution because he was a rank Tory closely tied to counter-revolutionary British
men and ideas.
Ironically, the political die had been cast on the governor's election a month earlier.
Along with casting ballots for governor in early April, Massachusetts voters elected state
senators.
69
Senate membership, then, was more or less decided before it became clear that neither
Bowdoin nor Cashing would obtain a majority. When the House of Representatives convened on
May 26, it had only two real choices to send to the Senate: the two highest vote-getters, Bowdoin
and Cushing. Because of Hancock's efforts, popularity, and presence in the House chamber—his
retirement lasted only three months—the House cast 134 votes for Cushing and 89 for Bowdoin.
But the Senate, which was dominated by eastern conservative Whigs and merchants, and presided
over by Sam Adams, an anti-Hancock man who supported Bowdoin in part to deny Hancock a
win through Cushing, handily selected Bowdoin "by a large majority."70
Thus, conservatives finally took the governor's chair from Hancock after years of
opposing him in elections, but theirs was a quick stay in it. In his first year, Bowdoin pledged to
restore order, credit, morality, and financial stability to Massachusetts, but the General Court only
pursued some of his measures and none of them had any lasting impact. More significantly,
Bowdoin spent much of his second year in office heavy-handedly putting down Shays'
Rebellion. 71 With the dust settling from the insurgency in early spring 1787, Hancock announced
08 MC, May 25, 1785.
69 BTR, May 10, 1785 and BG, May 16, 1785.
10 MC, May 28, 1785. See also the report of these proceedings in BG, May 30, 1785.
71 Bowdoin took the oath of office on May 27, 1785. His first speech outlining his plans for the state's
executive branch were offered to his Council and the General Court in two separate speeches, both of
which were reproduced in the Boston press. See text in BG, June 6, 1785 and MC, June 1 and 4, 1785.) On
the Bowdoin governorship and Shays' Rebellion see George Richards Minot, The History of the
Insurrections in Massachusetts, in the year MDCCLXXXVI: and the Rebellion Consequent Thereon
(Worcester: Isaiah Thomas, 1788); David P. Szatmary, Shays' Rebellion: The Making of an Agrarian
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he was ready to return to public service and easily re-claimed the governorship in a three-to-one
margin victory over Bowdom statewide. Bostonians, who had generally approved of Bowdoin's
measures in the rebellion, went with Hancock as well, but by a much slimmer margin of 775 to
724.
72
Hancock remained in the governor's chair through the end of the decade without serious
competition.
In short, while the political debates of the mid- 1780s did not result in building, the
incorporation attempts and the election of 1785 show us how the revolutionary ideologies
informed Bostonians' post-war political culture, and they raised arguments that would eventually
show up in the debate over the "Roscius" theater proposal. Incorporation opponents denounced
attempts of conservative Bostonians to limit democracy and access in town government as
aristocratic innovations that ran counter to the revolutionary settlement. Anti-Bowdoin forces
were so effective in portraying Bowdoin as a Tory sympathizer who was under British influence
that in speeches before his inauguration Bowdoin told the people of Massachusetts that he could
not conscionably take the oath of office if he were so. 73 These arguments that rested on
revolutionary principles also surfaced in two mid- 1780s social crises, one centering around the
creation of the Society of the Cincinnati and the other on a British-inspired tea society. But the
social crises also saw other arguments that had to do with the meaning and legacy of the
American Revolution enter the public discussion about what post-war society would look like as
well as calls on the town's ordinary people and mechanics to discountenance and destroy what
critics saw as injurious and offensive developments in the post-peace town.
Insurrection (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1980); Richards, Shay's Rebellion; and
Kershaw, James Bowdoin
.
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Statewide, Hancock got 18,459 votes (75%) and Bowdoin got 5,394 (22%) votes. All other candidates
garnered 735 (3%) total. (See Returns for Governor, 1787, Massachusetts State Archives.) In Boston,
Hancock beat Bowdoin, his only challenger by a much closer margin: 775-724. (BTR, April 2, 1787.) On
Hancock's re-entry into politics, see Allan, John Hancock, Patriot in Purple
,
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Baron of Beacon Hill , 253-266.
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See report of Bowdoin's installation, including the text of his speech, in BG, May 30, 1785.
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The Revolutionary Ideology and Post-War Boston Society
The first t.me in the post-war period that Bostonians used Revolutionary ideals to thwart
the development of a society organization came even before the signing of the peace treaty. In
May 1783, former Revolutionary War officers forwarded a plan for a national fraternal
organization, the Society of the Cincinnati.74 These former officers favored a stronger national
government and were disaffected with Congress because they had not yet been paid for their
wartime service. The original principles of the organization were vaguely stated and open to
interpretation. The rationale of Cincinnati organizers and the disposition of Continental Army
officers' salaries led Americans to believe that it would have an alarming quasi-political edge and
that the Cincinnati would either push for a stronger federal union or themselves supercede
Congress (forcibly if necessary), both at the expense of states' rights, to secure their wartime
pay.
75 As troubling were the society's membership requirements. Open to all honorably
discharged American officers (and some French ones) who had served at least three years and
subscribed the considerable sum of one month's pay, members would be succeeded "by any of
their oldest male posterity, who may be judged worthy of becoming its supporters and members."
Membership in the Society of the Cincinnati, then, had both a moneyed and hereditary
character.
76 The quasi-political character, exclusivity, financial requirement, and hereditary
succession of the proposed order upset many post-war Americans because they ran counter to
revolutionary ideals. Accordingly, opponents of the proposed organization claimed the
organization ran contrary to the revolution and attacked it in American presses.
Most attacks against the Society of the Cincinnati, in fact, rested squarely on
74
See "Cantonment of the American Army, on Hudson's River, 10th May, 1783," the first agreement
toward establishing the order. It is reproduced in Minor Myers, Jr., Liberty Without Anarchy: A History of
the Society of the Cincinnati (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1983), 258-262. See also
Myers, Liberty Without Anarchy
, 25.
75
"Cantonment of the American Army, on Hudson's River, 1()"' May, 1783."
76 Quoted in Myers, Liberty Without Anarchy
,
17. For a full discussion of the Society of Cincinnati's
founding, see Myers, Liberty Without Anarchy
,
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revolutionary Meals. The most scathing assault against the order came early in 1784 when South
Carolinian Aedenus Burke attacked the Cincinnat, in a pamphlet that was immediately reprinted
in Philadelphia, New York, Hartford, and Newport, and published serially in the Boston press.
Burk6 ' S Considerations on the Society, or Order. ofCincinnati painted the Cincinnati as an
objectionable group given to European aristocratic practices who wore the order's badges as "the
French and British nobility wear their stars and ribbons, [as] the insignia of peerage."77 He
claimed that the Cincinnati were plainly an American aristocracy, "planted in a fiery, hot
ambition, and thirst for power" that threatened to usurp the authority of Congress. The threat to
Congress seemed real because the Cincinnati was the only national organization in America
besides Congress, and it outright flaunted national law by conferring titles to surviving sons of
officers, a power Congress specifically denied itself in the Articles of Confederation. 78 But Burke
also condemned the Cincinnati because they divided Americans into "two distinct orders." The
first was "a race of hereditary nobles, founded on the military together with powerful families and
first rate leading men in the state, whose only view it will ever be, to rule." The second was "the
people, or plebeians, whose only view is not to be oppressed, but whose certain fate it will be to
suffer oppression under the institution."79 For Burke, then, the Society of the Cincinnati was
altogether unacceptable in a post-revolutionary world and it had to either significantly alter its
proposed rules and structure, disband, or be violently opposed by ordinary Americans who would
not suffer such a counter-revolutionary institution to exist.
Bostonians lodged similar complaints against the Society of the Cincinnati. Encouraged
by Burke, fearful of the impact of the Cincinnati on the republic, and moved by their adverse
77
Burke's Considerations on the Society or Order ofCincinnati & Co . was reprinted in excerpts in the IC,
January 29 and February 5, 1784.
78
The Articles of Confederation, Article Six. See also "Cantonment of the American Army, on Hudson's
River, 10
th
May, 1783."
7')
Considerations on the Society or Order of Cincinnati & Co. in IC, January 29 and February 5, 1784.
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experiences, with standing armies, Bostonians also attacked the Cincinnati with Samuel Adams
leading the charge. Although Adams admitted he was
"sensible...of the important services of our
late army," he viewed the Cincinnati's plan as "disgustful to the common feeling." He though. „
absurd that the Cincinnati could believe "a people who had freely spent then- blood and treasure
in support of their equal rights and liberties could so soon be reconciled to the odious hereditary
distinctions Of families." For Adams, the people of. he United States had to be "to a great degree
humiliated and debased before they will patiently bear to see individuals stalking with their
assumed honorary badges, and proudly boasting, 'These are the distinctions of OUT blood.'" "The
Cincinnati," he simply concluded, "are very unpopular here."80 Indeed, Bostonians roundly
condemned, ridiculed, and criticized the order as an affront to the promises of the American
Revolution. 8 '
I he considerable backlash and public censure were sufficient enough to force the
Cincinnati to redraft the proposed organization, alter its original purposes, and apologize for its
being misunderstood. By June 1 7N4, organizers of the C lincinnati drafted a conciliatory circular
letter explaining that the objects of the society "have been misapprehended" and they assured
Americans (hat they had abandoned their most repugnant aspects. Specifically, they removed the
hereditary succession of members, said thai they would not attempt to influence politics, and
promised to put their funds under the control of the stale legislatures. 82 These accommodations,
80
Samuel Adams to Elbridge Gerry, letter dated Boston, April P), 1 784, in William V. Wells, The Life and
Public Services of Samuel Adams.. .With extracts from his Correspondence, State Papers, and Political
Essays (Freeport, New York: Books for Libraries Press, 1969 reprint of the 1888 original.), Vol. Ill, 203-
204. See also Samuel Adams to John Adams, letter dated December 16, 1784. Warren-Adams Papers,
Massachusetts Historical Society (Ml IS).
See, for example, BG, March 8, 1 784; Samuel Adams to Hlbridge (Jerry, letter dated September 9, 1785.
Warren-Adams Papers, MI IS; and Myers, 1 iberiy Without Anarchy, 20-32.
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See MC, June 2 and 5, 1784. See also, Myers, Liberty Without Anarchy , 32. The letter further explained
the order was to be a fraternity of Revolutionary War officers formed on "two great original pillars." The
first was friendship officers were "melancholy" that they "were to part, perhaps never to meet again"
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enshnned in a new constitution for the order, were ev.dently enough to placate many fears in
Boston because criticism abated, and by July 4, 1784, the Boston Cincinnati held an
Independence Day celebration apart from the town's apparently without incident. Helping to ease
the skepticism, no doubt, was the Cincinnati's wise emphasis of George Washington's presidency
of the society, which made it considerably more palatable to ordinary Americans, although
leaders such as Sam Adams remained incredulous and unable to comprehend Washington's
association with it. 83 Within a year, however, another crisis emerged over a Boston social
organization with similar aristocratic accents, and it, too, was defeated by opponents invoking
revolutionary ideas and using revolutionary rhetoric.
In the winter of 1784-1785, while the incorporation attempts unfolded, a social
organization emerged in Boston that met fortnightly at the town's Concert Hall: a self-titled tea
assembly named the Sans Souci Society. A subscription club with a decidedly elite and
exclusively male membership, it was unlike any established organization in post-war Boston. 84
Its members—mostly young male members of the better sort—each received three tickets for the
Sans Souci 's "evening entertainments": one ticket for themselves and two for young Boston
women whom they chose to invite. The club's clientele, then, was mainly composed of
unchaperoned young men and women, who met in a 2-1 ratio to, as alarmed critics charged,
gamble, dance, "eat, drink, and be merry" from six o'clock to midnight. 85 Club organizers
claimed the club was for harmless and innocent amusement after the deprivation they had
experienced during the war years, although for the most part members were infants or children
when the Imperial Crisis began. But the club's elite character, youthful membership, skewed
83
A/C, June 2, 1784; and Samuel Adams to Elbridge Gerry, letter dated Boston, April 23, 1784, in Wells,
The Life and Public Services of Samuel Adams , Vol. Ill, 205-206.
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1 have been unable to locate the cost of subscriptions, but as the subscription price paid for an "evening's
entertainment" of drinking, music, gaming, and dancing, and its members were elites, it most likely was
expensive and therefore exclusive.
85 MC, January 22, 1785. The first attacks on the club said much about its purposes and organizations. See
also A/C, January 15, 26, and 28, 1785.
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gender ratio, and questionable act.vit.es upset some Boston.ans and occasioned a serious
opposition to it Critics initially assailed the club because it offended a couple of revolut.onary
ideals. Aristocratic, British-inspired, and unrepublican, the Sans Souc. Society was injurious to
democratic government, the republic, and the legacy of the American Revolution. While these
were bad enough to earn the enmity of some powerful Boston.ans, as the crisis developed into a
full-blown press war, the club became associated with other unnerving problems in post-peace
Boston that occasioned a tremendous backlash against it.
The original public attacks against the Sans Souc. Society came in the Massachusetts
Centinel in two forms. First was a press column by Samuel Adams, a regular commentator on
political and social subjects writing under the name "Observer." On January 15, 1785, Adams
complained that the post-revolutionary age had already proven to be rife with all manner of
unnecessary and deleterious frippery, even before the emergence of the Sans Souci Club. 86
"Reason was bewildered, and stupefied by dissipation and extravagance," he claimed, and
people's minds were "too much softened, poisoned and contaminated by idle pleasures, and
foolish gratifications." Americans, he feared, were "exchanging prudence, virtue, and economy
for those glaring specters luxury, prodigality, and profligacy" and "prostituting all our glory as a
people, for new modes of pleasure, ruinous in their expenses, injurious to virtue, and totally
detrimental to the well being of society."87 But Adams believed that the Sans Souci Society
pushed Boston even further down this undesirable road because the club represented a flagrant
disregard for republican values and an appalling lack of virtue that was consistent with but
devastatingly harmful to the times. As offensive was the fact that the main perpetrators of such
86
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unrepubhcan behavior were the club's elite orgamzers who, Adams figured, ought to know and
act better, and that it was a British-inspired institution that allowed British influence to sink
deeper roots in America after the American Revolution had supposedly expelled British political
control and influence from the country.
To combat such an objectionable organization and all that it represented, Adams used
revolutionary ideals to appeal to Boston's ordinary people and threaten the Sans Souci Society.
Portraying the club as British-inspired in design and purpose, Adams asked Bostomans why they
suffered "all the intemperance of Great Britain to be fostered in our bosom, in all their vile
luxuriance?" Then he invoked the radicalism of the revolution to prompt readers to oppose the
club: "You who were foremost in defense of your liberties," he wrote, "and whose public virtues
have raised the standard of freedom on a once wild uncultivated land! Let not your names which
would be otherwise handed down as virtuous, brave and good to ages yet unborn, be thus shaded
with infamy." He also appealed directly to Boston's tradesmen by pointing out that New York's
mechanics had recently rose up against a similar Tory-inspired tea society that divided American
society along class lines in that town as he urged Boston's mechanics to follow suit. As Adams
put it, "Be not behind your sister states in extirpating vice, however marked with the epithet of
polite." Finally, he cited republicanism, claiming it was the duty of good and virtuous citizens of
a republic to "prune the branches [of vice], 'ere they shoot forth into a strength which cannot be
subdued."88 Thus, for Adams, opposing the Sans Souci, violently if necessary, continued the
work of the American Revolution, preserved the virtue necessary for life in the post-war republic,
and was potentially a dirty business for the town's mechanics.
At the same time as Adams took aim at the club, Centinel publishers William Warden
and Benjamin Russell announced their printing of a second attack on the Sans Souci: "a new
farce" entitled "Sans Souci, Alias, Free and Easy; —Or, An Evening's Peep into a Polite Circle."
88 MC, January 15, 1785. See also Charles Warren, "Samuel Adams and the Sans Souci Club in 1785,"
323.
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Although her authorship was unknown at this time, the play was the most recent work of Mercy
Otis Warren, a close Adams ally, wife of James Warren, and daughter of a venerated patriot
leader James Otis.- The play's characters were so thinly d.sguised that readers-for there was nc
theater in town at which Bostonians could see the play-eas.ly drew comparisons between the
characters and Boston's Sans Souci.90 Satirizing the moral degeneracy of its members and their
adoption of objectionable British social practices, Warren attacked the Sans Souci as counter-
revolutionaries determined to reverse all the achievements of the American Revolution, and
painted them as irresponsible youths with aristocratic pretensions who outright condemned
republicanism as too leveling a force. Her characters regularly eschewed virtue, "the old rules of
decency and national character,
... [and] republican principles." They were consumed with
establishing "the most effectual means to establish a precedency" between social classes with
fashion and behavior before "all distinctions [were]. . .lost in the leveling spirit of
republicanism."91 Like Adams, Warren targeted the town's mechanics by noting that the Sans
Souci imported British goods every bit as much as they did British ideas. When her "Republican
Heroine" entered the Concert Hall during a Sans Souci meeting, for example, she "could hardly
refrain from tears" at what she saw. Where she expected to find deep republican principles, she
found only "British gewgaws, etiquette, and parade." She was therefore forced to lamentably
"acknowledge we have too far copied the vices of that nation which we have so lately opposed,"
as she concluded the Sans Souci Club was "destructive to the happiness of [American] families
89 MC, January 15, 1785. See Mercy Warren, "Sans Souci. Alias Free and Easy: or An Evening's Peep into
a Polite Circle: An Intire [sic] New Entertainment. In Three Acts." (Boston: Warden and Russell, 1785).
90 As historian Charles Warren pointed out in 1927, contemporary readers sometimes wrote the names of
those whom they thought inspired Warren in their copies of the play as evidenced in two surviving copies
of the play in the American Antiquarian Society and the Boston Athenaeum. Accordingly, "Mr.
Importance" was Perez Morton; "Mr. Bon Ton" was a man named "Cutler," probably James Cutler, a
British importer, and "Young Forward" was Warren's 19-year-old nephew, Harrison Gray Otis. (See
Charles Warren, "Samuel Adams and the Sans Souci Club in 1785," 335-336.) Moreover, the publishers
must have known that the characters were obviously based on Bostonians because they included a
disclaimer in their initial notice that doubled as a sensationalistic sales ploy. (A/C, January 15, 1785.)
91
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and individuals," and that it threatened to undo and overturn the impressive accomplishments of
the American Revolution while they were elearly working against loeal production.92
From these beginnings, a major press war ensued as proponents of the club lashed out
against their attackers, and critics struck back. First came threats of "a variety of injuries" to the
publishers and an actual assault, both of which the Warden and Russell cunningly cast as sans
Souci attacks on the liberty of the press that other newspaper men seized on and condemned.93 In
the papers, Sans Souci members attacked Adams as a "pernicious" and "detestable" "son of
sedition," a self-appo.nted "censor of the age" bent on "preserving a spirit of faction."94 Writing
as "Sans Souci," for example, Sans Souci organizer Harrison Gray Otis spitefully called Adams
the "flaming tribune of the people," and alleged that his "daring and detestable" appeals to
mechanics with revolutionary fervor were attempts "to establish the government of a mob" that
would "involve the community in a general conflagration."95 This was a particularly injudicious
move, however, because it generated unwanted attention to the club and opened up the conflict
into something considerably larger. By denigrating Adams and his generation, not only did the
young Sans Souci attack a powerful local leader and celebrated patriot, but they also indicted the
entire revolutionary generation as "beings.
. .cursed with such a callousness of fiber that no
refinements can move them; who consider all improvements as innovations on the principles of
their grandfathers"
96
In a pair of replies between January 22 and 25, Adams answered the
allegations against him, hammered away at the "evil" and "threatening" counter-revolutionary
purposes of a British-inspired club that sanctioned vice and aristocracy, chided his younger
92 Quoted from Charles Warren, "Samuel Adams and the Sans Souci Club in 1785," 335-336.
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adversaries for their impudence, imprudence, faulty logic, and republican behavior, and
portrayed them as idle nuisances who aggravated respectable Bostonians and moeked patriots.
Ml the while, he made certain thai their consumption of foreign goods figured prominently ,n his
condemnations to keep mechanic ire ruining high."' Meanwhile, Adams' associates and other
like-minded Bostonians rushed to the old revolutionary's defense by vaunting Adams's
revolutionary achievements, using revolutionary .deals to disgrace the Sans Souci, and continuing
to eall on ordinary Bostonians to shut ,t down, violently if necessary, all of which prompted a
fresh round of virulent personal attacks and defenses that overstepped the bounds of good form,
even for the Boston press."
Writers exchanged insults for a lew more weeks, but the Sans Souc. Crisis was more or
less over by the end of February 1 7X5. In the end, the Sans Souci lost the battle in that they
stopped convening as a Tea Assembly."" ( Iritics' use of revolutionary ideals allowed them to
portray the club as counter-revolutionary and hurtful to the American republic which earned it
considerable enemies in post-revolutionary Boston. As participants in the debate had done with
incorporation, the Society of the Cincinnati, and in the Election of 17X5, critics of the Sans Souci
denounced them as too British, aristocratic, un-republican, and decidedly against the legacy of the
revolution. At the same time, their assertions that the Sans Souci acted against the economic
good of Bostonians by importing foreign goods, coupled with appeals to the radicalism of the
revolution, put the town's mechanics on alert that the services they once rendered in Boston
violence and intimidation might again be needed. Although no violence seems to have been
perpetrated, threats of it made an equally important point: the Sans Souci Society had to be
1)1
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crushed, one way or the other, because it ran counter to the revolutionary settlement.
Accordingly, it disbanded. However, the Sans Souc. did not necessarily lose the larger war.
Genteel amusements, luxury, fashion, and the conservative elite-led quest for classed
entertainment-all of which had come to the surface during the Sans Souci Affair and all of
which opponents continued to decry as scandalous, counter-revolutionary, and unrepubhcan-
remained considerable problems in Boston, especially when "Roscius" proposed his theater.
The Revolutionary Ideology and "Counter-Revolutionary" Post-War Building
"Roscius'" bold proposal that Boston needed a theater came less than a year after the
incorporation debacle, three months after the Sans Souci Crisis died down, and only fourteen days
after the rancorous election debates prompted the publication of the "funeral procession for the
Bowdoimsh coalition." Opponents of the proposed theater almost naturally fell back on the same
arguments and tactics that had proven so effective in earlier political and social battles. In other
words, the same issues that bedeviled Boston politics and society after the revolution also swirled
around a controversy about a building, which illustrates how politics, ideology, and fashion all
came together and could extend to debates involving the post-revolutionary built environment.
Even without the additional turbulence generated by the American Revolution, a theater
was a tough sell in June 1785 because supporters were swimming upstream against Boston
history. Theaters, in fact, had long been suppressed in the town. Puritan divines railed against
them and successfully prevented their emergence in the seventeenth-century. 100 By 1750, the
General Court prohibited them under "an Act to Prevent Stage-Plays and other Theatrical
Entertainments," because they produced "many and great mischiefs... occasioned] great and
unnecessary expenses, and discourage[d] industry and frugality." The colonial legislature also
100
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claimed that theaters "tend[ed] generally to increase immorality, impiety, and a contempt of
religion." 101 The British performance of plays in Boston during their occupation of the town just
made theatrical performances all the more odious to staunch patriots and radical Whigs after the
war. Indeed, in 1784 the General Court easily reaffirmed the colonial period law citing the
reasons the mid-century legislature had.' 02 Theater advocates in 1785, then, no doubt deemed
their multiple arguments in support of the theater necessary because of Boston's historical
opposition to theaters but neither history nor the revolutionary settlement was on theater
organizers' side.
The 1 785 proposal of "Roscius" to build a theater unleashed a firestorm in Boston. As
earlier controversies, critics offered multiple objections to the theater and rested most of them
revolutionary ideals. Republican-minded Bostonians warned that the theater would be a place of
luxury that would divide Bostonians into two classes because only the town's better sort would be
able to attend it. In fact, it was argued that, like the Sans Souci, the intention of theater organizers
was to divide Boston society by creating an elite-only entertainment. Writers claiming to be
ordinary people complained that a theater would never be able to achieve the moral good that
advocates claimed for it because it was destined to be an exclusively wealthy pursuit. 103
Seconding this sentiment, the town's moralists remained completely unconvinced that a theater
would do anything for Boston except contribute to the impiety and immorality that they already
saw as epidemic, especially among the town's youth. 104 Another press contributor, sounding like
Sam Adams during the Sans Souci Affair, pointed out that the subscription list was dominated by
101 On the act against stage plays, see Clapp, A Record of the Boston Stage
,
2, which reproduces the
original act.
102 On the British and the re-enactment of the 1 750 law, see Clapp, A Record of the Boston Stage , 3-4.
103 MC, June 11, 17, and 22, 1785.
104 On how rampant the town ministry saw immorality and impiety in the post-war period, see, for example,
Samuel Mather, A Serious Letter to the Young People of Boston (Boston: Edes, 1783). See also MC, June
11, 17, and 22, 1785.
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"characters from whom we have a right to expect better things" 105 Still other critics alleged that a
theater, like the Sans Souc. Club, would introduce British influences and goods into a town that
neither wanted nor needed them. 1 "" Claiming that the theater had to be stopped even before it was
built because it threatened to reverse the social equality achieved by the revolution, theater critics
urged ordinary Bostonians to rise up and "obliterate" both the theater and the luxury it
represented. 107
By mid-July, as the Boston press reported that theater plans were in "great forwardness,"
the ferocity of classed and economic protectionist protests against the proposed theater increased
markedly wh.ch raised a considerable backlash against the plan. 108 Still claiming that a theater
would be a place of fashion and display for Boston's elite that would divide society and create
unnecessary, hurtful jealousies, opponents openly ridiculed would-be theater-goers for their
misguided and destructive attempts to establish aristocracy through fine goods and refined
amusements. In a parody of the theater's rules that were to be "strictly observed," one critic
sardonically wrote that in order to promote frugality and virtue as stated in the reasons for the
theater, theater managers would require that "no lady shall be admitted with a hat exceeding three
feet [in] diameter,
.
.
.as it bespeaks a wonderful degree of modesty." 109 Men could appear in no
more than four suits per season and could wear fine attire and jewelry provided these items did
not "exceed more than ten times the amount of those old dons before the war who were worth ten
thousand pounds." Making a piercing economic point, the satirist claimed that male theater-
goers were expected to "have an umbrella of English manufacture" and that the money spent by
105 MC, June 11, 1785. See also June 17, and 22, 1785.
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men and women to equ.p themselves "for this parade and entertainment [was to] be carefully
boxed up and sent to our good correspondent in England."- In other words, a month after the
proposal hit the press, scathing attacks on the theater equated its patrons with pre-Revolutionary
villains such as Thomas Hutchinson and Andrew Oliver (the "old dons") and villains of the
present (Tories and British agents) who reportedly cared little for local production and the
economic common good of the republic or Boston. Thus, critics ably demomzed them as British
tools bent on reversing the American Revolution and these tactics proved successful, at least for
the short-term: anti-theater forces carried the day in this battle as well. A theater would not be
built in Boston in the 1780s and no one in town appears to have been soliciting subscriptions for
it by the end of the summer. 1
1
'
Such an attack on a proposed building—whether or not there was an actual plan in the
works or a builder involved—most likely presented the town's building tradesmen with a
dilemma. While the theater was, as critics painted it, counter to the revolutionary ideals that
tradesmen had defended (or been called to defend) during the revolution and in political and
social crises before 1785, it was nonetheless a building project that would have reportedly
produced an impressively adorned 50 by 20 foot structure. Thus, it would have employed some
of the town's builders after years of scarce building jobs and, importantly, amid a deepening
depression. In other words, the theater project, despite critics' allegations of imprudence and
injury, would have put builders to work when they needed it most. However, the town's building
tradesmen, the largest trade group in the post-war town, appear neither to have defended nor
attacked the project energetically as a group, and the timing of the theater proposal perhaps helps
1,0 MC, July 16 and 25, 1785.
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There were no substantial mentions of the theater proposal in the Boston press after July 1785, and
histories relating to the Boston stage do not mention a theater in town before 1794. See, for example,
William C. Young, Documents of American Theater History (Chicago, America Library Association,
1973), Volume I, "Famous American Playhouses, 1716-1899," 33. See also Clapp, A Record of the Boston
Stage .
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us understand the apparent ambivalence of an interest that was not known for such passivity. By
the time that the theater plans were taking shape, a substantially larger project, the b,ggest project
Bostonians had ever seen, had already begun: the Charles River Bridge." 2 Unlike the theater, the
bridge did not run counter to revolutionary
.deals because it promised to improve overall
economy by increasing market traffic into and out of Boston and was in no way a classed
structure. With a considerably larger project in the works, one that employed at least 120
artisans, the town's building tradesmen may have neither opposed nor championed the theater as
a group because it was a much smaller structure that would have put money into only some of
their pockets. But their lack of support cither way was an important development because by not
championing the construction of the theater, for whatever reason, Boston's building tradesmen
did not act in their own material interests, at least as long as there was other work in town.
In sum, the organizers of the theater, like the Sans Souci, were thwarted in their attempts
to establish class distinctions and "aristocracies" of gentility because their organizations offended
the ideological sensibilities of post-war Bostonians, or at least enough of them to make the
difference. Intertwined throughout both controversies were overt suggestions by elite organizers
that Boston's classes needed to be more clearly delineated and separated after the war, and that
entertainment, style, and luxury were (and should be) the indicators and communicators of class
distinctions. Backed mainly by wealthy members of the elite, both initiatives were painted as
working against the ideals of the revolution because they created aristocratic-looking distinctions
that could (and would) ruin the republic. Just as the members of the Society of Cincinnati and the
town incorporators were accused of reinstating elite and aristocratic status through military
achievement and town government after the revolution, Sans Souci leaders and theater advocates
were attacked because of their perceived intent to do so through wealth, style, refinement, and
gentility. But the American Revolution had eroded the legitimacy of such distinctions regardless
112 BG, April 18, 1785; and MC, June 25, 1785. For more on the Charles River Bridge, see Chapter 3
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of the realm ,n which they came, and it left behind such considerable hostility toward aristocratic
pretensions that ord.nary Bostonians and then- populist leaders, especially men such as Sam
Adams, were able to oppose them by raising the revolutionary standard and denouncing them as
counter-revolutionary. Thus, rad.cal leaders and ord.nary Bostonians were able to decisively
vote, shout down, and intimidate many post-war attempts to create elite organizations that they
viewed as contradictory to the legacy of the revolution when they raised enough of a tempest to
derail them.
Additionally, both the persistence of revolutionary ideals and the radicalizing edge of the
revolution were encouraged further by a depression that squelched patronage spreading and
building. Without money for building projects in the dismal post-war economy, an important
source of political patronage and dependence did not exist in post-revolutionary Boston. Without
the avenues for patronage spreading that building allowed, building political influence instead
meant using revolutionary ideals to organize against the post-war developments that upset
political leaders. Consequently, political leaders spurred Boston's ordinary people to action by
invoking revolutionary ideals, rhetoric, and reputations, and in the process ensured that
revolutionary ideals and radicalism continued to be potent after the revolution. In this sense,
then, the failure to build a theater said much about post-revolutionary Boston politics, society,
and economy.
These related controversial political and social developments of the early post-war
period, then, said much about Boston politics and society after a successful revolution. They
show the persistence and importance of American Revolutionary ideals in the post-revolutionary
town and the radicalizing effect that the revolution had (and continued to have) on Boston's
ordinary people. Social and political developments that appeared to run counter to revolutionary
ideals—especially anti-aristocracy, anti-Britishism, republicanism, and egalitarianism—were
systematically thwarted, and candidates for office that were not up to revolutionary snuff were
opposed by leaders and factions through appeals that made much of the legacy of the revolution
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to Boston's voxpopull There remained considerable problems and tension ,n Boston about what
the post-war world would and should look like, which political faction would control it, and
which interests could best preserve the revolutionary accomplishment. Conflict between factions
and interests over post-war political and social developments likewise lingered, and use of
revolutionary ideals to influence politics and society remained an important means of political
organizing so long as the economy was in decline. Yet, although the ailing economy and battles
over buildings such as the proposed theater ended up limiting post-war building, there were a
handful of structures erected or proposed from shortly after the war that Bostomans did not
oppose because they aimed to ameliorate Boston's bleak post-war situation. In other words, there
were a couple of moments in the 1 780s when Bostonians tried to solve the town's problems
through building despite the post-war economic, political, and social pressures.
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CHAPTER 3
THE PROGRESS, PURPOSE, AND PATTERN OF
POST-REVOLUTIONARY BUILDING
After the American Revolution, Charles Bulfinch found himself passing days "very idly"
in the counting house of Boston merchant Joseph Barrell and looking out at a bu.lt environment
that "had become exceedingly dilapidated during the war." 1 His father, Dr. Thomas Bulfinch,
had placed Charles at Barrell's after persuading him against studying medicine. Doctoring was,
Thomas reportedly said, too much of a "laborious profession." Instead, Charles was to follow in
the steps of his mother's family, the Apthorps, wealthy Tory and Anglican merchants who fled
Boston for England before the American Revolution. 2 But Boston's gloomy economic outlook in
1783 ensured that Charles' apprenticeship with Barrell would be uneventful and uninteresting.
As Bulfinch put it years later, "the unsettled state of the times prevented Mr. Barrell from
engaging in any active business.
.
.except about three months of hurried employment when he was
engaged in victualing a French fleet in our harbor." Consequently, he said, he was "at leisure to
cultivate a taste for architecture," and in this he was "encouraged to attend to Mr. Barrell's
improvement of his estate and [the Bulfinch] dwelling house and the houses of some friends" that
had been damaged or neglected during the war. 3
1 Long excerpts of the sketch have been published in Ellen Susan Bulfinch, The Life and Letters of Charles
Bulfinch. Architect. With Other Family Papers (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin, and Company, 1896), and
Charles A. Place, Charles Bulfinch: Architect and Citizen (New York: DaCapo Press, 1925). Quotes here
are from Bulfinch, 41
.
Place maintains that Bulfinch penned the sketch sometime after he returned from
Washington DC in 1830. (Place, Charles Bulfinch: Architect and Citizen
. 276.) As he drafted no
architectural plans after that date, it seems likely that the sketch was an attempt at a memoir of his career.
On Bulfinch's life, see also Raymond W. Stanley, Mr. Bulfinch's Boston (Boston: Old Colony Trust
Company, 1963); Harold and James Kirker, Bulfinch's Boston: 1787-1817 (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1964); and Harold Kirker, The Architecture of Charles Bulfinch (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1969).
2
Charles' father, Thomas Bulfinch, married Susan Apthorp on September 13, 1759. She was the daughter
of Charles Apthorp, a wealthy Boston merchant who was said to be, at least by Ellen Bulfinch, "the richest
man in Boston." See Bulfinch, Life and Letters , 32.
3
Bulfinch's autobiographical sketch in Bulfinch, Life and Letters , 41-42.
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Bulfinch's assessment of the physical and economic state of his post-war home town
reminds us of the difficult situation of Boston after the American Revolution. The bleak mid-
eighteenth-century economy and the revolution conspired to produce a built environment that was
stylistically-stunted and physically-scarred. The revolutionary ideology, as we have seen,
prevented the building of at least one substantial structure in the post-war penod-a proposed
theater—because, opponents claimed, it ran counter to the legacy of the revolution. In other
words, although Independence promised to reap tangible benefits and ameliorate Boston's
economic situation, in the immediate post-war period decades of damage and neglect could not be
fully repaired and more modern architectural ideas could not be introduced. Moreover, as bad
Boston's post-war situation was in 1783, things were about to get worse as the multiple probl
that plagued the town during and immediately after the war unexpectedly worsened after the
as
ems
peace.
4
Signs of a deepening economic crisis, for example, punctuated the mid-1 780s. The
Boston Town Meeting sounded particularly unnerved when it lamented the worsening state of the
town's economy in its 1785 instructions to General Court representatives:
The greatest part of our circulating medium has been exchanged for British Luxuries,
.
.
.our trade has been so unequal, and unproductive, and . . .most of the means of
remittance whether direct, or circuitous have been clogged by alien taxes, & restrictions
or else totally excluded in foreign ports. . . If these were the only difficulties that
demanded your attention, our complaints would be less urgent, but our carrying trade.
. .is
menaced with annihilation.
.
.
[because] of the British in particular crowding our ports
with all the advantages of our own, at the same time that the navigation of these states is
in their harbors either restrained or subjected to the several extractions. 5
For some contemporary sources that discuss Boston's immediate post-peace economic situation, see the
Boston Press, especially IC, January 22, March 25, and April 16, 1784; BG, February 2, March 1, and
September 27, 1784 and June 27, 1785; and MC, February 9, March 24, June 9, July 31, August 21 and 25,
September 22, October 23, November 13, and December 11, 1784; and January 12, April 6 and 9, and May
7, 1785. See also the Boston Town Records, especially BTR, May 21 and August 17, 1784; and May 19,
1785. For secondary sources, see Justin Winsor, ed., The Memorial History of Boston: Including Suffolk
County, Massachusetts. 1630-1880 (Boston: Osgood, 1881), Vol. IV, 197-203; David P. Szatmary, Shays'
Rebellion: The Making of an Agrarian Insurrection (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1980),
19-36; Gordon Wood, The Creation of the American Republic, 1776-1787 (New York: W. W. Norton &
Company, Inc., 1969); and Van Beck Hall, "The Commonwealth and the New Nation: Massachusetts
1780-1790," (Ph.D. diss., University of Wisconsin, 1964), 4-10.
5 BTR, May 19, 1785.
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The same year, radical Whig and staunch republican James Warren summed up the situation
more succinctly in a letter to Elbridge Gerry writing, "our excessive and extravagant importations
Of British frippery... [have] occasioned stagnation of trade... and other embarrassments and
confusions. ...The com is gone, and no staples yet established to restore it, and yet the
infatuation subsists.
...[the country] is in danger of ruin."6 By 1786 and 1787, the state's
financial problems, coupled with the inaction and apparent lack of interest from the eastern-
dominated General Court, sent Massachusetts farmers from central, western, and some eastern
counties into rebellion.
'
Mm notwithstanding the obstacles facing them, Mostonians attempted to
improve the town's damaged built environment where they could in the first years after the peace.
Mconomy, of course, demanded that such alterations were few and slight, and the revolutionary
ideology demanded they were consistent with republicanism, and so they were.
This chapter explores the progress of rebuilding and the purpose of new building in
Boston after the American Revolution. Slow, fitful, done only where and when necessary, the
rebuilding focused on reparation and restoration, which a brief survey of post-peace building will
illustrate. As for new building, Mostonians erected only a handful of structures in the half-decade
following the war, but they provide important windows on post-war Moston economy, society,
and politics. Three opportunities to build large-scale structures between 17X3 and 1788, only two
of which resulted in actual edifices, demonstrate the purposes that building served (and might
serve) in post-war Moston, and the style of Moston building following the American Revolution.
They illustrate thai after the war, building had to be consistent with revolutionary ideals and
6 James Warren to Hlbridgc (ierry, letter dated January 1 1, 1 785, in C. Harvey Gardiner, ed., A Study 111
Dissent: The Warren-Gerry Correspondence, 1776-1792 (Carbondalc: Southern Illinois University Press,
1°6X), 182. (Hereafter cited as Warren-Gerry Correspondence.)
7 On the history of Shays' Rebellion, see especially, George Richards Mi not. The I listory of the
Insurrections in Massachusetts, in the year MDCCI ,XXX VI: and the Rebellion ( 'onscqucnt I hereon
(Worcester: Isaiah Thomas, 1788); S/.atmary, Shays' Rebellion; and Leonard I.. Richards, Shay's
Rebellion: The American Revolution's Pinal Battle (Philadelphia: 1 University of Philadelphia Press, 2002),
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accomplished with frugality, but also how these earliest buildings did not venerate the revolution,
were not built in an especially British style, and served little more than utilitarian purposes.
Rebuilding Post-War Boston
Although years of war and neglect scarred Boston's built environment in 1783, some
circumscribed rebuilding had necessarily been accomplished before the official end of the war. 8
But even in the years immediately following the peace, when Bostonians more energetically
began to rebuild the town, it was slow going. Private citizens and organizations, of course, rebuilt
their houses, shops, stores, and churches that were damaged or neglected during the revolution
out of their own pockets. Private citizens also worked collaboratively with town government
when rebuilding was mutually beneficial to private and public interests.9 In July 1784, for
example, the Boston Selectmen agreed to build part of a protective seawall "at the bottom of
South Street. .
.
provided Messrs. Wheeler and Ruggles pay 2/3 of the expense." Three months
later, the selectmen paid one-third of the cost to fix the Long Lane reservoir out of public
coffers.
10
Rather than paying a percentage, the selectmen sometimes committed only specific
amounts to semi-public rebuilding projects as they did in October 1784, when they authorized up
to $15 for repairs to the Old Brick Church clock." Post-peace repairs, though, were done
judiciously and always with frugality in mind exactly because of the economic outlook. When
the Boston Town Meeting decided against building structures and filling land on the Boston Neck
8 As we have seen, some rebuilding occurred before war's end. For example, the reparations to the Old
South Meeting House restored the building to its pre-Revolutionary status. Other reparations would not be
made for some time, such as the Brattle Street Church, which remained scarred by the patriot cannonball
lodged in its front facade. See Chapter 1.
9 The classic text that explores how the Massachusetts government allowed private corporations to create
those institutions it could not build, see Oscar Handlin, Commonwealth: A Study of the Role of
Government in the American Economy, 1774-1861 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1969).
10 BSR, July 7 and November 3, 1784.
11 BSR, October 27, 1784.
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in April 1784, for instance, it deemed such build.ng impossible "under the present straightened
finances of the town." 12 Occas.onally, the town meeting also allowed private individuals to be
paid in grants of town land for accomplishing such work. In fact, days after the town meeting
voted down the allocation for the work on Boston Neck, the selectmen heard from more than a
dozen Boston.ans, mostly merchants, with proposals for the "land and flats on each side of the
Neck on the terms which the town have voted." 13
However, despite the private and the collaborative private-public enterprises, the lion's
share of post-peace rebuilding in Boston fell mainly to the town for a couple of reasons. First, the
town was one of the largest landowners in Boston, and rebuilding public structures and building
new ones was a fundamental function of town government. Much of the town-sponsored
rebuilding, in fact, was done in the name of public safety and accommodation. In September
1784, for example, the selectmen ordered a new Watch House built on Orange Street because of
increased settlement and public safety; for the same reasons they later moved a fire engine house
in the South End to a more southerly location. 14 Second, repairing or modifying town-owned
buildings often increased public revenues in a town that was gravely concerned about its
economy. After the war, selectmen renovated town-owned houses and shops, and deposited the
often-increased rents into the town treasury. 15 They also leased the failed Manufactory House to
organizations that required meeting or office space after the war, and sold public buildings and
12 BSR, April 4, 1785.
13 BTR, March 14 and April 4, 1785; and BSR, April 6, 1785.
14 BSR, September 1, 1784. A brief public rebuilding occurred between March and May 1785, when the
town meeting and the selectmen ordered repairs to the South Grammar School and dwelling house, the
Middle Writing School and dwelling house, the North Burial Ground, the South Burial Ground (and the
street leading to it), the West End Hospital, and the Granary Burying Ground. (BSR, April 20 and 25; and
May 18, 1785.) However, this rebuilding ended quickly, a victim of Boston's worsening economic
condition.
15 BSR, February 25; May 5 and 31; and November 3, 1784.
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lands outright that were no longer useful to the town, especially military forts. 16 The selectmen
sometimes raised money by letting groups or individuals use Boston's public buildings in ways
that transcended traditional lease arrangements. In 1785, for example, selectmen allowed Dr.
Moyes to deliver three lectures a week on "the philosophy of natural history" in Faneuil Hall and
then distributed the proceeds-$ 134.50 in the first month-to poor widows through the town's
Overseers of the Poor. 17
Importantly, these reparations to Boston's post-war built environment (even including the
new building) did not constitute a major revamping of the town, nor did they significantly alter
the character of the town's built environment. Rather, this work tended to restore the town to
what it more or less had been before the revolution. Alterations to the Boston Common in the
first years after the peace make this point well. While the common received more attention from
the town and private citizens than any single public space after the war, changes to it were modest
at best by the mid- to late-1780s. The first post-peace initiative affecting the common, which
came in May 1784, had little to do with renovation at all—it simply appointed a man to stand on
Boston Neck to prevent Roxbury cows from grazing on Boston grass. 18 A poem published two
months later described the pleasant sights and sounds of Boston on "an early walk round the
capital from South to North End," but it overlooked the common entirely, presumably because
there was little to write about.
19
16
In early 1784, the selectmen leased the Manufactory House to the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences for their quarterly meetings. See BG, January 12 and March 22, 1784. In June 1784, a
committee of selectmen reported that "for the interest of the town" they might dispose of a house at the
North Battery "for the most it will fetch." (BSR, June 16 and 23, 1784.) A year later, they resolved to sell
town lands at the North and South Batteries, and at the Fortification. (BSR, May 18, 1785.) In 1787, the
town meeting authorized the sale of North Battery land at auction and the selectmen ordered the removal of
the barracks on Fort Hill to clear that space for development. See BTR, March 12, 1787 and BSR June 3,
1787.
17
BSR, November 9 and December 2, 1785. These came to be known as "Dr. Moyes' Lectures for the
Poor."
18 BSR, May 31, 1784.
19 MC, July 28, 1784.
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Changes for the common, however, were in the works. By the time this poem appeared,
Bostomans John Lucas and Oliver Smith were successfully soliciting subscriptions for
"Improvements on the Common." Within a year and with the backing of the selectmen, the two
spent £283 on timber for gutters, gravel, trees, whitewashing, posts and rails, and on labor.
Beginning ,n July 1784, they planted a row of trees along the Tremont Street edge, and in August,
they built a simple rail fence to protect the trees near the Common Burial Ground. 20 But their
early efforts resulted in only minimal physical changes. In April 1785, a year after they began
their alterations, they admitted that "many improvements remain yet to be made" as they geared
up for another subscription campaign. 21 It was not until 1 787 that selectmen ordered a fence for
the common to "protect its being damaged by the passing of carriages, horses & c."22
While these developments suggest that some in Boston were developing an eye toward
the Boston Common's preservation, there was little work on it after the war that substantially
altered its appearance or significantly ordered it, and hardly any work that aimed at a general
beautification. As significantly, the efforts of Lucas and Smith did little to alter traditional usage
patterns of and attitudes toward this public space. In May 1785, for example, the selectmen
directed one of the town haywards to "remove the dead carcasses on the common" and further
ordered that "in cases where the persons bringing the dead bodies cannot be discovered they are
to be removed at the charge of the town."23 Clearly, this was more than an isolated incident if it
20
BSR, July 26 and August 11, 1784. See also Nathaniel Bradstreet Shurtleff, A Topographical and
Historical Description of Boston (Boston: Printed by request of the City Council, 1871), 325-326; Winsor,
Memorial History of Boston
,
Vol. IV, 66; Walter Muir Whitehall, Boston: A Topographical History
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1959), 59.
21 MC, July 28, 1784; and March 30 and April 2, 1785.
" BSR, June 1, 1785. In July 1786, the selectmen empowered George Hamilton to charge $1 for each cow
that grazed and to see that the trees were not damaged; in October, they ordered manure spread on the
common, but this owed more to the fact that townspeople were digging it illegally from the horse pond. In
April 1787, the selectmen ordered Mr. Sever to secure rails and gates to repair the common fence. BSR,
July 12 and October 4, 1786; and April 11, 1787.
23 BSR, April 29 and May 4, 1785.
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required sueh an order. But the selectman's order said mueh about the public perception of the
common in Boston: notwithstanding any physieal changes, Bostonians still considered it a
dumping ground for unwanted materials, including dead animals. This was not so surprising
because it had been a burial ground for patients who died in the West End hospital—among other
things since before the war. 24 In short, any initiatives taken to physically improve the common
amounted to little more than cosmetic work to repair what years of traditional and wartime
(ab)use had done to it, and they did little to alter traditional ideas about how the land was to be
used.
Like the Boston Common, Boston's streets received only minimal attention immediately
after the war although they apparently required mueh more. As "Citizen" complained in a
December 1784 Massachusetts Centinel, the streets that were once "so commodious and
passable" arc now "disagreeable, confused, and unjust"25 Responding to such complaints and
direct requests from the inhabitants, the selectmen often investigated "what is proper to be done
as to the pavement" throughout the town. For example, in summer 1784, a committee of
selectmen examined the pavement on Atkinson Street, and in 1785, the town meeting and
selectmen formed committees to look into widening three areas—Lynn Street and Ferry Way, the
streets behind the Faneuil Hall market place, and "the street from Faneuil Hall to Stale Street.
"
Hut the town authorized no action in any of these areas immediately after the war. In fact, the
only reference in the town records to the selectmen notably improving Boston's streets up to 1787
occurred when they ordered repairs near the Hancock Mansion, most likely because Governor
Hancock requested them to do so earlier that year. By that time, a brief rebound in the economy
allowed for some road improvements to occur, but the reality remained that Bostonians had to
spend judiciously because the economic bump was temporary. So, while selectmen authorized a
24
Sec Chapter 1
.
25
See MC\ December 1, 1784; BSR, July 7, 1784, and July 21 and August 4, 1785; and BTR, September 2
and October 26, 1785. On Hancock's request for changes on Beacon Hill, see BTR, March 14, 1785.
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considerable number of improvement projects that kept a cadre of four or five town pavers at
work beginning in 1787, it also exercised cont.nued thrift. 2* Finances remained strained, the
economic future was uncertain, and prudence had to prevail.
As late as 1 787, Boston's town leaders still blamed the damage to the town's built
environment on the American Revolution, but by the mid-1 780s, there was another factor pushing
the street repairs as well. On a tour of the North End in March, Boston's justices of the peace and
selectmen still blamed the "dilapidated" state of the town's physical environment on the
American Revolution. As they officially noted in the town records, a "gTeat desolation has
happened [in the North End].
.
.in the time of the late war," which required the town leaders to
"regulate and enlarge" Eynn Street, the main east-west running street along the northern coast,
"for the benefit and accommodation of the inhabitants."27 But the worsening economy, the force
that had frustrated much of the post-peace reparation work in Boston, began to prompt bigger
changes in Boston's streets by 1787, especially in the North End. Consequently, while town
leaders moved to repair the revolutionary-era damage to North End streets that year, those
alterations were also occasioned by a need to accommodate increased market traffic after the
Charles River Bridge connected the North End to Charlestown in 1 786.28
Once town leaders began to alter North End streets to accommodate commerce amid the
brief economic upturn, they turned their restorative gaze on other areas of the town. Acting on an
August 1787 petition from inhabitants of Central Boston to widen Merchant's Row, the main
artery between Long Wharf and the Faneuil Hall market, the Boston selectmen and justices of the
" BSR, May 26 and June 11, 1788.
27 BSR, March 5, 1787.
28 On North End street reparations, see, for example, BSR, April 22, May 26, June 25, July 8 and 30,
August 15, and September 24, 1788.
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peace viewed and authorized slight changes there that included some paving. 29 Late-1780s
alterations ,n the West End, besides those requested hy Hancock, had to do with settling
underdeveloped (and undeveloped) land hy laying out more streets. Aga.n, economic efficiency
provided an impetus because this initiative was partly inspired by the vision of some Boston.ans
to ultimately build another bridge connecting West Boston to Cambridge, although any
significant move on this front had to wait for now.
1
" In the South End and on the often
overlooked Boston Neck, selectmen made certain the main land artery out of the town, the direct
line connecting Boston to points south, was made more traversable for any commerce. 31 In other
words, town leaders began to alter and improve the town's roads because they wanted to improve
trade avenues in and out of the town. Again, though, modifications to the town's roads in the
1780s were primarily concerned with restorative and pragmatic change, not aesthetic change.
Thus, none of the initiatives on Boston's streets were moves toward beautification.
By the last years of the 1780s, as a brief economic upturn in 1787 subsided, Boston town
government again became acutely concerned about finances, which in turn limited the
modifications leaders could accomplish on Boston's built environment. As the town meeting's
paving committee put il m May 1788, while considering additional petitions to improve streets
after the paving surges a year earlier, "the several streets mentioned. . .and as many more not
mentioned, want to be now paved and repaired—but the abilities of the town at present will not
admit of it only in part." Indeed, the town meeting strictly directed the selectmen to make only
"such repairs in some of the streets as are absolutely necessary and not to exceed the sum of two
29 On the petition and visitation, see BSR, August 8, 1787. By May 178K, the Boston Town Meeting
authorized the repaying of State Street; in June, the selectmen directed other repairs near Merchants Row.
On August 5, 1788, selectmen met with the proprietors of Long Wharf to ascertain how far (hey will repair
the street from the head of the wharf to the Admiral Vernon tavern. In September, they ordered the north
side of the Faneuil I [all market paved. In October 1788, the selectmen resolved to charge the abutters for
paving the lower end of State Street. See BSR, June 1 1, August 5, and September 3, 1788; and BTR, May
13 and October 8, 1788.
30 BSR, April 1 1, 1787, and March 31, 1788.
31 BSR, August 6 and September 5, 1787.
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hundred pounds."32 Consequently, the minor paving boom went bust, and any possibility of
significantly altering the aesthetic character of Boston's streets in the late-1780s evaporated.
Although there had been some practical change, on the whole, Boston's streets remained largely
un-repaired and "disagreeable" colonial roads marred by the neglect.
The most comprehensive and interesting change to Boston's streets in the late-1780s
came not in a physical form; it came in a street renaming push initiated in the March 1788 Boston
Town Meeting. 33 Involving neither building nor spending, this alteration of the post-peace built
environment attempted to move Boston beyond its colonial past because some of the new street
names reflected the political break from English precedent and personage. For example, King
Street became State Street, Queen Street became Court Street, and George Street became
Hancock Street, which tellingly spoke to Hancock's post-war popularly by equating the
Massachusetts governor and popular patriot leader with a king. Samuel Adams and James
Bowdoin, the other two main figures in Boston and Massachusetts politics, also had streets named
for them as did the greatest hero of the American Revolution when the long route from the town
center out to Boston Neck became Washington Street. Another street renaming suggested recent
political developments, too: Long Lane became Federal Street.
However, while the desire to recognize eminent patriots and the founding of the republic
clearly acted on the minds of selectmen, neither they nor the idea of distancing Boston from its
colonial past were the primary forces pushing the street renaming. 34 Only six newly named or
32 BTR, May 13, 1788. See also BSR, June 11, 1788
33 The Boston Town Meeting instructed selectmen "to give names to such streets as have gone by different
names since the revolution and to record the same in the town books." (BTR, March 10, 1788.) The order
to publish the street names came through the selectmen in June 1788. (BSR, June 28, 1788.) The list of
new street names was entered into the town records following the minutes of the July 4, 1788 town meeting
and published separately. (BTR July 4, 1788.)
34 Some historians have argued that the successful revolution kicked off a spate of "republican building" in
which American towns created structures reminiscent of Greek and Roman buildings. For Boston, this
"republican building thesis" is found in Charles Cummings's contribution to Winsor, Memorial History of
Boston , Volume IV, 465-488; Whitehill, Boston: A Topographical History ; Stanley, Mr. Bulfinch's
Boston ; Kirker and Kirker, Bulfinch's Boston ; and Kirker, ACB . Beyond Boston, the most recent
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renamed streets referred to patriots or politics out of a list of fifty. The others referred to
distinguished colonial era Bostomans whose families still lived in the town, the considerably less
prominent Boston families who owned land around them, or recognizable topographical features
or buildings located on or near them. 35 Creating a post-colonial built environment that celebrated
or memorialized the American Revolution and the founding of the American republic, then, was
at best a secondary concern for Boston's leaders in 1787 and 1788. The mam forces guiding the
post-war rebuilding and street renaming were pragmatic modifications after a war and the desire
to improve commerce in a town whose economy had been steadily declining since before the war.
Amid the practical rebuilding and commercially-minded alterations, though, came three
opportunities when Bostomans could have built larger scale structures that allow us to look more
closely at the purposes building served (or did not serve) in the post war period as well as
architectural style in post-war Boston.
The Massachusetts Bank and Patronage through Building
The first opportunity to build a new impressive structure in Boston came as early as 1784
when six conservative Whigs decided that a Boston bank of deposit was critical for the town's
financial recovery. Sometime in mid-1783, six conservative Whigs—William Phillips, Jonathan
Mason, Thomas Russell, John Lowell, Stephen Higgmson, and Isaac Smith—became convinced
that Boston and Massachusetts required a state bank. Such an institution, they reasoned, was
interpretation that makes use of this interpretation is Edward A. Chappell, "Housing a Nation: The
Transformation of Living Standards in Early America," in Cary Carson, Ronald Hoffman, and Peter J.
Albert, Of Consuming Interests: The Style of Life in the Eighteenth Century (Charlottesville: University
Press of Virginia, 1994), 167-232.
35
Street names that made reference to colonial families include Eliot, Hollis, and Harvard streets. John
Gray's South End ropewalk stood on Gray's Lane. On Mill Street and Barracks Street were a mill and a
barracks, respectively, and Hill Street ran at the bottom of Beacon Hill. Another development similarly
suggests that memorializing the American Revolution and the politics surrounding it did little to guide the
late-1780s alterations to Boston's built environment. In April 1788, the selectmen considered widening a
North End highway that would ultimately mean razing the Green Dragon Tavern, a public house where the
Boston Caucus had organized much of the pre-Revolutionary resistance to England. There was no
discussion about whether and how it should be preserved. See BSR, April 16, 1788.
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beneficial for the town because it would provide local avenues for credit, stabilize the devaluation
of currency, offer loans to Bostonians, induce punctual payments, prevent the specie drain, and
other benefits that they said were "well known and too many to be enumerated."36 In short, they
argued it would alleviate many of Boston's economic problems. But founders also contended
that a bank would have a positive social impact because it would improve the status of Boston.
"Banks exist in almost every capital city in Europe and are forming in several of the United
States," they maintained in their original proposal, and if Boston had a deposit bank, the town
would be on equal economic and social footing with the great cities of America and Europe.37 A
bank would improve its founders' personal wealth and status, but they wisely chose not to make
that a selling point, especially in the republican fervor of the post-war era. In fact, the proposed
bank raised similar concerns about aristocratic development that a theater would a year later, but
resistance was far less intense because the bank would purportedly stabilize the economy and, as
a privately held but state-chartered institution, be subservient to politics. 38
Before the bank founders could create a bank, though, they had to overcome a couple of
significant obstacles. First, another bank, the Bank of North America in Philadelphia (BNA),
which had been created to finance the revolution, held an American monopoly for most of 1783.
By the end of the year, with the war officially ended, state and national governments removed the
BNA monopoly, which cleared the way for states to charter their own banks. 39 Yet, a second
problem emerged: the Boston merchants had no experience with deposit banks. While Boston's
36
See the "Petition of William Phillips and Five Others for a Charter, January 1784" reprinted in N. S. B.
Gras, The Massachusetts First National Bank of Boston, 1784-1934 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1937), 212-214. Also see the broadside entitled "Proposals for a Bank," 1784, in Evans 25216.
37
,<
Petition of William Phillips and Five Others for a Charter, January 1784.
38 On protests against the bank, which were few, see MCy January 28, and February 2 and 9, 1784. On the
proposed theater, see Chapter 2.
39
Gras, The Massachusetts First National Bank of Boston , 7-9. Created two years earlier by the
Continental Congress to oversee Confederation finances and provision the Continental Army, the BNA was
granted a monopoly by both the confederation Congress and the Massachusetts General Court.
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merchants had served many of the purposes of Europe's large deposit banks for decades before
1783-they made loans with interest, extended credit, managed currency, and issued notes under
the merchant house name-Massachusetts had never had a bank of deposit.40 In fact, the only
financial institution that operated as a deposit bank in all the American states before 1783 had
been the BNA. Recognizing their ignorance in such matters, Boston's bank founders wrote to
BNA President Thomas Willing on December 10, 1783, "for information concerning his
experience in establishing and managing" a bank. 41
Willing's January 6, 1784, reply was a detailed bluepnnt for the Boston bank founders.
His letter included a candid discussion of the BNA's operations that included descriptions of its
structure, policies, and assumptions about currency as well as copies of the BNA rules and by-
laws.
42
It also contained personal advice that must have delighted the Boston merchants. Willing
admitted that when the BNA began, its directors also knew little about deposit banking. As
Willing put it,
When the bank was first opened here the business was as much a novelty to us who
undertook the management of it as it can possibly be to you—it was a path in the
wilderness, ground but little known to this side of the Atlantic, no book then spoke of the
interior arrangements or rules observed in Europe.
. .all was to us a mystery.
To overcome their own lack of experience, Willing said that the Philadelphians used the Bank of
England as a model while they relied on their instincts and experience as merchants.43
Emboldened by Willing's letter and unfettered by a monopoly, the six Boston merchants
moved quickly to establish a state bank in Massachusetts. In late January 1784, they petitioned
4
Gras
>
The Massachusetts First National Bank of Boston
.
3-31. In the colonial period, the only
Massachusetts banking institution beyond merchant houses had been the failed 1740s Land Bank that
proposed to issue paper money backed by land, not specie.
41
Gras, The Massachusetts First National Bank of Boston . 1 1
.
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"Letter of Thomas Willing, of Philadelphia, to William Phillips and Five Others in Boston, January 6,
1784." Reproduced in Gras, The Massachusetts First National Bank of Boston. 209-212.
43
"Letter of Thomas Willing.
.
.
January 6, 1784." Reproduced in Gras, The Massachusetts First National
Bank of Boston, 209-212.
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the General Court for incorporator, The eastern-merchant dominated leg,slature, in which bank
founder William Phillips sat as a Boston representative, chartered the petitioners on February 7 as
the Propnetors of the Massachusetts Bank. The General Court allowed the bank to have
substantial holdings: £50,000 m "land, rents, and tenements" and up to £500,000 in "monies,
goods, chattels, and effects."44 By the end of the month, stock subscriptions were selling for the
high price of $500 per share; a year later, the bank's total operating capital was $255,500.45 At
the first stockholder meeting (March 18), the holders of 266 shares elected 12 directors: the six
founders, James Bowdoin, Oliver Wendell, Samuel Otis, Samuel Breck, Edward Payne, and
George Cabot. They also appointed a committee to draft the bank's by-laws. At the following
meeting (April 2), stockholders placed the Massachusetts Bank on a Mexican dollar standard,
outlined its operational structure, and spelled out the duties and powers of officers, all of which
closely followed BNA precedent.46 Finally, the stockholders elected James Bowdoin as the first
president of the bank.
In all of this activity the bank founders appear to have not formally discussed the bank's
physical setting—that is, the question of where the bank's offices and deposits would be located
was never openly noted in the stockholders' minutes. The bank's first stock had been sold
primarily out of William Phillips' office and the office of insurance underwriter Edward Payne,
44
"Original Charter [of the Massachusetts Bank], February 1784, and Two Acts of the Legislature
Modifying the Charter, 1792 and 1812," reprinted in Gras, The Massachusetts First National Bank of
Boston
,
215-221.
45 By 1785, Edward Payne, a Boston insurance writer, and bank founder William Phillips were easily the
largest shareholders in the Massachusetts Bank. Payne owned 18 shares personally and 40 through his
office while Phillips possessed 42. The next largest shareholders included Thomas Lee (13), Jonathan (12)
and Thomas (10) Amory, Jonathan and Andrew Cabot (12), Edward Wyer (12), John Erving (12), Samuel
Breck (10), and James Bowdoin (8). As for the other original petitioners, Thomas Russell owned 1
1
shares, Jonathan Mason had 1 0, Isaac Smith had 1 , and Stephen Higginson and John Lowell purchased
none. The remainder of the original stock purchasers bought between one and five shares with most buying
merely one or two. See "Stockholders of the Massachusetts Bank and the Number of Shares Held by Each
at Sundry Times," in Gras, The Massachusetts First National Bank of Boston , 538-540.
46
See "Extracts for the Stockholders' Minute Book, 1784-1790," reproduced in Gras, The Massachusetts
First National Bank of Boston . 221-229.
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and the bank directors met at Col. Marston's tavern on State Street.47 However, the decision of
where to ultimately locate the Massachusetts Bank appears to have been made even before most
of the stock was sold. Just after the General Court incorporated the bank founders, the legislature
voted to sell the state-owned Manufactory House. 4 * (Figure 34) William Phillips quickly bought
it, and by the end of March, Boston press rumors had it that it would become the new bank's
home. 49 When the stockholders met in April, they voted to reimburse Phillips £1200 for his
purchase of the Manufactory. It seems likely that the decision to buy the manufactory as a home
for the Massachusetts Bank was made at the time of the incorporation. Moreover, as the guiding
force behind the bank and its greatest shareholder, Phillips most likely steered it through a
supportive legislature in which he sat and procured it out of his own pocket only after receiving
some assurance he would be repaid for such a substantial outlay of his personal wealth. Thus, in
June 1784, six months after the bank's founders contacted Thomas Willing, the Massachusetts
Bank opened with legislative backing, in a modest Georgian structure from the late colonial
period, and on an only slightly beautified Boston Common.
The decision to purchase an existing building instead of building a new one said much
about the Massachusetts Bank founders specifically and conservative Whigs in general, especially
as it applies to using building for political and social benefit. The bank founders, all conservative
Whigs, clearly believed that the bank was critically important for righting Boston's economy and
improving the town's status. Creating the bank, then, provided a perfect opportunity to erect an
impressive new structure in a town that had seen nothing substantial built in over a decade, one
that might symbolize both the rebirth of Boston after decades of economic tumults and the cutting
47
See "Extracts from the Directors' Records, 1784-1792," in Gras, The Massachusetts First National Bank
of Boston
,
especially on pp. 229-241.
48 The Acts and Laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts (Boston: Benjamin Edes and Sons, 1890),
1783—Chapter 54. (Hereafter cited as A & L.)
49 The Boston Gazette reported at the end of March, the "Honorable Directors of the Massachusetts Bank
have purchased that elegant building, the Manufactory House, for that laudable institution." (BG, March
29, 1784.) Although Phillips had technically purchased the building on his own, the Gazette nonetheless
was not far off in its report.
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of ties to an econom,cally repressive mother country. They might also have built a new building
to celebrate the founding of the republic and all that the American states had achieved since
declaring independence, as some historians have suggested. 50 However, they did not build anew,
and they left no direct clues as to why. They most likely opted for the least expensive path, given
the economic climate, but in doing so they m.ssed a number of opportunities that said much about
their economic aspirations and their belief m the need to establish the authority of the bank
through architecture.
Economically, while the conservative bank founders claimed to be interested in righting
Boston's economy, their concern for it, and the economic well-being of Bostonians, clearly had
its limits: it extended only so far as their own financial well-being and the well-being of those
wealthy enough to reap the benefits of a deposit bank. The early history of the Massachusetts
Bank shows that where the bank succeeded, it served the interests of Boston's wealthy
conservative Whig merchant class. The stock price ensured that ordinary Bostonians could not
invest in the bank, and the bank's most successful initiatives—forcing punctuality in payments
and granting loans—primarily served creditors and those who were able to make it past its
restrictive application procedure.
51
Moreover, the bank failed to allay the biggest problems that
hurt Boston's ordinary people, despite the founders' original promises, because it did not have the
power to address importation, consumption, and trade regulation. Had they any concern for
ordinary people, bank founders might have built a new building, which would have created jobs
during an economic downturn and thereby put tradesmen to work while injecting money into the
town. All of this might have helped average Bostonians and made the bank a little more
palatable, if not actually popular, to them. But building anew was a little explored option at best,
50
Again, see works that use the "republican building thesis" for a different interpretation in Boston,
especially Charles Cummings (in Winsor, Memorial History of Boston , Volume IV, 465-488), Whitehill,
Boston: A Topographical History
;
Stanley, Mr. Bulfinch's Boston ; Kirker and Kirker, Bulfinch's Boston,
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and the bank, then, did little institutionally or physically to ameliorate the economic situation of
ordinary Bostomans. In short, the creation of the bank provided no jobs and it mainly served the
wealthy and conservative Bostomans who operated in and around it although it might have helped
Bostonians more if the founders had been so inclined.
At the same time, there were related missed political and social opportunities associated
with building instead of buying a structure for the Massachusetts Bank that said much about the
political and social outlooks of conservative Whigs. In addition to helping ordinary Bostomans
by creating jobs and infusing Boston with money, building a new structure might also have raised
the bank founders' political and social capital in their eyes. Certainly the founders were aware (if
disdainful) of John Hancock's success with this sort of political and social organizing: large-scale
building projects, particularly in difficult times, established patronage ties and bolstered
deference, both of which often translated into political success and social reverence. But
conservatives in the immediate post-war period did not follow in Hancock's footsteps because
they saw little need to court the votes or curry the favor of Boston's mechanics and builders.
Conservatives firmly believed their elite status entitled them to lead and rule in the post-
Revolutionary era just as it had in the pre-Revolutionary era. 52 For them, building for political or
social gain amounted to unnecessary pandering to a populace for which they had little use or
regard, which was an outgrowth of their belief in elite rule. Thus, they moved to create an
institution whose popularity was uncertain without taking steps to use it for their own political
and social gain, and without making it more popularly acceptable. If the bank founders grasped
the power of patronage, they did not embrace it in the mid- 1780s.
That the Massachusetts Bank's popularity was uncertain was clear from its beginning.
Tellingly, John Hancock, who was not one to miss any opportunity to connect himself with any
52 •
See also Ronald P. Formisano, on deferential-participant politics in "From Deferential-Participant to
Party Politics," in Formisano and Constance K. Burns, eds., Boston, 1700-1980: The Evolutionary of
Urban Politics (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1984), 29-58; and Formisano, The Transformation of
Political Culture: Massachusetts Parties, 1790- 1840s (New York: Oxford University Press, 1983).
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war
popular enterprise and who recently topped the Boston Common improvement subscription list,
steered clear of the Massachusetts Bank entirely In fact, the bank had two major liabilities
from its start so soon after the revolution: its elite character, which smacked of aristocratic
pretension, and its resemblance to the Bank of England in the middle of an anti-British storm.
The patriot press and political network had been particularly good both before and during the
in emphasizing the importance of ordinary people in government and society, a measure of
equality between classes, the corrupt influences of aristocracy and merchant monopolies, hatred
of Great Britain, and fear of centralized power. 54 The Massachusetts Bank was an institution that,
regardless of what the original proprietors claimed, ran counter to all these revolutionary-era
ideals. To the most radical Bostonians, it might have been seen as unacceptably counter-
revolutionary had it not been for its promises of economic stabilization, which lessened
opposition against it. 55 By not investing in the bank, the politically astute Hancock publicly
disassociated himself from an unpopular institution and from its conservative eastern mercantile
elite creators whom he ironically wooed in private through his lieutenant governor, Thomas
Cushing. 56 Bank founders and investors, largely conservative Whigs, were likely to be as astute
in their assessment of popular opinion about the Massachusetts Bank but to a great extent they did
53
It is possible that then-Governor Hancock stayed away from the Massachusetts it to avoid being accused
of blatant self-interest, but fear of such charges being levied against him did not stop him from supporting
improvements to a common on which his mansion sat. Indeed, while most subscribers contributed less
than £1 to the common improvement campaign, Hancock contributed £9. The next closest contributions
were £6 each from Samuel Breck and the Consul of France. After that were James Bowdoin, the Consul of
Sweden, William Foster, Mary Hayley, William Phillips, Ebenezer Parsons, and Thomas Russell who each
contributed £3. See subscription list in MC, April 2, 1785. On Hancock's decision not to invest in the
bank, see Gras, The Massachusetts First National Bank of Boston , 23-24.
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See Chapter 2 for more on the impact of the revolutionary ideology on post-war building.
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not care because of their belief in elite rule " They continued to create a centralizing, British-
inspired institution that ultimately did little to improve the economic situation of Boston and
made no attempts to make it more palatable in ordinary eyes besides asserting that it would
improve economy. Put differently, they were not interested in taking the extra steps to ensure its
popular acceptance because their belief m elite rule allowed them to see it as absolutely necessary
to the economy of the town and the state regardless of its precedent and aristocratic appearance.
Popular acceptance made little difference, which is a particularly illuminating example of
conservative Whig's post-revolutionary worldview.
The early formation of the Massachusetts Bank, then, suggests some important
developments for Boston building and politics after the American Revolution. First, it illustrates
the economic outlook, and the political and social character of Boston's post-war conservative
Whigs. Second, it suggests that conservative Whigs were uninterested in using building as
political patronage, which had been used to good effect before the war, but primarily by insurgent
patriot forces to build loyalty for the patriot movement. Finally, because this was the only major
building project in the years immediately after the peace that could have produced an impressive
new building, it assured that Boston's built environment would remain antiquated for now. In
fact, the next major building project, begun in the summer of 1785 and similarly prompted by the
failing economy, also did little to advance architectural style in Boston in part because it, too, did
not produce a highly-stylized building. Instead, it produced a largely pragmatic bridge.
57
Conceivably, bank founders could have recalled how public disaffection against pre-Revolutionary
attempts to heavy-handedly regulate economy often resulted in substantial damage to buildings—for
example, the 1730s uproars over market regulation or the Stamp Act protests against Andrew Oliver and
Governor Hutchinson—which may also have influenced their decision to buy instead of build. But it seems
that the state of the economy and their conservative outlooks on political and social authority were the more
important factors influencing their decision. On the 1730s market regulation problems, see Thomas
Pemberton, "A Topographical and Historical Description of Boston, 1794" Massachusetts Historical
Society Collections
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The Charles River Bridge and Economic Optimism in mid-1780s Boston
As the economic crisis deepened in Massachusetts and Boston into the mid-1780s, state
and town leaders tried to ameliorate the situation in Boston any way they could. That was what
the Massachusetts Bank had avowedly attempted to do: prevent further decay of the economy
through a private institution that had state legislative support. State and town governments also
did what they could to dimmish the effects of the faltering economy, but they, too, did not
accomplish this goal. In fact, public initiatives to combat the deteriorating economic situation
often engendered more problems than they solved. For example, the selectmen continued to
experiment with wage and price fixing after the war by controlling who was admitted into certain
professions—especially spirits retailers, innkeepers, and auctioneers—and by passing assizes to
regulate bread.
58
But such measures regularly upset other groups and interests in Boston.
Disgruntled about the assizes, the town's bakers asked the selectmen to rethink them in 1786, but
the selectmen declined.'" While assisting one industry, the selectmen sometimes injured, or at
least encroached on, another. In September 1784, Boston's tanners asked the selectmen to order
the town's butchers to "give them hides as they are obliged to," which forced selectmen to take-
sides between Boston's producers.60 More ambitious plans to confront the post-peace economic
problems came through state and town regulation of the Boston Market, which ultimately created
serious conflicts between the General Court and the towns.
In the first years after the peace, the Boston marketplace became a battleground for state
and town government as each tried to regulate it in response to the economic crisis. In February
The selectmen approved all Boston's liquor retailers, innholders, and auctioneers. See, for example,
BSR, January 14 and 21, and October 7, 1784; August 11, 15, and 16, 1786; and February 25, 1787. The
Boston Selectmen passed bread assizes at least every 2-3 months, and sometimes more often. For 1784,
see BSR, December 29, 1783; February 23, March 24, May 5, June 26, July 7, August 30, October 10,
November 28, and December 26, 1784.
v; BSR, June 16, 1786. For an earlier complaint from the town's bakers along the same lines, see BSR,
February 14, 1781.
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BSR, September 15, 1784
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1784, the General Court acted first by trying to streamline market operations in the state capital.
Its regulations concentrated commodities in two central market locations and forbade goods sold
in each from being sold elsewhere in town unless a peddler on his way to market stopped for no
more than a half-hour to sell to passers-by. The legislature required meat, vegetable, and grain
vendors to sell their wares only in Faneuil Hall while ordering hay, wood, barrel, hoop, stave, and
board sellers to offer goods at the hay and lumber market on the southeastern edge of Boston
Common. Steep fines punished peddling in unauthorized places. 61 A month later, the Boston
Town Meeting adopted ten resolves of its own to regulate the Boston marketplace. First, they
ordered the marketplace physically by creating an office for the market clerk, numbering the
stalls, and instructing where horses should be tied. Second, they shored up market finances by
codifying rents for market stalls and by directing the clerk to keep detailed records of market
men's locations and rent payments. The regulations also required the market clerk of a town that
was deeply concerned about revenue to collect and report market revenues to the Town Treasurer
more often.
62 By August, the town meeting was still considering "what further measures are
necessary to regulate Faneuil Market," but its characteristic thrift prevailed: while it voted to erect
more stalls in the market to accommodate more sellers, it made sure that the stalls were "least
expensive to the town."63
Like the initiatives of the Massachusetts Bank, both the state and town attempts at
regulating the Boston Market failed to address the larger problems of importation and
consumption, and they could not address interstate trade. Thus, they did little to improve
Boston's economic health. In fact, by January 1785, the General Court's market consolidation
61 The act was passed February 18, 1784. See A & L, 1783—Chapter 26. The fines were two shillings for
every violation of the Faneuil Hall regulations and three shillings for every violation of the Haymarket
regulations. The money collected from the fines was used to "clean the streets there, and for keeping the
markets clear of mire and filth." See also BG, February 23, 1784.
62 BTR, March 8, 1784; and BSR, April 21, 1784.
63 BTR, August 17, 1784.
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had created a considerable backlash that prompted the Boston Town Meeting and the town
meetings of 12 neighboring towns to petition for repeal. The Boston-led petition complained that
the regulations were unconstitutional because they did not have the consent of the inhabitants and
that they abridged civil rights because Bostomans were "restrained from standing more than half
an hour in any public place or street in Boston under the penalty of two shillings for every
offence."64 The petition also contended that the regulations created delays and gridlock, and that
they actually prevented people from obtaining market goods. In short, while they were supposed
to order the market, the regulations had the opposite effect, and consequently, the General Court
repealed them after less than a year because they "hath not answered in all respects the purposes
intended by the same."65 The Boston regulations remained, but provided little real economic
relief.
Other traditional streams of relief during hard economic times were drying up as well in
post-revolutionary Boston. The town's public charity system included the town's web of
eighteenth-century welfare institutions such as the almshouse and workhouse and it saw cash
assistance dispensed through the town's elected Overseers of the Poor. But as the economic crisis
bore down harder on town finances, there was little room for extraordinary action from the
Overseers, even though the worsening situation required exactly that, and the poor
accommodation system became overburdened. Public charity simply could not keep pace with
the effects of the deepening post-war depression. Nor could Boston's private charitable
institutions, most of which were ethno-religious and mutual organizations that had been around
for decades by 1785 and all of which engaged in some sort of relief. 66 The three ethno-religious
groups—Scots' Charitable Society (1657), Charitable Irish Society (1737), and the Episcopal
64
See petition in BTR, January 1 1, 1785.
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Charity Society (1724)-dispensed relief to those who fit their social and economic criteria:
recipients were Scots, Irish, or Anglicans, respectively, and they were the destitute and
"deserving poor."67 The town's fifteen fraternal organizations-thirteen Masonic Lodges, the
Massachusetts Charitable Society, and the Boston Marine Society-were even more exclusive in
their charitable giving because they extended relief only to fraternal members and their families,
which meant primarily to the comfortable but not affluent shopkeepers and master craftsmen who
belonged to them. 68 Even if the private relief organizations were inclined to extend their
charitable-giving circles, their limited resources were just as strained as the town's, and they
could not help all in Boston who required relief. Thus, Boston's public and private charitable
organizations had a negligible (or at least a qualified) impact on Boston's deepening post-peace
economic crisis because they were limited in resources and scope, and because they were
reactionary organizations that waited until certain people—largely their own—needed assistance
before they responded.
By 1785, then, Boston was in a full-fledged economic crisis with little clear way out.
Post-war British regulations hamstrung the Boston merchant fleet in international trade and
devastated local production. The post-war depression hit Boston hard and deepened over time,
creating more problems as government ineffectively tried to combat it. There was a silver lining
to this bleak economic picture: it encouraged Bostonians to explore a variety of solutions to
stabilize the town's economy shortly after the war. Internationally, merchants hoped to thwart
British commercial policies, stem the tide of British manufactures, and strengthen local
production by seeking alternative markets, goods, and trade partners outside of the British
67
For a discussion of the "deserving poor," see Wright, The Transformation of Charity , 16-47.
68
Wright, The Transformation of Charity , 245-247. Wright found that the median wealth of members of
the Massachusetts Charitable Society in 1771, for example, was £219, which placed them in the 75 th
percentile of taxpayers. (Wright, The Transformation of Charity
,
65.) Town-sponsored charity through the
Overseers of the Poor included small stipends and committals to the almshouse, but as the economic crisis
deepened, the number of Bostonians needing relief increased too rapidly for a town in financial crisis to
accommodate them.
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'"'"Ih-, cspccumy France, the new American ally, seemed to be the most
obvious new markets for Boston merchants to cultivate Immediately and they moved into them
quickly alter the pence."" My mid decade, merchants in New York, Salem, and Boston had also
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developments did little to improve conditions in the short term beoause favorable trade exchanges
look time to develop and because the consumption ..i goods acquired from these new markets
ik-vct supplanted the consumption of British goods in Boston. Despite these initiatives, by the
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Shorter-term domestic oriented solutions unlike those n ied by governmenl and private bank
investors were necessary to more immediately improve Boston's post peace economic situation,
01 oourse, whal Boston (and other American port cities) needed was a national governmenl thai
had iiu- power to regulate trade for all thirteen states at once, but although some In Boston were
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Prompted in pan by the bleak economic context, Boston merchants began a thorough
reorganization of internal trade routes aimed al getting hinterland produced goods into Boston
more efficiently, ami thereby onto the seas. This was no small task. I J tit 1 1 I 7K5, moving people
and goods from mainland Massachusetts to Boston meant using the marshy southern isthmus thai
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Boston, Vol IV, 22 I
The Boston Gazette reported on June 20, 1 785, thai the ( Irand Turk, the firsl Massachusetts ship to open
(he ( hma trade, "had arrived safely at ihc ( ape ol ( iood I lope." See also Winsor, Memorial History ol
Boston, Vol IV, 203,
Hall/' I lie ( omn ion wealth and the New Nalion," S, Yet, Massaehnsetls traders Obtained nnpoil.inl law
materials such as molasses and sugai cane from the French and Dutch West indies, often i>y subverting the
hi Itish commercial policies.
'•See, loi example, MC% October 20, I7K4.
river meant taking ether a ferry or one of a couple of rope bridges, which was a more direct route
to northern Massachusetts farms, but far less efficient. Accordingly, when some Bostonians
resurrected a decades-old plan to build a bridge connecting the mainland of Massachusetts to
Boston, Bostomans embraced it with tremendous enthusiasm. 73 A bridge to the mainland
promised to increase market traffic in a town that was enduring a severe economic depression
with little means of other assistance while it would undoubtedly create jobs. Consequently, as the
General Court considered at least two bridge proposals during the winter of 1784-85, Bostonians
waited with anticipation and discussed among themselves the best location(s) for the bridge. By
February, the legislature ordered surveys of live potential locations, all ending at the Faneuil Hall
Market, and in a 1 300-2 vote later that month, Bostonians overwhelmingly approved a plan to
build a bridge from the North End into Charlestown. 74 But even with such near-universal
concurrence, the building of a bridge over the Charles River nonetheless engendered problems.
The Massachusetts Centinel reported at the end of February 1785, that "building a bridge
over the Charles River has occasioned a terrible clashing in opinions," and like many other issues
in the post-peace town, it generated controversy. 75 One of the areas of disagreement had to do
with the negative impact the bridge project would have on North End land and buildings. After
the initial thrall in the town meeting, critics charged that the town had not fully considered the
downsides of the adopted proposal. Because the bridge would considerably increase market
traffic through the North End, they reasoned, its construction would require significant and costly
73 The idea of building a substantial bridge over the Charles had been suggested as early as 1720, but it was
not then realized. See Winsor, Memorial History of Boston
.
Vol. IV, 26; and Whitehill, Boston: A
Topographical History , 48.
74
Surveyors measured the distance from "Vassal's Corner [Cambridge] to the Market House in Boston,"
"Vassal's Corner to the market by Lechmere Point," "Medford Bridge across part of Prospect Hill by
Lechmere's Point to the Boston Market," "by the Charlestown Ferry," and from "nearer the Charlestown
Perry to Boston Market." MC, February 5, 1785; and BG, February 7, 1785. On the vote in the town
meeting, see BTR, February 10, 1785; and MC February 12, 1785.
75 BG, February 21, 1785. The Gazette published the results of the General Court surveys because "many
contradictory accounts have been industriously propagated."
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alterat,ons to the North End's narrow streets that would physically displace people and shops. An
equally important concern was the probability that a major market avenue through the North End
would increase land values along its path, which would drive up the comparatively low North
End land values and rents, and financially displace people and shops. 76 Opposing the North End
location was an unidentified group that favored connecting Boston's West End to Cambridge that
argued building in the West End would be less disruptive and less costly because that district was
far less developed. Another "clash of opinions" had to do with tradesmen directly. As a
contributor to the Centinel wrote,
We can compare [the bridge controversy] to nothing better than the fable in Aesop of a
town besieged, when upon a consultation of its inhabitants as to the best means for its
defense, a mason strongly urged that stone was the best—a carpenter thought oak much
better—and the fable says a currier, wiser than both these together, says, try what you
will, there's nothing like leather. 77
In other words, Boston's tradesmen were lobbying for their own industry's interests to be
involved in the bridge project. Importantly, in both controversies, what divided Bostonians most
was not //the bridge should be built because, as town records suggest, Bostonians strongly
supported the idea. Rather, Bostonians disagreed about the particulars of where the bridge should
be located and which of Boston's underemployed tradesmen would get to work on it. Indeed, the
popularity and necessity of the bridge project was never seriously in doubt, and a testament to its
overwhelming popularity was John Hancock's public association with it. After staying far away
from the Massachusetts Bank, not only did Hancock top the bridge subscription list, but he was
also the president of the proprietors who oversaw its construction. 78 But the General Court
abruptly cut short any debate and ended what might have erupted into much larger controversies
76
For other objections, see MC, February 16, 19, and 21, 1785; and IC, February 15, 1785.
77 MC, February 26, 1785.
78
BG, March 14, 1785; Winsor, Memorial History of Boston , Vol. IV, 26; and Whitehill, Boston: A
Topographical History , 48-49. The proprietors of the bridge were Hancock (president), Thomas Russell,
Nathaniel Gorham, Ebenezer Parsons, and James Swan. By April 18, the elected board of directors
included Hancock, Gorham, Russell, Andrew Sommes, Joseph Cordis, Joseph Barrell, John Hurd, David
Wood, William Tudor, and Leammi Baldwin. See BG, April 18, 1785.
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in early March, when it empowered petitioners to build a bridge connecting the North End to
Charlestown. 79
Once authorized by the legislature, construction on the Charles River Bridge moved
quickly. In April, proprietors began to receive work proposals from town tradesmen; in June, the
Centinel reported construction "goes along"; and by November directors were contracting with
lumber suppliers. 80 In early May 1786, as the bridge was nearing completion, the proprietors
discussed tolls and toll gathering. 81 To ready the surrounding area, the Boston Selectmen began
to alter the North End to accommodate expected traffic increases in the spring of 1786, a process
that they continued into 1787. Their alterations included examining North End streets to
determine what needed to be widened and where public and private buildings had to be altered or
torn down. 82 When those private citizens who were ordered to alter their buildings complained,
the selectmen referred them to Judge James Sullivan, one of Hancock's close associates, who
often found in favor of the town. 83
The Charles River Bridge proved to be a massive undertaking with significant impact on
spatial organization and traffic patterns, but it contributed little to the aesthetic character of the
town. It was 1,503 feet long, 42 feet wide, and supported by 75 piers, each "composed of seven
sticks of oak timber united by a cap piece, strong braces and girts, and afterward driven into the
bed of the river."84 (Figure 37) At its highest point, the bridge was four feet above the water; at
the river's deepest point, the piers ran 46 feet and 9 inches to the river bed. Four stone wharves
79 MC, March 2, 1785; and BG, March 14, 1785.
80 BG, April 18 and November 28, 1785; and MC, June 25, 1785.
81
See BG, May 8, 1786.
82 BSR, March 13, April 28, May 3, 10, 18, 19, and 22, June 9, August 25 and 30, and October 26, 1786;
and March 5, 1787.
83
See, for example, BSR, July 12, 1786, when Sullivan upheld the selectmen's order for Joseph Barrell to
shave seven feet off a Brattle Street building because it projected too far into the street.
84
See "Description of the Bridge," BG, June 26, 1786.
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built in the middle of'the river supported the bridge and accommodated the draw, which required
only two men to raise
.1 because it was "constructed on the most approved plan." On each side of
the bridge was a six-foot wide, railed passage lor loot travelers, and throughout were "elegant
lamps... to illuminate [it] When necessary." Hut by and large, the bndge was not vaunted lor its
aesthetic appeal. Thomas Pemberton devoted a long paragraph of his 1794 "Description of
Boston" to it, but noted nothing about it aesthetically. More important was the ingenuity behind
it and the notation that Americans had bested their former master because the new Boston
structure extended over a river "broader and deeper than the Thames at London or
Westminster.'"" liven the Boston press was conspicuously silent about the bridge's aesthetic
appeal as it confined its comments only to the size of the structure and to its lamps.
Despite its lack of elegance, such a large project had important political repercussions
because it afforded work to most of Boston's building tradesmen, especially to its masons and
carpenters, and it created an avenue for patronage spreading among them. The master workman,
called "Mr. Cox" in press accounts, was almost certainly Lemuel Cox, a Boston millwright and
the only "Cox" listed in the I7.N9 Boston Directory, As a millwright, Cox was a good choice for
this sort of work because men in his trade had experience building in, around, and while
controlling water. He was also the local choice as he lived on Prince Street in the North End, an
area heavily populated by building tradesmen
,
s
" Accordingly, Cox, working with Hancock and
the proprietors, stood poised to give jobs to local tradesmen whom they either knew or wanted to
court. And they had plenty of jobs to give out. Press accounts further noted that more than 120
builders worked on the project, which was approximately 85% of the 87 housewrights, 24
carpenters, 15 masons, 12 bricklayers, 2 millwrights, and I builder listed m the Boston Directory
Pemberton, "A Topographical and I listorical Description of Boston, 1794, 245.
S(>
See the "Report on the Bridge Opening" in BG
t
June I 1), 1786 and 1789 Boston Directory, IVmhcrton
also noted that Mi. Sewall also helped direct the project although Sewall was not noted in the contemporary
accounts and was not listed in the 1789 Boston Directory Pemberton,
llA Topographical and Historical
Description of Boston, 1794."
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three years later. 87 Thus, in addition to being a project that hoped to ameliorate Boston's
economic woes by connecting the town's market to its hinterlands, the bridge also allowed its
president and chief subscriber, John Hancock, to use the project to bolster his reputation among
Boston's building tradesmen. When the bridge was finally completed, in fact, Hancock made
certain that his connection to it and them was not only reinforced, but that it was displayed before
thousands of people.
When the Charles River Bridge opened on June 17, 1786, after more than a year in the
works, it did so with a large public ceremony in which Hancock and the scores of Boston
tradesmen who worked on it figured prominently, reinforcing the patronage relationship between
them. At dawn, cannons atop Copps' Hill and Bunker Hill each fired 13 salutes while bells
pealed from Christ Church. 88 At 1 o'clock, a procession convened at the State House to
accompany dignitaries over the bridge. Led by a Charlestown company of artillery and "120
artificers who had been employed on the bridge, carrying different tools," the procession included
Governor James Bowdoin and Lieutenant Governor Thomas Cushing, state representatives and
senators, bridge directors, the consuls of France and Holland, the trustees and professors of
Harvard, musical bands, town and military officers. An estimated 20,000 spectators, some of
whom had reportedly traveled 50 miles, watched the procession cross the bridge. When it arrived
at the middle, Hancock, no doubt reveling in the pomp and pageantry of it all, "advanced alone"
and ordered Cox "to fix the drawer for the passage of the company." Under another 13 blasts
from the Copps' Hill cannon, the parade crossed the bridge, "attended by the loudest shouts of an
immense multitude." Proceeding to Bunker Hill, the dignitaries, who ate dinner at a 320-foot
87
See the "Report on the Bridge Opening" in BG, June 19, 1786 and 1789 Boston Directory. The directory
also listed among Boston's builders 1 carver, 1 turner, 1 slater, 2 stone cutters, 1 plumbers, 5 glaziers, 21
painters, 1 surveyor of boards and lumber, and 2 gardeners, See also Christopher Hail, Boston Architects
and Builders, Compiled from the Boston Directory, 1789-1846 (Cambridge: MassCOPAR). Although the
enumerated builders in the Boston Directory represents only a portion of the number of builders, it
nonetheless represents many of them and especially the property owning portion of them.
ss
See the "Report on the Bridge Opening" in BG, June 19, 1786.
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table that accommodated 800 gentlemen, drank 13 toasts mostly extolling the bridge and
repeating the remarkable optimism that Bostonians affixed to it. Leaders toasted it as "a product
ofenterpr.se" and hoped that
.1 "would never want the support of commerce"; a song performed
between the fourth and fifth toasts went so far as to call the bridge the "Appian Way" of Boston. 8 "
But such prosperity was still years in the distance.
Although the construction of the Charles River Bridge confirms that Boston building in
the immediate post-peace era was motivated more by economic factors than ideological ones—it
was built to restore commerce and ameliorate worsening economic conditions, not celebrate the
revolution or the republic— it also said much about Boston politics."" The creation of the bridge
shows that building remained a potentially powerful avenue for political patronage for those
interested in exploiting it, which the Massachusetts Bank conservatives were not. John Hancock,
who had a history of bolstering his personal reputation and political success through patronage in
building, did the same here. As president of a popular though privately-held company authorized
to build the bridge, I lancock had his name closely associated with a popular project enterprise
that was thought to be crucial for Boston's economy at all levels, not just among elite bank
investors. Advertisements for tradesmen that always bore his name prominently might have
easily read "John Hancock is providing jobs and helping Boston out of an economic slump." On
the day the bridge opened, Hancock was at the center of a public celebration before 20,000 people
where he ordered Cox to raise the bridge, at once reinforcing his elite status and position as a man
who helped Boston's ordinary people, especially its building tradesmen.
Significantly, Hancock had retired from public service in 1785 but at the time of the
The first (luce toasts, common ones in the post-Revolutionary era, were to the United States, the
Governor and Commonwealth, and the Allies of America, which primarily meant France. The remaining
ten, though, extolled the bridge and bespoke of the remarkable optimism that Bostonians affixed to it.
l eaders toasted it as "a product of enterprise" and hoped that it "would never want the support of
commerce." "Report on the Bridge Opening" in IH1, June 1*), 1 786.
1)0
In fact, although the opening ceremonies used the numerologically significant 13 salutes, the bridge itself
referred in no way to political events overtly (as through symbolic or decorative motifs) or subtlety. See
BCl June 19, 1786 and MM, September 1789.
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bridge opening he was angling to re-enter the public world and awaiting the perfect opportunity
to do so. His performance in the Charles River Bridge project signified that he was priming the
pump on the Hancock machine. In the next gubernatorial election (1787), Hancock trounced
Bowdoin statewide in large part because of Bowdoin's handling of Shays' Rebellion. 91 In
Boston, where Bowdoin's actions were ultimately lauded, Hancock beat him 775-724 because
Hancock's connection with the bridge, along with other patronage spreading and his
revolutionary reputation, ironically allowed Bostonians to see Hancock as something other than
the member of the elite that he was. As an item in the Boston Gazette urged, Bostonians should
vote against "men of property and fortunes" and they should "exert themselves herein or [they]
will become vassals of the rich...who are anxious to rule over [us] with a hand of iron" by voting
for Hancock even though Hancock remained one of the wealthiest people in the state.92 Another
article praised Hancock for his considerable spreading of his fortune to discharge bonds and
mortgages, endow Harvard, support the Brattle Street Church, "and on a thousand other
occasions," as it implored Bostonians to return him to the governor's chair. Hancock liberally
spread his money around in large part through the built environment after the war—most publicly
through the Boston Common and Charles River Bridge projects—and was reaping political
benefits from it.
The Charles River Bridge, then, was Boston's largest building project in decades, one
that the president of the proprietors used to further his favor with Boston's working people and
voters
—
people who had generally supported Bowdoin's actions in Shays' Rebellion—and
showed his commitment to hinterland farmers who would use the bridge to send goods to Boston.
But although it was impressive for its size and technical accomplishment, the bridge contributed
91
Statewide, Hancock beat Bowdoin 18,459 to 5,394 with 735 votes going to other candidates. Bowdoin's
support came mainly from port towns around Boston, some in Essex County (especially Gloucester and
Salem although Hancock did well in Salem, too), and larger towns in Hampshire and Berkshire County
where fears of Shaysism remained. See "Returns for Governor— 1787," in Massachusetts State Archives.
92 BG, April 2, 1787.
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little to the stylistic modernity of Boston. Boston remained architecturally-stunted and colonial
looking despite the bridge. In fact, it was not until the summer of 1 788-two years after the
bridge opened, five years after the peace, and twelve years after proclaiming independence-fhat
a large-scale building project yielded a new building in Boston, the Mollis Street Meeting House,
and its creation was made necessary only after the original church was accidentally destroyed.
The HolHs Street Meeting House and European Influence in Post-Peace Boston Building
On April 20, 1787, a major fire that began in a Boston Neck malt house consumed a
considerable portion of southern Boston.93 Although fire companies from Boston, Charlestown,
Roxbury, Dorchester, Milton, Cambridge, and Medford responded to the alarm and no lives were
lost, the damage was extraordinary. 94 More than 100 structures—including 60 dwelling houses
and the Hollis Street Meeting House—perished in the worst conflagration Boston had seen since
the Great Fire of 1 760.
95
In its wake, the Boston Selectmen, touring the damaged area the day
after the fire, the General Court, and outgoing Governor James Bowdoin all solicited money to
help the burned out.96 Recounting the long list of fires in Boston's history in his 1794
"Topographical and Historical Descnption of Boston," Thomas Pemberton noted that the town's
"several religious societies" alone collected £2600 and the Marquis de Lafayette, who was not in
Boston at the time, sent £350 from his personal fortune. 97
The immediate impact of the Great Fire of 1787 was two-fold. First, it understandably
93 BG, April 23, 1787. Winsor claimed that the fire broke out in the Hollis Street Meeting House, but the
press of the day said that it began in William Patten's malt house and then consumed the church in about 25
minutes. See also Winsor, Memorial History of Boston , Vol. Ill, vii, and Vol. IV, 48.
94 BG, April 23, 1787.
95 BG, April 23, 1787. See later reports of the fire and the damage in BG, April 30 and May 7, 1787 and
BSR April 21 and April 30, 1787.
96
See A & L, 1786—Chapter 5, for the General Court resolve to allow Bostonians to appeal to other towns
for financial support of the burned out.
97
Pemberton, "A Topographical and Historical Description of Boston, 1794," 272.
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raised concerns aboul fire Safely and fire preparedness it, Boston. The Boston Selectmen spent
the ensuing months modestly improving engine houses and shoring up fire compan.es throughout
the town but especially in the densely packed North End hecause ofthe preponderance of wooden
buildings packed so tightly together. They did not, however, alter the decades-old building laws
that allowed Bostomans to continue building with wood, and their work on fire houses did not
yield anything architecturally significant: any new buildings it produced were pragmatic
structures. Second, the 1 7X7 fire kicked off a necessary rehu.ldmg on the Boston Neck that had
equally significant long-term consequences hecause it resulted in the first major commission for a
young and relatively inexperienced gentleman-amateur designer, ( 'harles Bulfinch.
Born in 1 763, ( harles Bulfinch came from an old Boston family that had hecome lesser
members of the elite by the revolutionary age, an affluent, genteel, and respectable family with all
the trappings to prove it. ( harles' paternal ancestors were Boston doctors and his maternal ones
were successful colonial merchants; both lines had notable penchants for display. Charles grew
up in a Georgian high-style influenced house on the eastern edge of the West lind.w Three
generations ofBulfinches were educated at Harvard or in Europe; Charles graduated Harvard in
1781. His parents worshipped at the Anglican King's Chapel, where his father was senior
warden. But having been discouraged by his father from a career in medicine and not finding the
In April 1788, the selectmen considered removing the North Square Hngine House, but alter they
determined it impossible they authorized the building of a new one. (BSR, April 16, and May 26, 1788.)
In June 1788, the selectmen ordered an engine house removed from the Town Dock in Central Boston to
near the diaries River Bridge in the North End, (BSR, June 25, 1788.) On July 14, they ordered repairs to
the Congress Engine 112, in the South Lnd. (BSR, July 14, 1788.) On alterations to the lire house next to
the Mill Bridge, see BSR, August 15 and September 3, 1788. Kate in 1788, they also viewed the West End
hospital, partly thinking of lire preparedness and with an eye toward its reparation, but little happened on
this structure at the lime. (BSR, November 19, 1788.)
Despite the obvious fire hazards building with wood presented for Boston, the town was slow to
get behind codes that forced builders to abandon wood. In fact, in the late 1810s and 1820s, such a move
became a major political issue opposed by the "Middling Interest" parly. See Matthew H. Crocker, The
Magic of the Many: Jos iah Qu incy and the Rise of Mass Politics in Boston 1800-1830 (Amherst:
University Of Massachusetts Press, 1999).
99
Bulfinch, Life and Letters , 11. On Bulfinch's ancestry, see Bulfinch, Life and Letters , 10-19. On the
Bulfinch's West Hnd house, see Chapter 1.
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work of Boston merchants altogether fascinating, Charles' future was unsettled after the war, and
architectural design was not immediately in the cards. 100
Charles Bulfinch flirted with architectural design prior to the 1787 fire, but he produced
nothing substantial before 1788. Often pointing to a sketch of a Corinthian column that he drew
on a schoolbook cover when he was ten years old, Bulfinch's biographers claim that he was
inclined toward architecture from a young age.' 01 In an uncompleted autobiographical sketch
written in the last years of his life, Bulfinch overlooked this incident entirely and instead
referenced the design work he accomplished while working in Barrell's counting house (between
c 1783 and 1785) as his first experience with architecture. Such small projects afforded him only
limited opportunities to develop his talents, and the state of Boston building by the mid-
eighteenth century meant that Bulfinch had few architectural exemplars to study and even fewer
opportunities to see buildings being built. But an important development in the mid-1 780s
changed all that. When his uncle George Apthorp died in England, Bulfinch received a portion of
the estate that enabled him to take what he later called a "highly gratifying" grand tour of Europe.
This European trip fundamentally altered the course of his life because it was in Europe that the
young and (somewhat) aimless Bostonian "fell in love with architecture." 102
Records of Bulfinch's European trip are limited, but they nevertheless suggest that the
seventeen months he spent there inspired his architectural senses tremendously. He arrived in
Portsmouth, England, on July 20, 1785, and immediately headed for London. Arriving in the
British capital at night made a considerable impression on him. As he wrote to his father, night
time is "the best time to enter London, you are astonished with the splendor from the immense
100
Bulfinch, Life and Letters
,
40-42; Place, Charles Bulfinch: Architect and Citizen
,
1-6; and Kirker, ACB
,
13.
"" See Kirker, ACB
, 2; Frederic C. Detwiller, "Thomas Dawes's Church in Brattle Square," in Old-Time
New England Volume LXIX, Number 3-4 (Winter-Spring 1979): 1-17.
102 As architectural historian Charles Cummings told it in the "Introduction" to Ellen Bulfinch's Life and
Letters , "his trip to Europe was the moment when he fell in love with architecture, but we do now know
how much of Europe he saw." Bulfinch, Life and Letters , 2.
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number of lamps and there is a sufficient degree of obscurity to make a sublime scene " I03 He
claimed that he spent his first month in the English capital gratifying his "curiosity with the sight
of buildings & c » Five months later, he wrote his father that he was about to leave for Paris and
a three or four month Continental tour.' 04 This was the extent of what extant records reveal of his
interaction with English architecture during his European tour. In fact, he wrote nothing of
British architecture at all in his autobiographical sketch: "The time of my visit to Europe was
passed, partly in London and in visits to friends of my family in different parts of England." 105
His experience on the European continent, however, produced an entirely different immediate
reaction and a longer lasting impression.
Bulfinch arrived in France early in 1 786, and from his first encounters he claimed to have
"met with the greatest incidents of politeness and civility." He was, as he put it, immediately
"charmed with the French." 10" Writing to his friend George Storer, he said that French women
"are charming, many of them are beautiful and all of them have a bewitching manner." 107 About
the same time, he told his mother, "the people of France and their manners please me
exceedingly, a constant politeness gives a charm to their society, and I have found in several
instances that this politeness is not merely professional " 10K Three months later, he again wrote
his mother,
103
Charles Bulfinch to Thomas Bulfinch, letter dated London, August 12, 1785. Bulfinch Family Papers,
Massachusetts Historical Society.
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Charles Bulfinch to Thomas Bulfinch, letter dated London, December 12, 1785. Bulfinch Family
Papers, Massachusetts Historical Society.
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Bulfmch's autobiographical sketch in Bulfinch, Life and Letters , 42.
See Charles Bulfinch to George Storer, letter dated Marseilles, May 12, 1786, and Charles Bulfinch to
Sarah Bulfinch, letter dated London, August 27, 1786. Bulfinch Family Papers, Massachusetts Historical
Society.
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Charles Bulfinch to George Storer, letter dated Marseilles, May 12, 1786. Bulfinch Family Papers,
Massachusetts Historical Society.
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The men are all polite and are oftener sincerer in their professions than we usually
suppose. The women do not possess the regularity of English features, but must be
allowed to be generally handsome; they possess great liveliness, frankness, and wit
which is very seldom mixed with slander or ill nature. 109
In part because of his enchantment with the French, no doubt, he extended what was to be a three
or four month trip into a half-year visit on the continent, with at least three months spent in Paris
during two separate tours.' 10 But surviving records also indicate that he extended his Continental
visit because of what he saw as much as with whom he met.
With letters of introduction to (and from) Lafayette and Thomas Jefferson, the American
ambassador to France who had a keen interest in architecture himself, Bulfinch traveled around
Paris and the surrounding French countryside, most likely with Jefferson on occasion, taking in
French architectural and landscape marvels. 1 " A lengthy letter to his mother written in May 1786
is the most complete account we have of how the built environment of any part of Europe
impressed him. In Nantes, Bulfinch noted that "the public buildings were not neglected. There
are a few there worth notice, and by their situation produce a good effect." He continued,
Every town in France has one or more public walks, shaded with trees and kept in
Charles Bulfinch to Sarah Bulfinch, letter dated London, August 27, 1786. Bulfinch Family Papers,
Massachusetts Historical Society.
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Place, Charles Bulfinch: Architect and Citizen , 7. Thomas Jefferson recorded that me sent goods back
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constant repair; these walks are usually surrounded by ye public buildings of ye place
which are an additional beauty at the same time that they serve as a shelter from the wind
I own myself much pleased with this mode of public walks, they contribute to the health
'
oi the people, and by bringing together at certain hours persons of all classes they give
that general polish so observable here. 112
He spent a week m Bordeaux, which he described as "a large commercial city, and in some parts
very elegant." Of particular note was a theater in that town, "the most superb in France," which
he said was "a noble structure of ye Corinthian order and cost only £130,000 sterling." He rode
the 100-mile "grand canal of Languedoc" to "have an idea of that great work... [which] passes
through valleys, over hills, across rivers, and under an arch formed through a mountain." At the
end of the canal, Bui finch noted that Narbonne "contains many good houses, but it is almost
impossible to have a peep at them, on account of the narrowness of the streets," which perhaps
conjured up images for him of Boston's crowded North End. Bulfinch found the central part of
Narbonne particularly noteworthy. He described it as "a very beautiful square, ornamented on
one side by the magnificent fountain, on another with a triumphal arch, and the center is occupied
by a noble equestrian statue of Louis XIV on a white marble pedestal." 113 In short, Bulfinch
appeared to be considerably and thoroughly impressed with the built environment and
architectural character of what he saw in France.
Finding himself in the south of France in late spring 1786, the next leg of his Continental
journeys took Bulfinch on a three-week excursion through "Rome and the greater part of Italy,"
where both Classical and Renaissance art and architecture overwhelmed him. 114 As he told his
mother, Italy was "unrivaled for works both of the sublime and beautiful[,] and contains models
Charles Bulfinch to Susan Bulfinch, letter dated Marseilles, May 10, 1786, in Bulfinch, Life and Letters ,
50-55.
113
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which the greatest geniuses of the present day are humbly forced to copy." 115 Putting it simply,
Bulfinch claimed that "Italy must be acknowledged to be the seat of the polite arts."
Unfortunately, though, he wrote far less about the Italian leg of his journey than he did of other
locations. He summed up his Italian expenence concisely by writing to his mother, "it would be
in vain to attempt to give here a particular account of such a country; the subject is too copious
and must be left till we meet." 1 16 But even as he wrote these words about Italy, his thoughts
returned to France: he ended a letter that began by discussing Italian art by again mentioning how
charmed he was with France. 117
Bulfinch's love of things French was not altogether new for him or any revolutionary-era
Bostonian, though, because tremendous changes in Boston political culture when he was a child
most likely influenced his affection for French building, culture, and deportment. As historian
William Fowler has ably put it, children in colonial Boston were "brought up on tales of black-
robed [French] priests and their Indian allies rampaging through the forests, murdering, pillaging,
and raping." It was, he writes, "a tradition in Boston to hate the French." 118 However, Bulfinch
was born the year the French were expelled from North America, the year France ceased to be a
real threat to New England colonists. Consequently, Bulfinch and others of his generation were
spared much of the anti-French vitriol that would have punctuated the childhood of older
Bostonians, especially at times of war with New France. The American Revolution, which
occurred during Bulfinch's adolescence, saw the United States and France become close allies
and partners in American independence. By 1778, when Bulfinch was fifteen years old, the
115
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attitudes of Bostonians toward France began to change dramatically with the signing of the
Franco-American Alliance. Old animosities between Boston and France—histoncal enmity that
had produced three nots when French sailors began showing up in Boston—evaporated over time
as the courteous French Command, troops, goods, and money came pouring into Boston, an
economically depressed town that had just begun a war on the most powerful empire in the
western world.
119
France and King Louis XVI were increasingly seen as American heroes.
Indeed, the French Alliance had turned Bostonians' historical experience on its head and
produced what Elbndge Gerry called, a "marvelous change in the system of the political world."
He continued to describe the almost surreal change:
The government of England, advocates for despotism and endeavoring to enslave their
once most loyal subjects of their king; the government of France advocates for liberty,
espousing the cause of Lutherans and Calvinists, and risking a war to establish their
independence; the King of England branded by every Whig in the nation as a tyrant; the
King of France by every Whig in America, applauded as the great protector of the rights
of mankind; the King of Britain establishing Popery, the King of France endeavoring to
free his people from this Ecclesiastical Tyranny; Britain at war, and France in alliance
with America. 120
The victory for allied American and French forces over Britain made the French all the more
welcomed in a town that had once feared and hated them. As Governor Hancock put it in a
January 1782 address to the General Court, the American Revolution was a "glorious success"
that "reflects signal honor upon the council and plans of France and America, and upon the skill
and bravery of the leaders and forces who have so happily executed them; an event that. . .forms
121
an additional ground of friendship and mutual confidence between the allied nations."
By the time of the 1783 Peace of Paris, when Bulfinch was twenty, Bostonians' views of
119
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France had been thoroughly transformed—Boston had become a pro-French town. That year
Bostonians celebrated, though not yet through their built environment, a successful revolution,
the French role in it, and the promising part France might still play in a post-peace economy that
Great Britain seemed bent on destroying. Orators, especially around Fourth of July celebrations,
invariably lauded French participation and benevolence. 122 Poets filled the Boston press with
pro-French writings after the revolution and called the French "Columbia's Champions." 123
Louis XVI and French kings in general were frequently portrayed as good, fair, magnanimous,
and noble monarchs who were not given to flattery, tyranny, or decorous display. 124 Boston press
anecdotes and articles also bestowed admirable qualities on ordinary French men and women. 125
Moreover, post-peace measures by the French government that assisted American trade furthered
the political, economic, and cultural connections between America and France after the peace. 126
In short, in the aftermath of a successful war and amid the deepening anti-Britishism, pro-
French feeling remained a vital part of the town's post-peace political, intellectual, economic, and
social culture in which younger Bostonians came of age. Consequently, younger Bostonians did
See any of the July 4 orations, which are available in the Evans catalog. See also Len Travers,
Celebrating the Fourth: Independence Day and the Rites of Nationalism in the Early Republic (Amherst:
University of Massachusetts Press, 1997.)
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not have the ingrained hostility toward French culture that older Bostonians did. 127 In the
revolutionary world, politics, economy, fashion, and ideology linked America to France, which
was appropriate for many Bostonians. As one contributor to the Centinelput it in 1785, "let us
pay due deference to the interests of France, with which our own is so nearly connected, bearing
in our minds that while we preserve entire our friendship with France, we have nothing to fear
from any other power on earth." 128 While this sentiment persisted for much of the immediate
post-war period, it reached a peak in Boston only a year before Bulfinch left for Europe when the
Marquis de Lafayette returned to town in 1784.
News of the Marquis' return to the United States hit Boston in August 1784, and his
subsequent visit to the town in mid-October touched off a tidal wave of pro-French feeling. 129
Making his way up the coast from New York, Lafayette arrived outside Boston late on October
14, 1784. General Henry Knox and "a large and respectable number of the officers of the late
American army" met him in Watertown; the next day where they "partook of an elegant
dinner." 130 Entering Boston on October 16, Lafayette and company approached over the Boston
Neck where "the streets were crowded with spectators and the houses by which the procession
passed were filled with beholders." At the Liberty Pole, where the Liberty Tree had once stood
before the British chopped it down, the French war hero met with three loud huzzahs by a large
crowd; at the State House, artillery fired a salute to him and the town's bells rang into the
night.
131
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anniversary of Cornwallis' surrender, where Governor Hancock officially received him. 132 That
evening, before a fireworks display, Lafayette and 500 state and town leaders attended a public
banquet in Boston at which the "most honest and affectionate joy was displayed" and "mirth and
felicity pervaded the whole company." 133 Among the thirteen toasts offered were one each to the
King and Queen of France, "the fleets and armies of France who have contended for the
independence of America," and "the combined forces who nobly fought in the cause of America."
Two other toasts spoke optimistically of future relations between the two countries and sent
powerful messages to listeners (and readers of the Boston press for the following week): "may
America never forget in prosperity those who were her friends in adversity" and to "perpetuity to
the Union of the States and to their alliance with France." 134 Then, for months after Lafayette left
their town, Bostonians followed his progress through America with keen interest in the press. 135
Such profound changes in Boston's political culture occasioned simultaneous cultural and
social shifts. French fashions and goods had always been available in Boston markets—if
illegally before the war—but they increased in the post-war period. Boston-baked French bread
found its way onto the selectmen's assize list as early as 1784 and remained there for years. 136
French schools increasingly became a part of Boston's private educational landscape as selectmen
authorized more of them through the decade; some in Boston even suggested that Harvard install
a French language professor. 137 By the end of the decade a Boston publisher began a French
13
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newspaper, the Courier de Boston, to extend the French language in the United States because it
was critical for success in international trade outside of England, eased cultural exchange, and
made for more accurate communication of political intelligence between allied countries. 138
Public events or dinners offered Bostonians occasions to feature the French King and Queen
prominently in toasts that were often published in the press in the ensuing days. 139 In the summer
of 1785, after the birth of the latest French Prince, the Massachusetts governor publicly
proclaimed that citizens should honor the "family of his Most Christian Majesty." 140 To celebrate
Louis XVI's birthday in August 1787, the lieutenant governor, former governor, members of the
Governor's Council, the senate president, "and other official characters of distinction" along with
a squadron of French ships in Boston harbor shared a "superb feast." Still considered the "great
and good friend and ally of America," Louis XVI was toasted first and a toast to the "perpetual
alliance between France and America" followed. Ordinary Bostonians read about the celebration
in the press for days.
141
Throughout the 1780s, then, pro-French feeling remained strong in Boston and acted on
Charles Bulfinch and his generation. The political exertions of the French in the revolution
helped achieve American independence. The resulting pro-French feeling allowed Bostonians to
see France and French culture in a more flattering light than older Bostonians could have. Thus,
when Bulfinch wrote to his mother in 1786 that he was "fond of Europe," he most likely meant
all of Europe—especially France where he had just enjoyed a particularly positive architectural
Prospectus for the Courier de Boston, March or April, 1789. See also its first issue on April 23, 1789.
139 The Boston press published lists of toasts from local celebrations as well as those from other American
towns. See, for example, MC, June 9, 1784. July 4 th toasts regularly featured France and the French King,
and the Society of the Cincinnati July 4
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experience—not simply the island nation in it.' 42 In short, for historical, cultural, and aesthetic
reasons, Charles Bulfinch was not especially a devotee of Bntish politics, culture, and
architecture in the mid- 1780s.
Despite his avowed fondness for Europe, Bulfinch was sounding homesick by mid-
summer 1 786. He told his mother she should "not fear I will return with reluctance; after all the
places which I have seen, Boston still retains its charms and its inhabitants the same attraction." 143
From Italy, then, Bulfinch wended his way back through the continent, stopping in Paris again,
and made his return plans from Great Britain. In London by late August 1786, he spent his last
months in England at elite and leisurely pursuits. He had his portrait painted by Mather Brown,
whom Bulfinch commissioned over the Tory John Singleton Copley because Copley's pictures
"are very dear."
144 He also saw to some political business for his father with John Adams, the
American ambassador to Britain. But importantly, Bulfinch's extant letters and later
autobiographical sketch did not mention any architectural pursuits during this second spell in
England although he most likely continued to gratify his developing taste for it. By December
1786, he was on a ship bound for Massachusetts.
Back in Boston in January 1787, there was nothing particularly enticing on Bulfinch's
horizon and he lacked an outlet for his developing talent and newfound stimulation. Indeed,
Boston must have seemed parochial and dull after his European experience, at least as far as his
hometown's architecture was concerned. Political events, of course, were far from uninteresting
because Bulfinch returned to Massachusetts in the thick of Shays' Rebellion. However, being
neither a military man nor a political leader, he was not actively involved in it and left no
142
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comment about it. Instead, he claimed to have "passed a season of leisure... giving advice in
architecture and looking forward to an establishment in life." 145 He tried his hand at speculative
merchant venturing, the vocation for which he trained at Barrell's, when he and five other men
(including Barrell) bought into a ship voyage at $3500 per share in the early months of 1787. 146
With few prospects immediately before him, Bulfinch accepted an elected position as one of the
12 clerks of the Boston market in the March 1787 town elections, but he seemed to have done
little in this position and did not return—or was not returned—to the post the following year. 147
So, early in 1787, having just returned from his European Tour, Bulfinch was on track to
becoming a Boston merchant and unenthusiastically involved in town government. The 1787
fire, however, gave him the first major opportunity to practice the avocation that would make him
famous.
Bulfinch finished the plans for the new Hollis Street Meeting House by the summer of
1787; it was completed a year later. 148 The nearly square, five-by-six bay building was 72 by 60
feet and symmetrically balanced on all sides. (Figure 38) The front facade had a Tuscan portico
with four massive Doric pillars supporting a pediment and cornice, and two large cupola towers at
each end. The inside was a large square room, measuring 60 feet by 60 feet, with adorned
145 From Bulfinch's autobiographical sketch as quoted in Place, Charles Bulfinch: Architect and Citizen
,
15.
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balcony galleries, a slightly elevated pulpit, and a large domed ceiling that reportedly allowed
"those who sit at the greatest distance [to] hear as well as those who are nearest the speaker." 149
On the rear wall was a large Venetian window ornamented with fluted Corinthian pillars. It was
considerably different from any other church in Boston, and even though it was amateurish and
derivative by European standards, to a town that had seen nothing substantial built in decades—
and little of it outside of first period and Georgian-influenced style—it was widely renowned for
its originality and innovativeness. Celebrated for its simplicity, years later the Massachusetts
Magazine commented that "upon the whole, the appearance [of the church] is light, pleasing and
elegant, without any affectation of finery." 150 When Pemberton wrote in 1794, the building was
still remarkable: he said it was "an entirely new and elegant model, the draught of [an] ingenious
architect."
151
As Bui finch had only been back in Boston for six months when construction began, his
architectural experiences in Europe heavily influenced his design for the Hollis Street Meeting
House. As one writer noted in the Columbian Magazine while establishing Bulfinch's building
pedigree, Bulfinch's "genius.
. .was aided by a liberal education, and improved by a tour through
Europe." " But which part of Europe influenced him is still the matter of some contention.
Bulfinch biographers note that he drew his inspiration from Sir Christopher Wren's Saint
Stephen's Church in Walbrook, London, and from plates in two British patternbooks: plate 43 of
Isaac Ware's Designs of Inigo Jones (1731) and plate 50 in James Gibbs' A Book of Architecture
(1729).
153
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Meeting House design. While there are notable similarities between Bulfinch's building and the
English work, such a narrow attribution overlooks how Continental European architecture
impressed and influenced him. As we have seen, Bulfinch was enormously impressed with the
architecture of Italy and France, particularly how French structures fit into the natural and built
environments surrounding them. Given that this was his first major commission and that it came
so close after his European tour—he was gushing about Continental architecture less than a year
earlier—it seems unlikely that he would rely solely on English precedent while designing the
Mollis Street Meeting House.
While Bulfinch may have had St. Stephen's in mind to some degree, there were other
influences from beyond England, some probably more potent, working on him as he drafted
Boston's newest church building. A cursory side-by-side comparison shows that the interior of
Bulfinch's first church building resembled the floorplan and design of the Wren church. (Figures
38 through 40) Both were geometrically ordered with domes for sound projection and cross-
configurations in their floorplans. The geometric planning pattern that Bulfinch used in this
design also shows up in Gibbs' plate. Yet, there was nothing especially English about any of
these elements. French and Italian designers had had similar uses of geometry in church planning
and in churches' interior arrangements for centuries.
Geometry, sound projection, and symmetrical orientation have consumed architects since
at least the days of the Roman Republic. Vitruvius, famed Roman architect from the first century
BC, systematized geometric relationships in buildings, discussed the role of symmetry, and
Citizen
, 23.) A year later, architectural historian Harold Kirker wrote it "actually evolved from sketches
and estimates Bulfinch made of St. Stephen's, Walbrook, in London and a close study of plate 43 in Isaac
Ware's Designs of Inigo Jones . . .and number 50 in James Gibbs 1 A Book of Architecture ." (Kirker, ACB,
18.) Kirker also claimed (in a footnote) that Bulfinch did not own these books. He postulated that Bulfinch
borrowed them from Thomas Dawes, whom Kirker said was Bulfinch's "Bulfinch's assumed architectural
mentor." (Kirker, 19n.) But the mentor-apprentice relationship here should not be overdrawn too much.
Bulfinch probably learned much from Dawes if only by studying the structures the patriot-mason built in
the late colonial period, and some sort of relationship existed between the two—among Bulfinch's library
is a builder's dictionary with the inscription, "Thomas Dawes, Jun, 1751." However, there is no extant
evidence that suggests any formal mentor-apprentice relationship existed, even in Bulfinch's letters and
autobiographical sketch. On Bulfinch's library, see Appendix II in Kirker, ACB , 387-388.
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explored building acoustics in his Ten Hooks on Architcclurc. 1 ^ (Figure 41 and 42) Dunn,; and
after the Renaissance, later Italian designers took Vitruvius' ideas further and ,n turn published
their work m widely-distributed patternbooks. Sebastiano Serlio's five hooks on theater and
opera architecture, written between 15 $7-1575, included geometrically-derived floorplans and
were particularly concerned with acoustics and sound projection. 1" (Figures 43 and 44) Another
Italian, Andrea Palladio, the lather ofneo-( lassieism who was especially influenced by
Vitruvius, made extensive use of the geometric guiding-lines throughout his highly influential
I
;our Books on Architecture (1570). 156 (Figures 45 and 46)
My the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, French designers and patternbook makers
such as Sebastien 1 e( 'Icrc and Jacques hanyois Blondel, building on the foundations of the
Renaissance Italians, were similarly concerned about acoustics, symmetry, and geometry. 157 So,
too, were English architects. Shortly after the turn of the seventeenth century, Englishman EnigO
Jones, who had twice spent extended periods in Italy studying Renaissance architecture firsthand,
used Palladian ideas extensively and became a major promoter of the Italian's work. Decades
later, Wren also drew heavily from the same Italian sources, especially Palladio and Serlio. 1™ Yet
Wren also journeyed to Paris in July 1665 where he was introduced to most of the great Trench
1 4
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and Italian architects to al work in the French capital. Wren began designing St. Stephen's
seven years later. 1 " Thus, while we eannol he certain which of the Roman or Ilahan pattembooks
Bulfinch saw while in Europe, 11 is likely thai he saw some of them, and far more importantly, he
saw many of the buildings featured in them firsthand. We can reasonably assume, then, thai the
interior of Wren's church and the British pattembook plates were not the only influences working
on Bulfinch during his first commission. Bui the exterior treatment of Bulfinch's church design
makes this point even more forcefully.
While it must he stressed that British architectural forms were not entirely distinet from
French ones because both drew on Italian ( lassical and Renaissance precedent, Bulfinch's design
lor the Mollis Street Meeting I louse resembled Structures in Italy and France, and in Italian and
French pattembooks, more than it resembled English precedents. The work of Vitruvius and
Renaissance Italian designers yielded wider porticos with less steeply-pitched pediments than
those used by InigO Jones in Waives 1731 paltci nbook, and Bulfinch's design of the Mollis Street
Meeting Mouse followed the ( onlmenlal proportions more elosely than the English variation. 160
(Figure 47 and 48) However, the two end towers on Bulfinch's design, features that do not
appear on Jones
1
building, even more dearly suggest that Bulfinch had something other than
British architecture ill the forefront of his mind in I 7H7. British architecture, at least as set down
by Ware and GibbS, Called almOSl exclusively lor single steeple church forms."' 1 ( f igures 49 and
50) French and Italian church buildings, however, were a completely different story.
French medieval and Italian Renaissance architects regularly flanked church facades with
towers, a device they had used for centuries. In Medieval French churches such as Notre I )ame,
the towers were massive* architectural elements that buildings dominated and still strikingly
lv>
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'hambcrs, ( In istopliei Wivn, 43.
See Vitruvius, Ten Books on Architecture, Book IV, ( liaptei VII.
IAI
Gibbs' Book of Architecture, loi example, which Kukci said had so inspired Bulfinch's interior, also
offered plenty ofexterioi treatments foi church buildings bul none had more than a single steeple.
i i)
stand out ,„-the built env.ronment of Pans that so
..pressed Bu, fi„eh. Dunng the Rena.ssance,
Itahan architects soch as Serlio s.gnificantly diminished their proportrons, but nonetheless
retained the two tower arrangements, (figures 5 1 to 53) The more modes, towers of the
Renaissance had clearly found their way ,„,o French building by the fime of Bulfinch's viSi, to
France. The most
.mpottant example was in St. Sulp.cc Church, which was des.gned in 1745 by
Italian Jean Nicolas Servandon,, arch.tec, to the French K.ng s.nce 1732. Servandom's plan was
published in the patternbooks of Jacques Blondel in 1752 and 1772, wh.ch Bulfinch may have
seen while in France. 1" (Figure 54) But Bulfinch most likely saw the actual building, wh.ch had
only recently been completed. Although work on St. Sulp.ce began m the 1 740s, it was not
fimshed until 1781, five years before Bulfinch arr.ved in Pans. Thus, it was one of Pans' most
modern buildings when Bulfinch toured France, and it clearly
.mpressed Boston's would-be
architect.
Bulfinch's own architectural library, in fact, also suggests that he relied on French and
Continental precedents as much as, if not more, than on British ideas m his early work. While we
cannot be sure precisely when he acquired certain volumes and if all the books he possessed
during his life survived to his death in 1844, some assumptions about the library can be
reasonably made.' 63 At the time of his death his library contained at least 26 books on
architecture, most of which were of British buildings and published in London. But in 1787,
when Bulfinch designed the Hollis Street Meeting House, only seven of them had been published.
Among the seven were two French-authored books published in Paris, an English translation of
162
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. 3-5.) How intact the library
was when he died, how representative it was of his work throughout his life, and how well it was
maintained is uncertain. After his death, the library was maintained by the Bulfinch family, where some if
it continues to reside. The bulk of the collection— 17 out of the 26 volumes—was presented to the Boston
Society of Architects by the Bulfinch Family and is on deposit at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(See Kirker, ACB
, Appendix III.)
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Mladic, and another focused on Bath and Bristol, two Enghsh towns known (even then) for then
Roman and Roman-inspired architecture.- One of the French-authored books was Sebastian
LeClerc's ATreatise^fAr^^ (1723-1724), which was originally owned by his uncle,
Charles Ward Apthorp, and considering the Apthrops' flight from Boston, the book was probably
in Bulfmch's possession by 1 787.- Tellingly, four years after he designed the Hollis Street
Meeting House, Bulfinch asked Boston merchant James Cutler to procure four additional French
patternbooks from Europe. 166 Whether or not Bulfinch received these books-they are not
among the 26-the request for them is important because it indicates that as late as 1791 Bulfinch
sought French design examples for his personal architectural library. It seems clear, then, that
French and Italian ideas heavily influenced Bulfinch at this stage of his career and that they
unmistakably inspired his first major commission in Boston. Thus, through his design for the
Hollis Street Meeting House, Bulfinch introduced a new stylistic influence to architecture as he
introduced himself as a new design talent.
As important was what the new Hollis Street Meeting House building project did not
accomplish relative to political patronage: it was not overtly used for political organizing or
political reputation building. First, while it provided jobs for local builders, these jobs were most
likely filled by building tradesmen who were members of the congregation. Town and church
In order of publication, the seven books were: Sebastien LeClerc, Traite d'architecture (Paris: 1714)-
The Builder's Dictionary, or Gentlemen and Architect's Companion (London: 1734); John Miller Andrea
Palladio's Elements of Architecture (London: 1759); William Thomas, Original Designs in Architecture
(London: 1783); N. Walhs, The Complete Modern Joiner . (London: 1783); John Cruden, Convenient and
Ornamental Architecture, (London: 1785); J. R. Lucotte, La Vignole Modern . (Paris: 1786); and Thomas
Watts, Select Views of the Principal Buildings of Bath and Bristol . (London: 1787) See Kirker ACB
387-388.
' '
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Kirker, ACB, 4
166
Letter from Charles Bulfinch to James Cutler, dated Boston, May 2, 1791. Amory Family Papers,
Massachusetts Historical Society. Cutler was in a partnership with Thomas and Jonathan Amory following
the peace. Included in the list of books Bulfinch requested was Jean-Francois de Neufforge's Recueil
elementaire d'architecture (Paris, 1757-1768). Neufforge was a Flemish architect and engraver who
arrived in Paris in 1738. The book contained approximately 900 of his designs and engravings that me
created after he arrived in France.
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records transposed against public accounts of the building indicate that while Bulfinch designed
the bu.ld.ng, master builder Josiah Wheeler, a member of the I lolhs Street congregation who
resided on nearby Orange Street, oversaw the building of the project.- Wheeler more than
Bulfinch probably hired the building crew because as a houscwrigh, by trade, he knew Boston's
bu.ldmg tradesmen and their work well after all, he was one of then, Indeed, in
.788, Bulfinch
did not possess close relationships with builders, especially those from Boston's southern reaches,
because he was a member of the elite from a different church, hved ,n a different part of Boston,
had been ,n Europe lor months before he designed the building, and because this was his first
major building commission. Most l.kely, the building crew consisted Ofbuilding tradesmen from
•
he area who were, like Wheeler, members of the church. In fact, at the time of its construction,
the Holhs Street congregation counted at least 1 1 building tradesmen including s.x
housewnghts or carpenters, two painters, a mason, and a slater as members, which was about
the number of tradesmen that built the Brattle Street Church a decade and a half earlier. 168 Thus,
an avenue for patronage may have existed, but it extended only to church membership or
geographic location: building tradesmen who were congregants or lived locally may have had a
leg up on others because of their connection with the church or Wheeler.
Second, (he Mollis Street Meeting House project was not used for political organizing the
way the Brattle Street ( 'hureh and the Charles River Bridge had been because no major political
leaders were actively and publicly associated with it. In 1 772 and 1 785, John Hancock ensured
that builders knew about his involvement in each structure either through the Brattle Street corner
l(>7
1789 Boston Directory, sec the section on Fire Company Membership. On Wheeler's association with
the project, see Kuker, ACB , 18-19.
I OK •
I'he names of eleven building tradesmen listed in the 1 789 Boston Directory also show up on
membership lists for the Mollis Slice! Church and live m South Boston or the Boston Neck in the
neighborhood of the church. They arc housewrighls or carpenters John Wcarc, Nathaniel Bradley, Joshua
Davis, Hdward Blake, Thomas Stowcll and Josiah Wheeler; mason Richard Munnewcll; painters John
Osbom and Samuel Phillips; and slater John McLane. Sec 1789 Boston Directory and George Leonard
Chaney, Two Discourses Given in Mollis Street Meeting Mouse, Dec 31. 1876 and January 7. 1877
(Boston: Press of George M. Ellis, 1877). Pages 61-70 reproduce membership lists.
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mom or press announcements thai hired bridge builders. Although there were son, big donors
to the Hollis Street project, none were anywhere near as publicly associated with it as Hancock
had been with the previous two Boston projects. Building advertisements re.erred only to the
building committee, there was no publicly communicated subscription list, and the multiple
artic.es about the building after it was completed mentioned only the genius ofBulfinch and
Wheeler whereas I [ancock's name and donation were omnipresent ,n building advertisements and
accounts of (he Brattle Street Church and Charles River Bridge project,- Although the previous
two bu.ld.ng projects ,n Boston the Brattle Street Church (1772) and the Charles River Bridge
( 1 785-6) had bee,! used lor reputation building, the 1 [ollis Street Meeting I louse project was
not. Political geography was the most likely culprit: this was southern Boston, by tar one of the
least settled areas in town, and one that was tar away from the highly populated and politically
active North End where the Brattle Street Church and Charles River Bridge were. In other words,
political leaders had little to gam by using this bu.ld.ng to build their reputations.
In sum, building in post-peace Boston was limited by an unstable and declining economy,
had no stylistic unity or clear vision, and produced little that changed the colonial character of the
town, but it shows that where possible, a few interested parties used it lor political purposes.
Most post-war building came in spurts of repairs and some new construction when economy
allowed, but overall it was primarily practical and restorative, and it did not communicate any
sort of determined post-war aesthetic vision. In only one instance, the Ilollis Street Meeting
House, did new building yield anything especially new for the town. This new structure clearly
spoke to the profound changes in Boston political culture because it was affected by and
indicative of changes in the political world: it was inspired by and celebrated for its European
Continental precedent, especially models from France. But notwithstanding the modernity of
See Place, Charles Bul finch: Architect and Citizen
. 20-24; and Kirker, ACB, 18-19. See also the Boston
newspapers of the day, especially the MC, IC, and BG. The Massachusetts Magazine ran an article aboul
the Mollis Street Meeting House in December 1793. This, too, mentioned only Bulfinch and Wheeler.
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Bulfinch's first major commission, Boston's built environment was antiquated in .788 because
for the most part, it looked Like it had tor much of the mid-eighteenth century. At the same time,
while bu,.d,ng had been an important avenue for political and social patronage before the war, the
unstable economy and the conservative worldvews of those with the most money after the
revolution conspired to limit building as a means of political organizing. Certainly John Hancock
used the Charles Street Bridge project to good political effect. But the budding of the bridge was
the only moment in the post-war years used overtly lor patronage, and one of only two projects in
the m,d-1780s large enough to be utilized as such.' 7" But in the early and mid-1790s, this would
change as some Boston conservatives came to recognize the importance of building to political
organizing and patronage, as well as its ability to establish class distinctions in a post-war social
and political culture that were hostile to them.
Perhaps the best, if subjective, assessment of Hancock's depletion of his fortune for the American cause
and to bolster his personal reputation came from John Adams in an 1817 letter to William Tudor: "1 knew
Mr. Hancock from his cradle to his grave. ...His commerce was a great one. ...Had he persevered in
business as a private merchant, he might have erected a house of Medici.
. . .[but] no man's property was
ever more entirely devoted to the public.
.
.
[After his first election to the General Court], his mind was
soon engrossed by public cares, alarms, and terrors; his business was left to subalterns; his private affairs
neglected, and continued to be so to the end of his life. If his fortune had not been so large, he must have
died as poor as Mr. S. Adams or Mr. Gerry." Charles Francis Adams, comp., The Works of John Adams.
Second President of the United States: With a Life of the Author. Notes and Illustrations (Boston: Little
Brown, 1850-1856), Vol. X, 260-261.
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CHAPTER 4
FEDERALISM CHECKED
In 1 795, Charles Bulfinch, Boston's rising architectural luminary, designed a house for
rising political luminary Harrison Gray Otis. (Figure 3) The first of three houses he would
design for Otis, th,s structure had all of the hallmarks of Federal style. A stately and elegant
structure set hack from the street, the Ot.s Mansion had a perfectly balanced facade with
decreasing vertical proportions, delicate string courses separating each floor, gran.te window
headers, and small swag panels. Its central bay was adorned w.th a lunette, Palladia!! window,
and an ornamented entryway. The hipped roof had slight end chimneys and an intricate cornice
underneath. In short, it resembled the Neoclassical work of Britain's Robert Adam although it
came to Bulfinch more directly through a house he sketched while in Philadelphia in 1789.'
Importantly, this was Bulfinch's first structure of this k.nd. In fact, between 1789 and 1796,
Bulfinch designed fifteen structures in and around Boston, and five elsewhere >n Massachusetts
including the Maine counties, but of these early designs, only the Ot.s House drew heav.ly on
Adam's work, the influence frequently seen as most informative to Massachusetts Federal style. 2
_?
he
,
1 hladelpka house was (lie Bingham House. On this Harrison Gray Otis house, see Charles A Place
I narlcs Bulfinch, Architect and Citizen (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1925), 159-136- Harold and'
James Kirkcr, Bulfinch's Boston, 1787-1817 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1964), 46-47- Harold
Kirker, The Architecture of Charles Bulfinch (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1969) 1 18-124
Abbott Lowell Cummings, "The First Harrison Gray Otis House in Boston: A Studyin Pictorial Evidence "
Old-Time New England Volume 60, Number 3 (1970): 105-108; and Richard C. Nylander, "The First
1 larnson Gray Otis House, Boston, Massachusetts," The Magazine Antiques Volume 1 29 Number 3
(1986): 618-621.
' Bulfinch's early Boston-area structures were: The Washington Arch (1789), Beacon Hill Memorial
Column (1790-91), John Joy House (1791), Joseph Coolidge, Sr. House (1791-1792), Joseph Barrell
House in Somcrville (1792-1793), Boston Theatre (1793-1794), Charles Bulfinch House (1793), Tontine
Crescent (1793-1794), Thomas Russell House in Charlestown (1793-1796), Franklin Place (1794-1795),
Massachusetts State House (1795-1797), Joseph Coolidge, Jr. House (1795), (First) Harrison Gray Otis
'
House (1795-1796), James Swan House in Dorchester (1796), and the Perez Morton House in Roxbury
(1796). In the same time period, he also designed the Congregational Church in Pittsfield (1790-1793),
Congregational Church in Taunton (1790-1792), Connecticut Stale House in Hartford (1793-1796), Henry
Knox Mansion in I homaston, ME (1794-1796), and a house in Salem for Elias Hasket Derby House.
On "Federal" style in Massachusetts and America, see Kirker, ACB; William H. Pierson, Jr.,
American Buildings and their Architects: The Colonial and Neo-Classical Styles (New York: Doubleday,
1976); Fiske Kimball, American Architecture (New York: Bobs-Merrill Company, 1928); Edgell &
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In Cher words, Adamesque influences did no, by and iarge dommate Bulfinch-. work pnor to ,he
mid-1 790s. Much more commonly, he rehed on the Confinenta, European precedents that so
moved h,m on his European Grand Tour and colonia, tradmons that paroch.al chents most hkely
requested.
Although Boston has long been seen as a Federalist town from the dawn of the republic,
the 1795-96 building of the Harnson Gray Otis House, Boston's first truly Federal-style structure,
reminds us that the town was not thoroughly Federalist as the "Federalist Era" began in 1788, at
least aesthetically-speaking. 3 The problem is that architectural historians often read Bulfinch's
later career, in wh,ch he built plenty of Federalist buildings, into his entire career that
circumstantially began in 1787-88 with the Hollis Street Meeting House in 1787-1788. Thus, he
was a Federal designer as the republic began. This misreading, though, has led to a flawed
assessment of early republic Boston by suggesting (if not outright claiming) that Federalist
funders built Federalist-style mansions through a Federalist designer for the whole of the Federal
period. A closer reading of Bulfinch's early buildings, however, shows that the Federal style did
not dominate until after the turn of the nineteenth century, that Federalist ideas on style actually
took time to develop and materialize, and that in his early career Bulfinch was not the Federal-
English Neoclassical architect that most accounts claim. Indeed, in this early career, Bulfinch
relied just as much if not more on French and Continental architectural precedent although these
connections have seldom been explored. What might be called "aesthetic Federalism," then,
Kimball
>
A History of Architecture (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1918); and Roger G. Kennedy,
Orders from France: The Americans and the French in a Revolutionary World. 1780-1820 (Philadelphia-
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1990).
Architectural historians exploring Bulfinch and his work in this period frequently contend that he had
wanted to remake post-revolutionary Boston in an English style since his return from Europe in 1787, and
that by the mid- 1790s he was well down this path. Seldom taking seriously his Continental experience and
his early use of Continental design, this interpretation neglects to integrate the political and social context
of mid- 1790s Boston (as well as Bulfinch's personal situation) with his diverse architectural output during
this period. See Place, Charles Bulfinch. Architect and Citizen : Kirker and Kirker, Bulfinch's Boston : and
Kirker, ACB. More recently, for example, Roger Kennedy wrote Boston (and much ofNew England) out
of study of French influences in early republic architecture because, he contended, Federalist style by and
large prevented the incorporation of French architectural ideas. See Kennedy, Orders from France .
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economic
emerged and gamed devotees over time as it was influenced by political, social, and
realities after the American Revolution, Ironically, Boston was not a showplace of Federal-style
architecture until the near end of what historians Stanley Elkins and Eric McKitnck have called
"The Age ofFederalism.- Looking at Bulfinch's career this way y.elds something imp0rtant
about style and politics in the Federal Era because it helps us to understand that the style did not
simply reflect a political culture, but it helped to create it.
This chapter looks at Boston politics, society, and building from 1789 to 1795 to assess
the power of and limits to Federalists as well as to aesthetic and political Federalism. Examining
Charles Bulfinch's architectural activity in this period, it argues that he was not the "Federalist
designer" that most accounts claim in these years, and that he relied mainly on colonial period
convention and French, Italian, and colonial models in his work to the mid-1790s. Politics in this
period did little to advance the architectural style that has long been associated with the Federal
period from its beginning. Indeed, Federalist political influence and power was seriously limited
into the mid- 1 790s and Federalists did not and could not dominate Boston either politically or
aesthetically before 1795. Boston's early republic speculating economy, visible through the
intertwined careers of Harrison Gray Otis and Charles Bulfinch in the early and mid- 1790s,
shows how some members of the Boston Federalist elite were clearly rising and establishing
fortunes that they would eventually deploy for political, social, and aesthetic purposes, but not
until, as we will see, the late- 1790s. It is the timing here that is especially important because it
shows that Boston was not truly becoming a Federalist town, either politically or aesthetically,
until the turn of the nineteenth century. Finally, the creation of the first Otis House reveals how
style, politics, society, and economy came together to produce a building in an English
aristocratic style that stood apart from ordinary Bostonians, producing a turning point in Boston's
post-war aesthetic, political, and social history.
4
Stanley M. Elkins and Eric L. McKitrick, The Age of Federalism (New York: Oxford University Press
1993).
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The Continental and the Colonial in Bulfinch's Early Work
Boston was not solidly Federalist in its polities in the first years of the republic, despite
claims by historians to the contrary.* There certainly were indications that Boston was a
Federalist town in 1788. In January, Boston political leaders in the Massachusetts Ratifying
Convention unanimously rallied around the Constitution, while the town's mechanics, long
concerned about the town's dismal economy and local manufacturing, enthusiastically supported
it outs.de the convention. In fact, shortly after Massachusetts' ratification, over 1,000 "mechanics
and artisans of every description in town," including 259 building tradesmen, formed a Grand
Procession to celebrate the Constitution's passage. 6 Within a week, mechanics had taken a sh.p
called "Old Confederation" used in the procession to the Boston Common where "a jury of
carpenters" inspected it, determined it was "defective.
. .and rotten," and "condemned her as unfit
for any further service" before burning it "in presence of an applauding concourse of citizens."7
Some studies are more overt in this than others, but most suggest that Boston was overwhelmingly
Federa list in its politics from the 1 788 Massachusetts Ratification Convention. See, for example Samuel
Eliot Monson, Harrison Gray Otis. 1765-1848: The Urbane Federalist (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1969); Van Beck Hall, "The Commonwealth and the New Nation: Massachusetts 1780-1790 "
(Ph.D. diss., University of Wisconsin, 1964); and William M. Fowler, Jr., Samuel Adams. Radical Puritan
(Reading, MA: Addison Wesley Longman, 1997).
6 MC, February 13, 1788 and Boston Directory, 1789. See also, Debates and Proceedings of the
Convention of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Held in the Year. 1788. And Which Finally Ratified
the Constitution of the United States (Boston: William White, Printer to the Commonwealth, 1856), 323-
329. According to press reports, the order and number of the procession was: blacksmiths (73), shipwrights
(43), rope makers (75), mast makers (30), sail makers (30), ship joiners (34), block makers (30)
mathematical instrument makers (6), coopers (53), boat builders (20), coach and chaise makers (8), painters
(25) head builders (4), carvers (12), riggers (18), glaziers and plumbers (16), founders and coppersmiths
(10), cabinet makers (13), pewterers (6), tinmen (3), bakers (40), tanners and curriers (28), shoemakers
(50), tailors (56), hatters (26), tallow chandlers (8), ship builders (20), carpenters (136), masons (70),
wheelwrights (30), printers (15), bookbinders (no number reported), chair makers (6), saddlers (12),'
tobacconists (13), goldsmiths and jewelers (15), horn button and comb makers (no number reported), miller
( 1 ), leather dressers (20), and card makers (12). Alan Kulikoff has found that the total number of working
Boston artisans in 1790 was 1,271. See Alan Kulikoff, "The Progress of Inequality in Revolutionary
Boston," William and Mary Quarterly
. Third Series, Vol. 28, No. 3, (1971): 375-412, especially 377.
7 MC, February 13, 1788. The number of building tradesmen must have also included general laborers who
worked in house construction. The 1789 Boston Directory contained only 160 Bostonians that specified a
trade. Christopher Hail found 178 building tradesmen in his accounting of the same Directory, but this
included gardeners, carvers, turners, and surveyors. See Christopher Hail, Boston Architects and Builders,
compiled from the Boston Directory^ 1789-1846 (Cambridge: MassCOPAR).
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But neither the homogeneity of the Boston delegate nor the mechanic's zeal lasted
long. The state's most lmportant political leaders, John Hancoek and Samuel Adams, had senous
misgivings about the Constitution from the start but were forced into accepting it because of
pohtical expediency: the popular support generated by the Constitution's promises of economic
recovery clearly suggested it was a smart political move 8 Through the mid-1790s, though,
Hancock and Adams outright opposed the Federalists wherever they could. Moreover, Boston's
still-radicalized mechanics abandoned Federalists and Federalism as early as 1789 because
Federalists had not delivered the promised recovery quickly and broadly enough. 9 Consequently,
in the first years of the republic, Hancock and Adams challenged and checked Federalist
influence in state and town politics while ordinary people overlooked them (and their belief in
elite-deferential politics) at the polls or acted against them in the street and press. By the mid-
1790s, Federalist opponents mounted serious challenges to what they called the privileged, anti-
French, and counter-revolutionary behavior and policies of "anstocratical" Boston Federalists as
they attacked them through a local Democratic-Republican Club at the polls and in print. 10 In
reality, Federalist political power in Boston was far from secured with the ratification of the
Constitution in 1 788, and Boston was not immediately a Federalist town at the birth of the
republic although it certainly would become one in time.
Neither was Boston dominated by Federal-style architecture in the beginning of the
Federal period. As we have seen, Boston's built environment remained unfashionable and
8 ri
See Herbert S. Allan, John Hancock: Patriot in Purp le (New York: The Beechhurst Press, 1953), 326-332-
William M. Fowler, The Baron of Beacon Hill: A Biography of John Hancock . (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin, 1989), 267-272; Paul D. Brandes, John Hancock's Life and Speeches: A Personalized Vision of the
American Revolution. 1763-1793 (Lanham, MD: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1996), 173; John C. Miller,
Samuel Adams: Pioneer in Propaganda (Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1936), 375-387; and
Fowler, Samuel Adams . 168-172.
9
See Lisa Lebow, "Artisans in Transition: Early Capitalist Development and the Carpenters of Boston,
1787-1837," (Ph. D. diss., University of California, Los Angeles, 1987), 348-353.
1
The best single account of this is Paul Goodman, The Democratic Republicans of Massachusetts: Politics
in a Young Republic (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1964).
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stylMeally an„qua,ed ,n the pos,-war period, despite attempts to beaufify d.screte areas. By
1 787 and ,788, as the Federa, period began, Charles Bulfinch had returned to Boston and begnn
his des.gn eareer. Bu, ,n h,s first bu.ldmg, as we have a,so seen, he borrowed extens.ve.y from
Freneh and Contmental sources, fa other words, he appeared not to be especiaUy interested m
designing English-tnspired buddings. This building was no, an aberration. Indeed, his other
early work to the mid- 1790s suggests an enduring commitment to Confinental European
architectural style.
The first four structures that he designed after his renowned work on the Hollis Street
Meeting House were two pieces of municipal architecture in Boston and two churches outside of
town. All were drafted between 1789 and 1791. The municipal projects were a triumphal arch
and a memorial column. He designed the arch in October 1789 to commemorate George
Washington's return to Boston. Spanning the lower end of the newly renamed Washington Street
and abutting the west face of the State House where Thomas Dawes had designed a colonnade,
the arch was 18 feet high and three arches wide (a 14 foot center arch and two 7 foot side arches).
It was adorned with multiple, newly-developed American symbols including a frieze of 13 stars
on a blue background and an American eagle perched atop a 20-foot canopy." (Figure 55) He
designed the column to replace the beacon that had stood atop Beacon Hill for decades and to
commemorate the Revolutionary War either in late- 1789 or early- 1790. 12 While no architectural
wonder—the column was, as a Boston newspaper called it, "a plain column of the Doric order"
For a contemporary description of the arch and colonnade, see MC, October 28, 1789. For a synopsis of
the project, see Kirker, ACB, 23-24. On Washington's visit, see Allan, John Hancock: Patriot in Purple.
342-5; Fowler, The Baron of Beacon Hill
,
276-277; and Elkins and McKitrick, The Age of Federalism . 74-
" On Bulfinch's Memorial Column, see Ellen S. Bulfinch, The Life and Letters of Charles Bulfinch.
Architect (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1896), 85-90; Place, Charles Bulfinch. Architect and Citizen . 11 . 93,
and 154; Kirker and Kirker, Bulfinch's Boston . 80-82; and Kirker, ACB
.
33-36.
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in
seen a
with an eagle atop-i, nonetheless
,mpress,ve,y ,„rded h,gh above the town, as a ,79! ,mage
suggests. 13 (Figure 56)
European precedents influenced Bulfinch's work on these projects. Importantly,
Bulfinch had no occasion to personally see either form of architecture before his trip to Europe
the mid-1 780s because there had never been an arch or a column built in Boston. The only
opportunity he may have had to experience these types of structures before his trip would have
been in books or works of art. However, he had multiple occasions to see such structures when
France and Italy on the Continental leg of his European Tour and noted that he had, in fact,
Roman triumphal arch in Narbonne that impressed him tremendously' 4 Moreover, he most likely
vis.ted the Traj an column while he was in Paris if only because it was an important structure that
was more than 100 feet high. 15 Of course, the built environment in Italy, which left Bulfinch
nearly speechless, was full of arches and columns, especially in Rome where the arches of Titus,
Septimius Severus, and Constantine, and the column of Antonius, still stood in the eighteenth
century. 16 (Figure 57 and 58) Even a cursory comparison of representative Roman arches and
columns to Bulfinch's work suggests, because of their similar proportions and form, that Bulfinch
had these Continental precedents in mind.
On the other hand, the two churches that Bulfinch designed between 1789 and 1791
outside of Boston—one in Pittsfield, in the westernmost county of Massachusetts, and the other in
Taunton, 35 miles southwest of Boston—resembled less ornate recreations of colonial
-era
13 MM, December 1790.
14
See Charles Bulfinch to Susan Bulfinch, letter dated Marseilles, May 10, 1786, in Bulfinch Life and
Letters
,
50-55. See also Bulfinch, Life and Letters . 42.
15
See Charles Bulfinch to Susan Bulfinch, letter dated Marseilles, May 10, 1786, in Bulfinch Life and
Letters
.
50-55.
16
Charles Bulfinch to Susan Bulfinch, letter dated London, August 27, 1786, in Bulfinch Family Papers,
Massachusetts Historical Society. He might have also seen more of Italy's triumphal arches and memorial
columns in any of Giovanni Battista Piranesi's books of eighteenth-century engravings of Roman
architecture, including the massive Vedute di Roma, that were published beginning in 1743.
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churches in the state capital." (Flgure 59) While they were important trans lt,na, buildings that
reflected the move away from meetmg houses and toward churches, the, extenor deslgn and
configurate were more reminiscent of the Boston Wrenesque churches built in the first few
decades of the eighteenth century-for example, the Christ Church and the Old South-and not
Bulfinch's innovative Holhs Street work." In other words, where Bulfinch had boldly introduced
modern French- and Continental-inspired ldeas to Boston through the Holhs Street Meetmg
House, he retreated from them in the Pittsfield and Taunton buildings. This most likely had to do
With client preference more than Bulfinch's personal inclination. Scholars working on
architecture outs.de large American port towns, particularly in western Massachusetts, have
found that established stylistic traditions persisted in hinterland areas much longer than in port
towns and that they often trumped architectural advancement and originality. 19 Bulfinch's
innovations were perhaps too bold for less cosmopolitan towns, especially those that had not
experienced as profound a change in French sentiment as Boston had. 20 If Bulfinch was inclined
to continue his innovative Hollis Street work and veer from the established English-influenced
single-steeple ideas, he likely would have encountered resistance in outlying areas.
17 On these buildings, Bulfinch, Life and Letters, 127; Place, Charles Bulfinch, Architect and Citizen 32-
36; and Kirker, ACB
.
25-3 1
.
1
8
The move from meeting house to church was especially notable in pew placement, entryways and
longitudinal organization. See Kirker, ACB
.
25-26.
19
For western New England, see Kevin M. Sweeney, "High-Style Vernacular: Lifestyles of the Colonial
Elite" in Cary Carson, Ronald Hoffman, and Peter J. Albert, eds., Of Consuming Interests: The Stylg of
Life in the Eighteenth Century (Charlottesville, VA: University Press of Virginia, 1994): 1-58 and Robert
Blair St. George, Conversing in Signs: Poetics of Implication in Colonial New England Culture (Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1998). For Virginia, see Dell Upton, Holy Things and Profane:
Anglican Parish Churches in Colonial Virginia (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1986).
20 On the affect of French support for the American cause, see Allan Forbes and Paul F. Cadman, France
and New England (Boston: State Street Trust Company, 1925), Volume I; William C. Stinchcombe, The
American Revolution and the French Alliance (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1969); and Brandes,
John Hancock's Life and Speeches
.
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In 1791, Bulfinch designed the first pnvate residence of his career, a house for John Joy,
Jr. at the base of Boston's Tnmountain , (Figure 60) Adjacent to the Hancock Estate and facing
the
_ in Boston's West End, the Joy House was as stately and congous a house as
Boston had seen in decades. Yet there was nothing especially new or strikingly innovative about
its style. Architectural historians have readily admitted that it was no paragon of modern
European architecture e lther on or off the Confinent. Rather-, the Joy House, with its full-length
front pilasters, massive pediment, and widow's walk, fit well with the structures built a half
century before in Boston.- Nor was there anything especially innovative about the Joy House
location to the minds of its funders, which was a particularly important assessment of Boston's
post-war social geography. The West End and Beacon Street were still so undeveloped and
removed from the populated areas of Boston that Mrs. Joy reportedly felt "no little dismay at the
prospect of living so far out," and hoped to return to a more populated part of town before long. 23
Bulfinch's second residential design in Boston, a house built in 1792 for his cousin,
Joseph Coolidge, Sr., moved the designer further away from colonial period dictates, but not
necessarily headlong in the direction of English ones. Architectural historians often trumpet the
Coolidge House as the building through which Bulfinch introduced British Neoclassical ideas to
New England because he copied it from Robert Adam's Royal Society of Arts in London and
added a few colonial-period elements. 24 (Figure 61 and 62) The Bulfinch structure certainly
21 On the Joy House, see Place, Charles Bulfinch. Architect and Citizen 99, 1 15; Kirker and Kirker
Bulfinch's Boston. 87, 146 147-151; and Kirker, ACB, 37-40.
22
That colonial stylistic preferences still appealed to post-colonial Bostonians can be glimpsed not only
through the house, but also in comments about it. Bostonian Nathaniel Cutting, for example, noted that
"the front is among the neatest and most elegant [he had] ever seen," but as noted, there was nothing
especially modern about it. "Extracts from Diary of Nathaniel Cutting," Massachusetts Historical Society
Proceedings. Volume XII (1871-1873): 61. Quoted in Kirker, ACB
, 37.
23 Quoted in Kirker, ACB
. 37.
24
Coolidge was descended from Adino Bulfinch, Charles' great grandfather, and his son, Joseph Coolidge,
Jr., was married to Bulfinch's sister, Elizabeth. On Bulfinch's ancestry, see Bulfinch, Life and Letters 1 1-
33.
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each three-story building, and Bulfinch used some colonial-era features such as a widow's walk
and large roof. But the London building was not one that extant records suggest impressed
Bulfinch. In fact, a different building that clearly
.mpressed him and was a far more hkely model
for the Coohdge House was Plerre L'Enfant's rebuilt Federal Hall m New York. Bulfinch had
seen L'Enfant's building only three years earlier when he was in New York and he liked it well
enough to sketch it at that fime. * (Flgure 63) Moreover, the Boston-based Massachusetts
Magazine, a periodical to wh1Ch Bulfinch sometimes contnbuted, published a lengthy description
of the L'Enfant building in June 1789 with Bulfinch's elevation that pra,sed both the "elegant
structure" and L'Enfant, the architect.- Images of Federal Hall, then, more than those of the
Royal Society of Arts building, were better known to both client and designer when Bulfinch
drafted the Coohdge House and a side-by-side comparison of the two buildings shows much more
similar proportions than a comparison of the Bulfinch and the Adam buildings do.
The same year, Bulfinch also designed his third residence in the Boston area, a house in
Somerville for his former employer, Joseph Barrell. (Figure 64) If the Coohdge House had
displayed any leaning toward British inspiration, the house Bulfinch built for Barrell marked a
considerable retreat from it because Barrell's house so clearly drew on Continental precedents
that one commentator to the Boston press referred it as a "chateau."27 Indeed, the two-story
residence had a huge entrance portico framed by four pillars that opened onto a veranda, two
" On this first Coohdge House, see Place, Charles Bulfinch. Architect and Citizen 41 and 70- Kirker and
Kirker, Bulfinch's Boston
,
32-3; and Kirker, ACB, 41-44. On the assertion that Bulfinch introduced
Neoclassicism to Boston with the building, see Kirker, ACB
, 41.
26 MM, June 1789.
27 On the Barrell House, see CC, December 12, 1792; Bulfinch, Life and Letters . 41-45, 64, and 77-80;
Place
>
Charles Bulfinch, Architect and Citizen. 147-151; Kirker and Kirker, Bulfinch's Boston . 42-48;'and
Kirker, ACB, 45-53. Frank Chouteau Brown wrote about the Barrell House in 1948 that it was "a complete
country place, after the English manner," but this applied mostly to the grounds. See Frank Chouteau
Brown, "The Joseph Barrell Estate, Somerville, Massachusetts, Charles Bulfinch's First Country House"
Old Time New England. Volume XXXVIII, Number 3 (January, 1948): 53-62, quote on 54. On the
reference to a chateau, see CC, December 12, 1792.
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entrances on the sides of the house, whlch were common ln Continental forms but uncommon in
Massachusetts and in British architecture, and an ova, salon that projected past the end of the
house. There were also two horizontally-ordered staircases where vertically-ordered ones had
been the English-inspired norm.- Moreover, one of Bulfinch's elevations
.eluded a sketch of
the house and outbuildings reminiscent of a Palladio-designed Italian villa. (Flgure 65)
In 1793, Bulfinch designed three varied structures that were especially important
illustrations of the stylistic influences acting on him as well as important steps in his career. One
was the Boston Theater. As we have seen, Boston was without a theater since its foundmg and
the prospect of building one was thwarted as recently as 1785. But in 1792, some Bostomans
overturned the longstanding ban through the Boston Town Meeting and began, in violation of
state law, to support theater productions. 29 Having acquired land on Federal Street by April 1793
theater promoters commissioned Bulfinch to design a theater. 30 For his part, Bulfinch was
probably thrilled: he became enthralled with theater while in Europe, and enthusiastically
attended performances while in Philadelphia and New York in 1789. 31 He was also a student of
theater architecture as far back as his trip to Europe, but the only theater noted in his extant
writings was the Grand Theater of Bordeaux, a building that he said cost "only 130,000
Sterling."
32
(Figure 66) As late as 1791, as plans for a new theater were being bandied about
Both urban and rural buildings in late-eighteenth century Britain scarcely used these features See for
JESS? ' I
0*™ Summerson
'
The Architecture of the Eighteen Century, (London: Thames and Hudson
1969); and David Watkin, English Architecture: A Concise History (London: Thames & Hudson 1979)
29
This Boston Theater war has been explored fully. See Bulfinch, Life and Letters . 93-97- Place Charles
Bulfinch, Architect and Citizen
,
59-63; Kirker and Kirker, Bulfinch's Boston . 54, 59-60; and Kirker ACB
66-73. ' '
30
CC, April 10, 1793. On Bulfinch's design for the Boston Theater, see Bulfinch, Life and Letters 93-97-
Place
>
Charles Bulfinch, Architect and Citizen, 40 and 59-63; Kirker and Kirker, Bulfinch's Boston 54 and
59-60; and Kirker, ACB
,
66-73.
31
See, for example, Charles Bulfinch to his parents, letter dated New York, April 19, 1789. Bulfinch
Family Papers, MHS.
32
Charles Bulfinch to his mother, letter dated, Marseilles, May 10, 1786, in Bulfinch, Life and Letters . 52.
Bulfinch called this theater "the most superb in France."
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Boston, Bulfmch st
„, thought hlghly enough of French
.heaters to ask Boston merchant James
Cutler ,o obtain four books on French archuecture including P.erre Pane's, E^Sur
l^mmiim^ ( 1 782) » (Flgure 67) conseouently, the theater tha, Bulfinch designed
for Boston was not tha, far removed from the Bordeaux Theater that had so
.mpressed h,m ,n
1786. As Thomas Pemberton's wrote,
each^deTeTT °'^ ""J? * height - "
'
Wlth the arches * the front and five onh sid , th windows square. The second story is more lofty, with large archedwindows. The front and rear are decorated with Corinthian innsSte and infront ^projecting arcade gives the convenience of carnages landing^rl^Zt
Large parts of this description could also have described the theater in Bordeaux.
Architectural historians have only fleetingly explored a second important building that
Bulfinch designed in 1793 although it affords an important opportunity to examine his early work
and personal views on architectural style in a way that no other Bulfinch structure allows. Th,s
was a house that he designed for his young family, and it was the only moment in his entire career
in which Bulfinch was both designer and client. More than any other work of his, then, he was
free to build as he pleased in this project. Built next to the house in which he grew up on the edge
of the West End, this house reflected the status and wealth of Bulfinch's family: it was 2,100 sq.
ft., not counting the 350 sq. ft. kitchen and 800 sq. ft. barn, and valued at $16,440 at the end of
1794. 35 While not atypical in terms of size from other elite mansions in Boston, it looked
Charles Bulfinch to James Cutler, letter dated May 2, 1791, in Amory Family Papers, MHS.
34
Thomas Pemberton, "A Topographical and Historical Description of Boston, 1794" Massachusetts
Historical Society Collections
. 1
st
series, Vol. 3 (1794), 255.
35 On the house in general, see Place, Charles Bulfinch. Architect and Citizen 29-3 1 ; Abbott Lowell
Cummmgs, "Charles Bulfinch and Boston's Vanishing West End." Old Time New England Volume LII
Number 2 (October-December, 1961): 31-49; and Kirker, ACB, 74-77. On Bulfinch's marriage, the
fortunes both he and Hannah brought to it, and Bulfinch's attempts at merchanting in the early 1790s, see
Samuel Eliot Morison, The Maritime History of Massachusetts. 1783-1860 (Boston: Northeastern
University Pres, 1921), 44-51; Thomas G. Cary, Memoir of Thomas Handasvd Perkins. Containinp
Extracts from his Diaries and Letters (New York: Burt Franklin, 1856), 43; and Carl Seaburg and Stanley
Paterson
>
Merchant Prince of Boston: Colonel T. H. Perkins. 1764-1854 (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1971). On the valuation of the land conveyances and valuation, see Cummings, "Charles Bulfinch
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cons,derab,y differs from other Boston houses because of its facade. (F.gure 68) Rather tha„
extenstvely emphas.ze the centra, bay ofthe facade, which was elemental to Georg.an and
Federa, styles
,
Bulfinch drew attenfon ,o the ends of his house by tncorporat.ng
„ear,y all
embellishments
,„ the end bays and ieav.ng only a modes,ly decorated entryway and three
headers in the centra, bay . Thus, ,, d.ffered marked,, from anythtng he had prev,ous,y designed
and from what he would become known for: Federal style.
As with other early projects, Bulfinch relied on European influences in this building, but
which part of Europe is debatable. The closest any architectural historian has come to assigning
it an antecedent is an indirect attribution to English precedent by Bulfinch scholar Harold Kirker,
who claimed it was "rather similar" to Bulfinch's 1795 Joseph Coohdge Jr. House. Coohdge Jr.':
house, Kirker noted, was "a good example of Bulfinch's modest adaptation of the English
Neoclassical style."- (Figure 69) But the 1793 Bulfinch house owes as much (ifnot more) to
Continental models and to illustrations in architectural books published in France that Bulfinch
possessed by 1793: Sebastian Le Clerc's Traite d' architect,,re (Pans: 1714) and J. F. Neufforge's
R^^iem^ 17 5 7-17 80). 37 Both books offered multiple examples
of Continental buildings on which Bulfinch appears to have relied in the design of his own house,
especially given the emphasis on the end bays of the facade over the central bay(s). (Figure 70)
By contrast, the central bays of the Coolidge Jr. House, bays that were simplistically adorned in
Bulfinch's house, were full of embellishments-a pedimented entranceway, four massive half-
pilasters, swag panels, a large frieze, a balustrade, and four carved urns—though the ends had no
and Boston's Vanishing West End," 36; and Kirker, ACB, 74-76. Kirker used the Suffolk County deeds to
determine the value.
36
Kirker, ACB
. 115.
These books were Sebastian LeClerc's Traite d'architecrure (Paris: 1714) and J. F. Neufforge's Recueil
elementaire d'architecUire (Pans: 1757-1780). The LeClerc book that Bulfinch owned most likely came
from his Uncle Charles Ward Apthorp who left Boston before the American Revolution. (See Kirker,
ACB, 4.) The Neufforge book was on that Bulfinch asked James Cutler to procure in May 1791, which
suggests even if he never received it, that he nonetheless knew about and desired it. See CharlesBulfmch
to James Cutler, letter dated May 2, 1791, in Amory Family Papers, MHS.
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ones
such adornments. In short, in a project in which he was free to build as he liked, one that
provides the most definitive statement on his architectural preferences at the thne, Bulfinch
tellingly relied on Continentally-produced and inspired models, not British
The third building that Bulfinch designed in 1793 was perhaps his most lmportant to date
because it was both a Nonary and fateful project: Boston's Tonfine Crescent. (Flgure 71)
Bulfinch scholars have thoroughly explored this project, although always through the lens of a
determined artiste and prophefic town planner attemptmg to overcome parochialism, thin business
skills, and impending financial disaster. 38 In 1793, Bulfinch, William Scollay, and Charles
Vaughn entered into a partnership to build upscale housing in Boston with two crescent-shaped
rows of attached houses, sixteen in each row, on an undeveloped pasture in Boston's South End.39
Problems with the project, however, emerged from the beginning. The General Court, far from
enthralled with 'Tontine" financing, refused to incorporate the partners. Undeterred, they
proceeded with the project. By July, they publicly notified Bostonians of their plan "for building
a number of convenient, and elegant houses, in a central situation" as they solicited for
subscribers in the Boston press.40 In August, with approximately half of the subscripts sold
and some contracts cut with building tradesmen, the partners laid the cornerstone. However,
starting to build before the shares were sold turned out to be ill-advised. 41 Bulfinch's partners
backed out of the project by 1794, and left him holding the bag. 42 As he remembered it years
later, the project "required me to surrender my property, even that obtained by marriage, which
38 On the Tontine Crescent, see Bulfinch, Life and Letters
,
88 and 98; Place, Charles Bulfinch. Architect
andCitizen
,
56-59, and 63-69; Kirker and Kirker, Bulfinch's Boston . 46-7; and Kirker, ACB, 78-85, and
The land had been owned by Joseph Barrell and was known in Boston as Barrell's pasture, but Barrell
sold it when he moved into his new Bulfmch-designed house in Somerville.
40
CC, July 8, 1793.
41
Kirker, ACB
.
78-92.
42
See Bulfinch, Life and Letters, 88 and 98; Place, Charles Bulfinch. Architect and Citizen 56-59, and 63-
69; Kirker and Kirker, Bulfinch's Boston . 46-7; and Kirker, ACB
.
78-85, and 89-92.
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financial ruin and the Tontine Crescent project was never completed according to original
Plans-financial problems forced him to build a smaller row of houses across from a single
crescent a couple of years later called Franklin Place.
As with his other early buildings, Bu.finch clearly drew inspiration for this project from
his European Tour, but m a way that Offered from previous ventures. ,mportant.y, crescent
bu.ld.ngs were unprecedented in the Un.ted States. Arch.tectural h.stor.ans often contend that the
Tontine Crescent was based on British precedent, specifically on London's Ade.ph, Terrace, an
unbu,lt plan by Robert Adam for "two half circles of connect.ng houses," and from unnamed
"examples he had seen in Bath
-a memory reinforced by a folio of pictures" in h.s possession.44
There is good reason to treat the Bath attribution ser.ously because Engl.sh des.gner John Wood
(the Younger) had completed the Royal Crescent there between 1767 and 1775. However, even
Harold K.rker, who most frequently ascr.bed Bulf.nch's work to British precedent, fleet.ngly
adm.tted that French .deas were work.ng on h.m in the Tontine Crescent project. Kirker wrote
that "not even London had a crescent at this time" and that Bulfinch relied on "certa.n examples
[he] had seen in Paris" to draft the Tontine plan. 45
Moreover, there was a lot of French in the Tontine Crescent's purpose. In letters from
Europe, Bulfinch consistently noted how French buildings fit in with the surrounding built
environments and that French architecture had positive social benefits. In one of his most
effusive passages, he related how impressed he was with French "public walks" that bring
"together at certain hours persons of all classes." These, he thought, were responsible for "that
41
Charles Bulfinch, Autobiographical Sketch, reprinted in Bulfinch, Life and Letters . 99.
44
Kirker, ACB
, 78.
45
Kirker, ACB
, 78. Kirker did not, however, specify which buildings those were.
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genera, polish so observable [tjhere- The Tonfine Crescent fo.lowed this ideal. While it
created elegant housing, it a.so created a beautiful public space in Boston that people of all
classes could use. His initial sketches, in fact, indicate that he planned a large landscaped space
between the crescents from the beginning, and conte.poranes noted that it had a beneficial
purpose beyond simple aesthetics. As Thomas Pemberton wrote in 1794, this space was
"supposed to serve the purposes of heath by purifying the air.
. .and we may anticipate, that when
complete, it will be a favonte part of the town.- In other words, Bu.finch may well have seen
the Tontine Crescent project as an ^occupied space-these were not, after all, residences that
ordinary people could afford-but not necessanly an elite-**/, space that would preclude the sort
Of intermingling of orders that he Hked about Prance.^ Such a sentiment applied to architecture,
moreover, also fit well with republican and egalitarian sentiments of the revolutionary age: tt
would create a single space in which people could interact and where the social lines and
differences between the elite and commoners would become muddled.
Finally, the m.d-1790s saw the bu.lding of Bulfinch's most famous and celebrated
structure, the Massachusetts State House.49 (Figure 72) The first moves to build a new state
house actually came in the late- 1780s when the Boston Town Meeting moved to acqu.re a couple
46
Charles Bulfinch to Susan Bulfinch, letter dated Marseilles, May 10, 1 786. Bulfinch Family Papers,MILS
4 !
Pemberton, "A Topographical and Historical Description of Boston, 1794," 250.
48 From the beginning, the apartments were advertised as "elegant" and "convenient" residences two
blocks from the commercial and political centers of the town, which suggests that they were expensive and
marketed toward those who had business in Central Boston such as merchants, captains and lawyers See
CC, July 8, 1793.
4; Much as been written about the creation and building of the Massachusetts State House. Most of this
work involves discussions of stylistic influences, reconstructions of tradesman involvement in the project
(mainly from an art historical perspective), and recreations of the maneuverings necessary to procure the
land. See Place, Charles Bulfinch. Architect and Citizen . 75-93; and Kirker, ACB
. 101-114; Leroy
Thwing, "The Bulfinch State House," Old-Time New England Volume XLII (Winter 1952),' 63-67; and
Harold Kirker, "Bulfinch's design for the Massachusetts State House," OTNE Volume LV (Fall 1064), 43-
45. On the property wrangling surrounding the structure, Fifth Report of the Record Commissioners
(Boston: Rockwell and Churchill, City Printers, 1884), The "Gleaner Articles," 148-150.
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of West End land parcels on which to build.- By the fall of ,787, the project had proceeded far
enough for the town meeting to allocate £3,000 to "defray the expense ofbuilding a new state
house" and for the General Court to call for designs*' Just back from Europe, Bulfinch
submitted plans to a legislative committee on November 5, 1787." But the project stalled out,
victim of the worsening economic situation, lack of cash, and uncertainty as to whether the state
capital would remain in Boston. Eight years later, the state and town were ready to move on the
project again, and Bulfinch again submitted plans. Bulfinch scholars have debated whether the
Plans he subm.tted in 1787 were the same as those used in the mid-1790s to build the structure.
Most believe the plans were similar, but that Bulfinch altered his initial design slightly in 1795."
Indeed, it seems reasonable to conclude that Bulfinch altered the plans somewhat in the mid-
1 7905-Hixactly how we may never know-considering that he had designed over a dozen
buildings since 1787 and was simply more experienced and skilled at it. Thus, resurrecting an
earlier plan without making changes as he improved his skill over time seems doubtful.
Another scholarly disagreement about the state house plans has to do with Bulfinch's
inspiration. Pointing to London's Somerset House, a building begun by Sir William Chambers in
1775 and finished shortly before Bulfinch's arrival in London, many Bulfinch scholars see
extensive (if not exclusive) English precedent in his state house design. 54 (Figure 73) Charles
Place first made this attribution in 1925 and cited a letter, supposedly written in 1787, in which
SR, September 26, 1786, July 3, August 22, and September 4, 1787, and June 1 1, 18, and 25 1788-BTR, December 1 1, 1786, and March 12, May 8, September 19, and December 7, 1787. There had been
'
moves to relocate the capital to central Massachusetts and some pressure applied to this possibility Indeed
that had been a compla.nt of the County Conventions preceding Shays' Rebellion. See Kirker ACB 102
51
BG, October 8, 1787, and BTR, December 7, 1787.
"Kirker, ACB
. 101.
53
See Charles Cummings comments in Bulfinch, Life and Letters . 1 12; Place, Charles Bulfinch. Architect
and Citizen
,
67; Kirker, "Bulfinch's design for the Massachusetts State House," 43-46; and Kirker ACB
.
101-102. Any uncertainty owes to the lamentable lack of surviving detailed, dated plans.
54 Among these were Charles Place and Harold Kirker.
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Bulfineh Wo,e ft* the p,an was ,„ ,he style of a building ce ,ebra ted a„ over Europe," by wh.eh
bears parheularly on the middle porhon offt, Boston State House is seen ,„ 'Le Vignole
Moderne," a Paris pattenrbook published ,n ,784 that Bulfineh purehased in ,786." Harold
K.rker furthered the Somerset House attribution
,n ,969, bu, overbed the French-prmted
pattembook en,,re,y " Between these stud.es, Leroy Thwing forwarded an
.mportan, and
contrad.ctory v,ew tha, e„m,na,ed the Br,„sb preeedent-Archheets are generally agreed that
[Bulfineh] did not find his inspiration in any English strueture. He eertain,y eopied none of
them."-without saying what aetually insp.red Bulfineh." The truth, of eourse, lays somewhere
in the middle.
To fully appreciate the aesthetic underpinnings of Bulfinch's state house design, it is
.mportant to remember that he rarely copied buildings without altering them somewhat, and that
he often drew on multiple sources in his early work. That Bulfineh commented that the building
was in a style celebrated "all over Europe" and that he did not specifically reference England,
broadens the s.ze of the inspirational pool by itself. Thus, influences on his state house design-
drafted less than a year after his return from a favorable experience on the Continent-may have
included the Somerset House but they also included sources from France, Europe, and America.
Indeed, by 1795, Bulfinch's design for the Connecticut State House, a budding based in part on
Pierre L'Enfant's Federal Hall, had been completed and it shared some features with the
Massachusetts State House. 59 He may also have relied, as Place suggested, on patterns in J. R.
55
56
p,ace
>
Charles Bulfineh. Architect and Citizen . 89,
PlaCe
'
Charles Bulfineh, Architect and Citizen
,
92. This book was J. R. Lucotte, Le Vignole Moderne
ou traite elementaire d'architecture
,
the third volume of which was published in 1784.
"Kirker, ACB, 101-102.
58
Thwing, "The Bulfineh State House," 63-64,
59
See G. L. Hersey, "Replication Replicated, or Notes on American Bastardy," Perspecta
. Volume 9-10
1965: 216-217.
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Lu«,«e-sU^M^, t00
, bu , Bulflnch appMrs
,o haye dmved mspiraijon m ^
house proJ ect from „ther French work, wh.ch is suggested by the oversized dome a.op the
building. 60
In fact, such a dome was a feature seen neither in any American buildings by the mid-
1790s nor in the Chancers building. However, it did show up in work of Et.enne-Lou.s Boullee,
a truly visionary French designer, a First Class member of the French Royal Academy of
Architecture, and architect to Comte d'Artois, brother of Lou, XVI. 6 ' Around ,780, six years
before Bulfmch arrived in Pans, Boullee produced a set of well-known, modem, and sometimes
fantastical drawings for the French National Library." About the same time he drafted plans for a
Metropolitan Cathedral with an oversized dome akin to the one Bulfmch used in the
Massachusetts State House. (Figure 74) Whi,e Bulfmch never mentioned Boullee's work-he
also never mentioned anything specific about English architecture-he most likely knew of it
through French ambassador Thomas Jefferson, a great admirer of both Boullee and fellow French
architect Claude-Nicolas Ledoux. Jefferson was known to point American visitors such as
Bulfmch toward important French bu.ld.ngs and to write ,tinerar.es for them that included the
most important new architecture of Pans." Thus, while the Somerset House was a recent enough
bmldmg for Bulfmch to have noticed, there were also French designs from the period that were
slightly more recent and that were executed by imaginative French architects who impressed
Thomas Jefferson, Bulfinch's architectural guide in France.
Even in the first volume ofLe ViRnole Moderne had diagrams of architectural elements that Bulfmch
may nave used.
!'
°T^ dC M'ni1 ' Visionarv Architects: Boullee. I.eHonv r^, (Santa Monica: Hennessey andIngalls, 2002. J
62
63
See samples of Boullee's work in Menil, Visionarv Architects . 19-63
1976)
WllHam H°Ward AdamS
'
Cd
"
The EVe of Thomas Jefferson (Washington: National Gallery of Art,
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CoUeetively, then, Buftinch's early bmldtngs tel. us a grea, deal abou, his vtews on
archfteCure in the early
-,790s. They clearty
.Uustrate he was no, sftidy a devotee of EngHsh
archfteCura, sryie and soetety, a, ,eas, not by the m,d-, 790s, and th* he was no, yet destgnmg
buftdtngs exclusively in a Federal style, htdeed, after retumtng ftom his Grand Xour> Bu|fcch
remained tremendousiy tmpressed w,,h Con„nen,a, style and he earned ,ha, partiality into his
ftrs, commtssions where and when he could. Bu,, ahhough he was enchanted w„h Con,,ne„,al
architecture, he was no areht.eetural ideologue." That is, he was netther g.ven exelus.vely to a
stngie style or tnfluenee nor did he work solely within a stngle destgn tradthon. Rather, he
borrowed from numerous sources, but especially from Conttnenta. and colontal precedent, a, thts
stage of his career.
Bulfinch's apparent willingness to incorporate different stylistic influences into his early
work derived from two things: the status of designers in post-revolut,onary Boston and his
personal disposition. Designers in the late-eighteenth eentury, most of whom were housewnghts
armed with a patternbook or two, were at base highly specialized tradesmen. "Architects" had
not yet emerged in the United States-Bulfinch, in fact, called himself a "gentleman" even after
his acclaimed Hollis Street Meeting House design-and they had not yet professionalized by the
middle of the 1790s. 65 Designers such as Bulfinch were neither artists with visions that had to be
preserved intact nor possessed of artistic insight that had to be obeyed. Like the mechanic class
from which they rose, designers were craftsmen employed to work for a client in the late-
eighteenth century. Moreover, Bulfinch's personality reinforced his willingness to incorporate
different stylistic ideas. Biographers, especially his granddaughter, note that Bulfinch was
unassuming, quiet, somewhat ascetic, and reserved. Bulfinch even called himself "sedate" in an
Thanks to M. David Samson for helping me understand this critical element of Bulfinch
ii - :
s career,
see
See Boston Directory, 1789. On the changing position of "architects" in early republic Boston .
Martha McNamara, "Disciplining Justice: Massachusetts Courthouses and the Legal Profession 1750
1850" (Ph.D. diss., Boston University, 1995).
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autobiographic, sketch « Such a personality, coupled with the status of deslgners at the tune
accomodate his ideas to the wishes and preferences of clients, even when the, ideas departed
With his sense of moder. style g,eaned from his European expenence. Thus, during his early
career, Bulfinch was essentially a designer-for-hire who worked for clients and whose personal
tastes were subordinate to their stylistic preferences.
Bulfinch's inability and reluctance to take a more forceful role made the clients for whom
he worked especially influential in the deslgn and building process, which also colored Bulfinch's
final products. Most of his early clients were older doctors and merchants who, while not
forming the nucleus of the Federalist leadership, tended toward conservative politics.- But they
were also, by and large, former colonists who had lived through the American Revolution,
experienced the Francophilic changes in revolutionary-era Boston, remained basically parochial
m their aesthetic needs, and, in Barrell's case, made money because of ties to post-war France.
The houses that Bulfinch built for these men, undoubtedly with their input, reflected their
personal h.stor.es and tastes for architecture because they either harkened back to the earlier
colonial period forms or used Continental ideas that they did not spurn. The same was true in
1795 when he designed the first Federal-style house in Boston for Harrison Gray Otis. When
Bulfinch designed that building, Bulfinch's view of style had not so much changed, but Otis had,
as we will see, different ideas about aesthetics that were influenced by political, social, and
economic forces. But to 1795, Boston was not architecturally a Federalist town because the
town's most celebrated designer and the clients for whom he worked were not yet especially
interested in, as one architectural historian has maintained, "remak[ing] Boston in the image of
^Bulfinch, Life and Letters
,
58-59. Autobiographical sketch quoted from Bulfinch, Life and Letters . 70-
67
Joy was a Boston doctor; Coolidge and Barrell were merchants. While all were undeniably affluent
Bostonians, only Barrell had been actively involved in town politics, but not normally in a leadership role
despite his zeal for both incorporation attempts in the mid- 1 780s.
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Neoclassical London
- Major devests in politics, society, and economy that pushed
Federalist style into town, though, were unfolding, and they shed light on the ways that style,
money, and political might operated hand-in-hand as members of the Federalist ehte moved to
establish their position at the top of Boston's political and social ladders.
The Limits on Boston Federalism in Politics
For a few months after the January 1788 Massachusetts Ratifying Convents, Boston's
most influential factions and interests seemed to be at peace. The town's Federalists earned the
day in the convention, merchants supported the Constitution, mechanics celebrated it, and its
most formidable opponents in Massachusetts, John Hancock and Samuel Adams, acquiesced
provided certain individual and state rights were secured through amendments.69 By the 1788
state elections in April, in fact, Federalists did not seriously oppose Hancock for the first time
since 1780 and a Federalist, Benjamin Lincoln (the Revolutionary War general who had recently
routed the Shaysites) won the lieutenant governor's chair while Sam Adams took his customary
seat as Senate President. 70 Despite these appearances, this was not the beginning of a golden age
for Federalists or Federalism in Boston. Just as "Federalist style" was slow to take hold in
Boston's post-revolutionary built environment, Federalists' influence in state and town politics
and society between 1788 and 1795 was checked. Indeed, limits to Federalist control of politics
68
Kirker, ACB
. 16.
69
,
0n the state ratlfymg convention and its outcome, see Debates and Proceedings of the Convention of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Held in the Yea r
.
1788. And Which Finally Ratified the Constitution of
the United States (Boston: William White, Printer to the Commonwealth, 1856); Samuel B Harding The
Contest over the Ratification of the Federal Constitution in the State of Massachusetts (New York-
Longmans, Green, and Co, 1896; reprinted in 1970 by DaCapo Press); Stephen R. Boyd, The Politics of
Opposition: Antifederalists and the Acceptance of the Constitution (Millwood, NY: KTO Press 1979)- and
Bernard Bailyn, ed., The Debate on the Constitution: Federalist and Antifederalist Speeches. Articles. anH
Letters During the Struggle Over Ratification (New York: The Library of America, 1993).
70
Longtime Hancock ally and Lieutenant Governor Thomas Cushing died in February 1788. In the Boston
election totals, Hancock garnered 1,427 votes to staunch Federalist James Bowdoin's 5 and anti-Federalist
Elbndge Gerry's 5. Adams placed first in the Senate election with 1,450 votes followed by Cotton Tufts
with 1,439. (See BTR, April 7, 1788.)
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can,
,„
many f„ms
,
but ,hey Co„ec„ve,y show .hat Boston was no, so„d,y con.oUed by the
town's Federalist elite from 1789-1795.
The apparent calm m post-war Boston politics was shattered that summer. By August
1 788, Hancock made it clear that his January support ofFederalists did not mean that he was
allied with them. Citing fiscal responsibility, Hancock refused to award Lincoln the Captaincy of
the Castle, a £1 ,000-a-year sinecure that both Hancock and Bowdoin had glven to Thomas
Gushing to bolster the comparatively low lieutenant governor's salary. Relations between
Hancock and Federalists soured quickly and publicly/' Still interested in increasing Lincoln's
pay (as well as besting Hancock), Federalists tried to increase the lieutenant governor's salary
through legislative enactment in 1 789. But this move met with considerable popular disfavor and
intense negative scrutiny by the Boston press. 72 Meanwhile, there were other indications that
Boston was not uniformly Federalist. Although he lost statewide, Federalist opponent Samuel
Adams had outpolled Lincoln in Boston for the lieutenant governorship (814-630), and he handily
beat Federalists William Phillips, Benjamin Lincoln, Jonathan Mason, and Stephen Higginson for
state senate." In the first Congressional elections in December 1788, Adams ran an exceptionally
close six-vote race (445-439) against staunch Federalist Fisher Ames, the mouthpiece of Boston's
Federalist elite. 74 Even in 1788, Boston was not as overwhelmingly dedicated to the Federalism
of Ames and other Boston conservatives as the February 1788 parade suggested, because those
a
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See Chnst0Pher Gore to Theodore Sedgewick, letter dated
August 3 1, 1788, in the Henry Knox Papers at the Massachusetts Historical Society. See also Allan John
Hancock: Patriot in Purple, 337-338 and Fowler, Baron of Beacon Hill
'
72
The Boston press followed this development closely. The MC, for example, regularly published extracts
ot debates and rolls of votes on the controversy either under its "Boston" heading or under notices that
referred to the Lieutenant Governor's Salary. See nearly any MC from January to February, 1789.
73 BTR, April 7, 1788. Adams trounced most Federalist challengers: Adams (1,450 votes), Phillips (1 360)
Lincoln (86), Mason (1), and Higginson (1).
74 On Ames' life and conservatism, see Seth Ames, ed., The Works of Fisher Ames (Boston: Little, Brown,
and Company, 1854); and Winfred E. A. Bernhard, Fisher Ames: Federalist and Statesman. 1758-1808
(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1965). For election results, see BTR, December 18,
1 788.
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who opposed or favored the Constitution remained popular and powerful in government
era," and tensions between them and Federalists deepened over time.
With Hancock marginalizing them in the state executive branch and Adams challenging
them in state and federal legislative contests, frustrated Boston Federalists lashed out against their
opponents in the press following the debacle over Lincoln's salary. In February 1789, only
weeks before that year's town elections, staunch Federalist Stephen Higginson unleashed a series
of vitriolic attacks against Hancock, the man who most stood in the Federalists' path to state
executive power, that ultimately also maligned Adams. 75 Wnting under the name "Laco,"
Higginson's ten letters traced Hancock's personal and political life from before the revolution,
blasting him at every stop as a capricious, inconsistent, talentless, and unsteady demagogue
consumed with personal aggrandizement. In the 1760s, Hancock's inherited fortune, naivete, and
desire for public acclaim rendered him "a proper object for the effective patriots" who "availed
themselves of his great desire for popularity, and.
. .represented him as a man useful in the cause
of liberty."76 Instead of involving a silent and wealthy patron for the Whig cause, patriots such as
Adams had foolishly created an uncontrollable monster that did whatever necessary to feed an
insatiable desire for popularity. As the inept Hancock rose to political prominence by spreading
his money, he became paranoid, defensive, and consumed about preserving his power and
reputation. He ran a healthy state into the ground during his first stint as governor, appointed a
"swarm of unworthy officers" who "disgraced the government and preyed upon the people
until.
.
.[they] were ripe for rebellion," and "used his [executive] prerogative as a weapon of
75
Stephen Higginson was a staunch enemy of the Shaysites, had long-advocated for a strong national
government, and warmly supported the state and national ratification of the US Constitution See Thomas
IQnT^m
"lggmS°n
'
Llfe a"d Times of Stephen Higginson (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin, and Company,
76
The "Laco" letters were published in the MC between February 18 and March 25, 1789. See also
excerpts from the letters in T. W. Higginson, Life and Times of Stephen Higginson' 127-136 (Italics in
original.)
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defense to encourage those who were enlisted in his ser.ce, and to annoy or intunidate those
who appeared to be startled or grieved at his excesses.- His most recent disgrace was the
recruitment of Adams to the Hancock fold during the ratification battle, which Hanson
called a "notable defection" that "cast an indelible stain over [Adams'] former reputation.- The
overall message of the letters was a longtime conservative article of faith: Hancock had to be
voted out of office. But this was exactly because he stood in then way.
Such a derisive attack backfired badly on both "Laco" and Federalists, As Harnson Gray
Ofis experienced in his indictments of Adams in 1785, malicious attacks on popular
revolutionaries so soon after the revolution invited backlashes. Supporters rushed to defend
Hancock in the press, but not as energetically as the defenses of Adams had been three years
earlier most likely because Hancock did not need such defending.- His position and reputation,
even if Higginson had fairly assailed him on some grounds, were solidly secure in Boston and
there was little that Higginson, or any staunch Federalist, could do about it. Ordinary Bostonians
absolutely loved Hancock regardless of Higginson's claims, and he was invulnerable to such
attacks because of his enormous popularity, favorable reputation, and his highly effective political
machine. 80 In fact, instead of ending Hancock's political career, Higginson did more damage to
himself because he became the object of ridicule. As Thomas Wentworth Higginson later
reported, Stephen Higginson was afterward laughed at by passing school children calling out
"there goes 'Laco'," and a group of Boston draymen allegedly trained a parrot to shout "Hurrah
for Hancock! Down with Laco!" whenever his grandfather walked down State Street.81
77 MC, February 25, 1789.
78 MC, March 7, 1789.
79
See, for example, MC, February 25, 1789.
go
In the elections from 1789-1793, Hancock consistently received between 69% and 95.5% of the Boston
vote. See "Returns for Governor" for 1789-1793, Massachusetts State Archives.
8
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By 1789, political battlelines were clearly established In the gubernatorial elections
in Boston and 1 7,264 to 3,548 statewide. Adams outpo.led Lincoln in Boston for lieutenant
governor and managed to take the office statew.de with Hancock's help - This reconciliation of
Hancock and Adams created an especially potent political pairing that excluded Federalists from
the executive branch of state government for years to come. At the same time, Bostomans voted
for Federalist William Phillips and
.ongtime Hancock-Adams ally Thomas Dawes for state
senate
- In the representative elections a month later, Federalists took a majority of the seven
seats in the Boston delegation, but Hancockian Charles Jarv.s, Adams-ally John Winthrop, and
Thomas Dawes, Jr. also took a seat each.- By the end of the year, Hancock used his office to
outright challenge federal power when he tried to force Washington to bow to a governor in a
showdown between state and federal power that was thinly disguised as a tit-for-tat over
ceremony
.« Hancock lost the confrontation but in typical fashion landed on his feet without
d.scern.bly compromising his popularity even after going up against the country's most popular
Federalist. There was little room for reconciliation between the Hancockians and staunch
Federalists from this point.
A number of things explain the defection of ordinary Bostomans from the Federalist fold
since the parades and strong Federalist support of February 1788. Part of it had to do with what
"Laco" complained of and what historian Ronald Formisano has called the "politics of the
The Federalists placed many more letters and advertisements in the press in 1789 for Bowdoin than theyhad in 1 788. See especially the MC in late-March and early-April for such items. The paper, in fact was
last becoming the Federalist organ by this time. On the election results, see BTR, April 6 1789 and'
"Returns for Governor- 1789" in the Massachusetts State Archives. The Boston vote for' lieutenant
governor was 1,219 to 617 in Boston.
83
" BTR April 6, 1789. In the senate results, Phillips got 1,823 votes, Dawes got 1,820, and Adams got
1 ,808.
84 BTR, May 12, 1789.
83
Allan, John Hancock: Patriot in Purple. 342-349; and Fowler, Baron of Beacon Hill . 276-277
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state because of their revolutionary resumes* Weed, ,he Federalists' attacks « them
,
the
state's most noted and loved revolutionaries, backfired exaefiy beeanse of ,h,s. A, the same „me
what was percetved as Federahst tnacfion hurt Federahsts a, the polls. As htstonan Lisa Lebow
has potnted on, ,n a stndy of Boston's early republic carpenters, rattficatton
"brought few tangible
resnlts" by 1789, which prompted the town's ntechan.es to abandon those who said ,, won,d. By
the summer of ,789, in fact, sontc Boston mechanics tned ,o form a Genera, Assoctatton of
Tradesmen and Manufacturers to promote tndustry because the Federahsts had yet to do anythtng
on this front. Federalist ehtism also became a major issue by 1789 and i, showed up in electtons.
After poor showings in the governor and senate electtons, outraged Federahsts lashed out against
ordinary Bos.onians where they could-for example, by canceling contracts with builders-
whtch deepened the backlash." Painting such acttons as counter-revolutionary, wnters attacked
Federahsts in the press and urged Bostonians not to support them. As one commentator wrote,
"Thus we see how much these Aristocratic gentlemen would establish a dominion over the
yeomanry of this country, if they could carry their nefarious plans into exercise."" Accordingly,
writers urged Bostonians to oppose them at the polls to continue the good work of the revolution
and protect against aristocratic tyranny. For a variety of reasons, then, staunch Federalists did not
wield unchecked power in Boston following the ,788 ratification of the Constitution.
Similarly, Boston Federalists were not in complete control of local politics in the first
years of the republic. Between 1789 and 1791, staunch Federalists called for a series of
innovations in town government that mirrored the centralizing and consolidating tendencies of the
new national government, but their attempts failed, backfired, or were turned against them at the
86
Ronald P. Formisano, The Transformation of Political Culture: Massachusetts Parties. 1790s - 1840s(New York: Oxford University Press, 1983).
87
88
See Lebow, "Artisans in Transition," 348-352.
IC, April 9, 1789. See also Lebow, "Artisans in Transition," 352
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PoUs. For example, ,hcy ttied to streamhnc ,he operations and expenses ofpublic edueat ,„n by
pushing to increase the authority of the selcctme„ over education, drive down school
sa.arics
,
and consolidate the system by recommending school closures. All their measures were
porously challenged
,„ the Boston Town Meeting and mos, were stopped because they
resented the conservahvc-lcd incorporation a„emp ,s of the 1 780s or threatened the quality and
nclus.vencss of the system."" ,n ,hc process. Federal* were assa.lcd as aristocrats who were
seeking to limit educational opportunities for Boston's common people."" Moreover, after the
town meeting created a new town board ,„ oversee the "new system ofeducation," the Boston
School Committee, Federalists were no, a.one because non-Federalists and Samuel Adams were
also selected to it." At the same time. Federalists also Wed to address the town's serious
financial problems, bu, the* heavy-handed, centralizing, and consolidating approaches often
created more polftical problems for .hem as their initiatives were blocked or resisted, as ihey were
attacked as counter-revolutionary and unseftlmgly aristocratic. And again, the committees to
explore their suggested changes were populated with watchful and powerful opponents.'2
89 ™
The education debate began in earnest in May 1789 and ran through October 1789 On the initial
volleys, see BTR, May 1 2, 1 789; and BG, June 15,1 789.
" On the education debate see especially BTR, May 12 to October 15, 1789, and March 8, 1790 See alsothe Boston press m the same penod, especially the BG, IC, and MC between July 15 and August 5 789and to American Herald, June 12, 1789. On changes in the state law regarding education see The Actsand Laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts (Boston: Benjamin Edes and Sons, 1890) 1789=~Chapter 19; and I homas Joseph Boyle, "State Leadership in Massachusetts Public Education, 1780-1860 "(Ph.D. diss., University of Connecticut, 1963), 63-96.
91
The committee appointed to review the initial education proposals was essentially the first school
commmee. With one person per ward, the committee roster was Alexander Hill, William Thompson Rev
Eliot, Deacon Sharp, Dr. William Eustis, Deacon Boardman, Dr. Simeon Howard, Dr. Aaron Dexter
'
Samuel Adams, Stephen Higginson, Rev. John Clark, and Rev. Samuel West. (BTR September 3 1789 )By the March 8, 1790 elections, the School Committee was a standing committee but election by ward was
not mandated.
92 Some of these initiatives were underway by the late- 1780s, but Federalists pursued them vigorously in
the early- 1790s. On linanc.al questions in general see BTR, May 12, 1790. On problems associated with
tax collecting, see BTR, March 10, 1788 and February 10, July 2, July 26, and August 29, 1790. On poor
accommodation and the town almshouse, see BTR, December 1 1, 1786, March 20, 1787, March 8 1790
May 1 1, 1790, March 14, May 10, 1791; and Chapter 5. On moves to improve health services by
'
consolidating hospital with the almshouse operations, see BTR, March 8, July 26, and October 4, 1790.
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Thc ,m,niclpa^^^
observe challenges to Federalist ,dcas that were out of step with foe sentiments of the age. In a
1 788 oration commemorating July 4, . .arrison ( iray ( His publicly offered a conservative
interpretation Of the Revolutionary period that ran fundamentally counter to the genera.
cxper,ence and memory. Instead of offering the customary panegyric on the revolution, (His gave
a Pyemic on the ( institution in winch the reasons underpinning
.he revolution, .he ideals and
radicalism .ha. came out of,,, the alliances struck during it, and its mosl important events and
participants wen, patently
-mentioned and uncelebrated.- As „ was dressed up in the language
of economic protectionism a, a lime when Boslon.ans were still hopeful about the federalists'
ability to rectify post-war economic woes, the oration's sentiments did nol elicit much public
enmity a. .he time. But a year later when early excerpts of William ( iordon's History of the
American Revolution In. the Boston press, the same ideas earned considerable Contempt. Like
Otis' retelling, ( iordon's version of the revolutionary story diminished .Is radicalism but il also
directly criticized the actions and personalities of Boston's noted revolutionaries. ( 'onsequently,
writers
,„ the Boston press loudly denounced it as "replete with misrepresentations" about the
events of the revolution and given to "shafts of mahee" in which "heroic sons are stigmatized as
Vici0US characters" and they strongly advised Bostonians lo discountenance it and anything else
like ii.
"
Importantly, the ( tordon controversy occurred at the same time early news of the French
Revolution hit Boston and while Bulfinch drafted plans for ins Washington Arch and Memorial
( olumn. Thus, both pieces of architecture might be seen as Bulfmch's comment on the
discussion of the character and events of the American Revolution, a debate thai was
I Ian .son ( iray ( )tis, An ( )ralion I )elivered July 4, I 7X8, at the Request ofthe Inhabilanls of the Town of
Boston m ( Vlebralionoflhe Anniversary of American Independence (Boston: Benjamin Russell, 1788).
On how much Otis diverged from the customary oration, see the invitations lo orators in BTR, July 4, 1784
- 1788. On the history ofthe fourth ol July in Boston, see I en Travel's, ( elebraling the fourth:
Independence Day and the Riles of Nationalism in the liaily Republic (Amherst: University ol
Massachusetts Press, 1997).
MC, October 17, 1789, See also othei Boston newspapers in mid October, especiallyMC and IC
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simultaneously affected by the events unfolding in France.
When Bulfmch designed the Washington Arch, Boston was m the throes of another spike
» P-French sentiment. Since the beginning of 1 789, Bostonians had been closely following the
blustery political winds blowing out of France in the press and in mid-September they learned of
the storming of the Bastille and the "Revolution in France.- This news met with considerable
popular favor because it lent legitimacy to the American Revolution and confirmed for many
Bostonians, at least at this early date, that their revolution had begun the novus ordo seclorum.
Consequently, pro-French feeling and signs of Boston's support for France were manifest as
Washington's visit to Boston approached. Bostonians read in the papers how the Viscount de
Ponteves entertained Boston's better sort onboard a French warship in early-October, and of a
"castle of pastry" with "a small white ensign-the device, two hearts-the motto, 'The united
hearts of America and France.'"- The day of the presidential procession, Boston women were
urged to wear white sashes with "GW" inscribed in the center with images of the American eagle
and the Fleur de Lis flanking it. 97 The night of Washington's visit, de Ponteves launched
fireworks off two ships at Long Wharf that he had also illuminated with 1,000 lanterns while
town leaders toasted Washington, the French King, and "all nations in alliance or treaty with the
United States" during a state dinner. 98 Bulfmch's Triumphal Arch also contributed to the
entwining of the American and French causes by incorporating a decorative panel, "a trophy,
composed of the arms of the United States, of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and our
The first news of the storming of the Bastille hit Boston between September 15 and September 19 The
news of the week of July 14, 1789, ran under the heading "Revolution in France" in MC, September' 19
1/89. By mid-October, the federal government simultaneously provided an occasion to reflect on events inFrance by proclaiming a nationwide day of thanksgiving to ask, among other things, "the great lord and
ruler of all nations, to protect and guide all sovereigns and nations especially such as have shown kindness
onto us." See MC, October 14, 1789.
96 MC, October 10, 1789.
91 MC, October 21, 24, and 28, 1789.
GO
MC, October 21, 28 and 31, 1789.
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French Allies, crowned with a laurel wreath- This was simultaneously a reminder of the
continuing beneficial relationship between France, Massachusetts, and the United States an
acknowledgement of what had recently transpired in France, and a celebration of what these
recent political developments meant for American liberty and republicanism. But it also flew in
the face of what Otis and Gordon were saying when they dlminished the role of France in the
Amencan Revolution and implied Americans should no longer look to France for help.
Bulfinch's Memorial Column was an even more forceful comment on this contested
h,story. Not only had Bu.finch personally led the campalgn and drafted plans for the "handsome
Monument" to the Amencan Revolution, but he was also the primary author of its inscriptions.-
These were especially telling. The south side of the column decidedly established the
monument's purpose: "to commemorate that tram of events which led to the Amencan
Revolution and finally secured liberty and independence to the United States." The east s,de
declaratively instructed Bostomans what they were to do from this spot: "while from this
eminence scenes of luxuriant fertility, of flourishing commerce, & the abodes of social happiness
meet in your view, forget not those who by their exertions have secured to you these blessings." 10
Most importantly, the west and north face listed the most .mportant events of the American
Revolution, including all those things that Otis overlooked: the Boston Massacre, the Tea Party,
Lexington and Concord, and the French Alliance. In other words, Bulfinch corrected through
architecture that which early republic conservatives and Federalists were dropping from the
revolutionary story.
By the early 1 790s, then, Federalist leaders and ideas had been challenged and checked
Boston in a variety of ways. To be sure, Federalists had made some headway in local and state
in
99 MC, October 28, 1 789; New York Journal and Weekly Register, November 5, 1789.
100
Justin Winsor, ed., The Memorial History of Boston (Boston: Osgood, 1881), Volume IV, 27. Reverend
Jeremy Belknap reportedly provided editorial assistance.
101
See Winsor, The Memorial History of Boston . IV, 27-28, note 2.
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P0Ht.cs by getting on congees in the Boston Town Meeting and taking seats ,n the Genera.
Court, and by and large dominating the state delegation to Congress. However, there were
serious limits to their control. Haneockians and Adams-men kept them at arms length from the
executive branch, kept close tabs on them in town committees and the legislature, and challenged
Federalist control of Congressional seats. Indeed, Fisher Ames again took Boston in the 1790
District
1 Representative election (largely because Adams did not run), but ,n .792, Adams-ally
Benjamin Austin, Jr., beat all staunch Federalist opponents.- Occasionally, Federalists managed
a Win aga.nst Hancock and Adams as when they successfully pushed a theater into Boston against
them.- But such Federalist w.ns were few and far between, and they did not seriously
comprorn.se the reputations and popularity of their Revolutionary warhorse opponents, and in the
m.d-1 790s, things went from bad to worse for Federalists despite the death of their chiefnemesis.
From 1 793 to 1 796, Federalists watched in horror as a new menace mghtmar.shly rose to
challenge them in Boston: the rise ofDemocratic-Republicanism, a national political challenge to
Federalist policy and leaders. In the early-1790s, American politics and society divided
spectacularly over the domestic policy unrolled by Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton and
the actions of the Washington Administration relative to France. 104 Simply put, Hamilton's
multifaceted economic program, a complete system of finance and taxation that centralized the
American economy, erected national protective tariffs, paid the public and private war debt,
assumed state debts, provided for tax income, created a national bank, and brought the most
""2
In 1790, Ames won with 1,203 voles to Benjamin Austin's 213, and Thomas Dawes' 128 See BTR
October 4, 1 790. But in 1 792, Austin took Boston with 635 votes while others did not come close- James
Bowdoin (363), Samuel Sewall (178), Samuel Molten (3), William Heath (2), and Stephen H.gginson (1)B I R, December 21,1 792.
103 r~.
his theater battle has been well explored. For an early synoposis, see William W. Clapp Jr A Record
of the Boston Stage (1853). See for the roles of Bulfinch, John Hancock, and Harrison Gray Otis in it see
Kuker and Knker, Bulfinch's Boston, 58-60; Allan, John Hancock: Patriot in Purple
.
353-355; and
Monson, Urbane Federalist . 59-61, respectively.
104 Many fine studies have chronicled the political history of the 1790s at both the national and state levels.
Most recently, see Elkins and McKitrick; At>e of Federalism : and James R. Sharp, American Politics in the
Harly Republic: The New Nation on Crisis (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993).
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wealthy Amencans close to the^ ^ ^
Fisher Ames correctly feared that Hanson's plans-which at this point were merely assumption
and excise-would engender a round of "fresh heats" in Boston.- Indeed, they did, and as
Hanson revealed more of his plan, opponents in Boston became more fearful and d1Sgusted with
what they saw as counter-revolutionary programs that looked to be creating an American
aristocracy of bankers and non-producers tied closely to England.' 06
By 1793, foreign issues, especially those related to France, proved more divisive still.
After years of celebrating "our friends, the French" as close allies of American independence, the
1793 news that France founded a republic and that Europe's monarchical powers had declared
war against it heightened the existing ideological connections between France and America. 107
What ensued was what one historian called a wave of "Gallomania" in Boston. 108 Large "Civic
feasts" often attended by Governor Hancock and Lieutenant Governor Adams allowed
Bostonians to publicly "celebrate the success of our Allies, the French, in their present glorious
struggles for liberty and equality." 109 In April and May, the Boston press printed the full text of
the French Constitution in serial installments. 110 Boston supporters of the French Revolution took
Fisher Ames to George Richards Minot, letter dated, New York, January 13, 1790. In Ames, The WorkspfFisherAmeg, Volume I, 725. See also Fisher Ames to William Tudor. Letter dated NewYoA^
February 7, 1790. In Ames, The Works of Fisher AmN Vol,,™ t 7oc
106
es . ume I, 728
See Goodman, The Democratic-Repuhlicans of Massachusetts
107
See the July 4 th orations from 1783-1787. On encouraging news from France, see the coverage of
French politics especially in 1789 that figured prominently in any of the major Boston newspapers Visitsfrom French dignitaries, especially the 1784 return of Lafayette to Boston, clearly rek.ndled the affection
Bostonians had for France and reminded them how important French aid had been in achieving American
independence. See Forbes and. Cadman, France and New England; and Stinchcombe, The American
Revolution and the French Alliance .
108
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to sporty tricolors on the, clothing, spontaneously bursting into French Revolutionary songs at
public gatherings, and calling each other "citizen" in public and at public meetings."'
Contributors to the press regularly connected France's plight to that ofAmerica:
ffiffiSto^tT^on and sol,CItude ' t0 hear from th-
themselvesexpe^^ having
EESSS»- °*~d * «*"--^ or
Ml of th,s cemented the ideological connection between the American Revolution and the French
Revolution as it was commonly propounded that the causes of America and France were one in
the same: both were fought for liberty and equality, both were fought aga.nst monarchy, and
"aristocratical" tyranny, and both involved the same enemy: England.
Yet, not all in Boston rejoiced because the French Revolution and its impact on
Bosnians deeply disturbed staunch Federalists. Dismayed arch-Federalist Stephen Higginson
wrote to Alexander Hamilton in July 1793 that "We have here our French party & French
polit.es... and they are taking measures.
. .to bring us to a serious po.nt. ...we have lately had to
combat & to subdue them.""-1 Boston merchants, acting in accordance with Washington's
prudent but polarizing Neutrality Proclamation, pushed resolves through the town meeting that
prohibited France from fitting privateers in Boston harbor, which occasioned a controversy in
mid-August when a French privateer w.th four American crewman arrived in Boston harbor
leading a captured British ship. 114 By December, after three attempts to indict French vice-consul
111
IC, April 26, 1793.
112
IC, December 9, 1793.
1 13
Harold C. Syrett (ed.), The Papers of Alexander Hamilton (NY- Columbia University Press 1969) vol
fn To
9
i"5
lly 1?94
'
12? " 128
-
SeC 31S0 JameS Bowdoin t0 John TemP ,e > ^tter dated Boston, October
°' 1789 ' 111 Collections of the Massachusetts Historical Society Seventh Series, Volume VI (Boston-
Massachusetts Historical Society, 1947), 196.
' 14
See CC, July 24 and August 29, 1793. See also Thomas C. Amory, The Life of James Sullivan wi th
Selections from his Writings (Boston: Phillips, Sampson and Company, 1859), pp. 286-288.
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DuPla,„e for refusing
,„ surrender the four Americans,
.he Grand Jury acquitted him am.d
Federalist allegations that pro-French Bostomans packed thejury." 5
For Boston Federahsts, the DuPiatne incdent was symptomatic of a eons.derably larger
and more sinister problem: the emergence of a local Democrat.c-Repubhcan Cub.'" By the
summer of
,
793, followmg Hancock's most recent gubernatorra, thrashtng, another loss to Austin
for the US Congress, and an equally troubling show.ng in ,he General Court elections, the
Federalist press fretted 'that we are to have a Cub of that sort in all our large to™, upon the
same Jacobin principle, who are to si. injudgment upon al, the measures and decisions of our
government""' By mid-August, the Centinel was attributing acts of disorder to a Boston Cub
that had no, ye, formed. On Angus, 10, the paper claimed tha, the club had denounced "eleven of
our citizens, some of whom are ofthe ulmos, respectability in town" and then displayed ,hcir
names "in large letters on the mainmast of the French frigate now in this harbor, as Aristocrats,
115
116
CC, December 7 and 18, 1793.
Washington s Apr, I 1793 Neutrality Act fused discontent over Federalist actions in the United StatesHarmltomamsrn, and the administration's handling of post-revolutionary Franco-American relations
especially m the wake of the Genet Affair. This gave rise to the Democratic-Republican Societies For arecent treatment see Elkms and McKitnck, The Age of Federalism 303-375. On the societ see A n
XT'V^^f^^ to the year 1 800 (Princeton: The University Library1909); Eugene Link, Democratic-Republican Societies 1 790=] son (Morningside Heights NY- ColumbiaUniversity Press, 1 942); Goodman, The Democratic-Rep , lh , lcans J Ma^salsetts; Alfred F Young TheDemocratic-RepuhhcansofNewYork (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1967)- Warren"Jacobin and Junto
;
and Philip S. Foner, The Democratic-Republican Societies 1 7QQ.1 son (Westport CPGreenwood Press, 1976). v VCMPUU>^ 1 -
' l7 CC August 7, 1793. See also CC, August 10, 1793. In the April 1793 elections, Hancock garnered
1 , 124 votes for governor to (former) anti-Federalist Elbridge Gerry's 34, Federalist Francis Dana's 15 and
Federalist Harrison Gray Otis's 1
.
Samuel Adams again won the lieutenant governor's chair by equally
impressive margins with 1,171 votes while Benjamin Lincoln and James Bowdoin each received a single
vote. In senate race, which went to Oliver Wendell and Stephen Metcalf, Benjamin Austin (679) earned
more votes than James Bowdoin (577) and well more than other staunch Federalists including Stephen
Higginson (6), former senator William Phillips (5), and Jonathan Mason (2). In a special election for US
Congress, Benjamin Austin won with 770 votes over Samuel Holton's 566 and James Bowdoin's 1. See
BTR, April 1, 1793. In the contest to elect seven representatives from Boston a month, Charles Jarvis
(325), William Tudor (24), and William Eustis (335) won more votes than staunch Federalists such as
Jonathan Mason (303). See BTR, May 8, 1793.
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unfnendly t0 ,he French „, %^^^^^^^
Morse c,a,med that "we have some grumbleton
,ans among us ^^^^ ^
democratic Cub, which, I thmk, they cal, the 'Massachusetts Constttuuoua, Society » Morse
supposed that^ consider themselves as the guard,ans of the rights of men, and overseers of
Ac Pres,dent, Congress and
.
.
.the heads of the principle departments of state."' » Others ,n the
press drama,,ca. ly Calmed tha, the "business" of the new "nocturnal* w,„ be "to denounce
oittzens, pack junes, abuse government, instruct Congress, and for ought I know, erect
Guillotines." 120
In January
,794, Federalists' worst fears were realized when the Massachusetts
Constitutional Society announced its birth.- The timing of ,,s emergence was especially
important. Hancock d.ed on October 8, 1 793, and with htm went the Hancock politiea. machine,
a machtne that revolved around his carefully protected reputatton in (he politics offacta and
personality. W.thon, the person, the machme collapsed and Hancock loyalists were
.eft out in the
cold. Samuel Adams assumed Hancock's mantle and might have been a natural cho.ee to head
the Federalist opposition, but by the early-1 790s he had become an mtractable and controvert
n£*uS*\ >'1L
79
\ V't'" ™" Fre"Ch ffiga 'e U «™d fromvntladelphia. Unfortunately, the newspaper did not list the names.
°e0r8
=
°'bbs
'
Memoirs of the Administrations „fWashington and lohn Adams Fdit-H from the Panersof Ohver WolconJ^^feT^ (NY: Published;y-g^- „ v.g^i
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Massachusetts Mercury, November 29, 1793. See also CC, November 30, 1793.
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Little has been written about the Massachusetts Constitutional Society. Paul Goodman makes onlv
the'club'a
ere"Ce
:°h"
'"7"e DT0Cn"iC RPP"h"ram "fM 60-62, and documents elated tore repnnted ,n Foner. The Democra.ic-Repiihhran Societies, 225-272. Surviving demographic
and membership information shows at least 300 members and that its main leaders were Charles Jarvis
Iv r'rir TnHH " b """I' """Z ^'"^
C°°per
'
BenJamin Aus,i"' h
-
B»J™" E"es, JohnAvery, J ., a d enry Bass. Jarvis, Morton, and Sullivan were Hancockians; Edes, Avery and Bass had
connections to the "Loyal Nine"; and Austin was an Adams-man. Members were mainly professionals
who were active in town politics: Jarvis and Eustis were doctors, Morton and Sullivan were lawyersCooper was Town Clerk, Edes was publisher of the BO, and Avery was a minor merchant The
'
composition of the club, however, if the parent club in Philadelphia was any indication, tended to be
ordinary Bostonians including mariners, teachers, minor merchants, retailers, and especially mechanics
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pasture
figure attacked by Federals as a doddering old firebrand ready «o be pu, out to
Conseque„.,y, Hancockians including Jarvis, Perez Morton, James SuUivan and W.lham
Tudor-fel, back on the popular poiittcs and opposition to the conservatives tba, buoyed their
faction and Stated to the Constitution., Society to continue the assault on Federal and
Federalism.
From its beginning, the Constitution,, Society made it dear tba, „ was a popu„st polillcal
organ,Zafi„n that opposed Federalists with revolufionary ideals that played well ,n post-
revolutionary Boston. The club's firs, official declara,,„„s, made on January
,3, ,794, accused
Federalists of operating ,n politics with secret and hidden agendas that served only their interests,
and oftrying 1o supprcss lnformm
,on „^ ^ ^^
the French people in .her hour of need again,, the "the subversion ofAristocracy and
Despotism," and that it was the duty of the US to aid France "in the establishment of tha, Liberty,
for which thcy are now Weeding with so much firmness, and magnan.mtiy." Resting its attacks
solidly on the revolutionary
.deology, the club vowed to oppose what i, denounced as the
anstocrafic and tyranmcal tendencies ofFederalists, whom thcy pa.nted as unconcerned and self-
mtercstcd aristocrat, that had to be waiched "with the vigilance of .he faithful sentinel" and who
were attempting to '•undermine the foundations of freedom, and to erect on her rums the fabric of
Despotism." Calling on all Bos.omans to "converse together for .he purposes of gaming and
communicating information on .he affairs of .heir country.
. . and lo offer then opimons with
candor on matters of political concernment," club leaders threatened that if Federalist leaders
would not listen to the voxpopuli, they would replace them. 121
The CC in March 1 796, the momh preceding .he 1 796 elections, were especially bad in this regard Seeforexample, CC, March 5 and 23, 1796.
^
All quotes are from BG, January 20. 1 794. Quoled in Foner, The Democra.ic-Renublican Snci.fi..
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As a result of their agitata against and disaffection with Federalist forelgn and domestic
policy, Federalists were more seriously challenged in Boston polities in the mid-1790s. In the
April 1794 elections, Bostonians chose Samuel Adams as governor, while Constitutional Society
leaders including Benjamin Austin, Jr. and Charles Jarvls outpolled Federalist hopefuls in the
state senate race.- A month later, in the state representative elections, Constitutional Society
leaders took the majority of seats in the Boston delegation from Federalist candidates including
Harrison Gray Otis and Jonathan Mason « Chagrined, Federalists attacked the, opponents in
the press by calling them
"hypocrites [and] deceivers" and portraying them as "enemies to the
peace and happiness of society." They condemned the Jacobin clubs as the "factious offspring of
Genet" and claimed they were beh.nd Shays' Rebellion as well as the Wh,skey Rebellion 126 In
Ph.ladelph,a, as he was beating back opponents' attempts to strike Washington's denunciation of
the clubs as "self created societies" from the Congressional record, F.sher Ames predicted that
the Constitutional Society was a "cancer" that would "soon eat agam and destroy." 127 Looking
ahead at the Congressional elections, Ames said club members would "be as busy as Macbeth's
witches" as he told Boston allies that they had to be "so written down and utterly discredited that
they shall have less than no influence."' 28
Adams received 61% of the town vote for governor. Thomas Dawes and Oliver Wendell won the senate
election receiving 2,250 and 2,272 votes respectively, but in the list of other candidates, Benjamin Austin
received 1,339 votes, substantially more than Federalist candidates James Bowdoin (4), Stephen Higginson
(2), and Jonathan Mason (1) received. Charles Jarvis got 7 votes. BTR, April 7, 1794.
«JwTT m, thC 1 794 dCCti0n WCre: WilHam Tudor <697 votes )' William Eustis (690), Charles Jarvis(536), John Winthrop (435), Thomas Edwards (539), Joseph Blake (553), and Perez Morton (409) Among
the osers were staunch Federalists Jonathan Mason (262), and Harrison Gray Otis (194). William Tudor
William Eustis, Charles Jarvis, and Perez Morton were all members of the Constitutional Society John
Winthrop was an old Adams ally. BTR, May 7, 1794, and CC, May 10, 1794.
126
See CC, September 6, 10, 13, 17, and 27, 1794.
127
See The Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States (Washington DC- Gales and
Seaton, 1849), 895-945.
128
Fisher Ames to Thomas Dwight, letter dated September 3, 1794 in Ames, The Works of Fisher Ames
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As Ames feared, the federa, representative dec,,™ in November was especial* nas.y -
Since Augus,, Conslitutiona, Society members bad been defending themsdves aga,„s, Fcderabs,
attacks and wh,PP,„g up resldual revo
,u„ona^ xMmmt^^^^^^
are secre.ly endeavoring to destroy those fu„dame„,a, princ lples of liberty and equality."'" As
.he election approached, the emerging Democratic-Republican press backed Constitutional
Society .eader Charles tarv.s and portrayed Ames as a sc.f-,„,crcs,ed aristocrat who had forsaken
France for the enemy ofthe United States. Ames was "the panegyns, ofBrMshfriendship and
clemency," and the "denouncer oftot gallant nation now straggling for Liberty.""' The
Fcderabs, press also pulled ou, all the slops by emphasizing wha, Ames had done for Bos.on and
the disastrous outcomes that would attend a "Jacobin" program in Boston."2 In the end, Ames
held (he seal, but
,,
was a close race: he received 58% of the Boston vote and 57% of the
district." 5 Federalists had managed an important win, but there was a bitter downs.de. The
political fervor surrounding the election produced the largest voter turnout in a Boston
Congressional election that decade, which gave pause to Federalists on another level because
ordinary Bostomans would not, especially after the revolution, easily submit to elite rule and
elite-deferential politics."
4
In 1 795, the year Bulfinch designed Harrison Gray Otis's first house, Boston Federalists
managed to reclaim some offices, but their hold on Boston politics was fragile at best. The
129
130
Fisher Ames to Thomas Dwight, letter dated September 3, 1794 in Ames, The Works of Fisher Ames
See, for example, CC, September 6, 10, 13, 17, and 27, and October 22, 1794. See also Foner The
Democratic-Republican Societies 259-260.
'
131
132
133
fC, October 9, 23, and 27, 1794; and BG, September 29, 1794
See Bernhard, Fisher Ames . 232-244.
Ames received 1,627 votes and Jarvis received 1,182 in Boston. Other candidates were John Coffin
Jones (2), and Samuel Jarvis (1). BTR, November 2, 1794. On the district vote, see Massachusetts
Abstract of Votes for Members of Congress. 1788-1864 rBoston: Massachusetts Archives, 1964).
134
In the elections of 1792, 1794, 1796, and 1798 Boston cast 727, 2,812, 2,195, and 2,665, respectively,
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Constitution, Soc,ely
, lilte other Amcncan 0laMMtp^^ ^ a^^^
year as they succeed to pressure springing from Washington's distaste of them and Boston
Federahsts' contentions that tHe Cub advocated go ,n8 ,0 war a8a,„s, England.- FederaHsts a,so
turned club rhetoric aga,ns, its members by fining, "Rotation „ what the Jacob.ns arc cry.ng
up..,hcref„rc let the watchword be ROTATION.""8 Us,ng Hancock.an tactics such as appealing
direct* to Boston artisans, the socciy's mam support base, Jarv.s supporters made mUch of his
connection w„h ordinary people and attacked the Federahsts as panderers of "vile artifices" who
were "mimical to the middling interest."'" In the May elections, Federahsts reela.med s„me
seats
,„
the General Court as club members Benjamin Austin, Perez Morton, and Willi.™
Denmson suffered defeats, but Charles Jarvis, William Tudor, and WMIiam Eust.s returned nearly
half of the seats. 1 " Adams had won the governorship in April with 98% of the Boston vote while
Dawes and Oliver Wendell renamed in the state senate.""
Although the Constitutional Society was dy,ng , its members and message remained
influential and bothersome for Federalists beyond the spring 1 795 elections. The Jay treaty storm
that set offa wave ofdisaffection in all the states provided the opportumty for one of their final
demonstrations against Federalists. On July 1 0. 1 795. Bosnians gathered to hear Charles Jams
rail agamsl the treuty, and for six consecutive nights in September "there were mobs and nots in
the streel; the wmdows of treaty sympathizers were broke by shots, and effigies of Jay were
'"/C, January 5, 1795. As early as January 1795, the Constitutional Society was trying to diffuseWas „„B |„„ s comment by argumg it was "so indefinite in its language, that we are at a loss to determme
tapS " "'"""-anous self-created Societies in the United States were intended ,o be
136
Federal Orrery, April 6, 1795.
137
IC, May 4, 1795.
n nJ^^, 1
1
!
1795
'
W ' th 1,957 VOteS Cast
'
the winners were: Jonathan Mason (1,915), William Tudor
( 1 ,947), Charles Jarvis (1,125), Thomas lidwards ( 1 ,05 1 ), William liustis ( 1 ,953), William Little ( 1 054)
and in a subsequent selection, Stephen Gorham (1,1 13).
139
BTR, April 6, 1795. Adams got 2,008 of the 2,043 votes cast for governor. Dawes and Wendell
received 2,040 and 2,003, respectively.
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» >as. official commumcabons, however, many of tts ,dea,s and members bedevtled Federabsts
to the ear,y-,800s. Boston Jeffersomamsm used a ,o, of.be same ,deas and methods, and Cub
members by and large became Jeffersomans
,n the ,a,e-. 790s. After agttafing for and putfing
.hemse.ves up as Jeffersoman cand.da.es, former Constitutional Society leaders assumed
posibons in .he state and nabona. government, especially under the Virginia Dynasty, bu, their
influence
,„ Boston waned over time, especally after the town's econom.c recovery began in
earnest.
From 1 788 to the m,d-l 790s, then, Federalist political control of Bos.on was neither
assured nor complete in the contentious political culture of the 1790s. Although the town's
factions seemed to be a, peace in 1 788, within a year, they resumed battling each other as they
had through the 1 780s and i, went well into the 1 790s. The powerful Boston mechantcs, one time
Federalist supports, abandoned Federabsts in 1 789 because they had not delivered the promtsed
economic recovery. The domestic and foreign policies of the Washmgton Adm.n.strahon split
Boston (and American) politics dramatically, and as a result, Federabsts could not regain the
overwhelming support from ordinary Bostonians that they had feelingly enjoyed. At the
time, Federalist opponents made good use of residual revolutionary ideals to lambaste their
same
Warren, Jacobin and Junto
,
60. For a good recent treatment of the reception of the Jay Treaty
BosZt:7 Lr M,CKitnCk ' -TheA^ of Federalism, 415-422. For a good extam comment by a
onW 6 79? w" °n ?C \eaty' 7, 3 dl3ry £ntry °f Dr ' Nathamel AmeS ' Flsher Ames ' older Mother,June 6, 1795, in Warren, Jacobin and Junto
,
59. On Adams' lack of action, see Miller, Samuel Adams .
141
The exact date of the club's dissolution is unknown. Besides inconclusive evidence left in the
newspapers of the time, there are only a few pieces of documentary evidence that survive after the Jay
rreaty Riots: a report of a meeting in December 1795, where officers were elected, and a letter dated
January 22, 1796, from the Secretary of the Society to the sister Democratic Club in Maine. See Foner
Ine Democratic-Republican Societies . 265.
Jarvis was appointed Physician General to the Marine Hospital at Charlestown by President
Jefferson; Morton became speaker of the Massachusetts House of Representatives (1806-181 1) and
Attorney General (181 1-1832); and William Eustis was elected to the Federal Congress (1801-1805 and
1 820- 1 823), was Secretary of War ( 1 807- 1813), Minister to Holland ( 1 8 1 4- 1 8 1 8) and Governor of
Massachusetts (1823-1825).
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opponents by connecting them ,o the rev„lut,„„ enemy and making much of their aristocra„c
ehte-deferent.ai, approach ,o politics and socet,. Conseque„„y , from ,788,795, Federal
were senous,y challenged and ,hey regu,ar,y los, Cect.ons ,„ Boston pontics. Even when they
managed ,o win, ,hey did so with then opponents taking seats a,o„gs,de them . However, in the
early-,790s, some Federahsts managed to make econom.c gams that se, the stage for s,g„,f,Can,
political, social, and aesthetic changes for post-war Bos.on. The most important Bostoman in th.s
regard was rising young Federalist, Hamson Gray Otis, whose forays into !and deveiopmen,
earned h.m enough money to build a mans.on ,„ ,795 and put him in close contact with Charles
Bulfinch.
Harrison Gray Otis, Charles Bulfinch, and the Speculating Impulse
In 1788, Harrison Gray Otis was a member of Boston's lesser elite. Born in 1765, he was
ofmixed political parentage-his paternal grandfather was arch-patriot James Otis and his
maternal grandfather was arch-Tory Harrison Gray-but he followed more closely in the
footsteps of his mother's family of political and economic conservatives. 142 After graduating
from Harvard in 1783, he read for the law with Boston attorney John Lowell; upon being
admitted to the Suffolk bar in 1786, he took up much of Lowell's lower court practice from
rented quarters where Boston's North and West Ends met Central Boston. 143 Lawyering offered
Otis the opportunity to distinguish himself as an orator and to forge relationships with other
members of the Suffolk bar, but it did not initially confer on him the wealth or status that he
craved. Moreover, at the same time, his family was struggling after his father's revolutionary war
For biographical material on Otis, see Samuel Eliot Morison, The Life and Letters of Harrison Gray
Otis, Federalist, 176S- 1848 (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1913), and the more abridged version
Monson, Urbane Federalist
.
143
For more on Otis' time with Lowell, see Morison, Urbane Federalist . 41-42. His office was in the
Scollay buildings.
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comments
Prolong businesses wen, bus, ,„ the post.war
^^^ ^ ^
>e«er ,o Harrison Gray tha, "our profess,on [law] ,n th,s country „ no, ,ucrative" and confessed
*a, he feared he was "doomed ,o a hard life and seamy fortune.- Xhis mus, have been
partieu,arIy bothersome for someone like Otis, who as a slight* younger man, hoped ,o
distingu,sh h,mse.f as a member ofthe gen.eel better sort with the Sans Soue, Bu, his
to Gray were prema,ure and somewha, overs,a,ed because m ,he ear,y-,790s, Otis s.ood a, ,he
.hresho.d of making an indoHMe mark on Bos.on economy and ,hen on politics, soc.ety, and
building.
By ,he end of 1 790, Otis' lamented s.mation was beginning ,o change. Otis made a good
mamage in May of ,ha, year ,o Sally Foster, a daughter of affluent Boston merchant William
Foster, wh.ch increased his holdings beginning with a £3,400 cash dowry and a promise to
provide the couple's household furnishing,'" His law practice was also taktng off a. the same
time, buoyed by mon.es from h.s grandfather Gray to recover whichever of his pre-revolutionary
debts that he could. Although Gray's land holdings were long gone, victims of the anti-Tory land
seizures of the revolutionary years, he was still owed personal debts from before his evacuation,
often from prominent Bos.on.ans. Gray and his hens rewarded Otis in payments that helped to
establish the fortune he feared he would always lack. 1" Additionally, Otis' father recovered from
144
W I 7™ m5 ?mS°n Gray ' l£tter d3ted January 14 ' 1790 > Harrison Gray Otis Papers MHSSome reports of Ohs' life have it that the young attorney had to borrow money from one of his fi st clientsMr. Truro to purchase his first law books. See S. K. Lothrop, Sermon Preacjd at the^Square on the Death of the Honorable Harrison Gray Otis (Boston: Eastburn's Press, 1848), 14
' 46 On Otis' marriage see Morison, Urbane Federalist, 57-59. On the dowry paid to Otis by William
Foster, the accounts the Otises kept with Foster m the first year of their marriage, and a disagreementbetween Harrison and Foster when Foster attempted to alter the arrangement in 1791, April see Harrison
oray utis .Papers, MHS.
r
0n *e
c
Gray debts in g^al, see Samuel Eliot Morison, "The Property of Harrison Gray, Loyalist "
Colonial Society of Massachusetts Publications
,
Vol. XIV (December, 1912): 320-350; and Morison
Urbane Federalist
,
17-32. On the debt owed Gray by John Hancock, see Morison, Urbane Federalist ' 61-4On the recovering the debt and rewards to Otis by members of the Gray family, see petition and land'
Morison, Urbane Federalist 30-39.
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bankruptcy and restored some pres„ge md wea|(h (o ^_ toough n ^
clerk ofthe US Senate and ,and development/speculation
,n the town ofR„ya,s,„n
wh,ch bought him money and gave him his f,rs, teste of land speculation."'
Although Otis' economtc situation was tmproving m the early-,790s, he kep, a relat.vely
low profile in politics and society. His ste.lar performance ,„ defense of the Constitution and of
conserve ideas ,n his July 4, .788, oration brought him to the attentton of Boston Federahsts.
bu, he was nether invited into the ,n„er c.rc.e of Federahs, poht.es nor apparently encouraged to
pursue a career in politic,- Because ofhis youth, his lesser prestige, and the talents of other
Federahsts in to™, Federahs, ieaders did no, back Otis for any elected or appo.nted pos.tion ,„
national, state, or local government In fact, Otis does not show up again in Boston Town
Records until 1 792 when he appeared on a petition to consider a new street a, the bottom of
Beacon Hill.'" His work for the Gray family also seemed ,o moderate his public involvement in
politics, which was also a measure ofhis busmess meihods and opportumsm. For example, given
his advocacy for the Sans Souc, Club in 1785 and the la.e-1 780s promises (or fears) that a theater
would create classed d.stinctions between Bostomans, Otis should have been a supporter of a
Boston theater. But he publ.cly condemned
,, ,„ October 1791, and thereby sided with Hancock
ttansfer of Harrison Gray dated December 18, 1793; and Harrison Gray, Jr., to Harrison Gray Otis letterdated February 3, 1 794, Harrison Gray Otis Papers, SPNEA.
148
149
See Morison, Urbane Federalist
. 40.
The involvement of both Otises with the Royalston land is detailed in multiple land transfers and legaldocuments in the Harrison Gray Otis Papers, MHS. g
7 °u th™ a »y dT 0f±e Federalist and late eighteenth-century elite worldviews, see David Hackett
!l
1SCner
'
The Revolution of American Conservatism: The Federalist part in the Era of Jeffersnnian
Bejnocn^ (New York: Harper & Row, 1965), xi-xx, and 1-49; William F. Hartford, Money. Morals, and
Politics. Massachusetts in the A Pe of the Boston Associates (Boston: Northeastern University Press 2001)1-3 1
;
Christopher Grasso, A Speaking, Aristocracy: Transforming Public Discourse in Eighteenth Century
'
Connecticut (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1999), 1-15; and Chapter 5.
151
BTR, May 8, 1792.
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and Adams,
. place Federallsts^ a§^_^^
^^^^
Otrs was pursuing the settlemem of a £] ^^^^ ^^
had to have known that rattling Hancock's cage while doing so was ill-advised,s3 By^ end rf
1 792, with much of the Gray estate settled 0r te.po.nly forsaken-Hancock wou,d not bend on
the debt-Otis appeared on a committee to work with the Boston General Court delegate to
repeal the law.- In short, although he had served Federalists well in 1788, Otis was not an
important enough Federalist in the early-1790s nor was he interested, because of his ,egal
exertions, in entering polities as he navigated local courts in the service of his Tory grandfather.
By the end of 1792, Otis' political activity increased primarily because it was tied to new
business ventures, especially in land acquisition, development, and speculation. The most
significant early development venture in which he was involved was the building of a second
bridge connecting Boston to mainland Massachusetts: the West Boston Bndge. (Figure 75) The
bridge would connect the Central Boston market to Cambridge across the Charles River and
through the West End and Tnmountam area. Standing on 180 piers when completed, it was
3,483 feet long and 40 feet wide, more than twice as long as the 1786 Charles River Bridge. Such
a project took months and a significant amount of labor to accomplish. As an unnamed proprietor
reportedly told Thomas Pemberton, work on the causeway began in July 1792 but was suspended
from late-December to March 1792, presumably because of the weather. At this stage, it
employed only 20 to 36 men. When work began on the structure in April 1793, however, the
project employed anywhere from 40 to 250 builders until its completion in November 23, 1793. 155
Like the Charles River Bridge, the West Boston Bndge provided work for ordinary Bostonians at
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Morison, Urbane Federalist 59-61
153
154
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On the Gray debt, see Morison, Urbane Federalist
. 61-4.
BTR, December 21, 1792.
Pemberton, "A Topographical and Historical Description of Boston, 1794," 245-246,
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a „n, when ht„U„„g Ms k, g ,„m B W ,ike h predeceS80r
,
„^ to
» » W-M hy inching m;l, c , ,,llc
. ma anJ spumng
qutddy moved * position himself for ,^ ,,„„^ ^ . ^
development.
Promises Bra, the We, Boston Bridge wouId c ,,, lc^^.^ m^^^ ^
°" S
"'^ aggreSSiVe CareW
" -o- NXMfU. and unscrupulous, early
"public tad developers. <»n,y months after eonsfruction on the bridge began, Otis se, his sights
on acquiring tracts ofland in West Boston beginning w„h
. isrg.
„
aslurc owned by „,„„
Singleton
<
toplev, the Boston-bom painter who fled Boston before th. American Revolution.'"
As early as March
.793, Cop.ey-s proper* interested Otis, bu, he waited a yea,- before offering
£2,500 for the land and buildings.'" ( lopley authorized his Boston agent, Samuel < *bot, to
proceed with a sale while pointing out that "the town ofBoston is increasing ,„ its inhabitants!,]
and commerce and that that par, ofthe town will he particularly benefited by the bridge lately
built so near it.»'» ( lopley, then, clearly knew ofthe bridge, I™, he did not appear to know .ha, a
recurring plan to build a new Massachusetts State House in the West End was again in the wind
when Otis made an oiler on Ins property."' ( aho, and Otis concluded the deal and conveyed the
,IM at n T t"'' ",d bl"' lli"KS >m[ hU 'm'"^ wl»» l« P^based land and aI, I, I house Hon, .I„l,„ Joy and others on July 12, 1700, (See Harrison (iray Otis Papers MILS I The-
< opley purchase was particularly „ur,ca,c and involved Mace mum parlies working across ,1,c A k, c Fota bnel ,,c. ol he ( 'opley purchase, see Morison. Urban. J 75-82, The various na ,s , I , I ,compmed
< oplcy's states and their ownership history helming ,c seventeenth cc„,,„y , , c yop
,
he have hec. Paced hy Nathaniel [ngersol Bowditch in Ins so-called "Gleaner" articles, especMy185-203. Many o he copious detaiU Of the land transfers and correspondence are in the I lamson < hayOlis papers a! SPNEA am, the Harrison (iray Otis papers at MILS, respectively.
'" See J. S. Copley to Samuel Cahol, loners daled London, March 2, 179.1 and Loudon, Aueusl 2 1793-
ami Accoun, Hook of Harrison Gray Otis n, the 1 lamson (iray Olis Papers at the Society lor the
'
'
'
Cm """ l!"gla " 11 A" ,lll" 1"" J ' S. Copley to Samuel Cabot, letter daled Loudon, March 2
I 794, Harrison dray Otis Papers, SPNHA.
S
"
(
!
°Pley 10 SamucI Cabot > letter dated London, March 2, 1 794, I larrison Gray Otis Papers, SPNEA.
I v; .,,
I'hc firs major stirs of it in the mid- 1790s came in the February 11, 175 Boston Town Meeting when a
committee was appointed "for the purpose ofprocuring for the Commonwealth a piece of land propel for
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property ,o Otis and partner, Jonathan Mason, on June ,7, 1795.- Two months later after
leami„g tha, ,hc Boston Town Mee,,ng authored the bu.ldtng of a new state House up ,He street
from his former pasture, Cop,ey accused 0„s of failmg to d,se,ose s lgniflcant informatlon abou,
and ,n the winter of ,795-, 796, Copley sen, his son, future Lord Chancellor of E„gla„d, to
Boston w,th a power of attorney to e.ther reverse the sale or increase the seHing pnce. 0»,s a
member of the Suffolk Bar for a decade, retamed Boston leg* heavywe,gh,s John Lowell,
Samuel Dexter, and Levi Lmeoln to defend the deal and force the transfer.'" On April 17, ,797,
Copley s,g„ed off on a confirmatory deed transfer™, the property for $,8,450, or approxtmately
£5,500 163
Meanwhfie, as the Cop.ey land drama was playing out, Otis, Mason, and others ,neluding
Bulfineh, William Scollay, and Joseph Woodward formed a land syndicate cafied the Mount
Vernon Proprietors that simultaneously moved on other Tr.mountam parcels (and ultimately
purchased the Copley pasture).'" The largest owners of Trimountam land besides Copley were
™- °>™ the committee. Por more on
160
Copley Land Conveyance, June 1 7, 1 795, in the Harrison Gray Otis Papers, SPNEA The only
aXra^r^^ 3 m0rt8a8ed^ t0 WllHam™-^ 0^ason
Im^z August 27 ' 1 795 ' Hamson Gray °tis pap-
PaptS%TNl°A
0k
°
f HamS°n
°
tlS J°n Smglet°n C°pley P°Wer °f att0™y in Harrison Gray Otis
Z^n^ZThT T'l ^ ^^ C°pley did n0t have clearlV Seated deeds tothe la d and the deed that Copley signed was never entered, according to Nathaniel Ingersol Bowditch
tCCo2g!l:°: TY ?°St°nianS occasionally surfaced claiming that they owned a piece ofhe opley estate, which often resulted m Otis buying them out. As late as 1836, for example, Otis asked
? J * a™we.r 3 1 7 -P.0in < dePosltio» detaill"g *e transfer of lands as he recalled them. See HarrisonGray Otis to Charles Bulfineh, letter dated October 17, 1836 in the Harrison Gray Otis Papers SPNEASee Copley quitclaim dated April 1 7, 1 796 in the Harrison Gray Otis papers at MHS. See also "TheGleaner Articles," 197.
I'
4
,
F
r
°r m0re
'
but often sympathetic accounts of the Mount Vernon Proprietors, see Kirker and Kirker
Bulfineh s Boston, 148-161; and Morison, Urbane Federalist . 75-82.
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J*. Hancock and the descendant of seventeenth-cenmry Boston Town a* lames Alien The
proposed state house.- Accord,ngly
,
the Monn, Vernon Proprietors went about, ,„ vanous
configurations, contracting with Tnmountain owners. For example, Otis, Mason, and Woodward
contracted w,,h members of the Allen fam„y to purchase eight acres of ,and around Mount
Vcmon while Jos.ah Danforth sold land to a„ five proprietors - Wisely waiting unti, after
Hancock's death, Otis approached his Widow to purchase some of the Hancock
.and and to settle
the debt with Gray.- Important,y, a„ the sales, especially the larger ones, invoived a. leas. Otis
and Mason, but not necessardy all the other partners, which confined the reality of the unequal
shares distribution in the partnership: Otis and Mason possessed controlling
.merest in the
synd,ca,e and therefore dominated if* Over time, the syndicate's holding, passed mostly to Otis
and Mason, and by 1803, when the Proprietors moved on the las, of the Allen estate, the land
fnr^n . p ^ L°
ld /2
°
f 5 l0tS t0 °tlS > MaSOn' Scollay> Bulf™h and Woodward on u y 7 1795or £400 Joseph Pierce sold two lots to the proprietors for $400 on December 1 4 1 795 See conveyan esfor Danforth and Pierce in Harrison Gray Otis Papers, SPNEA. ce
the deb^and^n
7
'^ \ ^ Giay t0 COntinue Pressin8 Hancock ' s widow to paybt and promised to pay "a quarter part of what you obtain." See Harrison Gray, Jr., to Harrison Gray
same time h tlhet '^Y™> *" HamS°n^ °tlS^ MHS " °tlS dldt at t town committee he was on brokered a deal with her for the Hancock pasture. BTR, May
13, 1795. See also, Allan, John Hancock: Patriot in Purp le. 167 y
Z
ThG
^
Ciet
l
f°rthe
u
Prese
,
rvatlon ofNew England Antiquities has a good collection of land transfers
associated with Otis that include a lot of little used documentary evidence about the Mount Vernon
TuT.n nl
6 Ham$0n
°ray °tiS Paper
'
SPNEA
'
Samuel Ell0t Monson found *at Otis and Mason
each held 3/10ths interest and the other 4/10ths was divided among others including Joseph Woodward
and, according to Monson, Charles Ward Apthorp. See Morison, Urbane Federalist 529
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convenes named Otts as so,e purchaser," In fact
, as ear,y aj fc^ rf^ ^^^
their own personal financial problems.' 70
The m0St
,
mp0r«a„, of these financial problems were those of Bulfinch, whtch had
ofthe Tonfine project by ,795 although Bulfinch c„„«,„ued to see a scaled back version of the
project through with h,s own money. This led to a devastatmg bankruptcy from which he
fuNy recovered.-
„ also led to financ ,a, dependence on Otis. Even though Buffinch's name
associated with the Mount Vernon group, the Tontme Crescent dtsaster forced the destgner to sel,
off his interest m the synd.cate to Ofs and Mason. As Bulfinch pu, it in a January 1796
deposttion about the Copley purchase, "all the moneys tha, were due from me on account of sa.d
[Copley] purchase were advanced by said Mason and Ot.s on my behalf and I am still justly
indebted to [them] - When Copley signed over his property, in fact, Bulfinch was no, listed as
a proprietor because he had already backed ou, of the partnershtp."' Bu, there was also another
important albeit little noted financial connection between Otis and Bulfinch as a result of his
never
was
AugusUslTocTor,:
0
^7 * ^^ Com^m °f J°"atha" Maso" dated
worth of Ins holdings to Otis and Mason, and on August 1, he sold anoZ $148S " £foften seriously reduced from the original prices. For example, in December 1795, Pierce had so dTe
foX FTb
S f
r7O«
00
w
bU
H
in TS- 1 ?98 ' BU,fmCh 3nd SC01^ S0ld four lots and Mason
o $6 1 00 three
y
V ^
"S^ °f^ Alle" wh1Ch was originally purchasedf r years earlier, as well as his claims on 1 1 other lots to Otis and Mason for $400 See allthese land conveyances, and others, in Harrison Gray Otis Papers, SPNEA
171 On Bulfinch's bankruptcy, see Bulfinch, Life and Letters, 98-99, 104, and 186-190; Place Charles
79 and 89 ^ ^ Bulfmch
'
s Bostnn 68 -69
;
and Kirk^B, 14,
172
173
Deposition of Charles Bulfinch, dated January 10, 1796, Harrison Gray Otis Papers, SPNEA.
Copley quitclaim dated April 17, 1796 in the Harrison Gray Otis papers at MHS.
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Sea, on December
, 8, , 794," Consent,, by the beginn.ng of 1795, Bulflnch was already
to Otis m a way that he was not tied to other Cents. Th.s would have slgmf,cant long-term
repercussions tor Bulflnch and Otis, as we,, as for Boston's built environment, because from the
projects that would change the face ofpost-revolutionary Boston.
By 1 795, then, Harrison Gray Otis's situation was changing dramatically. He was on his
the m,d-,780s. He entered local politics as he showed up more on land-related town meeting
committees including those for "procuring for the commonwealth a p.ece of land proper for
budding a State House" and another "to consider what measures are proper for the better
accommodation of the poor by erecting new bu.ld.ngs or otherwise," both in 1795.'" Both would
have considerable consequences for Boston's bu.lt environment. He was also eyeing a future in
state po.it.es. In the 1 793 e.ect.ons, he received a Boston vote for governor (even if it was aga,nst
Hancock's 1,124 votes) and he was show,ng up on m,d-1790s election rolls.- In short, Otis' star
was rising in post-revolutionary Boston, and in the mid- 1790s he deeded to build a grand
mansion house to showcase his increasing wealth and status. He did th.s around land that his
syndicate was acqu.r.ng in a developing part of Boston, and Boston's preeminent architect, a man
who was financially indebted to him, designed it.
174
175
176
Cummings, "Charles Bulflnch and Boston's Vanishing West End," 36, from the Suffolk County deeds.
BTR, February 1 1 and May 1 1, 1795.
BTR, April 10, 1793. The Boston vote tallies were: Hancock 1,124; Elbridge Gerry, 34; Francis Dana
15; Benjamin Adams, 2, and Otis, 2.
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The Firs, Harrison Gray OAs House: Context and Building
Under construct by the end of ,795 on the comer of Cambndge and Lynde Streets
Ot,s house represented an
.mportan, tumng p01nt ,n Bos ,on , s ^
environment that was s,muIta„eous.y an important devdopmen,
,n aesthetics, society, and
politics.
- (E.gure 3, As we have seen, this was the firs, house ,„ Boston with ail the hallmarks
of what would come to be Federal style. Such a transform™ was nothmg short of profound
F,rst, the Neoclass,cal bu.ldmgs d.ffered fiom earher Boston architecture. Littie had been bud,
Since the m,d-e,gh,een,h century that moved Boston past its co,on,a, appearance, and the firs,
Ot,s house, a bu.ld.ng ,ha, k.cked off the bu,ld,„g of dozens of s.m.lar mans.ons over the next
decade, was substantially modern ,n relat.on to the bulk of the town's ex.st.ng buii, cnv, ronment.
Second, white Bulfinch's firs, bufid.ngs
.ntroduced some new work to Boston (and punctuated his
political and social ascendancy), the Otis house d.ffered noticeably from h.s earher bu.ld.ngs
because i, relied more on the English style than on Continental and colon.al precedents. Thus,
while the Otis house represented the bcg.nn.ng of a new major and modem stylistic influence in
Boston,
,,
marked a significant change ,„ Bulfinch's work as well. But it was no. necessarily a
complete change in Bulfinch's thinking about style.
Although the Harnson Gray Otis house marked the first full introduction of an
Adamesque Federal style house In Boston and in Bulfinch's work, it did not denote his
abandonment ofContinental influence. A year after design.ng the first Harrison Gray Otis house,
in fact, Bulfinch drafted plans for two French style Dorchester houses for Perez Morton and
James Swann. (Figures 76 and 77) In these residences Bulfinch used many of the same
Continental dev.ces he had used in the Barrel! House such as large oval salons, main side
'" Exactly when Harrison Gray Ons and Charles Bulfinch began to discuss a house for Boston's pre-emment pos.-revolut.onary land developer is unknown. Neither left a record of any conversation butHarold K.rker maintained that work on the house began sometime before June 17, 1795. (Kirker'ACB
1 1 o.) '
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enhances, and pav.hon porches'"^ iargdy ^
_^^
because ,Hey suggest that Bu.finch continued ,o use the Continental lnflue„ees He Had been us,„g
throughout H, s early career, Hu, only when He could. Admittedly
,
the fundffs^^
were Boston Francoph.les-Morton was a ,eader of tHe Co„stltu t,o„a, Soelety and Swann spent
cons,derable tlme
,„ France-bu, tHe bu„d,ngs nevertheless kept more w,,H Bu.finch, earIy
work and espee,a„y w,tH ,He des.gn for Hts own House. By contrast, Hamson Gray Otis, House
was except.ona, as
,,
broke sharp,y from wHat Bulfinch had budt and was building in Boston.
Although the house has been trumpeted as markmg the moment when Bulfinch found his Bnfsh
Neoc.ass,ca, vo.ce, the votce he found was more hkely that of 0,,s speaking through him.
indeed, what the Harrtson Gray Otis house marked was the beginning of a continued decrease of
Contmenta,
.nfluence whenever Bulfinch, an increasmg,y desfitute des.gner, worked on bui,d,„gs
for the Federalists who progressively comprised his client base.
All this starts to get at the heart of the mulfiple purposes of Federal archttecture:
buddings such as the first Hamson Gray Otis house served the political and social needs of
Boston Federalists whose political and social asp.rations were checked m the first years of the
republic by a culture of restramt that accompanied the revolution"' Buildmgs (or any art form)
arc neither designed nor constructed outs.de of a specific political, social, and econom.c
context. The profound and contentious developments in Boston soc.cty and poht.es d.scussed
above-developments that had to do with the American Revolution and that saw Boston's
On Morton and Swann and then houses, see Place, Charles Bulfinch A rchitect and Citizen 156- Kirkerand Kirker, Bulfinch's Boston 40-49; and Kirker, ACB, 128-140.
-^mzen, oo,
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For studies that show how cultural values limited or tried to limit aesthetic, social, political and
~7rfSM throu8h the built environment, see Kevin M. Sweeney, "Mansion People: Kinship
rw ; , :
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m WeStem Massachuse*s m the Mid Eighteenth Century" Winterthur PortX
EnH rS'' atu°hTJ^Z?- Ge°rge ' Convene in ,W Poetics ofImn^Hnn j r,ul\T^ ,ngland Culture (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1998), especially 205-295.
180 vFor a recent monograph arguing this, see Stephen Conn and Max Page, eds.. Building the Nation-
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Kederahsts senously challenged ,„ s(ale^
,oca| govemmem^ SMjety_were^ ^^
,ndCed
'
Wh 'k™«™« Gauges for Boston, the House was
^cous,, the phys.ca, mamfestafion of what one better son Federal, though, abou, soc.ehy
and pohfics in the pos,-reTO,u„ona. w„rld
, and . means by whlch „e^ ^ ^
deas
,„
hls community. His v.ews became enshnned ,„ a pnvately created bo, publicly
consumed buildingjust as Bulfinclfs ihough.s abou, ,he American Revo.ufion and ,be
connections between America and France were ,„corpora ted ,n,o h,s mumcpa, archuecture Th.s
emerging Federal sty,e affirmed approval ofBritish-no, French-poliucs, socety, and culture
whfie the patronage deployed brought specific craftsmen mto the Federahs, fo,d. Bu,finch's
work has no, been v.ewed ,n th,s way because the arch,,ec,ural and soc.o-pol.fica, h.story of
Boston has always been treated separately. But the Firs, Hamson Gray Otis House can clearly be
read simultaneously for pohfica, and social messages precisely because archuecure is no, created
and does not exist in a vacuum.
Firat, of course, this Otis house said much abou, the political quesfions of the day. fa the
m,d- 1 790s, Bos,on (and America) was senously div,dcd about the relationship between the
United S,a,es and France, the American revolufionary ally. Democrafic-Repubhcans made fealty
to France their rallying cry against Federalists and regularly accused Federalists of being under
British influence because the label stuck: Federalists publicly eschewed France and called for
closer fies to England. In the wake of F.sher Ames' near loss of a congress.onal sea, ,o
Democratic-Republican Benjamin Ausfin in 1794, Consiitufional Society member William Eusiis
acknowledged as much when he wrote to Dav.d Cobb, "I pray when you are kind enough to offer
[Ames] my congratulation, wh.ch I do sincerely, ask him to hate the English a little more than he
does, and he will oblige one at least of his constituents."" 1 Ofis, like Ames and other Federalists,
publicly denounced France and v.ewed the rising Jeffersoman opposifion with parficular fear and
181
William Eustis to David Cobb, November 16, 1794. David Cobb Paper. MHS.
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>o,h,„g - Indeed
, at^ tlme 0tls bu ,„ house> Boston Federaijs(s bdKved^^
reason, that ,hey were under s.ege from thc
^ratio-Republican^ which^^^
to Revoluhona^ France
. „ „ unsurpnsmg ^ ^^^^ ^ ^ ^
wb.ch He could buiId freely
, he^ ,^ fe ^^^^ ^ ^
political outlooK. So. borrowing heav.ly from recent EngIlsh arch
, tectura|^^^
a Ph,,ade,ph,a House, Bulfinch bu,, t a res ,de„ce for 0,is that was opulent, ehte, H,gHly-ordered
and Bntish-influen«d, one ,Ha, was no sooner m.staken for a "chateau" than Otis was for a
Jacobin. I, was a projection of Federalists' hopes tha, was bui„ as a reaction to the poht.ca,
rcahty before them: i, wen, up when Boston pohtics were oisputat.ous, democrat,, disordeHy,
and dec,ded |y aga,ns, the Eng„sh- Iean 1ng , stable, orderiy. and elite-driven politica. cuhure of a
"speaking aristocracy" that Otis and other Federalists wanted for Boston. 1"
A. .he same time, the firs. Otis house also sa,d much about the social aspirations of
staunch Federa. lsls and the difficulty they had ,„ creating social distinctions ,„ the post-war era.
The house wen, up am,d serious tens.ons over aristocracy and deference in Amencan society.
The view from below, of course, was dec,ded |y against both notions. In political contests,
allegations of coun.er-revolu.ionary ar,s,ocra,ic behav,or proved effective ways to smear polihcal
opponents; moves to consolida,e government a„d limit the popular voice in politics were, time
and again, met with heavy resistance. In mult.ple social cnses, ordinary Bostonians used the
rhetoric of the revolution to thwart strides toward anstocrabc behav.or in society as they
denounced the Cincinnati discountenanced the Sans Souci, and prevented ,he development of a
theater in the late-l 780s on the grounds lhal each would create unnecessary and harmful
182
See Morison, Urbane Federalist, 90-107.
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Decades ago, historian David Hackett Fischer argued that while all Federalists (and all Federalism) were
not the same, there was a lot of commonality between them. Most important was a belief in elite-driven
politics although Federalists of different generations disagreed about the level of advisable public
participation. See Fischer, The Revolution of American Conservatism 1 .40 On elite (and Federalist)
belief in better sort rule, see Grasso, A Speaking Aristocracy
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unrepubhcan demotions., Even when theatn advocates pushed a theater ttaugh^^
meeting ta the early-, 790s, ,hese tens.ons persts.ed and „ccasloned the creat,on rf^
P-ayhouse, the Haymarket Theater
, . lower son
(<)^^^^^ <>
Wh.le separate, there was a measure of egal ,tarlanlsm
,n thls move:^ ^
not be without something the better sort trad.
However, through pr,va,e bunding, 0,,s was able to ach,eve ,ha , whteh he (and other
Federate) eould no,
,„ post-peace Boston. Bu.finch noted that the house on whtch Otis' was
based would be "esteemed spiendtd even ,„ the most luxurious parts of Europe" and that i« was
"far £00 nch for any. man in tttia country.'* Thts was precisely the sort of house that suited Otis
because of its spiendor, dtsttncttveness, and exclusivity. Bounded by spend.ng iimtts and the
culture ofrestaur, that he pushed up agamst, Otis built a rcs.dence that estabhshed and
communicated his weahh and status to an unsettled, rad.calized, and revolutionary town ,„ which
he was becomtng more import*,.'" Th.s practtce, of course, was no, new. Members of the elite
in the colonral pertod tncluding John Hancock's uncle, Thomas, similarly but., mansions ,o
communicate sla.us and wealth to ordinary people (and each other). What was different here,
though, was that the revolution made establishing class demotions more difficult because they
ran counter to its republican and egal.tarran sentiments, Build.ng a building like this allowed Otis
to ach.eve the sort of separate posttion and gentility he Wed to achieve through the Sans Souci a
decade earlier.
In turn, the first Otis house also heralded important changes in the social geography of
the town. To the 1790s, Boston' s social geography was unspecialized: the elite and ordinary
184
See Chapter 3.
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Clapp, A Record of the Boston Stage, 42-43.
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1Ctter d3ted PhlladeIPhl*> April 2, 1 789, Bulfinch Family Papers MHSBulfinch got an even closer look at the house hours after writing the letter because he reportedly dined
'
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See Sweeney, "Mansion People"; and St. George, Conversing in Signs
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exclusively home to any of Boston, soc,a, or occupational classes. The 0„s house, however se,
-
motion a substantia, change ,n this m,xed soc,a, geography. The house and^^^ ^
ushered ,n to Boston rema.ned virtually a.one for a haif-deeade: Bulfinch did no, design another
Federa, restdence of ,h,s order u„,„ he deslg„ed a house for Jonathan Mason on Copley's former
land ,n
-
But fa the ,a,e- 1 790s, as Ohs and Mason started selling Mount Vemon parcels
other younger Federahsts looking to repheate Otis' sueeess and his budding bought them and
buil, bouses.™ Natural*, Bulfinch, who rema.ned tndebted to Otis and constantly in need of
money, buil, Federa.-style mansions on these lots as we.l as houses for o.her Federahsts movtng
into West Boston. After Bulfinch destgned twenty-five Adam-tnfluenced res.denees ,n the
Mount Vemon area for better sort Federalists between
.799 and 1806, mcludmg two more for
Otis, the social character of the town began to change as other members of the ehte mcreastngly
headed to West Boston to five m newly bud. Federal mansions by Bulfinch."" By the turn of the
century, then, the area of West Boston around Mount Vemon was clearly on its way to becoming
an exclusive elite district-later the home of Boston Brahmamsm-while other parts of the town,
especially the North End, were left to ordinary people and the lower sort.
Building m this Adamesque style was also an important statement about a Federahsts'
vtew ofAmerican mdependence. Federalists fa Boston tended to be members of the post-war
elite who were not simply trying to turn back the clock to the late-colonial period, a time before
1 88 On the Mason House, see Kirker, ACB
. 156-157.
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Otis copied out one of the initial advertisements for the land that ran in the Centinel, the Federalist
newspaper. The ad vaunted the genteel situation and convenience of the lots. See CC, August 3 1796 andHarrison Gray Otis papers, MHS. B ' '
!l^c113^^ °ray °tlS H°USe ' (1795 "6); 29A Chestnut Street (1799-1800); Jonathan Mason (1800-
nSl'ffTv
"amS™ Gray 0t,s House (1800-1802); 2 Higginson Houses (1803); Thomas Amory House(1803-4); Park Row, 4 houses (1803-1805); Charles Paine Houses (1803-1804); 2 Mason Houses (1804VKirk Boott House (1804); John Phillips House (1804-1805); Thomas Perkins House (1804-1805)- 2
Humphreys-Higginson Houses (1804-1806); Third Harrison Gray Otis House (1805-1806); 8 houses at
Bulfinch Place (1805-1806), then later 2 Black Tuckerman Houses (1814-1815)
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deference and unrepublican cIass d , stinct|ons_^ fa ^ fc^ ^^^^
had excluded many of ,hem from government, society, and eeonomy
.
James Bowdoin for
example, one of the main leaders of pos t
-war conservatives and the early Federahsts, a„g,ed for a
Crown appointment before the revo,u,,on and became a patriot only after these p,ans were
frustrated™ Rather, Boston Federahsts tended to be Whigs, albeit conserve ones, who
embraced independence insofar as ,, mean, bourgeois revolut.on. That was, m fact, one
mam problems with the ••Revototion in France": i« was far ,00 radical an affair that threatened
private property, too many established organizations, and ehtc rule.- Retummg ,0 the
architecture of a period that shut them out of poht.es and society, then, was undesirable. Instead,
they turned to a new archftectura, style that recogmzed the positive changes brought by American
Independence-namely, their political and economic freedom-while it allowed them ,0
simultaneously communicate their elitism and assert then fondness for Britain. Indeed,
Adamesque-mspired Federal style accomplished much that Georgtan high style would no, have.
It publicly kep, a safe dis,ance from all things French, remained true ,0 England while asserting
that Boston had changed, and complemented the developing Federalist elitist worldvtcw that was
simultaneously informed by then belief in eh,e-defcren,ial politics and society, and fear of the
political nightmare unfolding before them in Parts, Philadelphia, and Boston. Importantly, all this
was bubbling to Ihc surface while Federahsts and Federalism were seriously checked.
In sum, the first Harrison Gray Otis house was a pivotal building drafted by a talented
though dependent designer at a time when Federalism in Boston was seriously challenged. The
early- and m,d-1790s had been especially tough for Boston's Federalists. Locked on, of the state
On Bowdoin s life, see Collections of the Massachusetts H„,orical Society (Boston: Massachusetts
Historical Society, 1 892), Sixth Series, Volume IX, "The Bowdoin and Temple Papers; and Gordon EKershaw
-
James Bowdoin: Paffiol and Man of the Enlightenment (East Syracuse: Salina Press, 1976).'
" On Otis as a Burkean, see Morison, Urbane Federalist . 90-93.
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Federal tnfluence and certa ,n,y areas ,n whlch they„ ^ ^^^
de,ega„on «o Confess. Bu, by and ,arge, Boston was no, an overwhelm«... town
pohfcaUy, socially, or aesthenca.ly by the mid., 790s. Par, of ,he reason for this was that
officia! aeons-such as ,he,r stndes ,„ward ,ncorpora,,on and ans,ocracy, d,sputatious na,,onaI
poboy, and their perceived abandonmen, of Fra„ce-d,d little ,o
.nrehor.te this. Co„seque„ tly
although they began the Federal age w,«h the overwhelm^ support of Boston's mechan,cs, they
were nnab,e ,o re,a,n ,he,r aHegiance and therefore unab,c to assert the sort of power and control
in s.a,e and town polittcs ,ha
,
haS long been clalmed for them. In , 796, the 0„s house telhngly
rcmatned virtually alonc in Boston, a s.ngle Federal mans,on ,n . less than thoroughly Federalist
town
However, things were about to change for Boston, Charles Bulfinch, and the town's
Federalists, and the changes involved building enormously. The first Harnson Gray Ofis House
and subsequent Federahst-funded projects showed Boston Federalists the path to and provided the
means for their ascension in state and town politics. It showed Federalists that class distinctions
could be achieved in the new republic through architecture, in spite of the revolufion, while it
signaled to Otis and other better sort Federalists that the West End could be advantageously
developed into an elite district. Building English-inspired structures and locating them in areas
apart from Boston's lower orders, allowed Federalists to establish their elite status in an
egalitarian- and republican-minded town, and it allowed them to publicly communicate their
fealty to England, especially as the French Revolution turned bloody. Through building they
constructed the physical facade and social geography that mirrored (and projected) their hopes for
the post-revolutionary world: orderly, stable, hierarchical, pro-English, and exclusive politics and
society. At the same time, Bulfinch's career after the Harnson Gray Otis house, which continued
to diverge from his early career, suggests that he continued to design buildings according to the
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***** wishes of wea,thy Federalist clients that lncreasmgly compnsed^^^^
who were ac tl„g agams, a pohtica, and socia, reahty of post-revolutionary Boston that deeply
disturbed and unsettled them.
h .he deeade tha, followed
, 795, ,hese uses of architecture and the change ,n Bulfinch's
des,gn career hastened
.mmensely wh„c the Otis honsc and subsequent budding projects
suggested something fundamental about Boston pobtics to younger Federals that Federalist
elders either m.ssed or actively
.gnored. The building process contained a built-in patronage
mechanism that could tie Boston's ordinary people, especaHy the powerful building tradesmen,
to them wh„e mollifying their radical post-revolutionary
.mpulscs. Consequen„y, architecture
solved many of Boston Federate' post-war problems because it allowed them to arttculate then
status in republican society, communicate then political predilections, create elite districts apart
from Boston's ordinary people, tame the town's radical mechanics, and bnng political power
after years ofbeing excluded from state and town pontics. These processes were in then mfancy
when Bulfinch dcs.gned Otis' first house, but they had nonetheless been born; they would reach
adolescence by the end of the decade, and maturity in the new century.
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CHAPTER 5
BUILDING FEDERALISM
An article in Hartford's November 27, 1800, American Mercury forcefully asserted that
there was a national confusion over the meanings of the words
"Federalist" and "Federalism »
The wnter claimed that "Federalism" had "many local connotations entirely different and even
opposite to each other" as he satirically tned to explain core Federalist beliefs in a "Federalists'
Creed, The creed began, "I believe in Alexander Hamilton, the Creole, mighty and puissant
general of the standing army-d.smterested, chaste, pure, and immaculate." In addition, it
Pledged unwavenng loyalty to other national Federalists including South Carolina's Charles C.
Pinckney and Salem's Timothy Pickering before concluding that a good Federalist believed in
"the speedy extermination of all Democrats." Beyond this, though, the creed and accompanying
commentary conceded fundamental truths about Federalists and Federalism at the end of the
1790s. It suggested that all Federalists were not created equal. That is, all Federalists did not
necessarily have the same position on any number of issues or people. Indeed, while the creed's
author generally saw two different types of Federalists-"Hamilton-fed" and "Anglo-fed"-he
also claimed "there are as many different and distinct species of Federalists, ramifying and
varying from each other as is comprehended under any genus of plants or animals.'" But not only
were there different strains of Federalism, there were also considerable disagreements between
the camps at the end of the eighteenth century. Federalists, in short, were not an entirely
homogeneous lot to their contemporaries.
Nor are they homogeneous to historians, who regularly see Federalism as unorganized
and troubled in 1800. 2 In what remains the most comprehensive study of early Federalism
1
American Mercury, November 27, 1 800.
On Federalism and the early Federalist Party nationally, see David Hackett Fischer, The Revolution ofAmerican Conservatism: The Federalist Part in the Era of Jeffersonian Democracy
,
(New York: Harper andRow, 1965); Stanley Elkins and Eric McKitnck, The Age of Federalism: The Early American Republic
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—y
,
historian Dav,d Hacket, Fischer argucd that profound ^^
and pohtiea, orga„,ZIng separated ,.Federa|lsts^^ Schooi„^^
from the ,r younger counterparts (bom be(ween
, 76fl_ , ?89)^ a transi(iona|^^^
between them
,
Older Federahsts, accordmgly and a Utile hagiographically, were ehtists who
were social conservatives and behoved zealously ,„ e„,e-deferen„a, poHnes. They backed sttong
centralized authority, mercha„, ec„nomy
, active government to promote public and private
interests, and post-war connections to Britain. They a,so saw themselves as society's natural
leaders by breeding and tradition, eschewed pohtical parties and vote-seeking as electoral
pander,„g
,
and worked for the common good as a "speaking ar,s,ocracy in the face of a silent
democracy.- While shar,„g many of their v,ews, especially then elders' elitism, younger
Federahsts' approach to and methods m politics differed marked,y. Acquiescing to the new
political culture that was fnghtfully unfolding before them, younger Federahsts embraced as
much democracy as they felt prudent-nothmg more, nothing less-and sought to overthrow
their ciders' controi of politic, while invigorating Federalism'* sway over the voting public.
Consequently, after the turn of the century, younger Federahsts created a national Fedcrahst
Party, but the move toward partyism caused considerable controversy and led to different factions
within Federalist ranks. Unable and unwilling to work whhin the new pohtical culture, Federalist
ar^i^r^ °XMf°rd Un'VerSlty PreSS ' "93); and James R°8er Sharp, American Politics in theEarly Republic: The New Nation ,n Cfflis (New Haven: Yale University Press 1 993) For studies thatdiscuss Massachusetts Federalism into the early nineteenth century, see Paul Goodm n The S mo 1ag^^ Mfti Sam, (Cambridge: Harvard Univelsti^nS)-Van Beck Hall The Commonwealth and the New Nation: Massachusens 1780-1790 » (Ph D dissUniversity of Wisconsin, 1964); Samuel Eliot Morison, Harrison Gray O.k 1 765^848^ UrbSF^erahsj (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1969); Ronald P. Fomusano, tL TransfoTn^S^
cTt t
^
'
7,"S
-
'
<New York: Oxford University Press, 1983); Chew HCrocker, The Magic of the Many losinh Ouincv and the R.~ of Mass Politic" in Rn^ Sjo(Amherst, university of Massachusetts Press, 1999); and William F. Hartford,MomyJ^^
Politics: Massachusetts ,n the A Pe of the Boston Associates (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 2001).
1
Fischer
'
The Revolution of American Cnnarv-ti.™ See also Morison, Urbane Federalisi 246-264.
'See also, Christopher Grasso, A Speaking Aristocracy: Transforming Public r>iscn„rSe in Eiehteenlh-lentury Connecticut (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1999).
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Boston also involved something thai has .ever been injected mto the equation: the central!* of
building in the built environment to party-building. In fact, it was Harrison Gray Otis and
Jonathan Mason who led younger Federalists in building a Federalist political organization while
they simultaneously spearheaded the building of an aesthetically Federal town. This was not
simply coincidence. Building actually figured prominently in the creation of the Federalist Party
-
Boston- By 1810, Boston's younger Federalists, a group thai Fischer ironically called
Federalist "par* architects," were firmly in control ofBoston politics, society, and economy, and
tt»y had successfully reversed the course «f Boston poln.es and society after the American
Revolution. Building played an important role in their success. 7
Exploring the period from 1 796- 1 803, then, tins chapter looks a. the initial building of
Federalist Boston both politically and aesthetically, and argues that building was central .<> the
creation ofFederalist Boston because .. provided ways for Federalists to influence politics,
s
Recently there has been some debate over exactly when the first party system emeraed hmes SWn ForS^r\ ,,u" ,,,,m- were whai he cajied *R Hyy , mo I," ::l :1 oo yr-r wever: w:,s "o ' m pia,ce mm im m— °fFischw« (>"- «w5 srwh. c , he s n dec .on saw party warfare, only after its results did Federalists adopt a feme, pfSy
( Wvaiism
SmnS ,U 9UPPOr1
"
,IS lattei V 'CW
-
S« Fischer
'
The Revolution ol American
6
Whether Federalists purposed .his strategy, and whether building served similar purposes, ,n othei earlyAmerican po,, owns has no. been expressly examined, (i.ven that Boston ledcrahs,' were able ,o
such a stranglehold on Boston poht.es, society, and economy by .he second decade of the nineteenth
century (m large par. through building), whe.eas tradesmen remained much more powerful in New York
and I h.ladelph.a, where non-native architects designed many buildings, suggests .ha. .Ins was no. the caseBut more work needs to be done in this area.
' Fischer, The Revolution of American ( 'onservatism.
2.V)
~* and eco„„my ,„ their benefit
. „ consists^_ ^^^
the lives and careers of the mam actors involved-especally Hamson Gray Otis, Jonathan
Mason, and Charles Bulfinch-the landmark even, and budding projects „ the„^ fc
early results of Federal Party buildlng ,„ Bos,on ^^^^^
of previous chapters and explore the eonnecttons between architecture, politics, and society that
led
,„
the creation of"BuKinch, Boston," a stable, ordered, E„glish,ook,„g tow, controlled
"8ht,y
^
Federa"Sm ' S kadCTS
' "
3lS0^ ^ston became a Federalist town ,„ „e eaf|y.
1 800s only after younger Federahsts turned the poht.ea. tables on their pohtical opponents,
s.emmed the radicalism of the revo,u,,o„, redefined the town, social geography and architeetura,
character ,n their image, and buil, a political party, all of which ,„vo,ved budding extensively. b
short, Federal,, Boston was no, the product of a successful ratifying Convention in 1788; rather
it was built over time with party, patronage, and plaster.
The Trials of Boston Federalism at the End of the Eighteenth Century
Looking back at the politics of the republic's first years meant glimpsing a picture that
was not especially pleasing to Boston's Federalists. While 1788 looked good and even sanguine,
politics since 1789 had been far less encouraging. From 1789 to the m,d-1790s, electoral wins
were less frequent than they had hoped and were sometimesjust plain difficult to obtain; politics
often went ways that Federalists did not intend.' In the late-1 790s, though, things changed
somewhat for Federalists. In the 1 797 gubernatorial election, the first after Samuel Adams retired
from politics, Federalists were able to put their candidate, Increase Sumner, in the governor's
chair while they made some gains in other state-level contests. For example, they won elections
to the General Court, effectively dominated the Boston delegation, and increasingly exerted
For more on challenges in the early- and mid-1 790s, see Chapter 4.
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D-MbW.^ by P01nllng lo lncrcast, d , sa|lectK)n hw cspraa|iy
after the XVZ Affalr and durmg lhc Quasi-War, an. by n<„,ng lhc lack^
warhorses after ft. retirement of Adams." 1 White these developments certainly contributed l0
Federalist successes.
,,
should be remembered ,ha, Federalist Tories ,n Boston were no,
al.oge.her absolute fa the las, yeans offt. eighteenth century, which both worried fte
factionalfeed Federalist leadership and caused disagreements within Federalia, ranks.
Through the late- 1 790s. i, was dear ,„ Faddists tha, fteir mid-! 790s opponents were
no, going to quietly acquiesce to fteir political dominance. After fte Demoemtic-Republiean
Clubs, ft. most radical fringe of Democmtic-Republicanism, disbanded by 1 796, former
members found fteir way to Jeffersonianism ifthey were no, already encamped there.
Particularly unsettling political developments a, fte national level ,ha, justifiably concerned
Federalists included political changes ,„ Federalism (such as fte 1798 Virginia and Kentucky
Resolutions) as well as social challenges (such as fa foe Mafihcw Lyon Affair,, bo,h ofwhich
reminded Federalists ,ha, their opponents were still quite acfivc. Moreover, Federalists looked
with concern a, foe emerging party apparatus ofJeffersonians, especially the power oftheir
presses and fteir ability to bring immigrants to their side." Back fa Boston, Federalist leaders
worried exactly because they seldom won elections by commanding margms and because their
policies often invoked controversy. In 1797. for example, Federalist Increase Sumner took foe
Goodman, The Democratic-Republicans of Massachusetts, 81, and 97-128.
'" See. for example, Morison, Urbane Federalist; Ball, "The Commonwealth and the New Nation »
Formisano,
1 he Transformation of Political Piilmre
; and William M. Fowler. Jr., Samuel Adams 'Radical
amtajj (Reading, MA: Addison Wesley Longman, 1997). Harold and James Kirkcr called I-Tntireperiod between 1787 and 1817, the "Federalist heyday," in Bullinch's Boston 17S7-nm (New YorkOxford University Press, 1964), 81,
" For a good recent look al national politics in the late-1790s, see Elkins and McKitrick Age of
federalism; and Sharp, American Politics in Ihe Early Republic
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n both p,aces ,„ , 798 and 1799
, hls electio„ numbers_^ ^^^^ ^
Hancock, Had been." Federahst-advocated pohces and legislation-for examp.e, the Jay Treaty
and the Ahen-Sedttton Acts-occastoned p*H. demonstrates and scathing press attacks ,„
Boston." Moreover, Federa„s,s conld not en,,rely stamp out their Democrattc-Repubhcan
opponents
,„ Boston. No,ab,e Jeffersomans and former Constttnttona, Socetv leaders sucb as
Charles Jarvis, Wt.bam Eustts, and James Sullivan rematned active in town po„„cs, and
Democrats still won the oecas.onal town office even though their tnfiuence bad, m fact, decreased
stnee tbe m,d-,790s.
,„ short, Boston was no, as overwhe,m,„gly Fcderafist ,„ the ,a,e-,790s as
htstorians often claim. Worse still, desptte some tmproved showings in ,a,c-,790s elections,
Federalists stared down the barrel of then biggest npse, yet: the national tr.umph of
Jeffersonianism.
In what Thomas Jefferson called "the Revolution of 1 800," Democratic-Republicans
swept many Federalists out of office and rematned senous cha.lengers to those who managed to
weather the Jeffersoman storm." Massachusetts' presidential electors went with Federalist
favorite son, John Adams, although there had been some political jockeying to ensure the state's
leaders and electors fined up behtnd him," Bu, Jefferson, of course, beat Adams nattonally and
Jeffersonians conttnned to hold the presidency for the next quarter-century. Addittonally, the
Massachusetts Congressional delegation was seriously compromised in the Jeffersonian
In 1797 Sumner received 1,054 (53.9%) votes in Boston, and 54.2% statewide. In 1798 he did
799 I! * h
e"e
r
?
h M6
'
I'
92 4%
°
f 'he B0S'°n V0,e
'
S,alewid':
>
ta V«r he garnered 85 %. In
Zltr"7w™ g*T'£ ' SOi 7? '7% in B0S*°n Md 72 9% s(a,ewi<fc S« "R<=<a™ «>rOovernor, 1 797- 1 799, m the Massachusetts State Archives.
"For an overall view of Democratic-Republicanism's challenges to Federalism in Boston, see Goodman,The Democratic-Repubhcans of Massachusetts
,
70-96. For specific press attacks, see the IC the
Democratic-Republican newspaper in town.
14
IS
For a good account of this, see Elkins and McKitrick, Age of Federalism 691-693
See Morison, Urbane Federalist 153-155.
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revo,u„o„, m
,
798, M.ssaehusetts sen, three Democrats and eieven Federahsts as
elecdng six Jefferson,™ By
,
S04, Democra,s confuted a majonty of the de ,ega tlo„ and ,hey
continued ,o ho,d key pos.tions in the federal exeeudve and ,egl s,a t,ve bra„ches mahout the
V,rgin,a Dynasty." As a ,aming for Boston
_ fc ^ ^^
eleetions. A„h„ugh Incre.se Sumner lmpr„ved hiS vote ,ota,s aga,„st Dem„cratic candldates
since
,
797, his successor, Northampton iawyer Ca ,eb Strong, wo„ Wlth onIy 49 .4% rffc Bosion
vote and 49.9% sta,ew,de desp.te h,s appeal ,o both eastern a„d western ,„,ercS,s ,„ the state."
The Ge„era
,
Court saw an mfus.on of Democrats in , 800 as wel,, and c0„,inUed changes from
Demoerats
,„ Boston." Consequently, while Jefferson,™ erowed about their "revolut.on,"
Federalists wrung their hands.
As unsettling as the threat of Democratic-Republicanism was for Federalists, internal
problems within the Federalist ranks plagued them in 1800 as well. Some were ideological, as
the "Federalists' Creed" suggested. High Federalists and Federalists-generally followers of
Alexander Hamilton and John Adams, respecdvely-^ded largely on ideological 1Ssues and
especially on policy regarding France." But there were also important generational divides
emerging between Massachusetts Federalists over party formation that the success of the
Democratic-Republicans exacerbated. Dismayed over their losses to Jeffersonians, younger
17
In many ways, Strong was the perfect candidate for governor. An older lawyer from Northampton hewas a former member of the revolutionary-era General Court, and had servedTn the tote Con tit onalConvention and Massachusetts Ratifying Convention. While he became one of the state's ZstpS5=£SvTH 3 Sh3ky^ 00^ deCtl0n~*~— * G°«00,"
' 8
The Boston Representatives in 1800 were Joseph Russell, William Smith, John Lowell, Jr., SamuelCobb Samuel Parkman, Joseph Hall, and Nathan Fraser. Most were Federalists but also in contention thatyear were Jeffersonian stalwarts William Tudor and William Eustis. See BTR, May 13, 1800.
' 9
For a good recent treatment on the ideological split between Federalists and High Federalists in the late
1 /yOs, see Elkins and McKitrick, Age of Federalism. 691-754.
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Boston Federahsts came t
„ bel,eve tha, they had to bu,,d a more ordered Federalist Party that
borrowed tactics ftom Oemoerat,e.RepubIlca„ s and Hancoc.an, Por
.ample, Romans
proved especahy adept , using the press and lncorporatlng recem ^ fc^
franch.se, both of which made the Pedera„s,-sPonsored Ahen and Sedition Acs necessary a,
leas t ,o Federaiists. BUt e,der Pederahs t stalwarts objee,ed strenuously ,„ anything that ,ooked
U. Poldiea, Pa„dermg
.
Thus, Massachusetts Pedetahsts found themselves at a crossroads at the
unieashed by the American Revolution and furthered by the vitriohe pohbca, cu.ture of the
1 790s. Hamson Gray Otis, a young Boston Pederahs,, stood a, the center of the storm.
The Early Political Career of Harrison Gray Otis
That Hamson Gray Otis had nsen to political prominence in the mid-1 790s was
something of a coup. As the decade began, he was not especially active ,„ politics. He had been
trying to curry favor with Pederahs, eiders as early as 1 788 with his conservative mterpretahon of
the American Revoluhon in a July 4* ora.ion. Bu, he was passed over ,„ poli.ics in favor of
others, including arch-Federalis, Fisher Ames, an equally gifted and slightly older orator who had
distinguished himself as an eloquent defender ofFederalism in the 1788 Massachusetts Ratifying
Convention." In the early-1 790s, then, Otis remamed m Boston practicing law, pressmg to
recover his grandfather Gray's debt, and starting to amass his land speculating empire while only
sporadically showing up in the Boston Town Records." In 1795, he again deployed his rhetorical
ISnsicT^SiS,?0qUCnCe' S" Winfted E - A Bemha'd, Fisher Ames: Fe^lists and Sjgtegffla,, 1 7Sg.1808 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 1965). ' '
2
'
^
s* exceP,ion 10 *» was wh™ he was on a committee to inform the General Court of Boston's
epeal of the theater la w. (BTR, December 21, 1792.) In 1792, both 0„s and Bulfinch were on aT™committee to considering a new stteet at the base ofBeacon Hill. (BTR, May 8, 1 792 ) In Ausust Otis
212 *7?TZT, f0,r7o5'li'nd aSS1S'anCe °f ,hC P°°r Wh° Were "Pass'"8 throuSh sma" P» " (BTR,August 29, 1792.) In 1795, Otis was appointed to a committee "for the purpose of procuring for theCommonwealth a piece of land proper for building a State House." (BTR, February 1 1 1795 ) On Otis'
early career in law and land speculation, see Chapter 4.
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— B same year, Federal*, elders
go. behfod „„„ „, aucceaafU, bid. for <W < lour, representative and (he , longressional sea,
vacated by Fisher Ames' retirement* Otis totally received ft* backing for ftree reesot*. Firs,,
hi. rhetorical talenta and conaervative views on politic, and society mad. him a good replacement
for Ame,, eapeciaUy in ligh, of hi, recent performance againal Jarvis. Second, after ftree long
yca,s ofpolitical losses, the embattled Federalist, put up a, many candidate, as possible to heat
hack fteDemocratic-Republican menace. Finally, Otis had the support ofhis business partner
Jonathan Mas,,,,, a„ oldc, Boston Federalist who earned some weigh, with the Federalia, elders."
Thus, foe Federalist press got behind Otis noting that hi, defense offoe Jay Treaty, New England
sensibilities, and prompi payment ofconsiderable land taxe, made him a man "who will do credit
to your low,, and country."" No, wanting to leave anything to chance, though, the Federalia,
On Ins defense 0,'llic Jay I real y, see Moris,,,,, I Irbane Federalist. 02-94,
" On these development,, see Morison, Urbane Federalis,, 95; and ( rocker. The Made of Hie Many 5.
"<>» Otis' General Conn elcciio,,, see ,11 It, May 1 1, ,7-),,. the other member, ofthe Boston delegation
llunaid, 270 and 2X8; and Morison, Urbane Federalist, 95.
?s
Morison, Urbane Federalist
,
95,
Massachusetts Mercury, November 1 and 4, 1796; and CC, November 1 and 5, 1796.
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Oti, temporarily gave up his law
'" aC"CC Mdt° Philade
"^Masonke. ghin bnnedofpolitics and their
collaborative land speculating enterprises at home."
In
<
longresa, Oti, served the Federalist ciders and Federalism so well mat he often
endured public scorn. He
„ heAlienandSe(
^
' Md taW
• '» ,.ede,*,„ by v,s„s ,„ Preside™, A(lillm
-
Elbridg.
<
terry at the behest of*, most conservative elements w,d„„ Mauachusetts
Federelism." Be eve,, approved ofs Federalist plan to subvert the popular selec , of
presidential elector, in 1800, a move that ensured , Federalist win that November si* months
after the near loas tfft. governorship b Elbridg. Gerry despite the cries of fraud that cam.
Iron, dee,, within the state." ( „,s' mos, famous (or infamous) momou in < longr.,, cam. in 17,7
wl,e„. during a rhetorical blast in support ofnaturalization acts, he proclaimed that h. did "not
wish to invito hordes ofwild Irishmen, nor the turbulenl and disorderly of all parts ofthe world to
come here with a v,ew to disturb our tranquility, after having succeeded in the overthrow of their
"Wn K™™'- A pointed poem appeared in the Boston press shortly thereafter warning,
cS^SSlTmtoSS^m "T\N"r""x'r 7 - 1 7% - ac™** k Mmmy
u, ,
. * ?? l' ™M '" Roxb«ry (41-90), but won in Newton (50-7) and Brooklim'20
'
,
"'
'"S 1 Mm,h Mi'»" Philadelphia, see below and Ma„,s„„ , Lay < ,,s paper" Mi ls ()n
"" "
bu"ne" o tatooi „s ,i„,e, which was chiefly ,„ the Mount Vernon Proprietors! So-pteM.
Monson, 1 1- kmc Icdcrahs., IM-155. On the spl,. thai needed to be healed lo ensure Federalist victorym Massachusetts, see Goodman, IheDemp^alie-RepubMeans of Massachuscl.s, 101-104
"
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Quoted in Fischer, The Revolution of American Conservatism
,
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Young man. We would have you remember
While we in this country to tarry
The "wild Irish" will choose a new memberAnd will ne'er vote again for young Harry. 3
'
1
Whether his comments bur, him a, the poHs ,s difficult ,„ say because 0tls was not up for re.
election immedtately afterward" The pen, ,s, ,hr0ughout his tlme ,„ Congress 0„s was
supportive of Federalist pohe.es and measnres, even unpopu,ar ones. Th,s was because he was a,
base a Federahs, who shared many of the same ehtis, polihca, and socta, views
elders and who deplored Democratic-Republicanism.
Otis, in fact, had a
.„« ofcommon ground with Federahs, elders. He enthusiastically
believed in social and political rule by the better sort and in elite-deferentta. politics.- Ltke
Federahsts in genera,, he feared the political mvolvemen, of ord.nary people-a group tha, was
difficult ,o d,s,,nguish from "the mob" in Federahs, correspondence-and their tmpac, on
democracy, even the relatively limited vanety tha, Jeffersontans peddled. As Otis wrote to John
Rutledge in ,800, the "wonder" to h,m ",s and always has been tha, the soveretgn people have
not long since been excited ,o revolutionary movement," whtch he believed prevented their acting
responstbly in parttctpa.ory representative government.- mdeed, while Federalists were certatnly
dtspleased with the eroston of the traditional political and social place of the better sort after the
1765 ' 1848 (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1913), Volume I, 108.
^rayutis,
^
2
The next time Otis' name was offered for office was in his 1798 re-election bid to Congress He won in
f? ST ?nryT ft °ftte 2 '66lV°teS agamSt Wllliam Heath and Wllliam E^s. (ItI NoveXr 5S 57% H 378 InZV^Tn T *™ * Seat ln the "02 General Court win 'only 7/o (1,3 of 2,408) of the Boston votes. His opponents included James Bowdoin, Charles Jarvisand Benjamin Austin, Jr. (BTR, May 12, 1802.) ams '
"On the Federalists' worldview, see Morison, Urbane Federalist, 83-93, 153-162, and 341-342; FischertT^S^ M9; ElkmS 3nd McKltnck> Age of Federalism 13-30 andn-Ul. On Otis elitism and his socio-political views, see Morison, Urbane Federalist 83-121 and 186-Zl
'> Fischer, The Revolution of American Conservatism 38-40.
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revolution, tHey a,so complained te ordlnary peopfcmM^^^^^
nterests „or see through demagogues. As 0(|s wr0,c ^^^^^^
whose hosannas and execrations are as much meeha„,ea, and response as the pipes of an
organ."" Where Fisher Ames had condemned democracy as a "fiery volcano" in , 788, Ofis
denounced
„
as "government hy acclamafion" ,n 1 80, - Eider, younger, and transitional
Federalists,
,„ fa* aiso agreed that >he,r Democratic-Republican opponenis had ,o he thorough!,
destroyed because ,he, r vision of ,hc rcpublic-one that opposed England, was sympa,hefic to
France, extoiled agrarians, damned ,o act ,„ ,he interests of the yexpopult
,
and campaigned
against government ccntrafiza.ion and Federal power-ran counter to Federalist views."
Moreover, the fact that Jeffersomans were c„„s ,derably better both a, speaking the language of
democracy and using (early) machine-.ype politics for then own electoral advantage upset
Federalists ,mmcn,sely . Consequently, Federalists of all stripes could agree wtth Otis that
"Jacobimsm," a Federals epithet for Jeffersomanism, should be "an indictable offense" and that
the Jefferson administration was a "reign of profligate anarchy."'"
Despite these commonable, ihough. Federalist elders and younger men such as Otis
disagreed fundamentally and increasingly about electoral tactics and political organizing. In fact,
although they supported Otis in 1 796, Federalist ciders did so reluctantly because they saw in him
a disconcerting and potentially lethal combinafion of talent, ambition, and vanity that might turn
ll7r °" |
Gray
o
" S
'°,
J°h
,
n R
^"
edge
'
Jr
-
le"Cr da,ed AuSus ' 8 ' 1 802 " Pledge Papers, Universily of
USSSS£T ' "M""M"»f^" f^ 39; and Cmcker,
T
'" Harrison Gray Otis to John Rutledge, Jr., letter dated October 18, 1801 in the Rutledge PapersUmverstty of North Carolma. Quoted in Fischer, The Revolution of American ConserLJ. 39.
" Recent work correctly suggests that Federalists and Democratic-Republicans saw themselves as lockedm
.
U or deaih struggle with each other over the future of the republic. Sec hlkms and McKttrkk Agej>f
fsknttag SW. Amencan Politics in the Parly Republic; and Joseph J. Ellis, J^undmgJTro.hers' fhTRevolutionary Generation (New York: Knopf, 200
1
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APril 13 < 1800 in the Sedgwick papers, MIIS; and HarrisonG ay Ot.s to John Rutledge, letter dated June 9, 1805 in Rutledge Papers, University of North CarolinaQuoted in Fischer, The Revolution of American Conservatism 46.
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him into another Hancock. 19 As Federalist HrW v:< I ,.eoerah elder Stephen Higginson, Hancock's harshest critic,
wrote as Otis took up Ames' seat in Congress,
s?r "rny view - a-d " »» >»bounds and whoever can ofo h.n he be J,*,*^V' ambUi°" ™>
present he thinks, 1 believe I »tWsb!^ ,7 °r and profit w,n^ him - At
conceives his interest co, n SS Id7 5 "m 'hc Govemme"<- whilst he
saving such variationsn^^^^r^ T"' *m^ s 'd^
<0 keep a way open ,„ JointJ^SZSK^*^"^ "
Vca, ,a,e, during Otis' ,as, days as a U.S. Representative, Higginson again warncd aga|ns
, himi
"For the sake of an addition! vote or the rise ofonc grade ,n the scale ofpromotion, [Otis] would
sell any and all part.es or person., in succession till he reaches the top. Whoever trusts hint will
be betrayed.- Other Federalist e.ders such as Timothy Pickering, highest of the High
Merita, agreed, but Otis had nonetheless proved useful to then, in Congress in advancing and
defending Federalist measures, at leasl for now.42
For his part. Otis became progressively more frustrated with the Federalist elders and was
especially dissatisfied with their reluctance to adapt to what he saw as a political culture in dux.
Otis and other young Federalists came to understand and even embrace something fundamental
about post-revolutionary poht.es that Federalist elders missed or, more likely, consciously
overlooked; popular politics were here to stay and Federalists needed ,„ accommodate to them to
win solid victories. As Otis put ,1 ,n 1800, he was "forcibly impressed with a belieftod the tide
19
See Morison, Urbane Federalist 89
40 Quoted in Morison, Urbane Federalist, 101. See also the Pickering Papers, MHS.
*' Stephen H.gginson to Timothy Pickering, January 12, 1800. See also may 11, 1797, in the PickeringPapers ot the MHS. Quoted in Fischer, The Revolution of American Conserve™ 40.
&
42 A couple of years later, Pickering wrote to Higginson that Otis had "two principal objects in view toplease the president & merit his favor, and to acquire popularity," and suggested that Otis was under
Jefferson s influence through bis father, the Clerk of the Senate. See Timothy Pickering to Stephen
Higginson, letter dated December 23, 1799. Quoted in Morison, Urbane Federalist 163
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of our pohtics * publlc affa,rs ,s changlng ,,3^ 0(is devdoped ^^
sma„ group of mfluentia, Essex County merchant and ,awyers lnc,uding „lgginson and
Pickering, who Had ehher re.ocated to or operated enterpnses out of Boston and who wie.ded
tremendous tnfluence over Federahs, pohtics « By , 80,, Ons was runmng „ut of patience w.th
«he Essexmen, me,hod of pohtics, whteh another Federahs, eo„dem„ed writing >lvate letters
Towhom? Toeachother," By ,8 U, Otis had a,, hu, cas, them as.de. As he wrote to another
young Boston Federahst, Jos.ah Quiney,
-.here ,s no, one of these sworn brothers who is, or ever
was, a pohtican, or who ever had wha, „,d John Adams cal.s the ,ac, of the feehngs and passions
of mankind." "But," Otis continued, soundmg grave.y aggravated, "they are men of prohtty, of
Went, of influence, and ,he federa, parly may say of ,hem, Nonpar were, sine ,e nec cu,n
te!
"
["I can neither live with you nor without you."].47
43
Harrison Gray Otis to John Rutledge, letter dated Au«nt 1 s i son n .a • » .
Federalist
. 173. g
5
'
180°- Quoted in Monson, Urbane
44
Fischer, The Revolution of American Conservatism
46
The author was Hamilton ally James McHenry. Quoted in Monson, Urbane Federalist 172-173.
47 Quoted in Monson, Urbane Federalist, 89. The Latin is from a Martial Epigram Ames and Otis werenot the only one to suggest that Federalist elders had to do something more substantial
.were tosecure Federalism s future. Alexander Hamilton encountered the same malaise withsi suLestio^ toform a more organized Federal Party. (See Fischer, The Revolution of American ConJ !C
noTail T AT UrgedFederallSt elders to "^uplh^ir political practices earherfwtl , buUoavai .
s
After multiple suggestions to that effect, he ended up calling his "federal friends... lazy or indisrepair and complained that whenever he suggested that they "form a phalanx to write, & c." his offers
Z°^ AT6 ['Sr dlSgUSt' [and] no c°operation." See Fisher Ames to Theodore Dwightletter dated March IS 1801 and Fisher Ames to Christopher Gore, letter dated February 24, 1803, both inSeth Ames, ed., The Works of Fisher Ames (Boston: Little, Brown, and Company 1854)
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Wha, 0„s env.sioned for Federallst^ especja||y^^ ^^
was someth.ng He wou,d later ca„ a
..Lancastnan" approach: a h.erarch.ca,, centralized and
'
h '8hly d,SC,P"ned th3t™ *"* **-^ the vote." By ,305, a so„d structure
was ,n p,ace that occasional gave the appearance of democratic involve™, to appease the
voters it tned to attract, but was a part,cu,arIy ordered and eh,e-dr,vcn orga„1Za,io, A Federahs,
Centra, Comm.ttee cha.red hy 0„s made and handed down decs.ons to ,oca, commfttees in the
.owns." Policies and measures
,„ the Centra, Committee often came ou, of a h,gh,v secret
socety ca„ed the "Saturday F,sh Club," a group of H,gh Federahs, .eaders who inCuded a, ,cas,
Otis, Jonathan Mason, Thomas Handasyd Perkins, and WiUiam Su„ivan.» O.her
.mportan,
figures
,„ the ear,y days of this structured Federahs, Party were Jos.ah Qmncy, Ca,eb Strong,
Samuel Dex.er, Dame, Sargen,, John Welles, and John Phillips." Nearly all were younger
Federahs, merchan.s, speculators, or ,a»yers from Boston who were every b„ as staunch in their
Federahsm as e,der Federahsts, ye, w„„„g to appea, to ordinary people for vo.es and buftd a
more organized party." They used their deep pockets to sys,ema,ically fund, produce, and
d,Sftibu,e pamphle.s, broads.des, circular letters, and newspapers, and they backed enough
popular issues to portray themselves, despfte ,heir economic circumstances and social
preferences, as men ofthe people." They Wed to appeal to voters through (ire and militia
Massachusens and Boston has been we,, exp.ored. See MorL UrbaT
49
Fischer, The Revolution of American Conservatism 50-109.
50
Crocker, The Magic of the Many 6.
51
Morison, Urbane Federalist, 89 and 248; and Crocker, The Magic of the Many 6.
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compa„,es, Humane societies, and charttable orgamzations whtie they courted immigrants and
-ultaneously pa„dered t
„ Yankee prejudices," By
, S , 2, an even younger generation of
Feasts, called the "young Turks" of Boston Federalism by historian Matthew Crocker
created the Washmgton Benevolent Society, an orgamzation ded.cated to broaden,ng "the soca.
base ofpany membership.- All of this fodowed a pattern tha, 0„s articulated in ,804-
"our
orga„,2a„on must be complete and systematic. B must extend through every county and tow.,
and an ample fund must be provtded to the d.sttrbut.on of political truth.- W.thin half a decade
Otis' generation was c.ear,y
,„ charge of Boston politics and i, ruled »w,th a dtctatonal iron
hand."5'
In no account of the political story of Boston Federalism, however, does Charles
Bulfinch, the des.gner who created Federal Boston, appear. Yet, buildmg was mstrumental to the
creation of both Federal and Federalist Boston. Studies of New Eng.and Federalism claim that
Federalists bough, master mechanics into the Federahs. fold and they often point to master
goldsmtih Paul Revere to make this case." But younger Fedcral.sts' p.ans for polities, especially
after the divisive and unpred.ctable 1 790s, were much more amb.tious. Rather, the plans of the
party-budding younger Federalists involved bnnging as many mechanics as possible closer to
them, not just the anstocrats of labor or the upper echelons of the crafts. Budding not only
accomplished this, but it stmultaneously solved a number of other problems feeing Federalists at
54
Fischer, The Revolution of American Conservatism 163
t^Z^fZ^^T ***** Cl0cte' The Marie of the M.™ 14-16. Founded justbefore 1810 its founding members were Nathan Appleton, Henry Dwight Sedgwick, Nathan Hale SamuelLivermore, Jr., Benjamin Russell, Thomas H. Perkins, Josiah Bradlee, Francis J. Oliver andLemuel sTawThey represented, as Crocker wrote, "the local vanguard of Boston's Federalist Young Turks '
* Harrison Gray Otis to Woodbury Storer, letter dated August 29, 1804, MHS. Quoted in Fischer TheRevolution of American Conservatism
,
59, and in Crocker, The Magic of the Many 10.
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See, for example, Jayne Triber, A True Republican: the l ife nf Pa„l IW„ (Amherst: University of
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no, „eCessanly ,„ the way thal arch , tectura ,^^^ „ a^
ereced by Bu,fmcH and backed by the Federa„ st^ architects„^^^^
Alehouse, and Ho,y Cross CHurcH-Hos^e How Pederal ,s t Party .buildlng lntersecled w ,,h^
biding of Federal Bos.on, a„d How ,mportam
. role both buildmg and^ financia|ly^
Charles Bulfinch played in the process.
The Lessons of a New Massachusetts State House
After years of false and partial starts, and two decades that saw a war with England, the
dcclanng of Independence, and the format.on of the United States, Massachusetts began building
a new state house on July 4, 1 795. Tins was an important day in Boston, one that saw a good deal
of celebration from the town's tradesmen. Ceremonies marking the occasion included a large
process,on of the town's building tradesmen and political leaders behind fifteen white horses that
hauled the cornerstone of the building through town. After the procession arnved at the building
site, the foot of Beacon Hill, Grand Mason Paul Revere set the stone in place while Governor
Samuel Adams pres.ded in his last major public act. After a short speech in which Adams said he
hoped "the principles of our excellent constitution, founded in nature and in the Rights of Man, be
ably defended" in the new state house, spectators broke out in a chorus of "repeated plaudits."60
But in addition to celebrating the laying of the cornerstone, the state constitution, or natural
rights, the occasion marked a new chapter Boston's topographical h.story. Indeed, it marked the
hand* v E Tf r Bulfinch, Scho,ars sug^st, or outright claim that Bulfinch single-dedly changed the face of post-revolutionary Boston. See Ellen Susan Bulfinch, The Life and Letters ofQlMk^ImKAr^ (Boston: Houghton Mlfflin and Cq charle's A. Place, CharlesBu finch, Arch.tect and Otizen (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1925); Kirker and Kirker, rich'sBoston; and Harold Kirker, ACB (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1969).
60
See coverage of the celebration in 1C, July 6, 1795.
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Bndge and the construction of Harrison Gray Oti, firs, hoU5e: the settlmg^^^^
years. Moreover, ,He ceremony was a milestone for the building, des lgner, Char.es BulfinC
because was a feather in the cap of h,s professional career as a desi^er. The grandes, hu„d,„g
he had ye, designed, the Massachusetts State House was, after a„, the most famous bu„d,„g of
his en„re career.'
,, was (and remams) one of^ most ^^
_^
the price tag to prove it.
By the „me the Genera, Court moved into its new state house ,„ January
,798, two-and-
a-half years later, the project had run to constderable expense The budding estimate that
Bulfinch submitted
,„ the Genera! Court w„h h,s initial plans in ,787 claimed ,, wou,d cost
£4,000." When he revised the plans m .795, he adjusted the estimate up to nearly £6.500 but
noted how unreliable eshmates were "especially i„ buildings of a public nature," a mark of the
experience he had gained since 1 787. instead, he noted "this sum will probably fal. short of the
actual expense," and predicted the final cost would be about £8,000, or about $26,640." The
General Court initially a.located the fu.l £8,000 for the building, bu, even this amount proved
woefully insufficient Harold Kirkcr noted that the expense records of one of three General
Court-appointed agents overseeing the construction totaled $52,307.42 (£1 5,708) alone, and
and Cifen 67
C
Kir ACBg ro
n
2 I ^M™"* ^~ ?^ Varies Bulfinch^£ T" Bu ' finCh S,aK House," Old-TimeNewl^rvocume ALU (Winter 1952). 63-67; and Harold Kirker, "Bulfinch's Design for the Massachusetts SuneHouse, Old-Time New F.npl.nH Volume LV (Falll 964): 43 16 clius tat
H™S;J00' rCqT!d ' EUbliC Cercm°ny in which (hc membcrs of General Court met in the old statehouse then paraded to the new one on Beacon Hill on January , 1 , 1 798. See Place Charles BulfinetArchitect and Citizen
.
76-78; Kirker, ACB, 104-105. For the'procession order seeSSf1"Lawrence. Old Park Street „„H i„ v;.l,u,
r
(P „.,„n . Hough,on Mifflin, 1922), 20-21
Place
'
Charles Bulflnch. Architect and Citizen 89-90; and Kirker, ACB. 101.
"5"~tnl accompanied the re-designed plans he submitted to the General Court dated January 2
1
1795. The document is reproduced in Place (before p.89) and quoted in Kirker, ACB, 103.
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as
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Charles P,ace found tha, appropnatlons of tax monies fcy^ ^^^
(£34,034)." Bulfinch recetved S265 (£«,, for his design and $1>000 (£m)^^
one of the agents.66 The other two agents State Sena tnr n,, Mat to Thomas Dawes and House Speak..
Edward Robbins, each received $2 000 (f^orw " tu3,2,000 (£600). The remainder-^ 1 08,068.34 (£32,453)-went
to pay for supplies, traders, and tradesmen.
As masstve a building project as Boston had seen ,n deeades, ,he building of ,he
Massachusetts State House reared the talents of dozens of hui,d,„g tradesmen, many
d,d extremely well in the process. As a 1 797 report by Robbms to justify $38,000 ,„
appropriations mdtcated, state house agents pa,d $5,990.3 1 to "sundry carpenters" and $5,200 to
"sundry masons." Th.s excluded the cost of supplies (which totaled $21,694.06 for lumber,
bricks, lime, nails, iron, stones, glass, slate, lead, and rigging ,„ that accounting alone) and
payments to other mechanics for slating ($400), carving ($600), stonecuttmg ($803),
blacksmtthmg ($424.10), laboring ($749.55) or carting ($899.55).» Al, this, of course,
represented just over a thtrd of the entire project budge, and ,, came before any of the finish work
60. On payment to the agents, seeSX^^^TJ^l!7- °°* ^
66
Harold Kirker wrote that Bulfinch was paid $600.91 for his plans (Kirker ACB 104 1 A r,„.,„i r „
account confirms that he received that amount in two installme„ts-$30469 anffwe 22 \u,7J
prepared for the General Court ,s a record of a payment to Bulfinch for $265 that occurs on a list titledcash pa,d to sundry tradesmen" that also tncludes more specialized trades than carfennyTcllng nlerscarvers, and blacksmiths. Thus, it is more likely that this was the payment for Bulfinch' pLn ZTpaperwork supporting the money allocation in A & L, 1 796 Chapter 6 1 , at the Massachusetts S, e
67
Kirker, ACB, 104.
68 „
Commonwealth of Massachusetts in account with Thomas Dawes and Edward Robbins, two of the
agents tor Building the State House," in papers included with a General Court resolve ( 1 796-Chapter 61)in the Massachusetts Archives.
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was undertake. On Janua, 4, , 79S, the North End , s John a„d^^ ^^
sobers of carved wood archltectural 0_ for^^^^ ^^^
e.ghteenthW submitted , b] „ fof^^ for ^^^^
some composite elements and supp„es as we,, as for the labor of stucco workers such as^
Raynerd (and probably others) who fashloned the^^^^^^^
Europe.™ A great dea, ofmo„ey , then, was i„vo,ved ,n the hu,,d,ng ofthe state house tha, wen,
d.rectly to pockets of those meehanies that were fortunate and skihed enough to be ,„vo,ved.
Labor rates and prices current he,p pu, these amounts into perspective. In 1 796, the
average daily carpenter's wage
,„ Boston was $,
.42; apprent.ce ra.es were approximately 25-
40%W Thus, the money paid to the Skdhn workshop, for examp,e, represented more than
2,000 days-worth of an average master carpenter's labor. Josiah Wheeler, one ofthe primary
carpenters who was paid $2.00 a day on the project, earned $,,762 in ,797, and another
$3,944.49 by the end of the project." Thus, Wheeler collected at leas, $5,706.49 overall, wh.ch
represented over 4,000 days worth of an average master carpenter's labor. Clearly, no, only did
Wheeler do well on the projects rate was well above the master carpenter's average-but he
Or, the Skillin Brothers' shop generally, see Sylvia Leistyna Lahvis, "The Skillin Workshop- The
^TSaTbSi mtraMB0S,°hn" (PhDad,tS" °fDe'™' "*»' ™~ comesnom me ^Kiiiin s bill in the assachusetts Archives (267-4'?m for <m$n in . ,.
$600. See also Lahv1S
,
"The Skillin Workshop," s/ifquoteon 69 "
°<
St^o
SW^ ^ repr°dUCed m Jack QUinlan ' 1 Raynerd,stucco orker Old-Time New England Volume LXV, Numbers 3-4 (Winter-Spring 1975)- 1-21 OnStorer as the agent and on Raynerd's involvement m the project, see same. '
p
See "™e 10. Average Daily Carpenter's Wages, 1790-1836" in Lisa Lebow, "Artisans in Transition-Early Capitalist Development and the Carpenters of Boston, 1787-1837," (Ph. D diss., UmvLZ
California, Los Angeles, 1987), 272.
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average prices ofsome common goods in
.790s Boston were as follows:
1 quart of beans $ 0 049 i u L , ,
1 pair of shoes 0 97
bushel of Potatoes $ 0.302
1 dozen eggs 0 07
1 yard of broadcloth 2 94
1 foot of wood o 467 ! P
°Und of beef 0.047
1 pound of cheese 0 081
PTd °f C3ndles 0.199
1 gallon of rum 0 2Q9 74
The money patd to the S kl „,„s, then, represented
„ear,y 61,000 cuarts of beans, over 1,000 yards
of broadcloth, or 3,075 pairs of shoes, wh„e that pa,d to Wheeler represented more than 600 000
eggs, almost 50,000 pounds of cheese, 8,446 fee, of wood, or nearly ,9,000 gallons of rum.
Clearly these amounts were enough to support the tradesmen associated with the project and then
famthes even after deducting then work expenses. Weed, ,f thetr goal was competence, as labor
historians have suggested about middling sort mechantcs of this penod, tradesmen who worked
on the state house project certainly took large strides toward it in this sort of project."
Such lucrative projects understandably attracted Boston bu.lding tradesmen, especially
after decades of economic decline and stagnation. Consequently, whether contnved or organic, a
core group of Boston butldcrs, a regular buildmg crew, was begtnnmg to form around Bulfinch
projects by the mid-1 790s. To some extent, this process was already underway by the fime of the
state house project because some of the tradesmen involved with it had worked with Bulfinch
m/teimJ?'™ h" S « ear'y Sh°W 'here Were dlfferem lerels of carpenters working for him In
t $ 50 and 295 at $ S^S"*" W°™<" « $2 »»^ *> whileI also billed for t 9 "ayst£2E££ accoun,s bc,wcen ,he agenB and Josiah Wheeler da,ed 1 798 -*
IfZ^I
"Ta^
'
e
'^"Ce °f 13 "emS Av«aSed by Decade (dollars/cents)," 274. Lebow sot the
Statistics of Labor ^6° A ' 7%°°^ P™cs ' I752"18«>." Massachusetts Bureau of thes t
> 16 nnual Report (Washington, 1885), 160-169.
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/ the;rxTqUeSy0[ competence, see, for example, Howard Rock, Artisans ofhe Republi . e radesmen of New York City in the A Pe of Teffergnn (New York- NewYo*University Press, 1979); Sean Wilentz, Chants Democratic- Newv^i^InH the kZ2™I™L^
^^ff-11^ (^W york: Oxford University Press, 1984); and Bruce iZ^ZLZlZ'Workers: Labor in Nineteenth Century America (New York: Hill and Wang, 1989).
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-o work w,,h hlm aflcrward,„ S() |oo wQu|d^ Qf ihosc ^^^^ Bulfinch
n me s,a,e house project, including s.ucco workcr Danicl RayncrJ „ „ fe^^ ^
work on Buhinch projects bccausc h , s wcrc ,hc |argcs
,^ most pr()mab]c conmjssi
_ ^^
revolutionary B08ton
. Bccommg anJ rcmainin8
_ ofBu|finch ,s prcfOTcd bmidcrs^ a^
occupational and „nanc,a, movc for Uadcsmen because i, became synonymous with^
bu„d,ng crafts ,„ a ,ucra,,ve way , cspcciahy af,r ycars ofbuiIding s ,agnal ,on „ ^ .
Bullinch's interest ,„ C()ntlnua||y usc ,hc samc |raJcsmcn ^ projccis becausc ^ ^^
their work habits, and lhclr limitaW.
,ndcc<J^^^^ ^ ^ ^
'0Wn 'S bU "d,nS
'
radCSmCn
,hC ' r U
-
*
—I** »y ofhis dcsignsjus, as mUch as they
needed the money his projects generated, wh.ch might expla.n his paternalistic approach
.„ then,
Even in his last years Bulfinch proudly ma,n ta,ned tha, during .he Tontine fiasco he n,adc ecrta.n
that "the deducrion on the halance due ,„ workmen did no, exceed 10 PC on then entire bills.""
In other words. Bulfinch protected the builders who worked on h,s projects in large par, because
he needed then, ,o realize his architected designs, and a.so for their political supper,. Wha, is
imponan, to note, then, is that a mutoally-beneftcial relationship was developing „ the early- and
mid- 1 790s between Bulfinch and Boston's bu.ld.ng tradesmen. Bulfinch sa, ,„ me center of a
R,, V r g
US
°- Asher Bcn
>
amin
<
young housewright who would follow inBulfmch s design footsteps m the early-1800s and publicize BulfinciVs work throughH?SnuS^
S£ lS,e 54°n65B)U,finCh,S C°nnCCtlCUt St3te H°USe bef°re on the one m MLachusett.
77
See Quinlan, "Daniel Rayncrd, Stucco Worker," 3-5.
78
Lahvis writes that Bulfinch was not always entirely satisfied with the abilities of local craftsmen
especially when ,t came to finer detail work. Consequently, he .mported composition e.emen s fromhurope when what he wanted could not be produced m Boston. See Lahvis, "The Skill* Workshop " 99-
and Quinlan, "Daniel Raynerd, Stucco Worker " 1-5.
vvorKsn , J),
79
See Bulfinch's autobiographical sketch, quoted in Bulfinch, Life and Letters . 99
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develop,ng network oftradesmen as deslgner
, draf(smani overseer ^ some(]mes paymaster
(aHbough he seldom used Ms own money) . %^ ^^^^
orbit
The format.on of regular bu,.d,„g crews was especally lmportant because of ,ts ,onger_
ten,
.mphcahons for pohtica, patronage. For a vane* of reaso„s-h,s
"genius,* European
experience, avadabdity
,„ Boston, fam, ly background, the comparattve sma„„ess of the marker
and wdhngness «o work with his clients' aesthet.c senses rather ,han overpower them-Bulfinch
was the designer of chotce for members ofthe Boston elite interested in budding after 1787."
When the town elite or the state needed large and fashtonable bu,ld,ngs destgned in the post-
revoluhonary period, they wen, to Bulfinch. Each new project earned h,m a htt.e more celebrity
and cemented the developmg network of butiders form.ng around bin, But ifBulfineh grasped
the patronage possibilities of this arrangement by the m.d- 1 790s, he was either unable or
dtsmclined to parlay them into political capital. Indeed, he did no. ,„ large par,, as we will see,
because he spen, ,he las, half of ,he .790s hying to ge, back on sound financial footmg more than
Hearsey was noted as working „„ the later Holy Cross Church as a carpen.e S w s prZTSouthEnd hmtsewngh, Thomas Hearsey, The 1800 Bos,„„ Directory lists oTly two oft ZiseZ^ J cob a„5John, both marme craftsmen. It is possible, then, that the two house building Hearseys" n re aTd Sees^^sssx sta,e Archivcs; Bui,d,ns Records of Holy aoss=s,°r
82
- Excepting the town's housewrights who had traditionally been the designers in Boston, Bulfinch had no
competitors for these large jobs before 1803. In the first decade of the nineteenth century, Asher Ber^a2began to design buildings in town (most notably the West Church in 1 806), and English architect PeSrBanner designed the 1809 Park Street Church after working on a couple of Bulfinch projects, n th 810sAlexander Parris began designing buildings in Boston, especially after Bulfinch left the town BothSK h !™ u d^rrk6d^ BulfmCh - SeC Wa 'ter Muir Whitehill < Boston: A Tono^phir-alHistory (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1 959), 63-65, 96, 1 77, and 244.
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Pa-age posstbthttes of butldtng for 01hers ,n^^ for^^^^^
young Federalist Party-builders.
Wa.ch.ng large bu.ld.ngs go op under BulfiBch>s gu ,dance^^ ^
away wtth considerable payments for thetr labor between ,79, and , 798 showed younger
Federabsts the pa.ronage possibilities of bu„d,ng. Both Hamson Gray Otis and Jonathan
Mason-two men w„h enough v,s,on to foresee the possibilities for West End development and
Propr,e,„rs-had the opportuntty to see the political posstb.bttes of butldmg firsthand through
prtvate and public butldmg project, Between
, 795 and 1 796, Otis spent lavtshly on hts
Bulfinch-designed house on Cambrtdge Street. ,f the records for the state house project (though
constdcrably larger, were any tndtcatton ofspecific apportionments, the butldmg tradesmen
mvolved with the first Otis house made a fair amount of money in the project.- As a Cose
business partner, Mason probably had a good sense ofhow much Otis spent, especially given he
would build his own Bnlfinch-destgned house in a couple of years. From thetr seats ,n the
legtslature, both men also saw the money mvolved in butldmg the state house and where it went
while the General Court made appropnatton after appropriation for the project and constdered the
bills/summartes the agents submitted." Indeed, Otis had been an active supporter of and
participant in the state house project even before he got to the General Court because he
The first Harrison Gray Otis house was assessed at $8,000 in 1797. See Kirker, ACB, 118
l«l
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C°Urt reS°1Ved 10 aPPr°P"ate more ™>ney to the statehouse, it required agents tosett e the accounts of the previous appropriation. These summaries, as noted above, were often itemed byproduct bricks, lumber, nails, glass, etc.) and labor (masons, carpenters, laborers, siaters, etc ) 55*paid by the agents were also submitted to the legislature. Mason was a representative in 1795 and 1796-
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flt7reS?tatT7oo 17^; 0^°th ' theref°re ' S3W the Carly Wnvriations firsthand. Mason was also inm
? 7,
Hlle final blUS W6re being SCttled
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(See the SUmmaries filed Wlth *e
original acts of appropriation, and the tradesmen receipts in the Massachusetts State Archives.)
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That, ,n fact, ,s why ,hey dld not dlsdose„^^ ^^^^
when ,hey approached hlm t0 sd| his Moum Vemon ho|dmgs; |( wouW^im
price. 86
That 0,1S and Mason had figured ou, the pohtica, benefi.s of budding by the mid., 790s
s clear through ,he,r correspondenee.
,„ December 1 797. a year after Otis headed «o
Phi.ade.phia to ,ake up Ames' c„„gress,ona, sea,. Mason wro,e to inform hlm tha, he and other
Mason firs, wro.e tha. ,he o.d building had ,o he replaced because i, was ,„c„„venien t
, "indecent
ou, of repa,r, fi„hy and disreputable... cold, (and] damp," which Otis a,ready knew
bank d,rcc,or. Bui Mason qu,ckly followed up by writing, "One o.her reason.
. may mention ,»
you
-a handsome bu,ld,ng w,ll help your ,own and Its mechanics.""' ft , s u„l,ke.y ,ha, Mason
was concerned with g,ving mcchan.es an investment opp0r,un,,y . Both Mason and Otis knew ,he
tinanca, d.fficulfies Boston tradesmen had genera,ly faced, and ,hey had ,o have known ofme
founding of an organiza,ions ,n the m,d-1790s-,hc Massachusefts Charilable Mechan.cs
Association-tiedicated
,„ part to helping indigent Boston builders and mechanics." Rather,
C«Kmsl^^tT™ B0S'°" la "d °" Wh,C" "'° bU"d '~ (General)
86 On the Copley land sale, see Chapter 4.
87
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MH^
aSOn
*
HamSOn^ 0t ' S ' ^ B°S,°n ' °eCember 24 ' 1797 ' Harrison Gray Otis
88
The Massachusetts Charitable Mechanics Society (1795) initially formed to shore up the apprentice lawsand to assist unfortunate mechanics. As the group's constitution noted, "the primary objects
S
Association are-to promote the happiness of the Associates, as mechan.es and men:
-to ncourage theMechanic ArtS of every country, to encourage the Mechanic interest ,n this town, and in the UnitedStates
-to raise funds to assist the poor and ingenious Mechanics in prosecuting the discover andinvention of new and useful machines, tools, and instruments:
-to grand premiums therefore: and to assistpoo, and decayed Mechanics, their w.dows, and Orphans." ("Constitution of Massachusetts CharitableMechanics Society 1795.") Although it was open to all mechanics, building tradesmen predominated inhe organization. Of the initial 83 members, 19 (nearly a quarter of the members) were builders- 11housewnghts, 3 bricklayers, 1 carpenter, 1 mason, and 3 painters. On the MCMA, see Annals of the
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assocated w,,h eons,™.™, wh.ch, ,„ turn, would bnM
.„^ fc^^
were no, s,mply content with appeafing t0 master craftsmen because heW, and both men taew that |arge^^ ^^^
people mcluding suppliers, surveyors, and furnishing tradesmen.
One final reason why Mason might have so!d the hank ,dea ,o 0,,s this way has ,o do
more dtrectly with pohfies. Ofis was up for re-elecfion to Congress ,„ , 798 and according to the
timetable ,ha, Mason suggested
,„ his ,e,,er, the bank dtrec.ors wanted to heg,„ construction the
spring before the election" Th,s mean,, of course, that the buiiding wou,d be in process whfie
•he November election occurred, wh.ch was, perhaps telhngly, approximately a year after Ofis
denounced "the hordes ofW„d blshnKn- and on,y mon,hs after he fined up behind the Afien and
Sedifion acts. In o.her words, while a new bank bu,ld,ng may have helped the town and^
meehan,es, it would a!so have bols,ered the reputafion of ,he bank's funders, including Ofis',
among some of the ordinary voters ,„ Boston. When November rolled around, Ofis heat Willianr
Heath with 64% of the vote in Boston white, as ,, turned out, bmlders were 8ti.l work,„g on ,he
new branch of the Bank of the United States designed by Charles Bulfinch*
In short, the patronage possibilities of building must have occurred to Otis and Mason as
early as the mid-1790s, and, by 1 797, they could clearly see that building had patronage
applications that could prove useful in politics. They also knew that Bulfinch, the town's only
designer, was a central figure m the system. Bringing Bulfinch, whom they knew from previous
Massachusetts Charitable Mechanics Association I7QS.ISQ9 ,p„„„„. p n ..|.11T|| 1nd^ ,JU ,H°Smer
'
The Beginnings of the Massachusetts actable Mechanic A .socia„on . , 7,
"
'
892)
'
a"d
89
PapetM
n
H^
aSOn t0 HamS°n^ °* ^ B°St°n ' °eCember 24 ' 1191' Hamson G^
90
BTR, November 5, 1798. Otis garnered 1,726 votes while Heath received 936. Three votes were cast forDemocratic-Republican William Eustis.
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bus,„ess assoc.anons, archnectura, enterprises, and^ close t0 them therefore
co„v,„ced tha, the ,,de" of poHncs was c« „andlng out^^^
»oved the Feasts Ooser ,o the 'Xancastnan" system 0t,s advoca,ed
, whiie a, the same time it
al.owed the.r eiite res.oences a„d public bulldlngs t0 be „mU A key fa^^
.he designer's situation: even before he reeeived the U.S. Bank commission, Bulfineh was
destitute and looking for work.
The Bread of Dependence
For the first couple of years after returning from Europe, as we have seen, Charles
Bulfineh dabbled only slightly in town government while he pursued hrs fledglrng career as a
gentleman-designer. He first became mvolved in local polities in 1787, when he was elected as
one of twelve clerks of the Boston market* Work in this minor post did not seem to enthrall hrm
and he did not return to it in 1 788. Years later, he did not reference this early political service at
all in his autobiographical sketch.- At the same time he also began his design career by drafting
plans for the Hollis Street Meeting House in the summer of 1 787, a building that earned him
notoriety and acclaim for its innovative design, one that was based on French and Continental
influences.- Through 1790, he remained a gentleman-designer with no discernable interest in
politics. In fact, he was entirely absent in the Boston town records for these years. But in a
FedeXt"m
ay t0 JOhn RUtledge
'
l£tter d3ted AUgUSt 25
'
18°°- Qu0ted m Monson
>
^bane
92
BTR, March 12, 1787. See also, Chapter 3.
93
See Bulfinch's autobiographical sketch in Bulfineh, Life and Letters .
94
See Chapter 4.
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one of the fop spo,s ln ,„wnemm whcn IjosU)mans choK hm ^ a^ ^ ^ ^
scat Harbottle Dorr declined. 95
What is stgndican, ab„u, lhls election is ,ha, he rose to politieal prominence without
having a revolutionary reputation and w, lh„ul havmg cndurc, ^ ^^
apprenticeship of assuming progressive* more imp<rtml offices - Both were a.yp.cai
developments, par.icu.aHy in me pos,-rev„,u„onary era an, especially for a person who remained
m Boston throughout the British occupation." Bulfinch was able to do so well even without a
solid revolutionary reputation because h,s work i„ buiiding granted him some celebrity and
suggened that he possessed the required political views to serve the .own alter the revolution.
Although by
,
79, he had bud, only a handful of structures ,„ Boston, all ofthem (namely, the
Molds Street Meeting I louse, the Washington Arch, and the Memorial Column, were popularly
celebrated, pu, Boston mechan.es to work, and venerated people or ideas that
.Estonians revered
<i.o Congregationalism, George Washington, and Boston's role in the American Revolution)."
The politically inexperienced Bulfinch was popular enough wtth voters lor a second round win to
a selectman's sea, because his architectural projects provided money for foadesmen and
celebrated ideas about wh.eh ordmary Bostontens felt strongly. In other words, his architectural
MSMjoulem" dCd "Kd '" rt" h ' S**- ** "»'n«h -
"tSSSS^S^SSS^ ^"^'^n , 2-6; Knkcr and Ktrker,
Indeed, even though the money for these projects was not his, he became associated with each venture
more than any single person as project initiator or primary overseer. It was the Mollis Street MeetingHouse building committee that made the decisions, but Bulfinch was the person assoc.ated with thebmlding in the press. The money for the Washington Arch came from the town, but Bulfinch received theucd. for it as >.s des.gner; and he organized the Memorial Column subscription. On these buildings see
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work allowed hlm a measure of promme„ce and a favorable reputation that„^
political success although not necessarily by h,s design."
n h,s fi rs
,
year as a se,ec,ma„, Bu,f,„ch threw h.mself mto his new post An executlve
Board of Seiectmen served a vancty of
.mportan, func„ons
, many of wWch su] ,ed^ „
Foremost for someone who had recentiy had such a profoundiy positive expenence whiie
unofficially studying the town p,an„,„g of Europe, BuIfinch probably enJOycd the selectmen,
work tha, affected Boston, hu,„ env.ronment. Se.ech.cn ordered town ,a„ds, authonzed
alterations, repa.rs, and tmprovements on pubhc properiy and buildings, settled iand disputes
between the town and private c.tizens, and assessed private building pians that might encroach
upon pubhc properiy * But they aiso had financial respons.b.hties, including reimburse
private citizens who supported town scrv.ccs. overseeing tax collecting, classing delinquents,
settling tax disputes, paymg town debts, and setting and collecting rents owed on town lands and
buildings
- They exerted influence over the market and over labor by setting pr.ee ceilings on
There is no indication that BuIfinch sough, or truly des.red this position, but he nonethe.ess took it up.
&e^^ in Massachusetts government, see John Fairfield Sly, T^n
fpraM p "
111 massacnusetts (1620-1930) (Cambridge: Harvard University Press 1930) 75-94- andGerald B. Warden, Boston: 1689-1776 (Boston: Little, Brown, and Co., 1970).
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Soods and servrces, licensing (avemers ^ empioymg consbb]es Md^ im^ ^
selectmen oversaw the town, publlc safety
,nc|ud ,ng^^ ^^ ^
Boston Selectmen w
,elded constable power and oyersaw a |M of differem tQwn busmess te
Bulfinch found e„Joyable. As He* years to
, occupafion attending thls offlce and
agreeable employment." 104
In addlti„n t0 hls weekly respons|b,„ t|es as a se|ec(man Buifmch a|sQ showd ^ ^ ^
number of town committees
,„ b,s firs, year on tbe Board tbat furtber suggested a remarkable
commitment t0 .own government. The town meefing appointed him to committees to dev.se a
more effecnve tax Meeting system, to plaee more stalls ,„ Market Square, to mstruct the Boston
state representafives about the town meeting's theater vote, and ,„ cons.der "a more efficient
police" for the town.- Importantly
, Bulflnch was^^ for^ rf^^^
selectmen, Hke most town officers, were unsalaned positions usually filkd by the town's gentry
and committees were largely voluntary. Bulfinch must have discharged his dunes adequately
because Bosnians relumed him to the Board in 1 792 and each subsequent year until 1 795,
which was s,mu.,aneously a measure ofhis successful serv,ce and continued reputation through
building. 106
Bulfinch's first stint in town government, though, came to an abrupt end in 1795, only
months before the laying of the state house cornerstone. Signs that he was withdrawing from
town administration came as early as 1792. For all his work with town committees in 1791, he
served on fewer committees in 1 792 and none from 1793-1794 although he continued on the
^SS^r 9 ' 1781 nIn^ SdeCtmen genera11^ hired and set Varies *>rschoolmasters, although the Town Meeting, as in all things, could override their decisions Such reversalshowever, rarely occurred. See BSR, January 3 1 ; April 25; and May 2, 1 78 1 . '
From Bulfinch's autobiographical sketch, quoted in Bulfinch, Life and Letters . 91.
See BTR, May 10, October 26, and December 30, 1791.
106 BTR, March 12, 1792.
104
105
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Board.- This makes sense when placed agatns, developmen
,s^ ,„ ^^^^
But between
, 792 and , 794
, he deslgned a„d „^^^^ ^ ^
substttuted for ,He proposed second crescent No master bu„der^ ^
Ton,,ne Crescent, reoutred h,m to oversee (a1bei, poorly) project finances, fa other words,
private mdustry parfiy kept Bulfinch away from town commtttees, and persona, financa.
problems probably played a role, ,00. By the mtddle of 1 794, his partners had backed out of the
Tonfine project, whtch began his financia, problems. Consequently, when the town returned h,m
<o a selectman seat
,„ March 1 795, three months after he was forced ,0 mortgage his new house in
December 1 794, Bulfinch declined the unsalaried post as he hurtled toward bankruptcy. •»<
Severe financial problems, rather than gratifymg town service or plentiful design work,
marked the years between ,795 and 1 799 for Bulfinch and his famtly, wh.ch occasioned a couple
of moves and despondency. Although he continued his (relatively low-paid, work on the state
house with varying degrees of involvement from 1 796 to 1 798, he did not receive another major
commission in these years, and from his relation from the Board of Selectmen in March 1 795
FJwmT yT' °n 'y 2 seleclm" "™ as involved in town committees as Bulfinch Chairman
EbeneSi^Tver^Wm^n 7 ?*^ HatCh SerVed °n 3 sin^le town con™"ee whileto nezer beve and William Boardman served on none. See BTR, 1791 and 1792.
These houses were the Coolidge, Sr. House, the Barrell House, the Bulfinch House, the Thomas RussellHouse in Charleston (1793-1796), and the Knox Mansion in Thomason, ME (1794-1796).
'°9 BTR March 9, 1795. Jesse Putnam won Bulfinch's vacated seat on March 23. On the mortgage and
vTm"! lS2 "5 n 3 ?,U,fmCh B°St0n ' S Van,ShmS WeSt End " O'd Time New FnLnHVolume LII, Number 2 (October-December, 1961): 31-49, p. 36; and Chapter 4.
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in a
no
- . 799, He did not show up ,n (he ,own recQrds „„ Afcr (heir_^ (o^
Char.es- sister, Anna, invited the Benches tt, five w„h her and her husband
, George Storer
'
House on Souths Court,* Wh,,e „fe a, their ,„,aws appeared agreeable S.orers Had
children of their own and reportedly enjoyed the company of BuifineH. his wife, and «Hree
children-Charles and Hannah Buifinch despaired."' Toward ,he end ofhis hfe, Charles
remembered
,hese years repentantly:^ what remorsc have , Iooked back
_^^
1 790s] events, when hhndiy gratifying a taste for a favortte pursuit, , involved/or Hfe
wife w,,h our chddren-my Father and Mother and Sisters, who a„ held the utmost confidence
,n
my measures and pride ,„ my expected success- On September
,, ,796, Hannah wrote in her
jouma, after the birth of then son Thomas, •Let me no,.
. .repine thai my mfan, shou,d be bom ,„
poverty and myself with my husband and other little ones cafing the bread of dependence.-
,„
early 1 799, she took solace in her family and pu, a brave face on their decfining situafion:
As we advance in life all pleasures unconnected with our families am im,„iH t
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wehave live lo urselves and our dearest connections.
...Few people in orosoentvwenjoyed more real happiness than we have in our little circle.' " P Y
.o
:
n
,797ruTnrbmi,,ed by "* -*»«
accountings in 1 7QX cP„
au»mcti s name in 1 although Robbins again included him in the agents'
On the move to Middlecott Street, see Buifinch, Life and Letters 107 and 140.
Buifinch, Life and Letters 107-109, and 140.
113
Buifinch, Life and Letters 140-141.
From Bulfinch's autobiographical sketch ,n Buifinch, Life and Letters 99. Emphasis added.
Hannah Bulfinch's Journal, in Buifinch, Life and Letters . 106-107
Hannah Bulfinch's Journal, in Buifinch, Life and Letters . 141.
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The Bulflnehes remained
.1 ft. Storers until August 1799.'"
Meanwhti, as BuKmch's s ,,ua,,„„ became increasing* needy ,„ lhehlM ^^
noted that He found him»e.f"redneed to my persona, exerts for support. , pursued ,
coup, of ft. few salari.fi p,,s„„)ns h ,own govcmmcm N to ^ ayaji^^ h^^
serving incumber
,„ (hcm,.. w,,h„u, a building pr„,c , ,)n lht hor|z
,)n
,^ ,„^^
Mount Vernon Fetors, , „lrmcr^ an(J^ rf^ ^^^
cme, lor he,p. m Mareh 1 798, Bulfineh showed up „„ , *, Phibdeiphia doorstep apparently
unannounced. Sounding surprise ,0 see him, Otis wrote ,0 his wife Sally,
-Charles Bulfineh
arrived yesterday and dined with m. this day," before adding, "He looks forlorn and dejected-
Fiv. days later, Otis reported tha, "Charles Bulfineh has !.ft us, after waiting only three days, ,„
which I doubt he saw more of Philadelphia than I have yet seen."" 1
Whtle neither Otts nor Bulfineh left a record of,heir discussion,, i, seems plausibl. that
Bulfineh visited Philadelphia looking to work on the U.S. Bank project. Mason's December ,797
^^^W^liiSBm 142. Manna,, Bulfineh recorded in he, journal iha, Ms move occurred „n
I IK
Prom Bulfinch's autobiographical sketch in Bulfineh, Life and Leders 99
Kirker and Kirkcr wrote that Bulfineh sought the positions of town notary and County Treasurer in thisS dS „^-^^m. 85-86), According to theZZSSSCS
120
Mil
Harrison Gray Otis to Sally Otis, letter dated Philadelphia, March 20, 1798. Harrison Gray Otis Papers,
^Harrison Gray Otis to Sally Otis, letter dated Philadelph.a, March 25, 1798. Harr.son Gray Otis Papers,
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Boston. G,ve„ the time frame, Bulfineh-s detenorat.ng Nation, 0tls .^ Qn^ bank , s
to Phi.ade.phia to «, w,,h a director of the Boston branch bank for whom he had^ ^ fc
^ end or , 798, as we have seen, the dtrectors awarded h,m the comm.ss.on and the bank project
was well underway by late ,798, JUst in time for Otis' ,798 re-election.- (F.gure 78)
Beginning on.y a year after his meeting with Otis and weeks after completion of«h, U S
Bank branch offiee in Boston, Bulfinch's f„r,u„es turned around markedly, and he had Otis and
.he Federal,, Party-budders to thank for ,,. After no, occupy.ng town offiee for four years,
Bulfineh was re-e.eeted to the Board of Seleetmen in Mareh ,799, and subsequently made its
ehauman
- Both were moves Bulfineh seholars have elatmed were "elearly seeured by
[Federalist] party chiefs," although they did no, mention anyone in particular.- Federahs, elders,
though, had little to gam from installing Bulfineh in this post, whereas the younger, party-
budding Federalists benefited more because i, brought Bulfineh, and his budding network, eloser
to them. Moreover, the "party chtefs" also arranged for the impoverished Bulfineh to eam a town
saiary when on May ,0 the seleetmen mstalled him in a new post: Superintendent of Police.'"
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Z°?*%7erfS °f*e build> «e CC. December 1 9, 1 798. On the budding in general see PlaceCharles Bulfineh Archilcn a„H fi.i
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43 and 135; and Kirker, ACB, 141-143
'!< BTR, March 1 1, 1799. See also, Bulfineh, Life and letters 92 and 99 Place Charles BulfinehArch.tecUndOtizen, 94-1 17; Kirker and Kirter^ch^sM, 85-87 'and S^SjtlS.
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Kirker and Kirker, Bui finch's Boston 86.
"* BSR, May 10 1799. At this t.me, the Board initially authorized $600 for the "Office of Police » out of
$ 1 0 per
Ca
m
n
onth
"
$24(
»
as wel1 as* -lanes for three inspectors who earned
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Within a year, the Board increased Bulfinch's ™l*rv *ca tfum n s salary as superintendent substantially from
approximately £240 to $600 annually "in order that he m*v v,y a ay discharge it with that zea/W
firmness which is expected by the town " 127 Fnr a. « . *y . o the first time in years, the Bulfinches' future
seemed a little less bleak.
The change ,n Bulfinch's fortunes marked a major turnaround in h,s hfe on two levels
The election ,o the Board and ,he appointment as Superintendent of Pohce positively affected the
Bulfinches- matcna, situation. WMle he never recovered his earher fortune, the superintendent's
salary provided h,m a respectable reguiar ,„come. fa August 1799, within three months of
receiving the appointment, the Bulfinches
.eft the Storer's house and moved mto a "small neat
house" most likely on Midd.ecot, Street - Hannah Bulfinch noted in her journal tha,
"Providence so far favoring the mdustry of my husband as to enable us to support our family
separately.- By January
.800, even before the increase in the superintendent's salary, she
noted "At las, we find ourselves established in a comfortable house, with a moderate income, in
which state we hope to remain for several years, as the house is agreed for, and we have every
reason to expect a resting place at least for that time.- But, the change in their fortunes also
afforded him a position, Supenntendent of Pohce, that he disliked immensely although he had
little cho.ee but to serve because his other "exertions" had not paid off. As he wrote years later,
"this employment was irksome and little suited to my taste or character" but he took it "to support
[his] family in respectable simplicity." 131
The timing and circumstances around Bulfinch's election and appointment, as well as his
Zt&ukSSjZBSP reC0"eC 'i0" °f ~ US autobiographical sketch,
on
J0Uma1
'
m BulfmCh
'
-
LlfeandLetters
-'
142
-
Hannah
-corded that the move occurred
129
Hannah Bulfinch's Journal, in Bulfinch, Life and Letters . 142.
130
Hannah Bulfinch's Journal, in Bulfinch, Life and Letters . 142.
131
Bulfinch's autobiographical sketch, in Bulfinch, Life and Letters . 100.
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Federalists were s,owly moving to firm up Federallst Party operations^^^^^
involved building. The turn in Bench's fortunes came in the next possible election cycle after
he visited Otis in Philadelphia, and JUst after he completed the U.S. Bank office in Boston for the
bank's directors, a group that included both Otis and Mason as well as other Otis business
Partners
- But it also came as Federalists such as Otis and Mason were increasingly frustrated
with elder Federalists' methods of political and party organizing, and as developments in national
and state politics suggested to them that "the tide" of politics was changing.- But why install
Bulfinch on the Board of Selectmen and reward him with a salaried position that he did not hke?
Bulfmch, after all, was not a staunch Federalist-^ fact, he was not especially political at all. He
had no money to contnbute to the Federalist cause, and he had a relatively limited political
expenence that he ended four years earlier. He admittedly did not enjoy the work of the police
superintendent, a position that sometimes required him to act against his relatively placid
personality.- Nor, judging from an early building career that saw him design more buildings
inspired by Continental European precedent than British precedent, did Bulfinch see eye-to-eye
with younger Federalists on architectural style, although he was willing to build what they
fw?i t I tY \ c CCt0rS mCluded °f 0tlS ' business associates including Jonathan MasonDav,d Sears John Joy and Samuel Parkman. On the early branch offices of the U.S. Bank see James OWettereau The Branches of the First Bank of the United States," Journal of Economic HktS Ze2Issue Supplement: The Tasks of Economic History (December 1942): 66-100.
'"Harrison Gray Otis to John Rutledge, letter dated August 25, 1800. Quoted m Morison, Urbane
t;
ederallSt
:
ll
J' °?
s letters in tms Period> especially those to his wife, are filled with outraglover
Democratic-Republican actions and the hullabaloo over Matthew Lyons' attack on Connecticut FederalistRoger Gnswald. See Harrison Gray Otis Papers, at the MHS in this period.
134 On Bulfinch's personality, see Bulfinch, Life and Letters, 58-59. Bulfinch even called himself "sedate-
in his autobiographical sketch. (See Bulfinch, Life and Letters . 70-71.) The work of the police
superintendent involved overseeing the town's inspectors and constabulary as well as, of course, enforcing
laws. Both often required him to be in an adversarial position, quite obviously with law-breakers but also
with a constabulary that was underpaid and popularly elected. For problems with the constabulary which
generally stemmed from the poor pay and the inadequate number of constables, see the BTR especially
December 30, 1791; and May 15, 1798. See also Kirker and Kirker, Bulfinch's Boston 87 On the
problems with the police force noted in the 1780s incorporation attempts, which remained problems in the
1790s, see Chapter 2.
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wanted. So, rather than ensconcing hlm ,n a powerfu
, pub„c^^ f^^
have awaked Bulfinch colons pnvately
,nterest in h|m„ as sjmp|y^ ^
mportan, connections to the town's budding tradesmen as wed as design and town plan„i„g
abilities that served the interests of the party-building Federalists.
The unique and dependent position in which younger Federalists installed Buldnch
allowed them to achieve a number of longer-term political goals. Fust, by installing Bulfinch in
•he twin p0sitl0ns ofchai™ of the Selectmen and Superintendent ofPolice, younger
Federahsts pu, a highly regarded des.gncr and town planner into a d.stinctively powerful position
front which he could alter the town's built env,ronmen,, monitor it accordmg to thetr w.shes, and
enforce public behavior on those redesigned sdeets. Second, they secured someone who could
no. refuse the position to oversee of the towns' public safety forces, which was a thankless and
difficult job that few people wanted. FinaUv, they brought the town's most talented designer and
.he crews of Boston's buildmg tradesmen that were regularly working on his projects in the 1790s
closer to them. In other words, by 1 799, party-building Federahsts such as Harrison Gray Otis
and Jonathan Mason were bringing the potentially powerful pahonage networks that were built-in
lo the buildmg process into the serv.ee of a more solid Federalist Party system and Bulfinch, a
talented but penniless designer, was critically important to then plans. But, it was imperative to
keep Bulfinch designing and building for these networks to pay off politically. Therefore,
beginnmg in 1799, Otis and Mason began throwing multiple public and private commissions at
him that not only kept him designing for decades, but also kept the town's building tradesmen
working on the Federalist dime, and began to alter Boston's decades-old social geography in a
way that benefited their investment in West End land.
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Changing Boston's Social Geography
As we have seen, whi,e ,a te colonial members of the ehte buil, a handful of^
houses" on the eastern edge of ,he the„-n„deve,oped West End, ,hey a,so buih mans.on homes
dose to the,r mercantile onuses throughout the town. Co„seque„„y , the ehte d,d no,
domtnate any one section of revolutionary era Boston, wh.ch mean, tha, the town's social
geography rema.ned undifferentiated
,„ the pos,-war period.- Wha, httie budding ,he post-
revolutionary penod saw d,d no, a„er ,he nature of ,he town's soc.a, geography substantially,
all- In ,799 and ,800, after a couple of years of hmtied arehiteetura. work-in ,797 and ,798
Bulfinch destgned only the U.S. Bank-Bulfinch recetved a, leas, ,hree major comm.ss.ons for
bu,ld,„gs on Wes, End land. Two were for res.dences on Moun, Vemon property: one for
Jonathan Mason and a seeond house for Harnson Gray Oti,'» The third comm.ss.on was to
budd a new almshouse deep ,n the West End and far away from the Boston Common, a project
tha, had mvolved Mason and Otis for years. Collectively, these projects were tmportan, ,o keep
Bulfinch and the town's building tradesmen working for Federalist-funded and led buddmg
projects, bu, they also kicked off an ,mpress,ve redefinition of post-revolutionary Boston's social
geography because ,hey heralded the creation of an elite distnc, distinctly apar, from ordmary
Bosnians. Indeed, the houses funded by Mason and Otis, and the relocation of the Almshouse
at the turn of the nineteenth century set in motion a two-par, budding strategy ultimately pursued
by more Federalis, Party-builders tha, led ,o a more specialized social geography in Boston.
135
136
137
On the built environment in 1783, see Chapter 1.
See Chapter 3.
Fed^rahst 7 82ZlTcl 77 t,' **" ?* ^^^n 148-161; Morison, UrbaneJ ^"o A 'A Pe 6r 4 - ThCre WaS an°ther residence in the West End apparently built byBulfinch on 29A Chestnut Street between 1799 and 1800 and conveyed to John Joy, who had become a
ZT< 75" r
nt Ve
rn p:retors after Bulfinch backed out - But 1 *^KSZU.because little 1S about the building as buih and about its genesis Qn^ sfru £ *
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» was an ambitious strategy. The firs, pan was t0 locate deslrabk^ fe^
House and the Massachusetts State House, and was funded substantially by the construct ,on of
Vernon ho,d,„gs that e,early suggested it wou,d be what some architectural historians Have called
an "aristocratic sfr„gho.d,» a ge„,ee, space of e„,e mansions and gardens.™ The houses they
here in ihe firs. years of ,he
, 800s saw marked movement on this front. The seeond part
Plan was the fhpside of the firs,: ioeate »des,rab,e bui,d,ngs amy from the Trimountain area,
whteh was first accomplished by mov,ng the A.mshouse. It, ,00, was a poi,cy tha, continued into
he ntneteenth century. Combtned, this two-par, ,and-use strategy both required and resulted m a
significant alteration to the social ge0graphy of the town.
Architectural historians explonng the Mason and second Otis houses have focused
mainly on their style and constructs, pointing ou, that many of their architectural features
suggest that Bulfinch confinued ,„ rely on British precedent as he had ,„ the first Otis House,
most likely a. the insistence of the houses' funders."' (Ftgures 79 and 4) Furthermore, most
contend that Bulfinch introduced a few new Neoclassical ideas ,0 Boston through these buildings
that similarly derived from Brittsh work tncluding the swell-fronts and taller windows, but he also
used colonial period features, such as a large cupola on Otis' house. In short and unsurprisingly,
Bulfinch continued to design restdences for the pro-Brittsh Federahst elite that reflected its
political and socal preferences as well as their relattvely parochial tastes. But architectural
Kirker and Kirker, Bulfinch's Boston
,
149-150. This plan was necessarily scrapped though andreplaced by a more functional one by surveyor Mathew Withington because of Bulfinch's exua'vagan, use
"' On the Mason House, see Place, Charles Bulfinch. Architect anH CM,m
,52-154; Kirker and Kirkermfo&U&m,1*157; and Kirker, ACB, 156-157. On the Second Harrison Gray Otis House e
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case also because oP,He „ecess,ty of^ off five^ ,,1<0^ ft . ^
assume that these funders buil, new rcslde„ceS ,„ hve „ more dlsllngu
,shed a„d^
secures,
.here was more Co these bui,dings than utihtartan.sm or comfort. lndced, look.ng a,
The Jonathan Mason House (
,
800-
,
802) and second Harrison Gray Otis House ( , 800-
1802) served specific political purposes. Moves to budd Mason's house began ,„ Angus, ,799 a
few mon,hs after Buftinch was installed ,„ a Varied ,own government pos, he did no, like."
Otis' house was begun sometime to 1800. There were ,hree reasons ,o award Buftinch ,hese
comm,ssions. Firs,, as archt.ectural h,s,or,a„s have correctly poin.ed on,, Mason and 0„s
awarded ,hc jobs ,o the town's mos, Memed des.gner, a person who had proven he could hudd ,o
the satisfaction ofhis fundcrs. Second, Ihcsc comm.sstons aftowed Bu Ifinch ,o do work ,ha, he
actually enjoyed (designing), whtch was
.mportan, ,o keep the person ,hey tasUlled to a uniquely
.nftucnftal political position dependent on them. Finally and mosl significantly
, lhcse bm|ding
projects allowed Federalist Party-butlders to court and bring the town's powerful building
tradesmen (and other mechanics) into a patronage relationship through BuIfinch. After all, both
houses were costly endeavors-the Mason house was assessed for $32,000 to 1 803 and the Otis
house sold for $22,984 in 1806- that provtded substantial sums of money to ,hc building
tradesmen who worked on them as well as to the traders who acquired the ma.enals and the
artisans who furnished the completed structures. '« Th.s money came directly from Mason and
teTolS!,^m^^- '«= a"d ACB, 156. A, the toe, Mason lived in one of
141 An agreement between Mason and Otis and other proprietors on August 13, 1799 conveyed a small
K£ HT^J°,^aS°" 'hat fi "ed °U1 lhe house l0 ' Sce Harrison Gray °'» Papers, SPNEA andN-iiKci, Li
, lr>6-157.
142 On the costs of each house, see Kirker, ACB
, 157 and 159.
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ordinary Bostonians.
These houses a,so served tmportant eco„om ,c and soc.al purposes. By the ume these
huildmgs weu, up, the Moun, Vernon Proprte.ors were ready «o begl„ se,„ng the ,a„d they had
heen acqu,nng ,„ the Tnmou„,a,„ area since me mid-,790s. The eomp,e t,on of the Wes, Boston
Bridge contacting Cambridge
,„ centra, Boston via the West End ,n
, 793 followed by the
eomple,,on of the Massachusetis State House a,ong th.s path ,n ,798 made ,h,s land anractive to
Boston's better sort, whteh was some,h,„g tha, both of the ,and speculators had foreseen. Their
new restdences, then, had a particular econom.c a,m because thcy were mode,s tha, showed Cher
members of the better sort where to build: on ,and they ,argely owned tha, ordinary pe„ple could
no, afford. Connected
,„ this was a social a,m of these bu.ldmgs because they also served as
models showing no, only wHeK ,0 bu , ld
,
bu, wha, andW ,o bu.ld: Federal-style mansions
destgned by Charles Bulfinch. In other words, the Mason and Otis houses communicated to other
elite Bostomans through the buil, environment tha, this par, of (previously undeveloped) Boston
was for sale and that
,,
had all the makings of an emergmg elite district. Followmg the lead of
Mason and Otis, fifteen different Federalists, most of them younger and many of them among the
Federalist Party-builders, htred Bulfinch ,o des.gn twenty-mne restdences in the Mount Vernon
area between 1 803 and 1 807 » Even though these were no, always single-family mansions,
wmm T 7*\ oT/°W h°USeS f°r S,ephcn HiSSUKon on Joy Street (1803), four of which sold
KO 000 Ae7„ ' M I ' ^,
Th0maS Am°ry H°USe
°" P"k S-ree, (.803-1804 on tadZ CO °L
It ' VV~; r °'d tWO ha 'VeS 1 806 for the combined price of $60,000; four row houses on Park
SSfJSSTF"? Pke,te' Chardf°n Br°°kS ' and J°natha" Davis ,1803-1805) tha, were assessed n ^o"for $ 11 0,000 each; a double-house for Charles Paine on Chestnu, Snee, ( 1 803-1804); four row houses forJonathan Mason on Mount Vernon Stree, ( 1 804); the K,rk Boon House ,n Bowdoin Square ( , 804) on 1Boon
t
acquired for $7 000 and assessed a, $6,000 in 1804; a row of three houses for Mrs. James Swan onChestnut Street (1804-1805) valued a, $24,000 in 1806; the John Phillips House on Walnut Snee, 0804-1805 assessed for $8,000 in 1805; the Thomas Perkins House (1804-1805) assessed a, $10,000 in 1805 adouble-house for Dav.d Humphreys and Stephen Higginson, Jr., on Mount Vernon Sneet ( 1 804- 1 806)
'
assessed a, $16 000 and $14,000, respectively, in 1806; the Daniel Raynerd House (1805-1806) that wasbough, unfinished by Jonathan Amory and James and William Sullivan for $10,000 in 1806; seven houses
at Bulfinch Place funded by William Clapp (1805-1806) tha, were assessed at $35,000 in 1806- and the
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apparent aga , nst the Wlshes of„^ ^_ ^^^
secures ,ha« were assessed or so.d from anywhere between $6,000 to $40 000 »
Consequently, by the time of the leffersoman embargo ,„ , 807
,
when houSe building temporanly
slowed as Bosnians hunkered do™ for a depress™, the Trimountam area had been
transformed
,„,o a Eederahs, ehte enclave adjace„, to the most
.mportan, bu.ldmg m
state pobttcs, and its deveiopmen, along these hnes won,d continue, of coarse, after the
Embargo. 145
The house-buddmg career ofHamson Gray Otis in particular tllustrates the trajectory of
*e,r plans in ways that do no, normaUy c„„Cem either arch.tectura, histonans or htstonans
because the arch.tecture and pohtics of the penod are so often separated. In the span of a decade,
from
,
795 ,„
,
805, Otis buil, three manstons in the Tnmountam area. There was much more a,
work here than a quest to continually showcase increasing wealth, although that may well have
Played a r„,e. While Otis' personality lends some credence to the acqms.tive interpretation, the
bmldmg of so many houses in such a short penod was atypical for Boston. No one, in fact, had
done it before; no, even Hancock. In addttion to wanting to d.splay his wealth in increasingly
grand houses (a social use of architecture), each new house that Otis funded initiated settlement
on a different par, of the Wes, End land that he owned-first on Cambridge Street, then on Mount
Vernon and Beacon Streets-at critical times in the initial settlement of these ne.ghborhoods (an
economtc use of architecture). In other words, each time Otis built a new house he announced
that a new portion of the West End was ready to be purchased and settled while he set the
According to architectural historians, the Mount Vernon Proprietors had a "gentlemen's agreement" thatthe house bud, on then property would be single mansions set back from the street The flrst bu Ider „break thts unwritten code was Stephen Higginson when he built his row houses in 1803. See Kirker andKnker, Bulfinch's Rnstnn 158; and Kirker, ACB, 173.
ivir er a
w^V1!, c°ntinued. development of the West End, see Kirker and Kirker, Bulfinch's Bnslnn 142-205-wniteblU, Boston; A Topographical History 73.94 and 141-199.
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for that urea. MorCHVcr
, such , prcccdcn|cd s|w|c ^
*adesmen, a significant grHUp ofvoto ,„^ ^ rf^ ^
donated state and ,„w„ politic, economy, and society for decades and ,hc roots for his
influence lay ,n his housebuilding as well as to his party-building. 1*
Meanwhile, a, the «me time ,ha, Mason and Otis initially commissioned Bulfinch to
create architectural exemplars on Mount Vernon that fulfilled their political, social, and economic
needs, they were simultaneously moving on their second strategy to alter the Trimountato area hy
relocating undesirable buildings away from then emerging elite enclave. Despite moves to the
1780s to improve the Boston Common area, „ retained a largely undeveloped and brutish space
at the end of the eighteenth century. An enduring row of decrepit colonial penod public buildings
that lined the eastern edge of the common^spccially the town workhouse, granary, and
almshouse- contributed little to ,,s gentility." As objectionable from an aesthetic point of view
were structures on the western and southern sides of the common including a set of relocated
South End ropewalks, a large haymarket, and the crude West End Hospital that dated to the
revolutionary period.™ By the mid-1790s, though, Mason and Otis, then Boston's rising land
developers, began a move
,„ relocate the offensive public buildings from the Trimountam/Boston
Common area, although they met with little success at this lime. They did so ,n the name of
After retiring from the U.S. Congress, he served in the General Court for years as a member „fb„,hhouses and as Speaker of d,e Mouse from .803-. 805 and Senate Preside* tmm 805 m A fc tvingfor lour years as a just.ee ofcommon please (1814-1818) he was elected to ,he U.S. Senate 18 7,8 2?
eft Tm ™ u b'°7 °r ° f B0S '0n af'er "» suc«ssfu ' Oration of the !ow i„ „ a
'
ci y. Sec Monson, Ur ane Federalist
,
266; Crocker, The Magic of th- Many 6; and Ai^leton's CvclooediaofAmerican Bior-raphy (New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1888), Volm™ IV, 607
ho^^oftt™^ l°T Manuffclor^as 8rand ™"sh to serve as the Massachusetts Bank's ftrs.l t ihc oil, pubhc buddings on ,1ns strip were significantly older and far less impressive. See chapter
I on these buddings and Chapter 3 on the use of the Manufactory by the Massachusetts Bank.
Z,
'.
',
r°p°walks had bcen '^located to the common after a 1 794 Soulh End fire destroyed them See
Wliilchill, Boston: A Topographical Hklnry SS '
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values up a„d creating an exclustve elite district >n Boston.
being locutcd
,„ the Tr,moun,a,„ arca bega„ ,„ , 79, ln Marc h
. Mason
, . |ongl ,me^ rf
he Poor, made a
„
offer to the Boston Town Mccfing to purchnse the Boston Almshouse and Us
adjoining Boston Common land.- Bulfinch. in his second year as a Boston Selection, was
Placed on the initial committee to exp,„re ,he proposal. After thc ,own mceling^ fl-
commtttee's report, it increased the committee size, directed ,, t0 determine the value ofthe land
and ordered it to find a dtffcrcn, location ,n Boston on whtch to locate the almshouse.- By May
,
the larger eomm.ttec issued a comprchenstvc statement concerning the town's poor gc„era„y and
the aimshouse ,n particul.r. Concluding that the existing a |mshouse was msurfic
,ent ,„
accommodate the poor,
„ offered , range Of options from rcpa ,r,„g the extsting a,mshouse to
erccfing a new build.ng funded through pubfic land sa !es a„d subscriptions.- Bu, nothtng seems
to have happo„cd immediately with any of the committee's suggestions, most likely bcc.usc of
the lack of finances and political disagreements within the town meeting. Two yenrs later, when
the town meeting con.s.dered a petition from Mason and the rest of the Overseers of the Poor
"relative to the deranged state of thc Almshouse and Workhouse," the town called for repairs to
the existing structure without mentioning a new bu.ldmg. 1 " In May 1795, two months before the
Mason had been an Overseer of thc Poor annually from the early 1 780s to 1 795 when he resumed to riseto ughcr olfices ,n the state legislature and, presumably, ,„ oversee his land cmemnses Mow ve" he
hT„ " eel s" , '," T"
OUSe Pr°JeC
'
CVC
"
af,e
'
heM
'
he°—— «*» h- o pushfte project. See election results every year in the BTR. Also on this committee were Thomas DawesCaleb Dav.s, Ctorles Janns. and Dr. (John) Scollay. BTR, March 1 2, 1 792.
I!
° BTR, March 12, 1792.
M<Zn n'
7M
'l
™\C°mmia* was Thomas Daw«. Charles Jams, Benjan,,,, Austin, Jr., Perezorto , Caleb Dav.s, John Sweetser, James Sullivan, William Scollay, and Charles Bulfmch.
2 ^TR ' M"ch 10 1794. The town meeting ordered the Overseers of the Poor to meet with DawesScollay Jams, Bulfmch, Ebcnezer Sever, Thomas Crafts, Thomas Edwards. William Little and TreasurerJoseph Russell on the matter.
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an
new set of
state house condone laying, the town meeting unanimously accepted a report from
almshouse committee that called for better poor accommodate and "an entire
buildings" to he
.ocated "on the north s,de of Leverett Street, commonly called Barton's Point
on the outskirts of West Boston.- But this was still years in the Stance. Indeed, as "Fidelity
-ote in a 1 798 Massachusetts^^^^^ ^^^^^^
been so high, that all the funds the town appropriated to the work would, at the present rate, have
been exhausted before the object could have been accomplished."-
Although Otis' name did not show up as directly and as often as Mason's in these
petitions, he was clearly involved with the almshouse maneuvering. Although he was only
Slightly involved in town government before 1 796, those few committees on which he served
often had to do with the poor and the almshouse. For example, in 1 792, he was on a committee
"for the reliefand assistance of the poor" dunng the small pox epidemic that had hit Boston that
year, and in 1 795, he was on the committee to determine "what measures are proper to be taken
for the better accommodate of the poor by erecting new buildings or otherwise," which was the
eommtttee that called for a new building on Barton's Point. 155 It also seems likely that Otis and
Mason discussed it because both had an interest in the development of the area and by 1 793 were
bus.ly buying up plots in the Tnmountam area through the Mount Vernon Proprietors in which
they alone had the controlling interest.- Moreover, in the late-1790s, while Otis was in
Congress, Mason was h.s chief correspondent about land affairs in Boston and the two men
remained partners in Boston land syndicates well after their association in the Mount Vernon
153 BTR, May 11, 1795
154
155
156
Massachusetts Mercury, January 12, 1798.
BTR, August 29, 1792, and May 1 1, 1795.
On the Mount Vernon Proprietors, see Chapter 4.
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Propnetors w,,h considerable (if„„, controlling)^ ,„m^ ^^
Street Association, and the South Boston Association.'"
The building of a new almshouse fi„a.,y g0 , underway ,„ , 799 and was comp|e
,ed^
assumpt,„„s can be made. Bulfinch,My
,
deslgned the^ ^
structure on Leveret, Street, an area on the northwest coast of the West End tha, had carher been
mentioned by an almshouse commhtee tha, included 0„s ,„ a project that had long mvolved
Mason.'" (Figure 80) Three state agents-Thomas Dawes, Samue, Brown, and George B.
Mtnot-oversaw the constructs process.'" Bulfinch most hkely followed the progress of the
budding closely because he was simultaneously its destgner and a h,gh public official. So, ,00,
did Mason and Otis because both spent the better par, of the 1 790s push.ng for ,, and both held
constderable land holdings in ,he Wes, End from wh.ch tha old almshouse would be removed.
When completed, ,he new almshouse was celebrated as "second [only] ,„ unportance ,0 ,he new
State House among the bmldmgs of Federal Boston.""" As an English traveler noted in 1807,
"the edtfice and appurtenances are handsome and the whole establishment is m the highest degree
credible to its founders and superintendents." 161
The successful complete of the almshouse project after years of maneuvering achieved
a couple of significant goals for the Federalist Party-builders and land developers who had
On Otis' involvement with these associations, see Morison, Urbane Federalist See also the South
for thatXTvw^f'rhlCh b°th °tlS 3nd MaS0" -re the principle hold^ atSLchmatter, may well have been m on some of their discussions as well because he, too was a Mount
butTn H
r°P
H^ "
3 S
JT
timC 1 793 3nd 3fter 1 795 mV0lved in 0tls '^ P«*2 as a deMgneut he did not lead any of the syndicates because his financial situation prevented it See also WhitehfflBoston: A Topographs! History, 78-85; and Crocker, The Magic of the Many 22.
Wh^l !|mSfh0USAe !ee Place ' Charles Bulfinch. Architect and CWn 98-99; Kirker, ACB, 144-146- andWhitehall, Boston: A Topographical History 64-65.
Place
>
Charles Bulfinch. Architect and Citizen . 98; and Kirker, ACB
. 144
159
160
Kirker, ACB
. 145
161 Quoted in Kirker, ACB
. 145.
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onioned it for „ km, First, it cleared fc way for dcvcl ,,pmcnt^...^
_-
* large freeW population on the north side of Beacon Hill, as far * pMsible lrom ,hc
Wmotmto arc.
.ha, Ma.son and Otis were doping ,n,„ an elite enclave.- Second ,hc
building ofthe new almshouse also occasioned the destruction of the other objectionable puhlic
buftdings on the eastern edge of the Boston Common because the town raised the $50,000 u,
build the new slruc,u, by auctioning the origmal almshouse sue and
-other town ,ands toting
the mall" including the workhouse and granary/" While Mason and Otis did no, benefit d.rcctly
from these land sales, after the lo, purchasers hired Bulfinch to build Federal mansions on these
Plots, the Mount Vernon Proprietors began selling .her lots further down Beacon Street,
especially after Otis set the pace in his thud bouwjust beyond the state house in 1805.'«
In short, the dual strategy thai ( >tia and Mason pursued around 1 800 building desirable
buildings in, and relocating or removing undesirable ones oul of the West End achieved a
number of interrelated social, economic, and political goals for Federalist Party-builders.
Socially, they began a substantial altering of Boston', social geography hy opening the door wide
for elite settlement in the Trimotratain area. Hy 1 808, this area had become a considerably more
genteel place dominated by federal mansions, as contemporary images ofthe Boston Common
illustrate. (Figures .15 and 81) Economically, their dual strategy drove up the value of land they
'"Colonial period settlement around Barton's Petal had been !!„„, but not as sparse as around thenmoun.am area hecau.se of ,,s Oat elevation and access to the Back Bay. I!yL (one of , " A Lean
I evolu
,,,„, some ropewalks and shipyards had been built, and the Norft MiUDam c,,nn cd ,l" p ,„",o(be North l„,d. Hy ,bc end „f ,l,e 1700s, was an unnamnered and indecorous neighbor!
a
xh , mm cd bv
^JT1 aallSnW" °" ''«"" - White*... Itosioi,: A Top,Ub.cal. "
.'I','
SCC RT" 0|
'"10
"nsln" Rrrord Commissioners (Boston: Rockwell and Churchill, IKX4) 96
Ma^23 180?
A
'
^ ^ ' 77 181 1 l,c auc""" ™»
l
" Kirkcr, AfB, 144. The purchasers of these parcels were: Thomas Amory, Isaac I'. Davis. Peter Chardon
BroOKS, and Jonathan Davis, Amory \s brother-in-law.
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own., considerably. ,n assessment after assess,™, the va.ue of these
,and lots and Houses
—sed exponentially, and it remains among the most expensive land h Boston. Politically the
-
P-te building projects that partv-building Federalists funded (or influenced) kept
Bulfinch dependent and designing, created a pattern ofbuilding that led to dozens of other
patronage system that evolved wH„e they built the Federalist Party. h other words, they used
building to meet a variety of social, economic, and political ends in the West End. At the same
time, Federalist Party-builders also used building to quell a radical populace, mollify residual
revolutionary radicalism, and bring immigrants ,nu> the emerging Federalist patronage networks
through a new piece of Bulfmch-designed architecture in another part of town.
The Social and Political uses of Church Building
At the turn of, he nineteenth century, Charles Bulfinch designed a new religious building
>n Boston that eventually involved Federalist lunders: the ( athohe Holy Cross Church (1 800-
1803). Historians and art historians alike have long seen the building Of this structure as a
parabolic example of Protestant Federalist benevolence in the early republic. 1" What Charles
Place wrote in the 1920s, later Bulfinch biographers enthusiastically contended as well:
Federalists provided critical financial resources at the eleventh hour hecause of their "broad-
minded attitude and action" which was reportedly
"without bigotry or cant."""" Again, there was
a lot more behind the story of this building. While there may have been benevolent feelings at
work, funding
..
also served the party building interests ofFederalists who wanted to firm up their
political organization, appeal to voters, and stabilize a part of society that they, as "friends of
,M On Holy Cross see Charles Place, Charles Bulfinch. Architect and CinWn 125-131; Robert II I ord
W ,H i^l'v T T,' ' • ,la,,myU,n ' "^orV°fthe Archdiocese of Bosfnn (New York: Sheed &
'
ard
1 44), Volume I, 552-587; Kirker and Kirker, Bulfinch's Boston 73; Kirker, ACB, 161-164 and
Wtotehlll, Boston: A Iopof»r;iphical History . 68.
166
Place, Charles Bulfinc h, Architect and Citizen 126.
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°* " Cl ' Cra " S,S '""""^
'«- v amgregants „ we., M „K buading
'raiiCSmCn W
""
-
'
"
« ^ded . building lha , ,, t,_
"'
'
CSKiUal rai" Cal "S
-^ » politics^ soci«y,
and brought ( latholic immigrants into the Federalist fold.
designed
,„
u,w, began on March 31, 1 799, when Boston-based < Colics considered erecting a
new sfruefcre to replace on. tha, was "already ,„„ small for our present number. Parishioners
decided to fund the project through subscrip
,s and mey created a committee led by Father
$1,092.92 and had another $3,202.42 recorded ta pledge..- While ,h,s was enough money to
begin shopping for land, ending a site proved problematic. As Matignon wroto to Bishop John
Carroll in Baltimore, 'this sum will probablyjuat about ever ,hc cost ofthe land," but, he
continued, ",he,e is hardly a corner he,,, not built on, except in those parts fa, removed from the
center, which would he very inconvenient." Indeed, Boston's ( itholics were concentrated in the
North and South tods, not in the West End that Mas,,,, and Otis were developing. Moreover,
Matignon clearly understood mat he would need a lot more money. As he informed Carroll, "as
lor the actual construction...] have absolutely no idea how we shall finance it, the present effort
having almost exhausted the abilities Ofthe faithful here." He just as clearly did no, hold much
hope l„, assistance Iron, the town's Protestants: "We arc hoping lor some help from the
mhabhams ofthe city; but since the deaih of Mr. [Thomas] Russell, we have no one, anyway
remarkable lor his gcncros.ly 1„ us; and this aid will hardly amount lo much. ' In fact,
Lord, el. al., Ilislorv of,he Archdincse of Boston 553.
Lord, et al, HlsU)jXi>Jjjie of Boston
,
554.
"" Fate-Matignon to Bishop Carroll (ofBalnmore), letter dated May 2, 1799. Reprinted in lord, et alHistory ol the Archdiocese of Boston. SSS
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Mafignon opened up the subscnpfion Hst t0 Boston , s ^^ _^^^
the very sumval ofCatholicism.
"Without a church here," he wrote,
fitting and sufficiently large edifice Z'l % °? ,he 0*CT hand ' lf™ a
Chcverus'] indefatigable labor bvconv,^
f°rh°Pe tha
'
God wiH bkss
the few which have been made hteo"'
nUmer°US^ m0re *»
By the summer of , 799, though
, even^^ rf fc^^ ^ g^
-
1 800, the church bu.ld.ng project l.mped a,ong . In December ,799, the congregat.on
acquired land m the South End near the Boston Theater and the Tontinc Crescent for the
comparafivcly low cost of S2, 500-o,her lots, Mafignon noted, had been offered for "as much as
$10,000" and were "no, much preferable."'" The sellers were the Propnctors of the Boston
Theater, a group tha. mcluded Charles Bulfinch. Bulfinch reportedly arranged the deal and
offered plans without fee to the Cathohc congregation somct.me ,n 1799 ™ While the land sale
left Mafignon with only $600, he nonetheless authorized the excavat.on of the budding's
foundation and approved the cornerstone laying ,„ the spring. By April, building expenses-
whtch totaled $1 ,965.64-far outweighed Mafignon's ability to initiate any new work, m fact, he
171
^tignon to B 1Shop, letter dated May 2, 1799. Repnnted in Lord, et. al.,m^yM^mo^
™ Notice to the Congregation, October 28, 1799, m Lord, et. al., History of the Archdjocese ofBostog
X1
' A curious notation in the Holy Cross Church Building Committee records confirms Bulfinch'sinvolvement. An entry m the committee mmutes of October 19, 1800 claimed that the whole congregationoffered its thanks "to Mr. James Bulfinch, Esq., for his kindness to the Congregation in havmg3?ed us
shown himself a friend and patron to us." (Account Book of the Boston Archdiocese, p 153. Quoted inLord, et. al.. History of the Archdiocese of Boston SSQ )
F V
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aheady owed S469.76 ,„ Boston hmldmg tradesmen at the^ ^
formed B.shop Carrol,
,„Oc*
,
S00 that Cathohcs are exhausted" as th. project agam
came to a halt. 175
Although financa, problems were large Iy respons ,ble for bu , |dmg de|ays^^
"•he reaso„ f„r the de,ay was a,ways a ,ack ofm„„ey: bu, mis was not who|
,y ^ ,
renewa, of Protestan, opposition „ Cathohcs,™ Develops
,„ European po, it ,es, including
•he French Napoleon.c se«.emen, and the failed ,798 Irish Rebellion, unleashed waves of
immigrants into U.S. porls
.
some of wh„m were rad ,eol dissidents as Otis had feared.'" In
Boston, these immigrant* found
.heir way to the Catholic parish, espee,ally the Irish. Indeed.
While .he congrcgahon was once pred„m,„a„lly French, lhe number^ ^
increased in the 1 790s and dramatically rose late in .he decade.™ While Jeffersomans
,ncorpora,ed French and Irish tmmtgrants into (heir partisan presses and pohtical networks.
Federalists had yet to learn this lesson, Instead, Federalists excluded ,hem from the voting
franchise and prosccu.ed their presses through the Alien-Sedition Acs while ,hey denounced the
"hordes of wdd Irishmen" and tried to whip up nativist sentiment against the Irish Catholic
176
„,^t^1^^^'^^ 558 ' ^ »""» *» an "Account Book"
toSEZZSZ^Sr Carr°"' le"e ' daW 0cl"bCT ,4 ' 1800 »— " et a,.. UMmMM
Lord, et. al.. History of lhe Archdiocese of Bnstnn 559.
"' For recent studies of immigration in this period, particularly the immigration of European radicals see
^9 tdZ'.d^'w '
a"''C
,Ktf l"' 'hP Fwlv SSS!m < L" oi'Kansas Prt
In 1797 for example, 13 ( 19%) of the 69 baptisms were French but in 1798, only 1 1 (10%) of 1 1 1 wereFrench The vast majority of the remainder were Irish. In fact, Irish dominated the Church building
3£? it, Lord"et!^3^' ^ ^^ °"d°™
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.nvas.cn" through speeches and the Federahs, press - Moreover, Boston, Democrat,.
He roadblocks that the Pro,es,an,-Pederahs,-dommated ,egal and Jud]cia] ^ fa
ehe,r way.''" Thus, Boston, Federahsts did no, confute to the Cathohc Church suhsenphon
>.s« a, this time because they had no
.uteres,
,„ helpmg a congregation of (sometime rad.cal, Insh
and French unm.grants w,,h „es to Democratic-Republicanism grow ,„ New E„gland
. This was
a Policy ,ha, fit we,, wuh the.r other exCus.onary tactics a.med a , d,m,„,sh,„g then opponent
power.
Even without Federa,,s, ass,s«ance, though, the building project resumed m March 1802.
Usmg money ratsed during the bu„d,ng hiatus, Mahgnon mstructed the tradesmen reined for
the project-including Jonathan Hunncwell (master bu.ldcr) and Messrs. W.swa,, and Hearsay
(carpenters)-*, proceed as he forwarded a P,an to se„ pews and embarked on a two-month trip
to ra,se funds from the Cathobcs ofNew York, Ph„ade,ph,a, and Bah.more - Both initiatives,
though, ra,sed litfle additional funds. By the end of July, subscription* from ,he fr,p had netted
only $2,019 including a $1 ,000 donation from Matignon. And still, there was no sign that
Boston's Protestant Federahsts would contribute.
Begmmng
,„ early August, after years of starts and stops, fmanctal difficulties and no
interest from the town, non-Catholics, unexpected subsenptions from Boston, Protestant
179
180
See, for example, the Constitutional Telegraph, May 14 and 17, 1800.
For example, James Sullivan, one of the standard bearers of Jeffersonianism in Boston championedCathohc causes in court, often against Federalist opponents such as when he defended cL chTa rnTagainst the town of Newcastle and its representative, Federalist John Lowell, Jr. The case when to
X
Supreme Judical Court where the Federalist bench killed it. On this affair, which was rooted m the^^^^e Congregational Church in Massachusetts, see Lor^7^H^*^
' 8
' Lord also mentions Hunnewell as a "contractor with regard to the raising of the bnck walls and every
other part relative to the mason's business." See Account Book in the Boston Archdiocese 154 and Lord
?• a1 ' -History of the Archdiocese of Boston
,
580. Jonathan Hunnewell was a bricklayer who lived on
'
Summer Street; Oliver Wiswall was a housewright on Hawkins Street. The other was probably ThomasHearsey, a housewright from Short Street. See Boston Directory, 1 800.
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Federals came p„urlng ,, Most were for anywhere^ ^^ ^^^^
Samuel Parkman
, James and Thomas^^ S(ephen ^^
and*M- By October ,802, Matlgn0„ recorded tha, the ..Prolestants of ,hjs^ and
Sa.em
» (he two seats of Massaehuse«s Federahsm, contnbuted $3
,
453
, or 20% of ,he^
$.6,929.68 ,hat
.he e„ngregallon had collected for^ chufch ^^ ^
and we,, finished," was eomp,e,ed w.thm a year, and when B.shop Carro„ dediea.ed ,, ,„ a
September
, 9, , 803 Mass, the number of Protestants ,n attendance was >„d,giou,»™
Wh„e ,h,s sadden outpouring of money a„d support from Boston's Protest, Federa ,is,s
can be seen as a resu,, of their benevo.ence, a more likely
.nterpretat.on has to do w,,h party
building, political exped.ency, and social eontro,. Supporting the building of a Cathohc Church
had political and social benefits that must have occurred to Federalists who were movmg to firm
up their political organizing in the first years of the 1 800s. Certainly other Federalist
approaches-tienunctation, prosecution, and exclusion-had proven msufficien, a„d ineffective
because jeffersonians no. only surv.vcd the assaults, but they gained strength a„d won key
contests despite Federalist intrigues. Boston's Protests Federalists funded the Holy Cross
Church because it was a way to order a troublesome corner of the town that was not under their
direct control and simultaneously subdue a radical population that was ungovernable by them.
By funding the building of the Catholic Church, Federalists brought the town's Catholic pnests
and the power of the Papist pulpi t, a power they feared well into the twentieth century, closer to
H,W« "i' HiftorVwoftheArohdi^eofBostoji, 581-582. Whitehill, Boston: A Tono.rnnhicl
I
f£"Si! u
C
l f°' ^^Mmn^oiJ^One Hundredth AjMVgrs^Cd^^^^^cation
^^^^
1 83 Summary statement of credits for the building project reproduced in Lord, et. al., History of the
Archdiocese of Boston . 583. y -
184
CC, October 5, 1803; and Lord, et. al., History of the Archdiocese of Rn.tnn 585.
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Church, need, "no ctreumstance has contnbuted more „^^^^^^^^
than the establishment of a Catholic Church." 185
Add,,i„„al ly
,
fu„d,„g the creation of Holy Cross gave Federalist, an edge ,n pontics
Federals, could ho„es„y cla.m ,Ha, was through thetr intercesston that a Cathohc Church in
Boston, the firs, Catholic Church bud, ,„ New England, was realized. It established an
assoetafion between them and recent migrants that ran through the pansh pnests as well as the
bu„d,„g ,,se,f and allowed Federalists to c,a,m
, if only for pohtica. purposes, that they were pro-
Irish. Indeed, while ,n the late
-,790s, Otis denounced the "hordes ofW„d Mstaen" and
Federahsts moved to exclude them from the voting franch.se and close their presses, by the early-
1 800 they were s,„g,ng a different tune. As a contnbutor to the Nev En&nJ Pallaiium n0,ed in
1 805, eight years after Otis' blus.enng condemnation in Congress, "there are few Federahsts who
will not join in the wish of Erin go Braughrm
Finally, the style of Holy Cross is noteworthy ifonly to tllustrate how
,,, and a Protestant
church buil, by Bulfinch about the same time, differed from his work for early mneteenth-cen.ury
Federalists and from his later church building in Boston."' In both Holy Cross and a New North
Church built for North End Congregationalism in 1802-1804, Bulfinch relied heavily on
Continental European precedent." (Ftgures 82 and 83) Destgned in what the contemporary
185 Quoted in Kirker and Kirker, Bulfinch's Boston 73; and Kirker, ACB, 161.
186 New England Palladium, August 3, 1805. See also Fischer, The^eyolunon of American CWrvat,,m163-164.
187
?" !?
W
u
N
°? ChUrCh ' 566 Pl3Ce ' Carles Bulfinch. Architect and Citizen 124-125- K,rker andKirker, Bulfinch's Boston 74; Kirker, ACB. 168-170.
Architectural historians, including those who regularly see British precedent throughout Bulfinch's
ZLT'h IT l!lty f Continental influence in building but quickly note that he might havederived the design from churches in London. (Kirker, ACB, 162.) Bulfinch did not need to rely on aBritish articulation of Continental styles, though, because he had seen relevant examples while in Italy andhad an architectural library full of examples that were published on the Continent.
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in
new
press co.ec,,, called ,ta„an Renaissance" sty,e, tHese buiIdlngs were My revolutionary
Meeting Housed' The ,arge structures-the 75 by 5S foo, Ho,y Cross, and .00 by
approximately 75 foo, New North-appeared m0re w,de than earher churches, bad elaborate
decorat.ve embellishments sueb as baroque consoles ,o eoncea, the roofs. Thus, they stood
sinking contrast to the bui„ environment inherited from the colonial pas, as well as the
British-mspired bud, environment emerging on Moun, Vernon. Importantly
, Federaljsts had^
.o say abou, ,he style of ,hese butldtngs because ,hey were contributors, no, clients: ,hey were
ne„her members of the churches nor buddtng committees that erected these structures. However,
these were the Boston churches that Bulfinch would build m this sty,e. When the congregates
of the Federal Street Church and New South Church, both of whtch counted Federalist leaders
among their members, commtsstoned Bulfinch to draft plans for their new buildings in . 809 and
1 8 1
4, he designed structures closely resembhng the Bntish precedents that had influenced late
colomal churches m Boston.™ (Figures 84 and 85) Consequently, the churches of Bulfinchs
later career were single-steeple structures with a much hcavter vertical emphasts but w.thout the
Continental embellishments such as the telling Baroque consoles that masked the pitch of the
Rcnaissanee-insptred church roofs. Although Ihe Federal Street Church steeple flirted with
Gothtc style, these were churches that were designed to Federalist tastes, for Federalist
congregations, and by a time when Federal style had sunk especially deep roots in Boston.
In sum, structure-building played a significant role in the party-building of Federalist
"party architects" at the beginnmg of the ntneteenth century. Horror-stricken by years of defeats
and close wins in local and state politics, and pushed further by losses in national politics after
189
CC, October 1, 1803.
190 On these churches, see Place, Charles Bulfinch, Architect and QtiggB 141 and 212-217; Kirker andKirker, Bulfinch s Boston, 230-231 and 188; and Kirker, ACB, 248-254, and 282-287.
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'm y"UnSCr
~ —
-
«*-i—«- ^ers coukl«^ c ,,cl(„,
* UKfa ,„,,.,,„,„ politics
, te how (crvcm s y wouM
Post-revolutionary world where involves, was elemental „ p cal cu|lurc A , ,^
rn.ch.ne tha, iW-kta. began u, create around 1 800. While backing dozens ofpublic and
private structure cpecially after 1799, younger Federalist, pu, money ,„,„ the pocket, of
building tradesmen and other craftamen and trader, w )enefited lro cw bu , k|lng „,
allowed Federal fonder, to contractually eat, ,h Pa,ron-c„c,„ relationship, with the town',
bUilding ,rai'CSmCn <am ** M~ flowed then, to portray themsdves
-
benevolen, citizen, concerned abou! ,hc needs and people ofBoston, which increased their
political appeal to ordinary Bostonians without compromising their elitism. Building and
building, also solved a l„, ofproblem, that Federalist, laced in port-revolutionary society. As we
Lave seen, younger Federalist, used building, ,„ establish and projee. class distinctions through
Boston', bod, environment onto a town thai eschewed soch distinction, alter the American
Revolution. Bui building projects also allowed then, to beg,,, altering the decades-old social
geography of Boston, which, while increasing the value of their land holding,, enabled then, to
create a space in town where they could live and rule apart iron, the ordinary people thcy were
hying to coon. Finally, building helped Federalist,, a group so obsessed with p, cal and social
stability that they called themselves "friends ofOrder," quell the residual revolutionary
radicalism of ordinary people that had been hostile to then, and then ideas, and establish order in
corners of Host,,,, they could not directly control. Although ,t would lake years for Federalists to
fully dominate the town, the pattern of their political primacy was set by 1803; within a decade,
the younger Federalists were firmly in control of Boston polities and lorded over the town's
politics, society, and economy from Federal mansions in an emerging elite district of Boston
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deseed
,„ be qu ,,e apart from ord.nary Bosto, Bui)ding and bu , |d ,ngs_ ^^ b
mak.ng Boston penalty Federafis, as ,hey were to mak.ng Boston aesthet.cally Federal
Charles Bulfinch was deeply and clearly ,„vo,ved ,n ,h,s process, and ,„ ways that
and oversaw the conation of the many private, pub.ie, and quas,-pubfic bul ,d,„8s ,hat you„g
Federahsts hacked. Be8,„n,„g w,,h Otis' firs, house ,n 1 795, Bulfinch designed these buildings
almost exclusively
,„ a British Ne„-C,ass,ca, s»le, a style tha, hecante the physica, representatton
of Federatism's poiitical and soca, worldv.ews ™ But after ,799, he worked almost exclus.vely
on the projects tha. younger Fcderatists backed to bring building tradesmen
,„,o the Federafis,
fold, and he was dependent on them. After be.ng desfitute for most of the la,e-.790s, Federafis,
"party archttects" installed the talented des.gner in a uniquely powerful and salaried political
pos,,,on that he needed-Cha.rman of the Boston Selectmen and Supenmenden, of Pofice. Th.s
ensured that the patronage network unfolding around his buildmgs remained in their hands. From
this position, moreover, Bu.finch could remake and momtor the to™ and its built env.ronmen, in
accordance with the political, social, and aesthetic wishes of those who kept him designing and in
the relatively well-paid public post. In other words, Buifinch's appointments were rewards for
his work on their behalf as well as assurances that the financiafiy troubled and dependent designer
would continue to work for and with them. Thus, as des.gner, supervisor, project paymaster,
pofice superintendent, and Boston Selectman, Bulfinch played a pivotal role in the creation of
both Federal and Federafist Boston, as a critical cog in the party-building of younger Federalists.
It was in a sense through him that Otis and other Federalists brought the town's building
tradesmen closer to them, moderated some of their radical impulses, and altered the social
'" Indeed, the style in which Bulfinch designed came to be called "Federal style" in American architectural
history. See forte A£B; William H. P.erson, Jr., American Building and their Archie,, tvrl?
v n°"n r°
<NCW Y0* : Doubleda* '"76); Fiskc Kimball. American
York: Bobs-Merr.ll Company, 1928); Edgell & Kimball, A History of Arrhiternirp (New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1918); and Roger G. Kennedy, Orders from France: The Ami,» and the French in a
Revolutionary World, 1780-1870 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press 1990)
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geography of ft. post-revo.u.ionary town
. From ^..^^ ^
ordered, and Federa„ s,doml„ated town qu,,e different fron, post-Revoiut.onary Boston-
emerged.
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CONCLUSION:
TOWARD "BIJLFINCH'S BOSTON"?
When referring to Boston in the decades after the African Revolution, historians and art
Historians generally use three terms, often interchangeably:
"Bulfinch's Boston," "the Boston of
Bulfinch," and "Federal Boston.'" These appellations, though, imply that Boston was a Federalist
and Federal citadel since 1 788. Indeed, they suggest either that the town was a Federalist
stronghold since the Massachusetts Ratifying Convention, that it was architecturally Federal in
the late-cghteenth century, or both. Scholars who subscr.be to these two interpretations-the
political and the aesthetic-generally rest their claims on two assumptions. First, they assume
that all the political leaders who supported the Constitution remained Federalists after 1788.
Second, they assume that Charles Bulfinch returned from Europe "eager to take the lead in
rebu.ld.ng Boston in the image of Neo-Classical London," and that from 1787, he began
rebuilding the town based primarily (ifnot exclusively) on British Neoclass1C al models. 2 But this
study of the intersection between political, social, and architectural history argues that as late as
1800, Boston was neither a Federalist nor Federal town, though it was clearly on the path to
becoming both, and that tracing this evolution more carefully teaches us something about politics
and architecture, and how they operated together.
In fact, it took time for Federalism (and Federalists) to claim the power it (and they)
would ultimately have over Boston in the early-nineteenth century, just as it took time for Boston
to become aesthetically Federal. While John Hancock and Samuel Adams, Boston's most
'For example, see Charles Place, Charles Bulfinch, Architect and Titian (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1925); Harold and James Kirker, Bulfinch's Boston. 1784-1817 (New York: Oxford University
Press 1964); David Hackett Fischer, The Revolution of American Conservatism: The Federalist Part in the
Era of Jeffersonian Democracy (New York: Harper and Row, 1965); Samuel Eliot Morison, Harrison Gray
Otis, Urbane Federalist: 1765-1848 (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1969); E. Digby Baltzell Puritan
Boston and Quaker Philadelphia (Boston: Beacon Press, 1979); and Stanley Elkins and Eric McKitrick
The Age of Federalism: The Early American Republic. 1788-1800 (New York: Oxford University Press
1993). Many more studies do not use these terms expressly but nonetheless offer similar interpretations'
2
Kirker and Kirker, Bulfinch's Boston . 76.
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powers post-revolutionai, leaders, eventually supported the Federal Constitution in 1788 they
were Federahsts only lnsofar as they supported the Constitution at the eleventh hour and only
after assurances that the power it granted the federal government would be severely construed
through amendments. Rather than being unqualified Federahsts, they were states' nghts
advocates who feared centred national power and who, in the aftermath of the Massachusetts
Ratifying Convents, thwarted the initiatives and elections ofFederalist leaders wherever and
whenever they could. In the early- and mid-1790s, then, true Federahsts had powerful opponents
in Boston, and in the late-1790s, Democratic-Republicans continued to challenge Boston
Federahsts even after Hancock and Adams were no longer involved in politics. At the same time
after his "highly gratifying" Grand Tour of Europe, Charles Bulfinch did not immediately begin
to design Federal style or British Neoclassical structures in Boston. Colonial period conventions
and Continental European precedents influenced his early work much more than British models.
He was not, in other words, immediately and exclusively drawn to the British Neoclassical style
that would become so elemental to Federal style in America. 3 In fact, the built environment of
Boston unsurprisingly retained its colonial feel, in terms of its architectural character and social
geography, well into the 1790s. Thus, as Bulfinch (Boston's most famous early architect) was no
more a Federal designer than Hancock and Adams (Boston's most famous political leaders) were
confirmed Federalists in the first years of the republic, Boston (the radical town where the
American Revolution began) was neither distinctly Federal nor overwhelmingly Federalist by the
end of the eighteenth century.
At the turn of the nineteenth century, however, things were changing dramatically
number of conditions coalesced that allowed younger Federalists the opportunity to transfo
Boston into a Federalist stronghold. First, by the end of the 1 790s, Hancock and Adams
as a
rm
were
On Federal style, see Kirker, ACB; William H. Pierson, Jr., American Building and their Architects: The
Colonial and Neo-Classical Styles (New York: Doubleday, 1976); Fiske Kimball, American Architects(New York: Bobs-Merrill Company, 1928); Edgell & Kimball, A History of Architecture rNrw VnrV-
Harper and Brothers, 1918).
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-her Iiterally or po!ltlca|ly dead
, and (here ^ no(ed revo|utionanes^ couM^ ^^
banner agains, Federalists as successful whlch opened the doM for ^^
.he powerful state execute branch and increased Federals' mfiuence ln the state^
"persona, exertions" in order ,o prov,de for a growing fam i,y, which allowed Federalists «o make
the «a,en,ed designer and town planner dependent on them whi,e they brought bun tnto then
nearly exclusive serv.ce. Thtrd, the economic recovery that began in the mid- to ,a,e-1790s
allowed Federalists to bu„d res.denccs to claim the anstocratic status and communicate the class
d,s,,„c«ions tha, the radical and leveling edges of the American Revolut.on bad prevented them
from claiming in poht.es and society for years after the war. finally, challenges from
Hancockians and Jefferson.ans, coupled with the fractional state of Federalism a, the end of the
eighteenth century, prompted some Boston Federalists to create a more structured political
organization that used butld.ng to redress a number of problems that Federalists saw to (he post-
revolutionary world. Only around the torn of the n.neteenth century were Federalists beginning
to turn Boston into a Federalist stronghold as a small group of (pnmanly) younger Federalists led
by Hamson Gray Otis and Jonathan Mason moved to strengthen the Federalist Party ,„ a process
that saw politics and architecture cross paths significantly. Importantly, it was at this time, the
pcrtod between 1 798 and 1803, that Federalists established a bluepnm for the successful
ascendance of Federalist hegemony in Boston, a plan that borrowed successful aspects of their
opponents' political organizations and added some new twists.
In the first decades of the nineteenth century, Federalist Party builders continued to
follow this blueprint, and building remained an important ingredient in the mix. Especially after
1803, Federalists stepped up their politically-motivated and paternalistic building by funding
massive Bulfinch-designed building projects that spread vast amounts of patronage, tied Boston's
building tradesmen (and others) to them, and afforded them favorable reputations as town leaders
and benevolent Bostonians. The most monumental of these projects was India Wharf, which
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architectural histonan Harold Klrker has ca„ed "the moS, ambitious undertaklng fa Federa ,
Boston, and probably without nva, anywhere in the United States at the tin*." (Figure 86) ^
Otis-led venture eonnected to his Broad Street Associate land syndicate, the India Wharf
project kept Boston tradesmen, supphers, and traders working for four years-a year-and-a-ha,f
longer than the Massachusetts State House project had. Even before construct of the 425-by-
75 foot sertes of four- or five-story stores, warehouses, and wharves began, Boston tradesmen and
laborers were working ,„ ffl, ln the coastal areas „ wh]ch^^^ ^ ^
construction finally did begtn, it was a co,ossal enterpnse. The structure was divided into four
large sections-the southern and northern ends, and two halves of the center "division"-**,
were bu.lt Simultaneously bu, by d.fferen. crews of tradesmen workmg under four different
contracts
.= Unfortunately, the final cos, is unknown, but i. must have been staggermg considering
that by December 1 807, ,he Proprietors of the project split $206,000 when they sold thirty of its
thirty-four stores.' Moreover, in addition to the India Wharf project, after 1803 Bulfinch also
destgned other expensive and elaborate buildings including the 1804-1805 State Prison in
Charlestown ($ 1 60,000), the 1 805- 1 806 enlargement of Faneu.l Hall ($56,692), the 1 809
Boylston Hall and Market ($39,000), the 1810-1812 Suffolk County Courthouse ($92,817), the
1817-1818 McLean Hospital ($89,821), and the 1819-1823 Massachusetts General Hospital,
12° lndia Wharf' see Place ' Charles Bulfinch. Architect a„H Ofea; 104-108; Abbott Lowell Cumminas
HtaAcT&IE^Sfr*^^ Volume VII (1962 2lT *
rV, n,^7' , • w
S assocla,ion W1,h I15 Prote« began with a $40 payment from Harrison
O™rstpfe 1: '5°3; (SeC HamS°n °ray °"S^ MHS) S« als° Harrison Graytis papers, SPNEA, for a wealth of information about the land acquisitions.
'The contracts appear to have empowered master builders to hire their own crews for each section but
Bulfinch supervised the overall construction especially because it was built simultaneously in sections The
master builders overseeing each section, nearly all of whom were Bostonians, were mason Samuel Hayden(southern section), masons Seth Taylor and Thaddeus Willson (northern section), masons Thomas Drayton
and Reuben Hobert (halfof the center division), and Litchfield, Connecticut mason Seth Turner (the other
hall of the center.). See Cumrmngs, "The Beginnings of Indian Wharf," 21-22; and Kirker, ACB, 189-190.
6
Kirker. ACB. 190.
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which cost on,y S70.000, ,„ pan becaUse, as Harold Kirker exp,a,„ed, of 'the ,ow cos, of
stonework done a, the state pnson [in Charles.own] by convict labor."'
L,ke their earher endeavors, these were ventures spearheaded by the Fcdcra,,st ehtc
(often 0„s and Mason themselves) that furthered the political, social, economtc, and acsthet.c
goals of Fcderahsts. For one, the projects allowed Federalists to portray themselves as
benevolent funders who provided for the necessary functions of the town and looked after
Bos,on,a„s. India Wharf allowed scores of merchants and
.mporters to open shops and
warehouses in a centra, location tha, was Cose to where East Ind.amen unloaded and ,n a section
of Boston with a quickly-growing population, the South End. The enlargement of Faneuil Hall
and the creation of Boy.s.on Hall and Market prov.dcd more opportunities for Boston.ans to buy
and sell goods, eased the gridlock about which Boston.ans had compla.ned for decades, and
created large publ.c gathering spaces" The new courthouse and state pnson modem.zed cnm.nal
prosecution and
.ncarcerat.on. A new Latin school (1812) and other school houses enlarged
public education; the McLean Asylum and Massachusetts General Hosp.tal contr.buted to the
public health of Boston.' In short, these projects created buddings tha, .mproved the living and
working cond.tions of Bos.on.ans. As .mportantly, though, these Federalist-funded build.ng
I™*,"?? ^
uild
'"ES. see Place, Charles Bulftnch Architect and fi,i,„ 122-125- 233-240- and KirkerACB 21 1-2 1 5, 232-237, 244-28, 263-265, 307-3.0, and 31 1-317. (Quote on Kirker, ACB 313 ( tainsocial history sources can help us put these sums in perspective. From 1 800- 1810. the^ee prices of
'
T' Z To8 , J* TJ beanS (q0 $° 05 1
;
com (bu> $ 1 shocs <M $L29; broadcloth (yd) $3 25-cheese
( b) $0.14; wood (ft) $0,323; mm (gal, $0,264. See "Table 13 Price of 13 Items Averaged byDecade (dollars/cents) ,n Lisa Lebow, "Artisans ,n Transition; Early Capitalist Development and the
Carpenters of Boston, 1787-1837," (Ph. D. diss., University of California, Los Angeles, 1987), 274 Lebowgot the information from Canoll D. Wright, "Wages and Prices, 1752-1860," Massachusetts Bureau of the
Statistics of Labor. 16 Annual Report (Washington 1885), 160-469.
On the gridlock of the Boston marketplace, see Chapter 3.
9 On the Third Boston Latin School, see Kirker, ACB, 271-272. On other schools with which Bulfinch was
associated, namely the Hawkins Street school buildings, see Kirker, ACB, 369. Boston Federalists sat on
the Boston School Committee since its beginnings in the early 1790s, especially George Richards Minot
(See local election results annually in the BTR in March.)
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projects a,so ,mpr0ved the material conditions of the town's building tradesmen and traders
dramatica.ly, wh.ch ,ed «o mcreases ,„ then numbers and dear p„„„ca, possibles.
A closer examination of one sector of Boston's mechanics, the town's carpenters
suggests what was a, stake in the politics ofbuilding a, the turn of the nineteen* cem-ny. Drawn
by the bu„d,„g boom begun
,„ earnest after ,800, the ranks of Boston carpenters swel.ed front
151 ,n imtoSmn
,8,0. and as ,h,s occurred, they a,so became tnuch more prosperous asa
group.
,„
,
790, 23.3o/„ of al, Boston carpenters were properties*; by 1805, only 5.4% were, and
by 18,0, only 2.4% of the town's carpenters lacked property.'" With tncrcased property
ownership came incluston in the voting franchise, whtch was especially significant ,n 1 790,
Boston's carpenters composed 5.2% of the adult male popu.at.on of the town and by 1810, they
constituted 7.4% of it. While (his was an tmpresstve number by itself; especially given tha, it
comprised only the carpenters and that Boston's population increased 53% in the two decades
after 1 790, it was al, the more s.gmlicant cons.denng that in town elections, only 40% to 70% of
the total polls voted from 1793 to 1810." Therefore, through Federalist-funded building projects,
Boston's carpenters increased then numbers, material conditions, and political influence whether
they voted or not.
Other occupational groups also experienced numerical, material, and political growth due
to the Federalist-funded budding boom. Among them, of course, were other building tradesmen
TranLlnmm c t Population
and the Carpenters' Trade," 1790-1825, in Lebow, "Artisans in
ransition 198. See also, Chr.stopher Hail, Boston Architects and Builders rnmpiled from the Rnstnn
Directory, 1789-1846 (Cambridge: MassCOPAR) at MHS.
^'j^^'^f'T 1 CenSUS (1830) reported that the P°P»!ation of Boston jumped from 18,038 in 1790 t
years of this period were:
Year polls votes cast/percent
for Governor
1793 3,693 1,176(32%)
1800 4,640 3,097 (67%)
1808 6,742 4,737 (70%)
1809 8,368 4,945 (59%)
1810 9,557 5,288 (55%)
votes cast/percent votes cast/percent
State Rep. U.S. Rep.
337 (9%)
2,449(53%) 3,780(81%)
1,250(18%) 3,911(58%)
n/a
n/a 2,552 (27%)
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including masons, glaziers, plasterers, and painters, and those in public posts associated with
bUlldmg mClUding
—
°f b°ardS «— Additionally, furnishing tradesmen (cabinet
makers, carvers, metal workers, and furmture makers) benefited from the building boom because
new houses meant new opportumt.es for them to ply the, trades and sell the, work » Boston's
traders and porters, including those who ported forelgn goods as well as those who supplied
domesfic goods and building supplies (stone, nails, boards, and lime), also expenenced growing
numbers, better living situations, and increased political influence. 14
Among the trades, however, those who worked below the rank of master seem not to
have benefited as much, if at all, from the Federalist-building projects. As historian Lisa Lebow
has found, the journeymen, apprentices, and laborers working in carpentry had an increasingly
difficult time buying property and achieving "competence" in the first quarter of the nineteenth
century. 15 But, on the other hand, they did not have to for the Federalist blueprint to work.
Indeed, Federalists spent more time and money courting the master tradesmen who were in and
entering the franchise, and who controlled their trades, than those beneath them because masters
were key political and social allies who often became petty patrons in their own right. 16 To be
sure, the journeymen, apprentices, and laborers had to be taken seriously because in the post-
revolutionary world they might still be prone to lash out against Federalists, particularly if they
' 2
The number of masons and stonecutters rose from 29 in 1796 to 109 by 1806; glaziers jumped from 5 to
8; plasterers went from 0 to 8; painters rose from 21 to 76; and surveyors of boards went from 1 to 1 1 SeeBoston Directory, 1 789, 1 796 and 1 806.
n
S
f ' »°^?le' ?TylYia LdStyna LahY1S '
"The Sklllin W^kshoP : The Emblematic Image in FederalBoston (PhD diss., University of Delaware, 1990).
' 4 On changes on the retail end of things, for example, see Gayle Sawtelle, "The Commercial Landscape of
Boston in 1800: Documentary and Archeological Perspective on the Geography of Retail Shopkeeping"
(Ph.D. diss., Boston University, 1999).
15
See Lebow, "Artisans in Transition."
16
See Annals of the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanics Association. 1795-1892 (Boston: Rockwell and
Churchill, 1892); and Jerome C. Hosmer, The Beginnings of the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanics
Association. 1795-1808 tBostnir 1906).
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could „„, overwhelm
,hem „ the^ bM „ Thus Federai|s(s [hem (o^^ ^
Ending buildings that would make lhclr lives belter_spec|aMy hospilaIs
churches-while they rehed
„„ lhe taw and police fo.es (,Hough the F=deraIlst.dom ,„a 1ed bar
and Police Superintendent Bulfinch, and on the trades masters with petty patronage systcms and
control over their trades to help as well. 18
While shown, tha. Boston's building tradesmen (and others, should have supported their
Federalist patrons ,n politic, does no, au,omat,ea,ly prove that they did, vo,,ng statistics and
aneedota, evidence sugges, tha, a, least some of the town's bu,ld,ng tradesmen must have fallen
in line w„h the Federalist machine. The fae, remains that while Federalists had a hard „me
bea.,ng their opponents ,n ,he 1 790s, they consistently won elections after 1 800 a, a time when
Republicans inereasing!y gai„ed steam m other parts of the United States. In other words,
Federalists had more Bostomans vo,,ng for them than against them, and as builders c.atmed an
impressive portion of the town's adult male populahon-agam, the carpenters alone were 7.4% of
the adult males in 1810-,, is h,ghly unlikely that Federalists could have won elections without
some support from the town's building tradesmen." Moreover, comments made by Federalists
and their opponents around 1 820 suggest that Federalist, had worked out a political relationshtp
with tradesmen. For example, while charging that the Federalist caucus process was an utter
sham, New England Galaxy editor James T. Buckingham charged that Otis and other
"thoroughgoing aristocrats in the town" had long peddled "shallow schemes" through which they
On lhe politics of building-destruction, see Robert Blair St. George, Conversing in Si,.ns Pn.,^ „f
Implication in Colonial New England Culture (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1998), 205-
1
8
On changes in the Boston Bar and their relationship to architecture, see Martha McNamara, "Disciplining
Justice: Massachusetts Courthouses and the Legal Profession, 1750-1850" (Ph.D. diss., Boston University,
^'Table 1
:
Boston Population and the Carpenters' Trade," 1 790- 1 825, in Lebow, "Artisans in Transition,"
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"pretended] ,o be [the peop,, s] fnend,„2. Abou(^ same^ ^^ ^^^
firs, mayoral elechon, puUed a, the strmgs of dependence while he exconated Bostomans for
abandoning h.m: "Where are the tenants whom , have ejected-the debtors , have sued-the
laborers whom
.
have pinched.
.
.the poor whose faces , have ground [?]" He contmued, c,almi„g
.ha. "the peop,e who a few years ago composed the m.ddhng mteres, now hve in homes ofbrick"
because ofhis patronage spreadmg.» Although we may never know precisely how Boston's
bmlders voted, wc can reasonably assume that the Federahst-buddmg projects and ail the
purposes for wh.ch they were intended y,e,ded a, leas, enough political support to keep them
winning elections.
Meanwhile, the building projects with which Federalists greased their developing
political machine after 1803 also served similar social purposes in the first decades of the
nineteenth century as they had at the turn of the century. For example, Federalists continued to
use building to establish and communicate their anstocratic status. After designing the second
Otis house in 1800, Bulfinch drafted plans for at least fifteen different Federal-style residential
projects m Boston that yielded fifty-two residences. (Figures 87 and 88) Most of these projects
were for members of the Federalist elite who sought to replicate Otis' houses, move into grand
structures, and communicate their status through the built environment in emerging exclusive
districts. Others were built for speculative purposes for what a writer in the New England Galaxy
called "a contemptible minority of overgrown landlords and speculators," a group that included
Otis and Mason. 22 Ironically, the buildings that were influenced heavily by British Neoclassical
ideas and that have been long seen celebrations of republicanism were actually continuing
New England Galaxy, March 11,1822. Quoted in Matthew H. Crocker The Marie of the Many - fogiafa
1999)
Y
72 73
"
B°St°ni
'
*°°~ ]™
^
AmheTSi: University of Massachusetts Press,
2]
22
Quoted in Crocker The Magic of the Many . 95
New England Galaxy, March 8, 1822.
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at.empts ,o es,ab„sh „,republican class d , stlnctjons ,„ ,_^ ^ ^
liberty and equality. 23
While such acts of bu.ld.ng shou.d have excited res.stance because they ran counter to
Boston's revolut.onary inheritance, that they d.d not is a testament to the success of the Federalist
party-bu.ld.ng agenda. Federalists, in add.tion to using building to showcase their status,
continued to use building and bu.ld.ngs as a means of social control in the first decades of the
nineteenth century. Th.s was essentially the fi.p-s.de to using bu.ld.ng and bu.ld.ngs to portray
themselves as benevolent citizens for political gam. The bu.ld.ng of these houses-wh.ch cost
anywhere from $6,000 to $20,000-put a good deal of money into the pockets of Boston's
tradesmen, wh.ch softened the, revolut.onary radicalism toward such buildings and what they
represented.^ So, too, of course, d.d the bu.ld.ng of structures that .mproved the lives of ord.nary
people such as the hosp.tals, schools, markets, and churches. What was play.ng out here, in a
sense, was the legacy of noblise oblige in the post-revolut.onary world. Boston Federalists
furthered the, own social and econom.c agendas through bu.ld.ng by fund.ng public and pr.vate
structures that intentionally .mproved the material and living cond.t.ons of ord.nary Boston.ans,
wh.ch blunted the, res.stance to counter-revolutionary attempts to control politics and bu.ld
aristocratic residences that commun.cated the, class status. In other words, ord.nary Boston.ans
d.d not v.gorously oppose or attack the bu.ld.ngs because they got something out of the
exchange: money and amenities. 25 Thus, where deference had once been reinforced by custom
The fullest art.culat.on of these buildings as representative of an American architectural form that paidhomage to the republican buildings of Greece and Rome is called the "republican building thesis " For the
most recent scholarly work on ,t, see Edward A. Chappell, "Housing a Nation: The Transformation ofL.vmg Standards in Early America," in Cary Carson, Ronald Hoffman, and Peter J. Albert, Of Consuming
nterests: The Style of Life in the Eighteenth Century (Charlottesville: University Press ofVirginia 1994
24 On these residences and their costs, see Kirker, ACB.
25 On house attacks earlier, see St. George, Conversing in Signs. 205-295.
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before the America* RevCut.on,
,„ ,he pos,-revolut,o„ary world i, was reinforced through
buildings and building contracts.
There was a.so a coord,na,ed conhnuahon of the processes begun before
.803 to change
the town's social geography. h tbe firs, decades of the nineteenth century, Boston's leading ,a„d
deve,opers made the town's emergmg exc.us.ve areas even more gentee, and elite by followmg
then earlier, two-pronged strategy of .ocafing des.rable buildings in elite enclaves and removmg
undesirable ones from them. Of course, bmldmg (more) elite mans.ons in the Tnmountam and
Boston Common areas filled the firs, half of this prescnpfion. Relocatmg the Boston pnson to
Charicstown, and building ,he hospuals away from this area filled the second. Indeed, relocafing
,hese buildings fintshed the job begun with the removal of the atashouse to Barton's Point a, the
turn of the century. Th,s buildmg and relocating strategy, wh.ch continued in Boston for decades,
so completely gentnfied the Tnmountain and common areas that by 1871, historian Nathaniel
Shurtleff could look back at this period in a htstory of Boston printed by the request of the Boston
City Council decades later, and write,
No rnore [would] the staid townsmen or the jocund youth, proceeding to the Common on
h^e ^f
ep
f
ndCnC
,
e °ayS
'
be mterrUPted* the di"e hands thrust tZgh the
folr ft°
U
l
e
^
C
'
°r Str£tChed fr°m beneath the^ or** small andorlorn voices of the children of the destitute inmates, entreating for money. Nor [would]the cries of the wretched poor in those miserable habitations [around the BostonCommon] be heard calling for bread, which oftentimes the Town had not to give. 26
Boston's elite had not dealt with serious social problems-especially poor accommodation and
enme-so much as they removed them from their view. But these moves thrilled land developers
nonetheless because they drove up land values, while they significantly altered the social
geography of town by removing the structures that offended their aesthetic sensibilities.
Another ambitious development in this gentrification process fundamentally altered
Boston's topography as well as its social geography. With controlling interest in the Mill Pond
See Nathaniel B. Shurtleff, A Topographical and Historical Description of Boston (Boston- Printed by
Request of the City Council, 1871), 35-36.
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the ,op of Beacon H,„ and used i« to fil, ,n ,he Mi,. Pond " (F.gure 89) The project changed ,he
topography of the town remarkably and pu( a„^ of Boston ^^^ ^
sponsored project. But ,t a.so beautified the Tnmountam area by removmg an overgrown and
tended phys.cal ,a„dmark a, the edge of 0„s' Mount Vernon ho.dmgs, which made this ,a„d
.he ioft.es, ,n town and drove up „s vaiue. At the same ttae, ,, created acres of deveiopabie land
on Beacon HiU and on the Mfll Pond on wh.ch Otis and other members of the Federalist elite
conid bu„d. Th,s was the first such move to what wouid become a reiatively common pract.ce in
nmeteenth-century Boston: cuttmg down peaks and filling ,n coasta, areas to create more .and on
which to build up the city no longer "on a hill."
Finally, Bulfinch's role m all this, the part he actually played in the creation of
"Bulfinch's Boston," must be seriously addressed because it has been widely misunderstood and
misrepresented. Until 1817, Bulfinch continued to be the most successful and celebrated of
Boston's designers. The volume of his work was nothing short of impressive. After 1803, he
drafted plans for the fifty-four residences, seven private commercial buildings, seven public
buildings, two churches, and no less than ten known minor commissions in Boston. 28 Many of
these were large and important structures. But while he occasionally flirted with different
architectural styles, mostly within discrete elements such as small panels and embellishments, he
remained committed to the Federal style (and its British Neoclassical influence) for which he is
See Harrison Gray Otis Papers, SPNEA; Justin Winsor, ed., The Memorial Hi^rvnfRn^ (Boston-
James R. Osgood and Company, 1881) Volume IV, 28; Place, Charles Bulfinch. Architect and CiHz.n
'
104; Snurtleff, A Topographical and H istorica l Description of Boston 179; Walter Muir Whitehill BostonA Topographical History (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1959), 80-82; and Crocker The Madc~o7
the Many
. 22. b
28
See Kirker, ACB
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n"W lam"US
"
Such a tad '«—*— , „„ ft. „„„, cnvironmcnt orthc
U>wn. hdeed, designing allJus projects
,„ a predominantly Fedeml-sty,. alter* ft. architectural
character of BoSton bceau.se lhcy^ thc^^ rf^^^
bU,Win8S
'°Wn ' S bU
"'
'« • Bulfinch responsible for remaking
•he town ,„ the^ ofNec^assioal ,,,„,„„^^ fa^..^^^^
some explanatory power. Ye,, his work was concentrated ,„ a few areas of the .own. no. ft.
whole of Boston lor
-pi,, he designed almost „o,h,n8 ,„ ft. North End and he remained a
destitute designs who wa.s dependent On Federalist pabons on, of financial ncccss.ty throughout
these years. Thus, whde Bulfinch was dearly a talented designer and town planner whose work
had a clear (and hating) impact on parts ofBoSton's built environment, he did no, transform the
whole of Boston and he did no, do „ Cher on h,s own ,hc lacked the money, or whhou, d.reefion
(he accommodated himselfto Clients). In fact, throughout his architecteal career in Boston after
1799. Bulfinch remained an important hut dependent cog m the Federalist machine.
Bullineh's regular championing ofFederalist measures in town as Chairman of
Selectmen and Superintendent of Pol.ee, in fact, strongly suggests ftat he was more an ,„.s,rumen,
Ofhis Federalist patrons than an mdependen, designer ben, on re-creating Boston in an aesthetic
image to which he was partial. Under Bulfinch's leadership, for example, the Boston Selectmen
passed a fire code in 1 803 that restricted the building of wooden structures in B„s,„n higher ,han
ten Ice,. This effectively prcvenled the building olariordablc housing, and, in ,urn, kept rental
rates, insurance premiums, and land values high to thc benefit of the town's "contemptible"
As we haye seen, for example he incorporated baroque panels into his designs for the Holy Cross andNew North C lunches. He also tried his hand with some Gothic Revival ideas, but did not employ then,
regularly ,n his work. Sec John Frew, "Bulfinch on Gothic," Journal of the Society of Amhil^i„r„l
Historians Volume 45, No. 3, (1986): 161-163; and James O'Gonran, "Bulfinch on Gothic, Again" Journal
ol Ihe Society o( Architectural Hislori.ms stl I tun,- |9<)l) : |<)2-4.
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spoors and land,ords such as Hamson Gray Ms , fc^^ fc^ rf
rejected ,w„ offers by the 0tls and Mason-confiolled South Boston (o^
Board of Selec.men that Bulfinch chaired and the Massachusens Senate over which 0„s
convoluted land c,aims on Beacon H,„, from removing the land there that Ofis needed to fill in
Mil. Pond. Ofis' Mi,, Pond Association eventnafiv go, the rights to take the Beacon „„, earth for
the fill project* Throughout
,h,s penod, Pederafists kept Bulfinch just solvent enough to requ,re
his continued scrv.ee ,n town g„ver„me„ t . to fact
,
Bulflnch eve„ spem^^ ^^ fa
1 81
1,
and only around 1815 did the "puny chiefs" ,„crease the superintendent's sa lary to S.,000
annually. 33
But in time, Bulfinch's usefulness to Federa ,is« le.ders wancd, and they consequently
parted ways, first, different and new architectural styles were arriving in Boston by the
.810s-
especially the Goth.c Rev,val-,hat Bulfinch did no, by and | arge i„corpora,e ,„,o his des.gns.
To his las. years in Boston, he rema,ned connected to and associated with Bntish Neoclassical
style, which was tncreasingly out of step with what fashionable Bos.ontans butlt as the nineteenth
century wore on." At the smue time, the building boom drew other destgners to Boston after
1800. Many worked on Bulfinch projects first, and then started designing projects on their own
By 1820, this regulation had caused such disaffection that it became a major issue in the rise of theM,ddlmg .meres, ,ha
,
challenged Federalis, dominance ofth. town. Sec Crocker The £fc oftX,,
31
75
32
See the records of the South Boston Association, MHS, and Whitehill, Boston: A Tonography. HiBtwy
There had been confusion even while John Hancock was alive regarding his claims on Beacon Hill Onthis episode, see Whitehill, Boston: A Topographical History 81-82
n ?r
W
,
s
,
in
J
)ris0l™«lt
A
and the raise ^ ^lary, see Bulfinch, Life and Letters . 130-136; Kirker and KirkerBulfinch's Boston. 95-96; and Kirker, ACB, 14.
34
See Frew, "Bulfinch on Gothic."
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as ft. budding boom w ,dcncd and as Bu , finch conccmra(ed more ^ Md^^
buildmgs ate
, 807 » others came UP ,hrough thc , 805 Housewnghts Socieiy or mher
"schools" of^ forming
,n Boston h lhe first dccades^^^u More^
Buifinch, these you„ger des.gners-notably Asher Benjamin and Alexander Pams-mcorpora,ed
™rc recent avhstic developments ,„ l0 their designs and conscquc„„y changed w„h the llmcs
B-HK attempts t0 co„ lro, Boston p„„t,cs and soclety had proycd sq successfu| by
He m-mOs that they no ,„„ger needed to keep Buifinch ,„ his dependent Pos,„o„ either as the
so.e intermediary between them and the town's bulld,ng tradesmen ot as then exclusive designer.
»y the mid-1 8,0s, Bulfinch's days ,n Boston town govcmme„, were numbered. Be was
neariy dislodged front the Board of Selectmen m the 1 8 , 5 elections and ProbahIy rea„Zed that he
could no, count on eo„,,nu,ng as a seleetman for the rest ofhis life. In 1817. an opportunity to
leave Boston for a more strietly architectural post presented itself through President James
Monroe. Monroe had visited Boston in July 18,7, and Buifinch, as Chairman of the Selectmen,
had been his guide. As Buifinch remembered it ,„ his au,obiograph,eal sketeh, "my du,y as
Chairman led me to be almost constant., in company w„h the President during his visit of about
a week."" In November, Monroe, apparently impressed with Bulfinch's Boston building, and
informed of problems with thcn-Architcct of thc Capital Benjamin Latrobe, sent a letter to
Buir.nch offering bin, the position if i, should become available By December, Latrobe had
resigned the post and Buifinch accepted the Washington appointment." In late-December,
rifrfS^'
"lial w°rk
,
dimi"'shed afte '807, and Benjamin picked up the slack. Parr.s arriving
SSS I" *e """I: d ' d aS WC"' A,Tivm8 as a "™<=d Signer from England, Peter Banner wasprominent in his own right
lWot21S-l^^P?^ Drd0pment °f the Architectural Profession in Boston Between1800 and 1830, Old-T ime New Rnpland Volume LXVIII, Nos. 1-2 (July-December 1977): 32-37.
" Buifinch, Life and Letters
,
192.
On Monroe's visit and the Washington appointment, see Place, Charles Buifinch Arch.tect and Citizen
241-244; and Kirker and Kirker, Bulfinch's Boston 264-273.
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Bulfinch „ot,fied th. Board „f mlentlons
, reslgned from Boston poHtic8i mwed
Washington toward wha, would be the ,as« major period in his archdectura,
Bulfinch spent eleven years
,„ Washmgton ,„ wha, was a part.cularly pos,„ve period ,„
h,s fife. He assumed the $2,500-a-year post tha, kept hhn busy oversee,„s construction of the
U.S. Captto, in January ,8! 8. But he aiso found „me todes.gn a federa. pe„,«en,,ary and a
Unitarian Church
,„ the capital ei«v.« Bulfinch and h,s wife rented in Washmgton untd
, 830
returned to Boston" But his eomments on his Washmgton years were toiling, especially
considertng what they suggested about his years ,n Boston. ,„ a ietter to bis niece thirteen years
alter returning to his home town, he noted, "I love Washmgton, I passed there twelve of the
happ.es, years of my life ,„ pursuhs congenia, to my taste, and where my labors were well
received."' Sueh warm feebngs had ,o do with a couple of deve,opmen,s. First, the Washmgton
pos,,,on was clearly one focused more on architoetural pursuhs, and less on political and police
(Unctions, wh.ch no doub, suited h,m« But the Washington appotntmen, may also have
represented for Bulfinch a return to the architecture ofhis early career and the only other period
in his life that he remembered as fondly in an autobiographical sketch written in the last years of
fife: his time ,n l-urope. After all. Washington was planned by a Frenchman whose work
Bulfinch had admired as early as 1 789 (P.crre [.'Enfant), and built by a scries of French-trained
archttects (tncludmg the Bntish-born Latrobe), while the buildings going up there derived more
Although Bulfinch returned to Boston ,n 1 829, he designed only one building the Maine State House
after leavmg Washington. On the Maine State House, see Kirker ACB, 354-363
£On these buildmgs, see Place, Charles Bulfinch Architect and CifVen 241-275; and Kirker, ACB. 321-
Pltce, Charles Bulfinch. Architect and Citizen . 276, and Kirker, ACB
. 15.
Quoted in Place, Charles Bulfinch. Architect and Citizen 279.
41
4?
_
His personality and Bulfinch noting his public work was "irksome," see his Autobiographical Sketch in
Bulfinch, Life and Letters, 70-71; and Bulfinch, Life and Letters . SR-SQ
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from French inspire than from British , Thus fc ^^ ^
_
dependent political position he found "irksome" but had to keep.
As compelling as the terms
"Bulfinch's Boston," "the Boston of Bulfinch," and "Federal
Boston" may be to describe the town aesthetically and politically, then, they are neither
completely satisfactory nor entirely accurate. As noted above, they suggest aesthetic and political
homogeneities that were simply not possible before 1800. Moreover, although the terms can be
used more appropriately after 1 800, there are problems w.th this usage as well. They imply that
Bulfinch transformed the entire town, when he actually transformed only narrow portions of the
West End, South End, and Central Boston. They suggest that a singular, Bntish-,nsPired
aesthetic v.sion for Boston emanated from Bulfinch's hand, which denies the lessons of his early
work and European experience, and overstates his role in the process while understating the roles
of Federalist funders. Finally, they also imply that Boston was as uniformly Federalist in politics
as it was Federal in style, but while Federalists certainly exerted tremendous influence in Boston
politics, economy, society, and culture in the early- 1 800s, they were never able to completely
overwhelm their republican opponents and they continued to suffer from internal divisions that
ultimately spelled disaster for the Federalist party
,
45
Pr!^
3 g°°d
n
Study °f ear'y Washington D.C., see Daniel D. Rieff, Washington Architectyre 17qi_imi.Problems in Development (Washington: U.S. Commission of Fine Arts, 1971).
1
180old ft
e
v
Xertl
M
S
f
"
Fr?dS °f°rder'" *eir Republ,Can °PP°nents retained ™™ Power after80 and hey would not be entirely exterminated. Jeffersoman presses kept printing, Republican
candi es kept running for office, political relations continued to be tense, and Boston's voters often
pelted
0
The few llt^l
Wm m town
'
More°-r, divisions within the Federalist ranksersiste . Federalist elders who remained involved in the new political order, especially StephenHigginson, opposed Otis and his measures whenever possible and prudent. And by 1 820, there were splits
within Otis generation which are best seen through the career of Josiah Quincy. See Thomas Wentworth
i 7fIT";/ ? Tau WS °f StPphPn Hl>r™«™ (B^ton: Houghton, Mifflin, and Company, 1907)176-178; Monson, Urbane Federalist
,
277-278; Ronald P. Formisano, The Transformation of
*
^"^Massachusetts PartieSl 1790s - 1840s (^w York: Oxford University Press, 1983); William F
"art
f
0rd
'
Money, Morals, and Politics: Massachusetts in the A Pe nf the Boston Associates (Boston-
'
Northeastern University Press, 200 1 ); and Crocker, The Magic of the Many
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of .he town, ye
,
as we have seen, po„„cs, soe,e,y , and building were intiicately intertwined ,„
Massachusetts eeonom
,
and create an ,„ tr,ea,e we. of socal and cultural organizations fo protec,
•bar weahh while they
.forged" an aristocracy ,„ ,arge par, because >hey used building
exclusively by Charles Bulfineh from ,795 te ,«7. were simultaneously critically
,mporla„ t to
their political, social, and aesthetic success. Budd,„8 helped fhem es,ab„sh and communicate
aristocratic status and Cass distinctions, create importan, patr0„age mechanisms, appea, ,o voters,
portray themselves as a benevolent elite, alter the social geography of Boston, modems the
architectural character of the pos.-colomal town, and stabilize disorderly areas. Through
Bulfineh, younger Federahsts achieved all these goals while they ,„ercas,ngly pushed Bulfineh
toward the English-inspired styles that fit well with ttteir socal and political worldview and away
from ,hc Continental s,yles on which he relied in his earliest designs. Thus, Bulfineh was no, the
mam agent of change in Boston's pos.-revoluhonary buil, environment because he lacked both
the money and .he political power ,0 alter Boston along the lines that Bulfineh scholars have
suggested. Raiher. the physical face of Boston was changed by younger Federalist "Party
architects" working through him.
I hercfore, « hile this sludy examines a previously e-explored pc, iod in Boston history
from a different methodological perspective and while it inlroduces different questions and
interpretations ofthe town in particular, it also raises important political, social, and aeslhetie
questions about the early republic at large. For example, did building play a role in Ihe party
' Although scholars use these terms interchangeably, architectural historians more regularly use the termsBulfineh s Boston and "Ihe Boston of Bulfineh" while historians more regularly use "Federal Boston."
,M
R
?'i',
a
'.
d S
'°2i ^,"
a
!
d The F°rB"'« of an Aristocracy: H a rvard and Ihe Bnsion Uoner Class 180(1.1870
(Middlclown CT: Wesleyan University Press, 1980).
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formation ,„ „lhcr carly rcpub„c |own„ [fow^ pany bunders maimain^^
Par* Sys,ems closer coustns than wc Have prev,ous,y though, when bu , |d ,ng ,^ ^ ^
•he elite of other eariy repub„e towns use building and architecture ,„ ,hc same ways that
Boston, e„,e did7 Did building hc,p quc„ the restdua, rad.eahsm of the American Revohtt.on
and socal ,urbu,ence of the ,790s ,„ other towns as ,, did in Boston, Were aesthetics and the
buM, envuonmcn, of o.her .owns mampula.ed for p„„„ Ca, and soeia, purposes? What does
building tell us ahou, ear,y repubhc cultura, identity ,„ other towns? These are uueshons that can
on.y he answered by looh,ng a, the intersection of pohhcs, society, and areh.teeture ,„ other ease
s.ud.es, bu, they may collectively g,ve us a better, more e„mp,e,e, sense of politics, life, and
culture in the early American republic.
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1 • The Hancock Mansion ( 1 737). Engraving from the MM, July
I'igurc 2. diaries Bulfinch, (Third) Harrison (iray Otis House (1805-1 808) Plan drawn by
hugenc
:
li. Witherell and reproduced originally in Great Georgian Houses in Americn (New York-
1 ?33), Volume I, 232-233. Here taken from Harold Kirker, The Architecture of rh.rl,^ Kulhnch
(Cambridge: Harvard University I'ress, 1969).
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(^nmtridg*. Sirr.rt
Figure 3. Charles Bulfinch, elevahon anc.plan of the (Firs,) Harrison Gray Otis House (1795
1 796), from Kirker, ACB.
Figure 4. Charles Bulfinch, (Second) Harrison Gray Otis House (1800-1802). Photograph by
David Hayes from Kirker, ACB.
316
7igure 5. William Price's Map of Boston (1769)
THE TRAMOUNT.
Figure 6. T he Boston Trimountain. Wood engraving by Abel Bowen in Caleb H. Snow AHistory of Boston, The Metropolis of Massachusetts nw.n i B?B) Second edition ft iT
reproduced in Walter Muir Whitehill, Boston: A Tonopn.phi^l Hi^ry (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1959).
317
Figure 8. Detail of Long Wharf from Price's Map (1769)
Figure 9. Single and Two Room Plans drawing. Sketch from Abbott Lowell Cummings, Framed
Houses of the Massachusetts Bay rCamhriH^- Harvard University Press, 1979).
"
318
Figure 10. Paul Revere House. Photograph from 1949 reprinted in Whitehill
igure
.
I
.
Old Feather»rom Justo Win*,, ed„^ Memorial rTfrfory of^(BostonJames R. Osgood and ( ompany, 1881), Vol. II.
Figure 12. Boston Town House (1657-1 71 1). Reproduced in Whitehill from a 1930
reconstruction drawing done by Charles A. Lawrence for the Boston.an Society.
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building was destroyed by fire in 1 864.
'
mm-
Figure 14. Georgian Style floorplan. Floorplan for "Westover," William Byrd IPs plantationhouse in Virginia built e. 1730-1734. The image is from William H. P.eJn, Jr., Amenon
Builders and their Architects (Garden City, NY: Doubleday Press, 1976)"
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Figure 15. Faneuil Hall (1742). Engraving in theMM in March, 1789
Figure 16. King's Chapel (1749). From James Henry Stark, Andqj^ws of Ye Town ofBoston (Boston: Photo-Electrotype Engraving C^^mi).
Figure 17. Brattle Street Meetinghouse (1772) from Stark, Antique Views
321
F '8Ure
' '
Bromf'eld-PhimpS H°- < owned painting pushed ,
Figure 19. The Crown Coffee House (c. 1710). From Samuel Adams Drake, Old Boston Taverns
and Tavern Cluhs (Boston: Cupples, Upham, and Co., 1 8867
322
Figure 20. John Bonner's Map of Boston (1722))
Figure 2 1
.
Detail on North Square from William Price's Map ( 1 769)
323
Figure 23. Hutchinson House (c. 1690-1700), from Stark, AndgjaeJ^ews.
gure24. Moses Pierce-Hichborn House (c. 1710s). Original photograph in Boston Society of
Architects, Architecture. Boston (Barre, MA: Barre Publishing, 1976).
324
Figure 26. Green Dragon Tavern, from Winsor, Memorial History . Volume III
325
Figure 28. Detail of North End from William Price's Map (1769)
326
Figure 29. South Battery Certtfica.e (. 1765) Copper engravtng by T. Johnston> from
Whitehill.
,
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RG.3.
'SOUTHPROSPfiCTOPTHECOURTHOUSEINBOSTON-byThoraasDawcs.Jr and
wjrthtmW H.rM (Rmrnn. 1751: Photoaranh courtesy of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.)
Figure 30. Massachusetts State House (1712). Thomas Dawes drew this elevation around the
mid-eighteenth century after the building was rebuilt following a fire. Reproduced from Sara B
» »
Ct
?
aSe
'
A Brief Survey of the Architectural History of the Old State House, Boston
Massachusetts. Old Time New England, Vol. LXVIII, Nos. 3-4 (Winter-Spring, 1978): 31-49.
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Figure 31. Woodcut of the Seider Affair in Alfred F Yni.no Th~(Bosto„: Beacon Press,
,999). An ongi„alSlS^^
Pennsylvania.
Figure 32. The Faneuil Mansion (c. 1 720), from a privately owned
Whitehill.
painting published in
Figure 33. Bulfmch House (1724). Reproduced from a redrawing of a painting by Vautin from
Whitehill.
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Figure3^„uf t
„ , & 33^MMsachusettsFjrslNation^
j oiiKoi Boston, 1/84-1934 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1937)!
Figure 35. Christian Remick, View of Boston Common (c. 1768), from an engraving by Sidney
Smith in the collections of the Concord Museum. Printed in Moying Li-Marcus, Beacon Hill:
The Life & Times of a Neighborhood (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 2002).
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Figure 36. "Funeral Procession for the Bowdoinish Coalition," from MC, May 25, 1785
Figure 37. Charles River Bridge (1785-1786), from MM, September 1789
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Figure 39. Christopher Wren, Interior plan of St. Stephen's Church, Wolbrook, London, from
Kirker, ACB
.
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Rgure 40. Plate #50 from James Gibbs,AM^Mfete (1728), repont fr„m (New
York: Benjamin Blom, 1968.
ACCORDING TO
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Figure 41. Sketches from Vitruvms' work on Tuscan Temples, from Vitruvius, The Ten Books
on Architecture (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1960), translated and edited by Morns
Hicky Morgan.
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Figure 42. Sketches from Vitruvius' work on Theatres, from Vitruvius
Architecture.
,
The Ten Books; on
mm
Figure 43. Floorplans by Sebastiano Serho, The Five Books of Architecture (New York- Dover
Publications, Inc., 1982) reprint of the English edition of 161 1.
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Figures 45. Example of the work of Andrea Palladio, from Palladio, The Four Books of
Architecture (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1965)
334
Figure 47. Plate #43 from Isaac Ware, The Designs of Ini Po Tone, n ™,w \my
335
THE TOCAN' TEMPLE
AXORXXW TO
VITRWIV3 TV3CAN TIMPLE
AT n&uj:ct
Figure 48. Sketches from Vtavius' work on Tnscan Temples, from Vitruvius, The Ten Books
on Architecture
Figure 49. Elevation of a single-steeple church facade from Gibbs, A Book of Architecture
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Architecture.
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Figure 52. Elevation of a two-tower Italian church facade from Serlio, The Five Books
Architecture.
on
Figure 53. Notre Dame de Paris, photograph by Judith A. Conroy,
338
tile
;L^Sr^r-szz8*****? church - <-
MIT Press, 1997).
Figure 55. Charles Bulfinch, Washington Arch, and Thomas Dawes, Colonnade (1789), from
Kirker, ACB
.
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Figure 56. Charles Bulfinch, Beacon Hill Memorial Column (1790-1791), from Kirker, ACB
Figure 57. Roman Arches, from Luigi Ficacci, comp., Giovanni Battista Piranesi: The CnmpW
Etchings (New York: Taschen, 2000).
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Figure 59. Charles Bulfinch, Pittsfield Congregational Church (1790-1793) and Taunton
Congregational Church (1790-1792), from Kirker, ACB
.
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Figure 60. Charles Bulfinch, elevation and plan of John Joy House (1791), from Klrker, ACB
Figure 61. Charles Bulfinch, elevation and plan of Joseph Coolidge, Sr. House (1792), from
Kirker, ACB
.
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Figure 62. Robert Adam, Royal Society of Arts building, London (1772-
ACB.
1774), from Kirker,
F.gure 63^Pierre L'Enfant, Federal Hall, New York, sketch by Charles Bulfinch, from CharlesA
'
Place
'
Charles Bulfinch, Architect and Citizen (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1925).
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Figure 64. Joseph Charles Bulfinch, elevation of Joseph Barrell House (1792
ACB.
1793), from Kirker.
Figure 65. Joseph Charles Bulfinch, elevation of Joseph Barrell House with projected wings
(1792-1793), from Kirker, ACB.
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Figure 67. Drawing of Charles Bulfinch's (First) Boston Theater (1793-1794), from Winsor,
Volume IV.
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F.gure 68. Charles Bulfinch, Charles Bulfinch House (1793). Elevafion and plan reconstructedby David van Zanten, from Kirker, ACB.
r a
.
Charles Bulfinch, elevation and plan of Joseph Coolidge Jr. House (1795) from
Kirker, ACB .
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Figure 70. Exiles ofbuildings from Sebastian LeClercl^efe^^. 1714)andJ. F. Neufforge's Rejmejle!<h^^ 4)
Figure 71
.
Charles Bulfinch, elevation and plan of Tontine Crescent (1793-1794) from Kirker
ACB.
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Figure 72. Charles Bulfinch, The Massachusetts State House (1795-1798),
Kirker, ACB.
front elevation, from
MlilttiJil!
Figure 73. William Chambers, The Somerset House, river front ( 1 776), from Kirker, ACB.
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Monica: Hennessey and Ingall^OO^
Figure 75. West Boston Bridge ( 1 793)
Figure 76. Side elevation of Bulfinch's Perez Morton House (1796), from Kirker, ACB.
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en
Figure 78. Charles Bulfinch, Boston Branch of the Bank of the United States (1798), from Daniel
Raynerd's engraving for Raynerd and Asher Benjamin, The American Builder's Companion
(Boston 1 806). Reproduced in Kirker, ACB.
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Figure 79. Charles Bulfinch, Jonathan Mason House (\ Rrtn 1 srm <v
Kirker, ACB.
Figure 80. Charles Bulfinch, the Almshouse in Boston (1799-1781), from an engraving by Abel
Bowen in Snow, A History of Boston
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F
^lS2n ?lrleS Bulfrh ' ChUrCh °f the H°,y Cr0SS ( 1800-1803), from a lithograph made in18^ by C. A. Evans in the collections of the Boston Athenaeum. Reproduced in Kirker, ACB.
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Figure 83. Charles Bui finch, New North (now St. Stephen's) Church (\ 80? 180zn i, .by David Hayes after the restoration m ,964-,L.
Figure 84. Charles Bulfinch, Federal Street Church (1809), photograph made before 1859, in the
collections of the Bostonian Society. Reproduced in Kirker, ACB
.
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Figure 85. Charles Bui finch New
.South Church (18,4), photograph from made before 1868 ,„the collections of the Bostonian Society. Reproduced in Kirker, ACB.
pf
re 8
QpSrleS ?ULfinCh ' PIan °fMa maTf and Broad Street ProJec * m Harrison Gray OtisPapers, SPNEA; and photograph of south and east front made before 1868 and in the collections
of the Bostonian Society. Both reproduced in Kirker, ACB .
354
Figure 87. Kirk Boon House (1804). Wa.ereo.or made by an unknown arhs, before ,847Reproduced in Kirker, ACB
.
nr.n rrrr rnrnirrrin!
F.gure 88. Charles Bulfmch, Plans for Park Row (1803 - 1805), m the collections of the MHS
Reproduced in Kirker, ACB.
Figure 89. Cutting Down Beacon Hill, from an 181 1 watercolor by J. R. Smith. Reproduced
from Li-Marcus, Beacon Hill.
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